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THE PLAN OF FEDERATION OF INDIA :

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT. 1933

Sir A. P. Patuo, K.C.I.E., Kr.

PtOR inore Ilian a quarter of 3 century, “United India." “United

A Stales of India," “Greater India, ’’ hove been the ideals and

aspirations of patriotic Indioo publicist*. Reports of Royal Commis-

sion* and of individual statesmen conceived greater India in various

models of constitutional change* and vUuali.ei schemes according to

their appreciation of Iudian political conditions. People of Briliah

India desired full self-government. To attain the Federal ideal W33

found to lie most suitable in the hope of the eventual n-shmilation of

Iudiao States and British-lndia in one National Government under

an all-India Federation. Closer union between British India and

the Indian States is essential for the achievement of Greater India.

The rapid growth and development of liberal political ideas in British

India and ths changes which ore lading pla;e in the politic* of other

countries after the Great W ir, awakened a usw spirit iri this country,

the spirit of nationalism. In the States the enlightened rulers

realised in am increasing measure their responsibilities to India as a

whole. In response to the growing aspirations for full Self-Govern-
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mens in British India, the Slates most generously conceded shat they

would give opportunities to their own subjects for expression of their

views and sentiments in an organised manner. Representative assem-

blies, though advisory, were established and to executives were delegated

certain powets
.
to act on their behalf though not responsible to the

Assembly. Other important constitutional changes were also introduced.

The rulers sympathised with tbo political aspirations of British India

and agreed to help them to realise responsibility in the Central

Government which was made conditional upon an all-India Federation

with the Indian States included This generous gesture assisted the

practical possibility of Indian Federation. The Government of India

Act of 193.* may be said to be the effective eolation of the difficulty of

reconciling responsible self-government in British India with the

sovereignty of State*. As a matter of fact, the ruler of un Indian

State waa supreme in hia sphere. The only control over him was tho

Paramount Power of the Sovereign exeioised through the Governor-

General in Council. This conception of sovereignty of States derives

its support from the terms and the language of several treaties, that

refer to sovereignty of States and the treaties and engagements are said

to be binding also under the Government of India Act of l'~8i> (S. 12p>.

The States arc sovereign not in the sense of * Independent National

Sovereignties,' they acknowledge their allegiance and loyalty Bad to

some extent dependence on the Crown, as Paramount Power. Again

the treaties and engagements, no doubt, furnish an authority but it has

been laid down that they are to be construed in the light of usages

and practices which have growo up by long series of years in the

matter of exercise of paramountry of Power by the Political

Department.

2. India is politically divided between British India and the

Indian States which are about 600 in number. There are 109 States,

the rulers of which have a seat in the Chamber of Princes, but it is

to be noted that all of these or most of these had not taken any

active interest in the Princes Chamber. About 126 other States are

represented by-123 ralera by election. Out of the total tho other 800

Estates are States in the sense they do not form part of British India.

Within their territories the important Statos have all the main
attributes of sovereignty, although their external relations are

controlled by the Paromount Power. In British Indian Provinces,

provincial autonomy has boon iuangarated and the new Governments
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are working with full responsibility subject to certain limitations.

Parliament ha* no jurisdiction to legislate for the 8tates : they are

subject only to the Paramount Power, which is a vital force. This

problom is now solved by the Act which is made operative in I ho

case of acceding States with their consent.

3. According to the constitutions 1 history of other Federations,

they were formed from contracts and agreements emered into hy a

number of States, each possessed of sovereignty or at least of

autonomy
;
and each State agreed to surrender to the Central Organisa-

tion part of tbeir sovereign powers. Their pacts created a specific

group of powers to bo exercised by it on their behalf to the same

extent for each one of them separately and fur the Federation as a

whole. The extent of the surrender of individual slates depended upon

tho urge for such union. Economic necessity, defence against foreign

aggression, commerce and trade were potent indueuces. In India, in

British India, we look in vain lor such States. Britisli India is a

’ Unitary State *; the administrative control was vested in the

Secretary of State and his Council. Section 2 of tho Government of

India Act of 1919 mated, the Secretary of State may superintend,

direct and control all acts, operation!, and concerns which relate to the

Government or Revenues of India, and such powers os the Provincial

Governments exercise were derived by delegation from tho central

authority and were exercised subject to that control. The province®,

therefore, had no sovereign or independent power to surrender to the

Federal organisation. Therefore, the necessity there arose for full

self-government in the provinces before Federation. I said before

that the ladian Slates oocupied a unique position and were under the

sovereignty of the King-Emperor and formed no pan of British India.

Parliament could not legislate directly for their territories. Therefore,

it is only by agreement with the States and with their consent that

the scopes of legislative contact and the exercise of executive authority

could be determined. A federal Union or ihe Unity of Iadi* should

lie based oa organic relations among the Federal Units and the Central

authority, and is diflerem from a mere confederation. The Govern-

ment of India Act aims at such a Federation.

4. The Act provides for the Federation of British Indian

Provinces aod Indian States individually a.-, units. Both in status

and in nature, the Indiau states are wholly different. The paia-

mountcy of the Crown is tho agency which links tho States with tbe
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Now British Indian Provinces. What is (lie nature and scope of the

Paramount Power ? We need not enter into a discussion of the

history of this important problem ;
" it is a unique body of law " and

" has no parallel in the constitutional history or law of any country.

This relationship ot law gradually developed and wliaped during the

whole period of British rule in India." The validity of treaties and

engagement* made with the Prince* and the maintenance of their

rights, privileges and dignities have been asserted and observed by the

Paramount Power. But the Paramount Power has hud of necessity

to make decisions and exercise functions beyond the terms of treaties

in order to secure the observance ol treaty obligations and iho

maintenance of peace of India an u whole. Lard Heading in 19-20

stated the posiiiou: " The Sovereignty of tbo British Crown is supreme

in India, uod therefore no ruler of an Indian State can justifiably

claim to negotiate with the British Government on equal footiug. Its

supremacy is not based only upon treaties and engagements, but exists

independently of them and quite apart front its prerogative in matters

relating to foreign powers and policies It is the right uud duty of

British Government while scrupulously respecting all treaties and

engagements with the Indian States to preserve peace and good order

throughout India." It will lie instructive to read S. 285 of the

Government of India Act, 1935, which declares the rights and obliga-

tions of the Crown in its relation with Indian States. " Subject in the

case of a Federated State to the provisions of the Instrument of

Aceossion of that State nothing in this Act affects the rights and

obligations of the Crown in relation 10 any Indian Stale." The
constituent unit of the Federation is the ruler himself, as representing

the State and the Act makes no refernce to the subjects ol ihe State.

For the moment they arc out of focus as the subject relates to an

internal affair with which Federation cannot interfere at present.

Under the Federal uirangementa. the internal administration of a

State is fully exempt from Federal authority and ulso the relation

between the ruler uud the subjects.

Sections 5 uud 6 ol the Government of India Act form the basis

on which Indian Federation rests. They relate to establishment of

Federation and Accession of Indian States. Section 6 states ibot

Federation takes place by the voluntary act of the ruler, a Stair may
accede or may not and the consequences of accession are defined when
accession is accomplished. Both Houses of Parliament shall present
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an address to His Majesty, chat there shall be uuited in a Federation

under the Crown by the name of Federation of India : (a) the

Governor’s provinces. (6) the Indian States >vhich have acceded or

rnay thereafter accede to the Federation. That Section 6 i* important

aud had given rise to some discussion. The State ia to be deemed to

have acceded to Federation if His Majesty has signified hi* acceptance

of an instrument of accession executed l»y the ruler thereof whereby

the ruler for himself, hi* Iieira and successors declares that he accedes

to the Federation. The Instrument of Accession ia of considerable

imporlaircc as it del'mes the *o»p* of federal legislative aud executive

authority in re&epeet of the State. Section 0 <J) declares: The

Instrument of Accession shall specify the matter* which the Ruler

accepts, the subjects provided in tl»e Second Schedule to the Act.

Clauses 2 to 5 provided room for various interpretations but it was

ultimately understood that in the Instrument of Accession exemptions,

reservations and limitations might be made for the benefit of the ruler

Thus ic regard to tbe clauses, in tbe Second Schedule, the Siutes

are sui I to have made many reservations which if taken together might

come to a large number. The State cannot withdraw after it has

entered the Federation aud it is open to the States to preseut supple-

mentary instrument of further extension for the approval of His

Majesty. The States surrender their rights and powers to the Crown

and the Crown acts through the Viceroy of India instead of Govertror-

Gcnoral in Council »3 hitherto aud in all matters not included in the

Instrument of Accession. In the case of the latter, the States have

accepted the enactment passed by Parliament in regard to matters

acceded to by them. RulerB would desire to safeguard the subjects

acceded with limitations and conditions peculiar to each one of them.

Thus new political obligations were created by tbo Government of

India Act in respect of the states. Their Stutus i* now better defined

in relation to paramountcy and the political department. Indian

Legislature secured jurisdiction over acceded subjects in tbe State.

fi. It must bo Doted that the scope of Section 6. Clause 6, the

variation of an Instrument of Accession is only possible to extend the

powers of Federation. In other words, the Act may be deemed to

provide tor extending the federal juiixlietion so that, if things work

well, at some time later this Federation may eventually develop into n

full-fledged National Organisaiion. It may he a gradual process of

development but the path of progress towards tbe goal is definitely
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indicated. With mutual treat, mutual reaped, common goodwill and

honest service the great ideal which may appear dim at present may

become clearer as we .steadily advance towards the goal. A draft

Instrnment of Accession has been circulated to all States and on their

terms of approval would depend the scope of Indian Federation. The
power to accept an Instrument rests with Hie Majesty. In this

connection Clio place of Federal Court becomes important to interpret

these terras and to explain the relations infer »e of the various

authorities of the Constitution. Toe functions of the Federal Court

are defined as far as possible. But it is expected there might be a

considerable degree of uniformity in the Instrument of Accession, and

it has been eaid that the States would have to make out a convincing

case for any exemption and reservation in regard to any subject

Section 3 of the Act refers to the powers of the Governor-General in

regard to powers and duties as are conferred or imporad on him by the

Act and such other powers of His Majesty, not being powers conceded

with the exercise of functions of the Crown in ita relations with Indian

Stutes, as Ilis Majesty may be pleased to assign to him. The many

clauses of Section 294 define elaborately the extent to which the

present powers of the Crown in the Federated States would continue

to be exercised under the Federation.

7. To sum up, the status and character of Indian States and

the political position of British Indian Province- and the origin of the

Indian Federation were explained The relation between the Indian

States and the Crown was set forth a3 I'orainonntcy is a living

force or power by which His Majesty has contact with tbe States.

The States agreed to surrender some of their political and property

rights to join tho Federation thereby to assist British Indian aspirations

for Central responsibility. The rulers as such represent their States

and there is no reference to their subjects. The Instruments of

Accession would specify the exemption and limitations in regard to

the fortv-eigh; Federal subjects, specified in the Schedule attached to

the Act. It may be noted that State3 also felt that paramountcy has

been gradually oxtending over many spheres and it was loft undefined.

They desired to know definitely tho limits thereof.

8. After having briefly touched upon some of the salient features

of Indian Federation, the scheme indicated in the provisions of tbe

Act may now be looked into within tho limited Bpace available. The

executive authority of the Federation is placed in the Governor-
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General on behalf of Hi* Majesty : the Executive authority of Federa-

tion extends to matter* with respect to which the Federal Legislature

has power to make laws, to the raising in British India of naval,

uiilitaiy, air force* and to the exercise of such rights, authority and

jurisdiction as arc exercisable by His Majesty in relation to tribal

areas. In regard to Federated States such authority extends only to

matters as to which the Federal legislature has power to make laws.

It is expressly provided that the executive authority of a ruler shall

continue to be exercisable with respect to matters over which Federal

Legislature has power to make laws. The ruler is the Federal

Executive for the State and he thereby makes himself the delegate

for the Governor-General and Federal Legislature. If the administra-

tive machinery of the State is unable to carry on the executive

functions, presumably the Governor-General would step in as

Paramount Power or in most cases under Section 128 of the Act.

The administration of Federal affairs is to be carried on by the

Governor-General who :a assisted by a Council of Ministers not

cxeccdmg ten to aid and advise him except in matters relating to the

discharge of his fuoctions to be exercised at his discretion. Defence,

Ecclesiastical and External affairs are reserved subjects
;

they are to

be administered at hi* discretion
,
these may be allotted to Councillors

not exceeding three in number. In addition, Ibe Governor-General

has spoila I responsibilities in regard to which he would oxorcisc his

individual judgment. An Instrument of Instruction defining the

actual manner of the exercise of hia pawore is issued to the Governor-

General. Unlike the In3trament issued before the Act, the present

document receives sanction of Parliament and is statutorily recognised.

The superintending power of the Secretary of the State i« limited to

the Governor-General's functions involving the exercise of bis discre-

tion or his individual judgment. The appointment of a Financial

Adviser ha* been provided for to assist the Governor-General in the

discharge of his .special responsibility for safeguarding financial

stability Bnd credit of the Federal Government and also to give advice

to the Federal Government on consultation.

9. The Federal Legislature consists of His Majesty’s representa-

tive, the Governor-General, and two Chambers. The Council of

State consists of 158 representatives of British India and not more

than 104 of the Indian Stute* and tho Federal assembly will consist

of 250 representatives of British India and not more than 120 repreaen-
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Ulivci of Indian StateB The Council of Slate is it permanent body

not subject to dissolution, one-third of the members retire every third

year. Ti* seats allotted to the Council of State would be elected

directly by the electorates formed while the setts for the Assembly

would be elected by an indirect method. The indirect method is an

undesirable change from the present practice. Rule 19 of First

Schedule to the Act propsses subject to the provisions of the next

succeeding paragraph, persons to fill the seats in the Federal assembly

allotted to a Governor's province 43 general seats shall be chosen by

electorates consisting of such 0/ the Members of the Legislative

Assembly of the province at hold therein general seals in accordance

with proportional representation by maim of u single transferable

vote In regaid to the ludiau States, there shall be allotted to each

Stale or as the case may bo group of Stales a certain number in the

case of Council of States. I n the case of Assembly also there shall

be allotted to each Slate a certain omubei of members. It is the

rul-rs of State.- who would appoint these members by nomination to

either chamber It is provided that the Executive authority of every

Federated State -hall be so exercised as not to impede or prejudice

the exercise of tbe Executive authority of the Federation so far as

it is exercisable in ths State. The tiovernor-General (S. 128) has

power to issue such direction to the ruler as he thinks fit.

10. Part VII of the Government of India Act is the real pivot

upon which tac success or failure of Federation and Pioviuciol

Autonomy largely turn, distribution of Revenue between tho Federa-

tion and the Federal units. The allocation of central revenue propose I

in Nxemeyer Report was encouraging but the recent report of Wedg-

wood Committee is very disquieting. However, the Iasi quarterly

return ol earnings of Radwayg raises some hope tint the calculations

of experts may not, after all, be quite well-founded P»fl of Income-

tax earnings are to be distributed to tbe Province- lo strengthen their

unsocial position if the earnings 0? Railways aro considered to be

satisfactory and to be able to contribute towards the General fund*

of the Central Government. Finance is a very important subject

which requires separate treatment. Under the provision of Act,

Section 188, a prescribed percentage of the net proceeds in any

financial year of the taxes on income may be assigned to the Provinces.

Corporation tax shall not be levied by the Federation in any Federal

State until ten years have elap-ad from the establishment of Federa-
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(ion. The States at present are ual liable io contribute directly to

Federal finance other tlmu their indirect contributions in the Miape

of share in the Customs duties, etc. On the other baud any cMh
contribution* payable by the ofutc* tony be remitted iS. 147). Over

3 period not exceeding twenty years, provision is made also in regard

to ceded territories taking into Consideration privileges or immunity

enjoyed by the Stale.

II. The regulation and the construction, maimemnee and

operation of Railways are hereafter to be exercised by a Federal

Railway authority. The oompositi.n of this authority would consist of

as follow* : not lose than threc-°eventlisof the member- of the authority

ahull he person* ap|>oinled by the Governor-General in bis discretion, and

the Governor* General shall, iu li* discretion, ippiioi u member of

authority to be Present. Wide powers are vested in this authority,

its executive power extends to the carrying on hi connection wiib any

Federal Railways of such undertakings as in the opinion of (he

authority it is expedient should b* curried ou in connection there-

with and iu the nuking and carrying iuto effect of arrangements with

other persons for the carrying on by these persons of such undertakings

(S. 161) Powers in regard to Railway services of the Federation

would t>e exerciwd by the authority, subject to the policy of the

Federal Government. Railway Finance would be separated Finance of

Railway authority to i>c dealt with (rein fund known as Railway Fund.

Any surpluses on revenue account of the authority iliall be apportioned

between the Government and the Kiilw.iv Board according to a scheme

to be prepared and from time to time reviewed by the Federal

Government and the sum transferred shall form pari of the revenues

of Federation. It is nut nc.-es-ary to enter iota further details, all

these matters having beeu very ubly considered by tbe Niemeyer

Rep^it. In addition to the Railway authority, the Governor-General

may from time to time appoint a Railway Rim* Committee to give

advice to the authority in connection with any dispute between persons

using or desiring t.i Use a Railway uiiJ the an:.Duty a* <o rates or

traffic facilities which tie my require the authority to refer to Hie

Committee. In addition, a railway Tribunal may lie establish*!

consisting uf a President a id two jtlwr per*jUA to bi s.-lec el la act

in each case being persons with railway adunnUiritivc nr business

experience. The Prrsidcut may b? one of the Judges of th: Federal

Court. The scheme was intended to Ixing the Railway udmiuisiration

2
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under the authority so that there may bo co-ordinated development of

communications between the Federal State* and British India as the

financial, construction and odtn initiative aspects of Railways have

become increasingly important

12. Time and agiuu, si oca the publication of tho White paper on

Indian Constitutional Reforms, there had been vehement criticisms of

Indian Constitution and specia attempts were directed against Indian

Federation. Moderate publicists al»j agreed vribb tho contention to

some extent. Federation was described by leaders of one school of

politics as an evil design planned for strengthening the h«dd of

Imperialism in India ; it was fraught with evil consequences, and is

against the progress of Swaraj in India. They argued that it should

be prevented from being brought into operation and that the Act

should be rejected in its entirety. It s, however, very significant that

throughout this long period of criticism and denunciation, not a

semblance of any other constructive scheme was plaoucd in its stead

and no alternative was proposed much lcs* worked out as an

advance over the present which is acknowledged to he unsatisfactory.

The remedy pressed forward was the formation of u Constituent

Assembly of India to frame a Constitution. Such orgauisutiuub wers

possible in the lust ccuturies iu France and in America but their

application to the conditions of India in the present circumstance*

appears to be bewt with many serious practical difficulties This idea

is not looked upon with favour by a craaideruble s*i-ion of the people

of India. Tho Comiuuoul and Minority problems confront tho

advocates however much tliey may try to minimis the insurmouotablo

obstacles. The Communal Award atare* us in the face, and the failure

of ;bo Nehru Report is proof against the p scticabilicy of the proposal.

For the present, the Govern meat of India \ct of 1933 is the mcvilable

solution for the Indian problems and it lias further bccu put into

operation.
41 This is now she Law of tho Lund.

'

13. Happily for Indiau progress all the unpleasant and evil

forebodings have been dissipated and liie Provincial Government aod

Legislatures are in full working order. The leaders of the majority

parties in the legislatures proclaim that tbeir object in agreeing to

work the New Constitution U rn mukc the best use of ir. for the benefit

of the masses and for carrying out their policies and programmes.

Tbercforo according to them they work the Constitution and do not

wreck it. Under these circumstance*, wuat u the uexl step ? Conld
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the other part of the Act be ignored and dismissed ? The Government

of India Act as * whole stands as the Law of the hind. It was the

sincere and steadfast work of Indian patriots for the last quarter of

a century to realise the state of United India, the Union of the Indian

States and British India and tbe inauguration of a National State of

India. There bare been frightful difficulties causing despair, and

eventually by the aid and assistance of liberal-minded Princes who

sympathised with the legitimate aspirations of British IndU. the dream

has been realised in however inadequate a form. The Prince# agreed

to sacrifice some of their political rights and privileges and undertook

new obligations with prai.«cw>rthv magnanimity. They entered into

the Indian Federation by Instrument* of Accession. Wo can now
visualise, however hazily, India as a political whole. A great begin-

ning has been made
;

it rests upon British India to complete the

process by honest ox>p»ration and by sincere service. All doubts

and uncertainties have been sat at rest by the historic message to

India from His Excellency the Viceroy on 21st June. He said:

—

“ I am convinced that the shortest road to that fuller political life

which many of you so greatly desire is to accept this Constitution and

to work it for all it is worth. Of their nature, politics are ever

dynamic and to imagine that their expansion in terms of a writtea

Constitution can render them static would be utterly to disregard tbe

lessons of history and indeed the dictates of Commonsense"; these are

the declarations of an experienced and sincere statesman presiding over

the destinies of India.

14. 1 may. before concluding, refer to an impression prevailing

among a section of the people that the majority party in the Legislative

Assemblies would prevent tho election to the Federal Assembly and

thereby prevent Federation unless the Governor-Generul and tbe

Governors exercise Extraordinary and Special Powers vested in them.

This argument is on a par with the one relating to “wrecking tbe

Constitution "
if majority party did not accept office. Tbe govern-

ment of the Provinces was nevertheless carried on. Public men

making such statements should carefully look into the provisions of

the Government of India Ac i. 1035, and Schedule 1. Rule 10, acajrdiog

to which tbe provincial assemblies as such arc not the constituencies

for electing representatives to tbe Federal Assembly but the members

thereof form tho electoral college for general and filial interests.

If the majority of members refuse to vote they are the worse for it
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and the minority would then elect all the representative*. I am
confident that such pyrotechnic would not proceed from thoughtful

iodividmls. It is acknowledged that Indian Federation may give

rise to difficult es, and that it does not fully express the views of

India.

The points alleged inter alia are:—

() Disproportionate representation of the States on the basis

of (Mpul ition. 7il millions and JCU millions.

() The Instrument of Accession while accepting the Federal

Subjects would nullify tin s*uis by exemptions and limitations.

(cl Freda nnunue of State infi ieoce ill Legislatures.

(il) Absence of my i
npet is for formation of parties on political

principles.

(e) Diuchic form of government is repeated.

(/I Financial relations are far from just or equitable.

<g) The State representatives arc nominees of the rulers.

(/i) There is no si i tutor/ provision for collective responsibility

of Ministore.

(i) The ruler himsdf i< the Federal Etecntivo Power in the

State for Federation.

(il Abscn jsof ( icilitids hr oo-ordioitod action among the mem-

bers of Units.

All time dilficaltiei ciuld be satisfactorily explained a.s not

unsurinouiitable if the scheme of the Government of Iudia Act
. 1935,

is accepted
; these and other* seem to be unavoidable in any

scheme of Federation iti the particular circumstances of India. Tho

Time Spirit is working fast
;
and these and other alleged defects may

in time be sit right by mutual understanding and good will.

Nevertheless, as practical workers for the service of the

country and as men of ConiaionseDBe, we should realise that there

is no as; in ploughing the sands for ever whon constructive statesman-

ship and the cause of greater India demand wholehearted devotion and

patriotic service.



TWENTY YEARS AFTER
CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY POVERTY STUDY

Captain J. W. Pktayxi.

'HOWARDS the end of the Great War, when people wue turning

l their (Uteotion to reaonstruction problems, (he tato Justice Sir

Asu tosh MookerjCf took the s ibjoct up with his characteristic

thoroughness. He placed before the Rjyil Commission that was then

studying Indian education problem* a paper on the education system

which had beea pjt forward as Hit p'»n fir the reconstruction: 1 and

for self-supporting education for Indio; so m after he arranged for

features in the University on the subject and for their publication in

book form ;* finally a special lectureship was established under bis Vice-

Chancellorship, the first for its subject in any University
;

its aim in the

word* of a rnemirandatn relating to it. was the study of "the ways of

applying the enormous productive power which progress has given us

to putting an end to unmsrited poverty " (see the Proceedings of the

Kxecutivc Committee of Post-Graduate Studies in Arts, lOtb of March,

111-20, No. 29).

The Gilcutta University publications apj*al for attention to two

gteat needs of our time, to two urgent adjustments that have to he

mad \ in making which, wc should bring about other great changes

automatically, and cause our progress to do us good and our immense

productive power to be used for human welfare, to remove the ugly

features of our civilization. Tho first great adjustment needed is in

connection with our education system, the second, which would follow

from the first, is in connection with housing the industrial population

in garden cities and suburb*, the effects of which would be of the rnoet

far-reaching importance socially, economically and imperially.

Sir Aeutosh Mookerjee, realising that those questions were of vital

importance to all countries, bad the University publications 6cot to every

part of the world. 3 11 is great fellow countryman, the late Sir Itajcndra-

1 ?«ii< RcMfl of t>« CilantU Uoirrriity CcraniivM, Approdn, Val. VIT, p 18
’ " Mio »"<i MiolifaiB Po»cr i W#r i&t Ktcccntractica

'

1 I'irrt '4f»o »cf M«-hio- Pwrer" “n lent cut. •i‘*a “Mf-OorrrnnKBl »nd l»w

Bn*»d PKt»V» “i (In* liller tin lo >io p-Ji*

I

on « . Over l«vi'J UtOUnni (epieB cf b«k»,
bookl-li md p»<opOltt« wete lwoe-1 in coanirton nilh <b» proptgnDl*. nni «ot oul ».Ui
MOO prinlfd circslsr iMten from the CKivcntty.
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nath Mookerjee who. with tbo late Maharajah of Cossimbuzar, Sir

Daiab Tat.* and Sir Dnshab Waoha, made a princely donation to the

work, aaid that the time might oome wlieu' Sir Asutosh Mookerjee

wo aId be chiefly remembered fir the bold action he look to call aiten-

lion to those great needs of our time, alike for India uod for Western

countries.

The practical suggestions made in the University publications

received most generous appreciation from every quarter Kin» Edward,

then Prince of Wales, the Prime Minister at the time, Mr. Lloyd

George, a number of Cabinet Ministers among whom the present

Secretary of State, Lord Zetland, and 3 past Under-Secretary of

State, Lord Binha, the founder of the Salvation Army, the late General

William Booth, were among the first to appreciate ths educational idei,

ind the International Social Secretary, Commissioner David Lamb,

icon became an active helper. Many of the foremost economists of

the lime including Professor Gido of Paris. Sir Horace Plunkett, Pro-

fessor Carver of H»rv»rd, wrote of them with Ibc very greatest appre.

ciation. Dr. Leicester, H. M. Inspsotor of Schools, came to Calcutta to

report to the British Board of Education on the plait, and what was

being done in connection with it. In addition to the Sadler

Commission a number of Government committees soon published

appendices about the educational suggestions. The suggestions for

dealing with distribution of population received equally generoas

recognition, conspicuously from Lord Crewe, Mr. Lloyd George and

the Press representing all parties and in many countries.

During the twenty yearn which have passed eincc Calcutta Univer-

sity took its [lion ser action no le.*s than nine Governments have shown

their interest officially in the education system it advocated
;

a bill hae

been placed before the United States Seuate for a first step in the

direction of its practical realization, and the British Association has

taken up the subject of country planning ; finally lodia’s Premier State,

on tbo initiat.veof the Rt. Hon'ble Sir Akbar Hydan, stronglysupponed

by the head of the Cooperative Department . Mr. Saycd Eazalullah,

H. C 8 ., is taking the matter up and the Central Piovincee Govern-

ment is considering self-supporting education
.
so it is high time to give

the matter attention.

1 bif [obliM .|i-»cb at U.i UyiBJ of tl>» fmi*3»<ion U Uv out luildilK

ot M»b»r»i.h O; PdljtmliBlo Imlituteto *b>eH he bad wn'-riburo,! headai.iunly

wbitat Sr !>)'»!< TuU. S.r Din.'.il, Warlij ant a ouiSVr of Calcaltj ’nercbaali occlif-

tiled <0 tba pnipaB«n la.
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It is now dear that those adjustments have to bo made in our

system to save advanced countries from disaster and India from

illiteracy. We have to recognise that, for better or for worse, the age

of machine and all that goes with it, has come upon us, but we

have been made to realise that whatever else may be &3id of it

.

it ia killing us by its artificialities besides making people's livelihood

insecure. 1 c offers us, however, a great hope of a better era. First,

the young human bciug, up to the age of about eighteen, ia
44

plastic

and capable of being moulded, and the influences received up to that

age largely determine the whole afterlife " and progress ban given us

the means to bring up the young, during the whole of their plastic

years, in the education colonics in which they would be in dose

contact with nature and formed in healthy and natural tastes both for

work and for sports.

That, then, ia the first great adjustment we have to make and iu

making it we shall be doing, beyond all comparison, the most splendid

thing ever done for juvenile welfare and for sound education and

training.

At the same time, progress has given us every facility and, more

than that, make* every urgent call oq us, to plan our towns and

country in * way that will enable the
41 educational colony "-trained

young pL*op)c to have their
* 4

adult colonics/’ in which they will spend

part of their time, uot laboriously cultivating small 44 uneconomic ”

holdings, but producing their own foad by intelligent collective farming

for home use working then only a short shift only in the factory.

Sociologists know that the workers aie at tfccir best in every way.

not when they ure cultivator* pure urn! simple, still le** when they are

only craftsmen, but when they combine some industiial work with the

cultivation, of the soil. Wo therefore see the possibility of the

machine
,
which so fur scctu* to have brought great curses upoo u*.

giving us a far happier age than we have known yet. The necessity

for the combined occupations under modern conditions has since been

emphasised by the world's greatest industrialist, Mr. Henry Ford.

Sir A*uto?h Mookerjie's great message was that we must not

despair or plan rc%*olutions but adjust things.

All this is equally hopeful for Indio, whoBe great problem i6 chat

of making her soil produce more food for her glowing population. She

must have a “ innil exodus," but a happy one in this case. Over-

pressure on the laud must be relieved by population migrating not to
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hideous towns, but to well planned " factory colonies " and

garden cities, in which people will cultivate irrigated plots on a system

of scientific co-ordination, producing milk, fruita, vegetables lor their

own abundant supply, workiog oidy a very abort day in a well-

equipped industry. The land will then, to an ever increasing extent,

be cultivated, not by one person, to two uud n half acres which is the

average iu India now, but by few people using good machinery getting

thu utmost possible from the soil, making every field aud every part of

the country, produce what it is best suited to produce by the best

methods Thus it will yield abundant food for the people which it

cannot do under present conditions of cultivation.

With the labour-simplifying methods progress ba-s given us, the

perplexing problem of disposal of products cau bo solved. People can

prodace things for one another, simply ou the system of the village o|

ancient times, but organised by a vast country-wide co-operative ex-

change organization. The great signal we have now for this modern

return to the ancient, ia Senator Sheppard's bill <the United Commu-

nities' Bill), aud tbe brilliant success of tbo Swiss pioneers of Witzwil.

Both those pioneers read the Calcutta University publications with rbo

greatest appreciation ; the splendid example of a production for uso

organization giveu by the Swiss and the need to follow up its success

is a great theme of its publications. Production for ure, they explain

clearly, must not supersede trade. All the industries could be private

undertakings selling what tliey were able to sell. With modern faci-

lities, however, we could have the old-tune system m its modern

—

" United Communities "-form exchanging what they could not sell,

for tbe use of the pioducecs. Industries would then not depend on

aka, or worker* on money wages. Both would work for the exchange

tokens of the co-opsrative org.miz.uton. Willi these they would he

able to purchase not only the organization h good* but at y thing they

wished, for p topic would accept the token* as readily as money. Ob.

vioua precaution* oould prevent the toketu actually becoming * currency

and causing inflation.

AUo on the simple old-iitno plan, but earned out ou a country-

wide instead of villige scale, people would be able to pay their reut

and taxes in kind. They would pay taxes in their exchange tokens.

With them the Ojveruiueut would be able to pay ish officials part

of their salaries, and purchase its various requirement*, the firms pul-

ing them on, in proper proportion, to their worker*. Government*
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would al#> purchase bills of exchange with them for article* to be

imported.

Problems of over*population anti unemployment will arise until

organization and distribution arc perfected, but young people brought

up in educational colonies having learned to work together co-opera-

tively, would go out to new countries, and to undeveloped parts of

them, as pioneers, from sheer love of adventure. They would establish

their colonies there, uud so a*k no one for employment. They would

ask only for co-operation with established settlers in way# that would

be mutually of the greatest possible advantage. Financiers would

readily capitalise the well-trained young people.

Thus the education planning will lead us to the Empire planning

we need that will benefit all classes.

Those were the suggestion* put forward in tho publications of

Calcutta University, endorsed by great economists, written about in the

Press from Calculia to San Francisai, noticed in seven full-column

articles in the London “ Time* " in its Educational Supplement.'

Mow what is tbere to bo ssidof it all twenty years after ? Was i; a

flash in the pan ?

Sir Asutosh Mookerjee had set himself to carry out ihe educa-

tional idea when death Struck him down. Ho had taken the lead in

connection with an organization that had been registered in Bengal

under the name of the Modern Co-operative Agricultural Association,

Ltd. His death was tho first disaster that befell the effort to lead

India’s patriotic movement in the direction of this constructive work.

The second disaster was the equally sudden death of the late Lord

Siuha, who, with Sir Manmalhanath Mookerjee—reoent acting Chief

Justice of Bengal—and others, had stepped into the gap.

But the educational colony is the need of our modem age, so the

idea was bouud to live, and it is becoming clear now that the industrial

countries, will have to adopt it speedily.

Statistics of “ appalling
1

' physical deterioration and fore shadowing

' precipitate
’’

depopulation, are the grim indications we have now

of the effects of ever increasing artificiality. They are the indications

of life and work under condition# that are joylesa, under which un-

healthy excitement# take the place of natural zc&t of work and joy of

1 SmISI IB* in II, iH-0, 6 tod 13 V, 192
,

2 IX. 1023. rtl.ndiCX. 1323;

uoeej oilier (rwit-oai («Uirotion>, " Nilur* " »tw> giro > long icria <1 noiKu urn!

Prolreem, Gilts, Cetrer •o i Bklsjrd *tol» in nun/ piperi ic ralise approval.

3
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living, which is found even among decently treated slaves. The facts

now confronting us are those of death supervening on the joylcssuess

of industrialism without the necessary adjustments in our social

system. Palliative measures will be applied id Western countries to

minimise the symptoms, and with various degrees of success, but Sir

Asutosh Mookerjee took his " action perhaps without a parallel in the

annals of any learned body, ' ’ to cull atientiou to the fact that we can

go to the root of the matior, and restore to |K*>ple healthy aud happy

conditions of life, and work, and that is what we must do.

There is no more elementary truth than that every creature must

have suitablo fc*>d and proper joyful exercise. Failing either ol the

two things deterioration and infertility follow. With the humam being,

work exercising the miud aud demanding dexterity may bo good, if

some bodily exerriM also is taken, but we know now that, more and

more, our industrial system is failing to give what is essential. The

human being under degenerating conditions hastens the process of

extinction by artificialities. Unhealthy tastes and liabits are accelerat-

ing deterioiaiion, aud birth-control is accelerating racial extinction.

Man with reason and conscience cannot let this go on with the

cause and the remedy both obvious. The appeal of every oammitfee.

aud every person, who has exumined the facts, the giant efforts of Sir

Asutosh Mookerjee, the efforts iu America that inspired Senator

Sheppard to place his bill before the United States Senate, cannot long

remain vain. The young will be brought up in educational " United

Communities ”—to use the American word—so that they will not work

in industries more than a short day. at least till experience or skill fits

them for work that ia really good. Then also we shall have, a great

“ United Communities ” system, that will give people “access to

machinery of production ” and the machine that is now a threat to

man will bo a useful servant instead.

The educational oolomes plau could he carried out in many ways

but tho ways suggested in the Calcutta University publications fur

towns and rural districts will be given as an illustration.

The children and adolescents would divide their day pret ty equally

betwoen productive work, the beat games and sports, and lessons.

There would ba more of tb6 productive work in the case of poor

' Bee tbs Editor'* iotrodaclko to th- booklet Inorf by " C»pit»J." C.lrtlli, on tbt
Ucivtnitx prc£»sg&ndft.
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children, nnd more study in that of those destined for professions. It

woald ba employment and school g>ing on together, and the first qoe*-

tioa is what its economics would be. bow it would affect poor parents

aud the State.

We shall consider it first from the point of view of the nations

and sections of the population shat are perishing under present condi-

lions. Its application Co the Indian rural districts is absolutely

simple.

First and foremost it has to be understood th\i the " educational

colonics " plan has been made practically po^ible by tbo fact that,

in a modern organization, well trained adolescents may be as good as

adults in many branches of product ivo wjrk. and ro^lero labour-saving

methods can enable them to produoe useful com moditie* for their use

by very little labour, leaving time for studies and sports.

Children and adolescents would have to be fed in the educational

colonies and on a more liberal scale than is usual among the poor.

But systematically growing fruits and vegetables, scientifically preserv-

ing products for all-year supply, tbe colonies would easily provide a

d ;et that would be keenly relished. Foodstuffs that had to be bought

would be acquired on the largest scale, for the immense organization,

and it would no doubt gain further advantages by co-operating for ita

purchases with other public services. Under those conditions difficul-

ties would be reduced to the minimum.

In countries in which parents maintain their children during the

school age, that is to say, up to about fifteen, the parents would not

have to pay more than a part of what it would cost to feed their

children less well at home, so chat in no case ooold there be just com-

plaints. Within reasonable limits parents might be permitted to

supplement the diet provided by tbo colony. There are numerous

ways in which parents could be tnaJe to pay their share.

The children and adolescents would cultivate small allotments in

proper co-ordination, in little partnerships of seniors and juniors. The

cultivation could include even produciug fodder crops to feed goats for

milk, and poultry and rabbits. Cultivation that would not be profit,

able commercially may be quite profitable under the conditions of

production for use. It has to be remembered that in producing for

use, people earn, or rather save for their benefit, the middleman's

profit, and all the transport and marketing charges, no that work done

producing for oneself iu a good organization is very well rewarded, and
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the economic conditions are entirely different from those of production

for sale. That must be specially noted as the fundamental economic

principle of the plan.

In Western countries a most important function of this labour

army of the adolescents, helped to some extent by the elder children,

would be to assist the farmers. They would go to work in farms

specially at the times when extra labour is needed, working not for

money but for payment in produce for their organisation. Extra

labour at certain times, well trained and dependable, is the most valuable

assistance agriculture can have, enabling better cultivation to be earned

out and valuable crops to be safely harvested. The plan is of great

value in that way also. The payments in kind for dependable help

could be on a liberal scale. Finally some of the adolescents and older

children would take turns of work in colonies near factories, helping

in the production of clothes, and many commodities of ordinary use,

including even school requisite*. They would work a *hort shift in the

factory, four hours at the most. For their labour the educational

organization would take products it wanted from the factories, to

distribute among the young workers according to their various require-

ment*. On a similar economic principle the earnings in kind would

be at a very high rate.

So far from there being any economic difficulty to foresee, it

seems hardly conceivable that three hours' productive work daily

should fail to make the children and adolescents, taken together,

entirely self-supporting. There is no need, however, to dwell on

that possibility as regards Western countries but it makes it clear that

we must try the plan ami not waste time couriering eventualities that

may never arise. The possibilities of self-support, however, arc of

great hopefulness for India and are specially atre39ed in tho Calcutta

University publications— that it is the solution of the problem of self-

supporting education for India.

Then, again, those publications dwell on the possibility of private

enterprise co-opeiatiog cordially with the educational organization, and

allowing adults m well as tho young to work for remuneration in the

credit which the great co operative organization would similarly tuke

from them. The stage might soon be reached at which the exchange

token3 would be readily received for all kinds of payment. The

American "United Comm unities
,f

bill is specially for adults.

Leaving, however, these possibilities, which were not generally
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understood, ami concentrat tag oa the
41
educational colonies

,#
plan

which has attracted much attention, we have u> cousider the poaBibi-

lily of private enterprise not co-operating cordially at fust. In that

case the education'll orgoniz-ation would make special arrangements

with a few industries, if necessary financing them. These would be

given an assured custom from the public und from the parents.

Ab regards poor parent*, for European countries, it is self-sufficient

to say that cases of genuine poverty could be met. Childreu o: parents

in poverty could contract lo remain longer in this juvenile labour army,

and then make useful contributions in kind to tbeir homes from an

early age The * 4
educational colony ” system would be the very best

belp to the poor. Earnings in kind, once more, ure on 3 liberal scale.

One has not to anticipate difficulties in connection with

Caking town children to educational colonies." One of the im-

portant features of the system would be that it would keep town

children for a considerable part of their time in the colonies,

sending them home perhaps twico a week id the case of quite

young ones, and once a week m case of older ones
;

at the most,

young children would go Lome alternate nights. Another important

feature would be that the seniors would, in a systematic and

organised way, take care of the junior*. Tbe plan would be to

train and develop the young in every way, among wbicb i>ot least, In

working together organized, in service—scouting in a word, for which

i; would give magnificent scope. The Scout movement ha3 shown us

that the right spirit can be awakened in the young, and that alone,

is true education
,
as every real educationist knows; with the spirit,

every kind of development is stimulated and perfected. An important

part of the plan would be tbe organisation of town children's

travelling tbe juniors in little groups with seniors. In these days of

motors and tractors it would be easy to design types of trailers for

very slow travelling over the very abort distances, which would

generally bo only from two to three miles, with children living tbe

furthest away. But evidently, as there is no better exercise than

Stuart marching, with spurts ol running, the children would assemble

in little
41 Scout " groups under a senior, aod the groups would march

together along chosen routes, with masteia on bicycles supervising.

The conveyances running along those routes, would only have to

pick up successive little groups, to give young children living at the

greatest distances, a lift for part of tbe way. As regards young
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children living in the centre portions of very big towns, those are

the very ones it would be desirablo to keep in the educational colonies

a.i rnuob ns possible. Moreover, big towns have their trains and

other conveyances that, in the mornings ooiue empty from the centre,

bringing in successive lots of workers and that oonveraely. in the

evenings, run empty to the centre, bringing successive lota of workers

out. These conveyances could bo utilised in their returning empty

journeys, tc take organised groups of children »mc of tho W3y to

their colonies.

It is sufficient to say that there are many plan* to be considered

from many points of view for a well organised labour anny of the

young, aiming at training thorn in the full «on*e and the organization

and discipline of the labour army, the system of the responsibility

of the seniors for the juniors, would be the best training and influence

to seniors and juniors.

Of greatest importance of all, the C&loatta University publication

insist " educational colonies “ promise to be in every way the best

thing ever done for human welfare. They would create for the

young a very paradise. Variety of good occupations with good

opportunities for sports, woald make their young lives happy. At

the same time, as all educationists know, keeping the young working

with enthusiasm by such variety, means, in a word, doing everything

for them that is best in every really important way. Nothing else

educationally is more than dust in the balance in comparison with

the importance of kaepiug the young enthusiastically husy. Cultural

education would also gain enormously. Spreading it out over a longer

period, going on side by side with real employment, would be

altogether advantageous to it.

Then tiic organization we should bavo for the young would ha an

example of the way in which we could organize generally to “ use

the productive powor progress has given us " for human welfare,

using it to purge our civilization of all depressing features.

In rural India the educational colonies system would be a system,

as one might explain it illustratively, oj equipping some villages well,

to make the labour oj the equipped people produce a surplus, and

living some oj the surplus to puy schoolmasters and doctors for tho

surrounding villages a salary in kind. The industries in the

" equipped villages " could be private undertakings, but those

capitalising them would make certain conditions for their social
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utilisation, which the University publications show would be sound

from every business point of view. They commend the plan very

specially for consideration as hopeful for India’s industrial develop-

ment, to give a 6tart to an industrial system suitable 10 India, and

to be the nucleus for the co-operative organization, supplying necessaries

for payment io kiud, which would first make India’s great man

power the factor in hot development.' This would lead to the

redistribution of population in the rural districts that would give the

masses sufficient f *>J and the benefits progress has to offer wnh the

hope of avoiding the evils that have accompanied il hitherto.

But finally the question is how the ceceBsaiy country planning

is to be carried out
;
how “ educational colony "-trained young people

are to have the " factory colonies " and the kind of towus they will

waut without colossal profiteering in rents neutralising the good of

them.

As that might seem to many to be the great difficulty it is well

that wc are able to sty that of the suggestions contained in iho

Calcutta University publications none had more distinguished notice

and approval than that which related to this matter.
0

Th« problem appeals moal difficult in the case of European

countries, so we shall con aider them first, and the solution for India

will follow obviously.

Any plan for better distnbuiion of population, and to enable

people to combine the cultivation of the land with iudusirial work,

would place some land-owners in a position to demand enormous rents,

whilst other landlords would sutler ruinous losses. ^ The first tiling

needed therefore in connection with country planning is io value the

land and thon take in a “ betterment tax ” the whole of the increased

value due to planning and coiupen-atc those who would lose. Iu that

way we could have once uud for all an equitable fixing of rents.

Planning in a word would transfer values to new places and enorm-

ously increase them on the whole. The measure needed for it is one

that, after a fair valuation, allowing every owner the present value

I 'Ibithi. aln.Won tons »oi fe<»-ntlj •Iro’nrafby Sir Dome! H.nitlui.
1 Tli« " fUvur InuriutiaiUe Emd.ii -(iir

“ |iaV.noed > litfbly .pprwutiwr Dctice M
it bv ikeoIxUriUl FreBcti cviwnitt. lb - l» * k’ro'e.ror Cbirl.ii Hi* . tl« "Z*::lr»;e

a

3appl«ro.nt " of Ibe "Berlin TaW»iUiW ’’ p-blbfced on* by Dr. Uu.lltr.voH.iio.Di

.sere . tcol« ia tie * Duly Non. ” rofomo:; Io il neOiolly, ond (uinorubln ruioiueuto

iu p.poio reurtuSa'.iDjr oil sbudw ut opinion in many cojuiiirt.

i Sou “Mon ood Uuciiioe I'.-.r " iCo'eul'n Uai>er»ity!, pp. 130 onword., tlw U*
Ixok. iu.ulx.ued in tie («vtnol« llw end
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uf iiis land would fix rents to prevent any profiteering. Then the

values taken by the “ betterment tax ” would pay the interest on

Government stock issued in compensation to the owners of tho sites

the planning sacrificed and every kind of rent profiteering would be

stopped.

Under modern condition! such a measure would very soon gtvj

ua towns in which the workers would be able to combine cultivation

with industrial worfe. and malm a change that would be of incalculable

value for healthiness, prosperity and safety in war.

What we have to consider in this connection is that the conditions

that demanded compactly planned towns are all of past times, and

tin: every consideration now demands that towns should throw out

iineal suburbs for their population to live in, along the good lines of

communication, the centres remaining only places of business, pleasure,

aud perhaps of dwellings of the rich. In lineal suburbs tho workers

would be able to have land.

The next thing to be understood is that it would be. not ooetly,

but exceedingly paying to mike this transfer of population to suburbs

if only the necessary adjustment in our land system had been mado .

1

The site values sacrificed iu the towns again would not be des-

troyed but transferred to the suburbs, uud taken in tho "betterment

tax." The new houses wiuld b- built as a commercial enterprise.

The Ioja, the cast, would be the abandoned houses in the towns. To

a small extent, however, their value would be transferred also.

Demolishing old homes wholesale to rebuild wholesale elsewhere, the

machinery would be constructed to demolish economically and in Buch

a way as to mike tho greatest use of tho materials for tho new build-

ings. It should be miotioued that in lineal gurden cities where

manure would have great value, sewage system* would be adopted

that though they are more costly to operate are comparatively

cheap to establish, and would he best because the manure would have

value.

Against the cons there would be gains of colossal dimensions.

They caoDot be estimated exactly, and need not be. because it is clear

that they would make rebuilding the towns extremely paying even

from the most cut-and-dried ratepayer’s point of view.

First, planning towns in tbai way would turn many millions of

acres rural land into gardens, valuable " accommodation land ” of

1 S«* •* X'vn md Mwliize Pos.r,” p. MO«a*ordi.
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different kinds, and mako much of it more valuable as iaial land. These

increases duo 10 planning would also be taken in the •' betterment

tax " and it lias boon calculated that they alone might pay for costs

without hardship on any landowner. 1

Apart from that, if we rooaider merely the cost to tbc rate-

payer of crime, sickness and pauperisation which is well over fifty

million pounds a year in Grout Britain and if wc consider tbo

statistic' that show how all of them are diminished when population

is housed under garden-city conditions, we sea that savings under that

heading alone might cover all the cords by themselves. This is rendered

more probable by the fact that garden cities combine the condition'

that tend to diminish alcoholism, whilst crowded towns combine all

those that aggravate it, and alndiolism i* the greatest cause of

disease and crime. Thou, apart again from that, there would be no

costly unemployment problem with lineal gardou suburb', with which

thoro would certainly he some kind of “ education colonics " system,

with its economic organisation.

Taking tho various item* together and many others of great

importance, it is clear that industrialized countries, with their costly

social services, could without even the appearance of sacrifice, re-liouse

their workers in lineal suburb- as quickly as they chose to, and with

the absolute certainty that they would be doing the wisest possible

thing even from the narrowest fiscal point of view. Tho military

value of establishing conditions that would diminish enormously

the dangers bath of air bombardment and starvation during war would

bo unother incalculable factor, whilst socially the face of our

civilization would be changed.

It is of gteatesl interest and importance that Great Britain, by-

spending about two hundred million pounds on re-housing a portion of

her workers in lineal suburbs, which would be places of refuge in

temporary shelters in war for another great portion o( them, making

tho corresponding clearances iu the town3 systematically, to localise

fires, and using the dobri> to make bomb-proof shelters, could reduce

the danger from air bombardment to a small fraction of what it is now,

and with the certainty that the money would be rvell invested finan-

cially, as well as socially with infinite benefit.

1 "* Maii aoi Mi*- li.ee Pairer/* W«» uni t lie aIk* lc*V- nui*t*o«il in ll»r fttA
Kte u\ tte fxvl
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Boldly the late Sir Asutosh Mooberjee issued the appeal to

educated people throughout the world to study these facts. In his

own words " I bad a series of lectures on the subject printed and

sent to the professors of economics of every University in the Empire

and many foreign ones and the result wan entirely satisfactory :

there were only favourable comments."

Now twenty years after the great appeal “ Save the children and

they will save us,” the challenge remains unanswered." *

1 ?*•
'• Up*mpk>VttdOk,"' CVcutU V*\rero\ty.

* »!*> ih© took »b il !©«l S r A«uto*h Moo lerjee to tile* ihi* Mtura—M Tim Cuming
Triumph <J Cbri-tMa CMUiiun *' lAlUo * Ur.wiu’i K Tb* cifthtoeft-IMgft p’™** c»f 14 io lb©
** HW4/I /Ouroftt/' i*n. IM8, uo fc* “ Arm tb* Br»io© B©bioi the Labour K*io!t Wrong ••

»L* io «atir* tgrttsntat from b*i:i:»ni»c Tbc face. -oW. ©re uoruairov«*M%&lc

mad lb;© wm eobxwl io c*itK&<viia: review i io all rcuctrirs



RESERVE FUNDS OF CO-OPERATIVE
CENTRAL BANKS

J. r. NlYOlil, M.A., i'H.D.

pfoftiut fcw.mx*, CVrnMu CimcuJy

I N tbe lay roiod there is a tendency to confuse a Reserve with a

Reserve Fund. Their functions, however, are quite distinct.

The problem of Reserve i6 the same a* that of 0uid resources. A
Reserve may or may not be built out of profits, while a Reserve Fund
is always built out of the surplus of a*wt* over liabilities, livon after

the lapse of more than three de.-a.les of the working of co-o|ierativo

credit societies, there exists to-day 3eute differences of opinion regard-

ing the nature and function* of a Reserve Fund. Is it permissible to

use this fund for providing fluid resource ? Gan this fund be utilised

for writing off bad debit, ? Is it open to a Central Bank to use its

Reserve Fund for meeting demands of creditors ? These are some of

tbe quest ions winch have been asked.

Rules framed under the Indian Co operative Societies Act lay

down that in all co-operative societies of which tho liability is limited

by shares, not less than ono-fourtb of the net profits shall bo annually

carried to a reserve fund ‘ In addition to this minimum sundry other

items aro also credited to this fund. Admission fees after deduction of

the preliminary expenses incurred in constituting a Society, the value

of all forfeiied shares, lapsed dividends aad fine9 also go to the Reserve

Fund.*

Let us dow ask ourselves the fundamental question—What arc the

useB to which this Reserve Fund can be put ? Speaking generally two

alternatives at odco euggeet themselves. Tho profits of a Central Bank

which are set apart may bo used by a bank cither in ita own business,

or they may be separately invested. In so far as tho first alternative

is adopted, a bank may use the profits for providing the necessary

liquid assets against tho demands of its depositors. In auch a case the

profits cease to bo a Rcstrte Fund but become what ia technically

1 RuIm ur^cr 9c:. tS cl the Co-opciid\o Sotielio Act. 1912.
* Bj-Lvt* 72 ti C«0U«1 Co-(faittiw B.nk toned lypei.
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known in banking parlance as BeBerra. I; is true that this wwrvo or

fluid resource is generally provided ouc of share capital or deposits.

But there is nothiog to prevent the use by a hank of a portion of its

surplus assets in this manner, particularly il the share capital and

deposits are insufficient to provide the necessary liquid cover.

It is al*o open to a Central Bank to use its profits in its own

business to supplement the working capital obtained from other sources

c.f/., share*, loans and deposits. If fcho assets arc thus utilised they,

cease to be a Reserve Fund and become a Reserve Account. One of

the principal arguments advanced in favooi of this policy is that from

the financial point of view the bank is likely to be a gainer. The rate

of iutcrest which it is likely to earn by lending out iis profits to the

constituent societies is generally much higher than that which it is

likely to obudn by inventing the Reserve Fund, say. in Government

securities or even in the Provincial Co-operative Bank. One of the

objects which the Mac lagan Committee on co operation had in view

was the increase of “owned' 1
capital. That end can be achieved more

effectively and quickly if the profits are used as working capital than if

they .ire separately invested. The Committee therefore recommended 1

that subject to provision being made for the maintenance of fluid

resource, primary societies and Central Bitiks should use their reserve

funds in their own business*. The matter was also debated at length

in 1918 at a Conference of Registau* of o-operutivo societies. This

Conference pissed the following resolution2 :—
M That while recognising tho ultimate advantages of moating a

separato reserve fund invested outride the movement, tho Conference

consider that at the present atage of development, it may in many
cases be desirable to prefer to this object the creation of capital owned

by co-operative institution* fox utilization in their business. Subject to

provision being made for the maintenance of a hate standard of cash

reserve or fluid resources, they consider that there is no objcctiou to

the employment of the surplus asset* or undistributed protits of co-

operative institutions in their own business."

Apart from using the undistributed profit* iu their own business

Central Bank? may set apart such profits and invest them m gilt-edged

securities to constitute tho nucleus ol a fuud which will grow us tho

i R«coniB^tMc« X<*. 86 md 131.
7 R*w lotion Xo. U—Report of tU Kifl'jib Cccfcreare of Rrgiictar*. lOlfl.p. M.
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volume of business increase?. The object of this fund is to provide for

90ine possible or estimated loss on the rcalinvtion of certain assets or in

respect of pending assets. 1

It is only when profits ure thus invested

that they constitute a Reserve Fuod strictly so called. It is this view

which usually appeals to the layman who deposits his money with

Ccotial Banks. The min in the street views with great suspicion the

use of reserve fund a.' working capital. It is no use telling him that

" owned capital " should be increased or that fluid resources are neces-

sary A reserve fund according to him is au mviolable fund built out

of profits, invested oafside the inurewent to be used ODly in times of

grave emergeucy.

In the light of these considerations let us now proceed to enquire

into the manner in which the Reserve Funds of Central Banks in

Bengal have heeu actually utilised. The by-laws framed by the

Department lay down with sufficient clearness the various rises of this

fund. Id the first place tho fund may be used to cover any loss arising

from unforeseen rncumstances and to meet any call on the bank which

cannot be mot otherwise. In the second place the RoscrvoFund serves

a* a security for any loan.-, which the hank may have to contract. If

the funds are drawn upon to most unforeseen losses tho rules contem-

plate that sums thus drawn upon should bo reimbursed from the

next accruing profits. It will appear from them- rules that the framers

had clearly in view an inviolable lund which should be utilised only iu

exceptional circumstances.

rhe Co-operative Societies Act, 1912, permits a registered society

to invest all its funds including tho Reserve Fund iu gilt-edged securities

or in other securities approved by the Registrar. The departmental

rules framed by the Registrar iu Beugal require that all Central Banks,

as soon as their reserve funds reach Rs. 230, should deposit such

funds m the Provincial Co-operative Bank iu preference to securities

specifically mentioned in the Act. Societies of long standing which have

proved their credit arc, however, permitted to use their Reserve Fund

as working capital.

Reserve funds deposited with tho Provincial Bank may be with-

drawn at any lime with the permission of the Registrar. It is pointed

out in the circular issued by the Department that the concentration

of the Rcrervo Fund in the Provincial Bank is likely to strengthen the

Li" ill Piieciplcs ol Cc-opsru.ua IllliO), p. 219.
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movement as it will facilitate the mobilisation of tuch reaources. It

will have the further advantage that the reserve fund will be invested

in a readily realisable form. As the circular points out " Too much

stress...cannot belaid on the need for an adequate cash rcecrvo for

every co-operative hank, as without such a reserve their financial

position will always be open to criticism by businessmen."

The conception of a Heserve Fund as embodied here is somewhat

different from i hat envisaged in tire by-laws. The main function

emphasised in the Registrar's circular is that of providing liquid cover

against deposits. The idea of a Reserve Fund, inviolable and indivi-

sible, set apart for the specific purpose of meeting unforeseen losses

recedes into the background, while the necessity of liquid reserve as a

means of popularising Central Bank* is given a prominent place.

It is, however, strange to find that notwithstanding circulars and

instructions, in a large number of cases the Reserve Fund has actually

been used as working capital. I: was only with the advent of the

depression of 1920 that attention was drawn to the risk involved

in such a practice and the necessity of separating the Reserve Fund

from working capital was realised. 1 Thus we liavo the by-laws

contemplating the establishment of a separate inviolable Reserve Fund,

the departmental circular emphasising the need for a Reserve as a

means of securing liquid assets, while the banks themselves usiog the

undistributed profits a» a Reserve Account.

Tbi* anomaly should be done away with. It is essential that the

Reserve Funds of Central Banks should be taken out of working capital

and invested separately outside the movement. While it is desirable

that the owned capital should increase, it is of greater importunes to

secure the ooufidonce of the public. Safety should in no circumstance

be sacrificed for the sake of profit, flocked at from this point of view

it may be seriously questioned whether the present policy of deposit-

ing the whole of the Reserve Fund of Central Banks in the

Provincial (ki-operative Bank is a sound one.

The Provincial Bank uses this deposit as a part of its working

capital. And it makes no difference to the co-operative movement as

a whole whether these undistributed profits are used directly by Central

Banks as working capital or indirectly vid the channel of Provincial

Bank. Any danger which threatens tbo Provincial Bunk is likely to

1 B.foit on the Wodriog of Co-eprttl** Scodiw, Boogri. IMl-W.
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involve the Central Banks also in one common ruin. That this risk

is not a fanciful one will appear fiom the digester that overtook tho

Burma Provincial Co-operative Bank. 1 It may also be recalled in

this connection that when the C. P. Provincial Co-operativo Bank came

to grief in 1920 the whole co-operative structure was on tho point of

collapse. Due mainly to over-flnaociug of Cential Banks and primary

societies, the Provincial Bank was living a hand-to-mouth oxistence

during the first half of the year 1930. In September, 1920, the Provin-

cial Bank refused to allow further drawiogs by certain Central Banks *

upon cash credits granted to them not only for the finance of primary

societies but even ns a fluid resource or cover for deposits. When tho

task of reconstruction was taken in hand one of the resolutions passed

by the representatives of Provincial and Central Banks was that the

Reserve Fund should be deposited with the Government. Even :n our

own province it must be remembered shat the Government of Bengal

had to come to the rescue of the Provincial Bank in 1936.

If it is not possible to invest the whole of the Reserve fund out-

side the movement ,
at least a portion, say 60 p. c. should be invested

in gilt-edged securities. Tiie Committee on Co-operation in Burma

presided over by Mr. Culvert suggested that tl>o whole of the Reserve

Fund should ho invested in Cljvcromont Securities. 5 The Bihar and

Orissa Committee on Co-operation was more generous to the Central

Bunks, The Coiimittce reoomniendcd that of the Reservo Fund

should be utilised ?s working capital by Central Banks. But even thin

Committee recognised the necessity 4 of investing n portion of the

profits outaide the movement in gilt-edged securities, first class deben-

tures, or fixod dopoeits in uo approved bank uuoonoected with the

co-operulive movement. The Town-end Committee on Co-operation,

Madras, unanimously recommended that Central Banks should be

encomuged W iuvest their Reserve Funds in redeemable Government

securities. 1 The practice prevailing in Bengal abould, therefore, bo

modified in tho light of IUc9e reromaicndntrons.

' Oalnrt Committee oo Co operation
.

(),->. 73 TC.

• King Committee on Co-operatim, C P., 1923. p. «.

3 Commit !

m

oo C.i-opifitiia.lliinni. pp 1861.
• Commute* 00 Ca.opont^o, Bilur an.l Orli.u, p I fi.

• Cou.miUto on Oo<smii.i., Kt«,li .n. 19S7-3S, p. 91.



MANAGING AGENTS IN THE ROLE OF
THE INDUSTRIAL FINANCIER.

&noJK<nMn Basil, M.A., I’n.D.

LtfUti ’ fu ffiUHOuiMf «iil Cmmtrrt. U*iirriity of Cattvil*

P.iirr II

DEPICTS OP THE MaSAOIKO AGRKCV SVSTBII OP FINANCE—IKTER-

INVESTMENT OP Mill. PONDS

A
LTHOUGH tlie managing agency system has rendered a very

useful service lo Indian industry* by furnishing the necessary

finance- directly or indirectly, '.he system of financing by managing agents

has been open to grave defects. In many cases they have pursued

such unsound and questionable methods in financing industries under

their control thuc the whole system of financin’ by managing agents

has come to be regai ded as unreliable, uncertain and unstable. The

practice of inter-investment of funds by managing agents constitutes

perhaps tho moat vital defect in this system of finance

Tbe surplus funds of one mill may sometimes bo invested

n the shares and debentures of another mill under the same

iMansging Agency. Funds raised on the credit of one concern

may be lent to another under the same agents. There have been

several cases in recent years where such a practice has beeu followed

in thecotton mill industry. The bBlancesheet* of various cotton

mills both in Bombay and Ahmedabad are dotted with records of

loans and advances to companies in which the same agents are

interested.

The Nagpur, Swadeshi and Ahmedabad Advance Mills purchased

in 1922 tbe debentures issued by the Tata Mills uuder the ramc

Managing Agency (Tata Sons, Ltd.) to the extent of R«. 60,00,000

and out of a total issue of Rs. 1,00,00,000 in 1027 tbe Pazulbhoy,

Pearl, Cresoeot and Indian Bleaching mills all under tbe agency of

Messrs. Currimbhoy Ibrahim & Son*, Ltd., purchased shares of the

premier mills under tho same agents to tho extent of Rs. 13,71,890.
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The balance "heel of Sir Shapurji Broaiha Mills for the year ending

31et March, 102-1, *bows an advance ©f Ha. 4,33,353-5-1 to llo Ind.

Woollen Mills under (be same agents (Mesas. Matburadas Goknlda*

4 Co.) and that of the Morarji Goculdas Mill* for SOtb Juno, 1925.

show* a loau of He, 1 ,27 ,*210-10-1 1 to the Dharmai Morarji Woollen

Mills tinder the same management. The baiaooe eheet of the Finlay

Mills for 1928 discloses a loan of Ra. 5.50,00»i to Swan Mills under

the same agents and that of the Gold Mollor Mills for 30th September,

1927, shows a loan of Rs. 3 lakhs fiom the Finlay Mills under the same

agency. 1 Instances can easily be multiplied Such a roelbod of

financing is highly questionable There may be no evil consequences

when the financial stand rig of both the mills is very good but the

interests of the shareholders as well as the larger interests of the

industry may be seriously prejudiced when the funds of a concern

of a strong financial position are employed in financing a comparative-

ly weaker one. Reserves of several well-established mills have in

this manner been frittered away by lending them to others nowly

started by the -ame Managing Agents When the new mills fell

under evil days they dragged the oM ones to liquidation along with

them This interlocking of interests often spells rum even for

financially sound concerns which have been tacked on to weaker sister

coucerns. It tends 3U0 to perpetuate quite wastefully the life of

even thoroughly insolvent or unsound concerns which in the larger

interests of the industry as a whole should be immediately closed

down.9 A reference to the proceedings of the Tariff Board of 1927

conducting ibe cotton textile industry enquiry will show several

instances where this practice of mixing up tho funds of different

concerns resulted in heavy losses and m the ultimate ruin of the

better concern* in an attempt to save tlie weaker ones. The employ-

ment of the fnrds of the New Spinning Mill for financing the

Haripur and the Ahmedabad Vepar Cttejak tinder the same manage-

nient, the advances in the cases of the Snraspur, Edward and Srinagar

Mills under the same agents, and those in the case of the Whittle

M ilia (Branch), Asarva and Swadeshi Mill* (Ahmedabad), Scrat

Industrial mills, Viratngram Spinning and Manufacturing Company,

I R.prewnuiion to T.n9 fearl. 1M2, <1 ib« BauiUj 8t»i*IOfcn' Guti.lk*.

'I,U
1 "M.morindum’ «t Fedmtioo ol luJiao Chant*™ .1 Caairaerre nod IcJojir1-to «b«

Gowramtro of Ir>1!» rcgxdior Auirt-lmcnU to Ini *0 Compotne* *ct. IV.

ito tod. EccccmUl, January T, |'«. p. 3S0.
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YirlmgnHn Alfred l^ilia Coy. and Kulol Kapadia Mills—all under

one agency—and the consequent heavy loss ami liquidations are

matters of record.
1 The practice is not so rare as was supposed

by the TarilE Board of 1927 and during the last few years of depres-

sion it has tended to grow considerably. 4

The practice is not entirely uukoowu in Calcutta. There are

some Managing Agent* who strictly adhere to the principle of refrain-

ing from lending the funds of ooe company to others under their

control and management. In the Martins, for instance, there is no

such practice. But we have come across some cases of Culcutta

managing agents who have taken to the practice of inter-investing.

The moat notable instances in this connection are those of the

India Jute Co.. Ltd., and the Megoa Mills Co., Ltd., and of tbe

Goureporo Jute Co., Ltd., and tbe Nuddou Jute Mills, Ltd
, all

in tbe Group which consists of Mackinnon Mackenzie .V Co',

Barry A Co. and Mcneill A Co. The .summary of capital and hat

of shareholders of the Megoa Mills on olflt December, 1921, show

that out of all 61,208 shares issued NO.OCO were held by Hie India

Jute Co., Ltd.* Tbe Megna was promoted in '920 by ibe managing

agent* of the ludia Jute and the funds of the latter were invested

in its shore capital.' Not only did the India Jute invest in the shares

of the Megna but it hid also been lending to it enormous funds ever

since its establishment. On 30th September, 1922, the borrowings

of the Megna from the India Jute stood at Us. 65,52,0011. At

one time they touched the enormous figure of more than one crote of

rupees. 4 The shares of the Megna have considerably depreciated

in value, they wero being quoted at tbe date of tbe last balance

sheet at Us. 22-8 per share while tbe nominal value was Us. 10. It

gives an idea of the enormous loss suitaincd by tbe promoting company

which held, ilill in 1935, 40,540 ordinary shares in the Megna r-pre-

©euting more lhau 50% of its share capital.*

The Directors’ Report of tfao Gouripore Company, Ltd., a jute

concern under Barry A Co., for the half year ending 31st March 1920

liscloses a proposal for the payment of a bonus on ordinury capital

' lot. TiridBttrd tCottco Textile to trtrv>. 193?. IV (Evidence), p. JIO.
• tteiod of It* In' TwiJ Box'd fC Uon Textile Induai'j), 1S92, p SI.
» Scimnv.ij of Capital *od Li»t <! SbH't!»*3rr> l Tbe Mills. Ltd.. 13 Deo.. 1931.
‘ fW. Biiim Cieetof sba Indi» Jute Co.I/d. *rd Menu Mill.. \M . fioto Sent.,

IS to 8*pt.. 19GS-
S Into M,U« Bov e» ceiwetei up to 3J Bepi. 19!fi Ed. bj H. P. KL.nd.Ii..!
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at the rate of 400% per annum by fully paid shares in the Nadded

Mills. Ltd., under the same managing Ogcnev, Rs. 24 lakhs were thus

invented in the Noddea shares. 1 The balance-sheets of the tJonrepore

*hmv further investments in the 7% mortgage debenture loan uf the

Nuddea Mills. The Gourcporc jute i« also found to have invested in

the Gourcporc Electric Supply Company. Ltd., under the same

managing agency. In 1035 it held in the Electric Company 33,50m

ordinary shares of Ra. 100 each.4

Another instance is furnished by the Alliance Jutr Mills Co.. Ltd.,

which utilised 15 lakh* of rupee I out of the undivided profits standing

to the credit of its reserve fund in purchasing 150.000 shares of R$. 10.

each in the capital of the Waverly Jute Mills Co. .Ltd., under the

same managing Agents, Beg* Dunlop A: Co 1

Cases of inter-investment of funds in other industries ore also

to he found. There is, however, a difference with the Bombay

practice for in most of their cases the Managing Vgents were uuthonsod

by Special R-mlution« uf Shareb i:dcrs iu general mootings to make

these investments. The actpn>iuon of -hares in sister companies

under the managing agency by Special Resolutions of shareholders in

general meetings is not entirely unknown in Bombay aud Alimedabad

and, as far as it goes, is to be preferred to direct action

on the part of the maasgiog agents without the knowledge and

previous consent of the shareholders. 13y a Resolution of the Company

in General Meeting the Osman Shah; Mills under the agency of

Messrs. Cumrobboy Ibrahim A: Moot purchased 12 lakh* worth of

shares of the Azamjahi Mills under the same agency and the Roipur

Manufacturing Company took share* of the value of 25 lakhs in the

Arvind Mill* in the Managing Agency of which its agent * were

interested. Any way, this is au unsound method of financing and i*

liable to be abused.

Other de/rct* oj the Matwging igency Sytlcw of Finance.

The number of companies under the? control of a managing

agency firm is sometimes *0 large that the strain on its fioaoc al

resource* become* very great. I: becomes impossible on its part to

meet adequately the demands of the several concerns under its

1 Prottcdi**- uf it* OtUintij Iltlf Yr«ri» G*ncni Mwliicof SbarebcJderi held c* S

Jon«. 19*.
* r»f tbi Guiircporo Loj. <Ui««J Sl*i M»nb, 1336

3 Return of Allotment oa :&lh October, 1910, of U* Wuericy Jut* Mill*. Lid.
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management. How heavy the financial strain may be is amply

illustrated by the acquisition by the Currimbhoyaof the agencies of

the Matbrodas group of mills in 19*23.

1

The difficulties are

furthor accentuated by the entire absence of any practice among

managing agency firms to work in joint co-operaiien or in Syndicate*

when financing industry on a large scale. Investment b^nkere all

over the world have adopted this practice not only to solve the

problem of financing which may be too big for any one of them

singly but also to spread out the risks among the participants.

These are not to be achieved under the Indian system of financing by

managing agents.

Although the most important function of managing agents is U>

render financial assistance to industrial concerns under their manage-

ment, managing agency agreements seldom make it obligatory for

them to provide their assistance adequately. Elaborate provisions are

found in the Articles of Association and the agreements themselves

which stipulate that the managing agents will be entitled to charge

and be paid by the companies interest, even with monthly rests,

not only for all advances made by them but also for those made by

the third parties, the repayment of which may have to be guaranteed

by them.* But there is no reference to any obligation on their

part to provide the requisite finance, or to any penalty in case they

fail to do so, when required, on reasonable terms. The managing

agency agreement of the Mohini Mills, Ltd., contains a clause to

this effect. It is provided that the managing agentB should remain

obliged to advance up to Its. 60,030 for carrying on the work of the

mill if necessary at 7% interest, for which they will have the first

charge on the movable and immovable property of the mill. If they

fail to supply the money, they may he dismissed by the Directors

and may even be required to compensate the mill company if it ba«

suffered in any way owing to their inability to famish the money. 5

Thin forms an exception and is not to bo met with in tho general

run of agreements.

The absence of such provisions makes it easy for the managing

agents to escape from and shirk the responsibilities of financing when

1 Iaiiiio Ccmpiuirs A<1 : C** for A ni*adraeiitllepre*«ntai ion of the Rcrabty
AffCCifl'OO Indn. p A.

* An 110, AnUUt of AMIrtioD, «ili Dtt»txr, 1990. Tbn Gourapuc Electric BopcJr
Ud

* Cl. 92 of tiio MkOugisf Agency A*r«njtoi. TU Mobini Mills, Ltd.
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the concern fall* into bad times. In times of prosperity the funds

may be advanced willingly and readily enough. But when a crisis

envelops the industry or the particular concern is badly hit. the

managing agents are either unable or unwilling to furnish the

considerable amounts of money reqnired. There arc do doubt many

rases where the agents have not failed to rise to the height of the

occasion and have made magnificent sacrifices for tfceir concerns.

They Lave been known to pul their private fortunes at their back

and even to mortgage the ornaments of their womenfolk to save an

industry in a crisis. But there are many caso* where the concerns have

come to grief owing to (he inability or unwillingness of managing

agents to render necessary assistance. The real point is that the

absence of any provision in the contract rendering it obligatory on

Ibo agent’s part to provide adequate finance and the consequent

immunity they enjoy on default ha* made the arrangement entirely

one-sided and highly detrimental to the interests of the companies.

The agents enjoy all the rights and emolument* pertaining to their

office but are not uDder any contractual obligation to perform the

main duty of their office—the provision of finance It is unfortunate

that the Indian Companies Amendment Act of 1996 which aims

at a reform of the Managing Agency System contains no provision

to this effect.

Trading and speculation by managing agent* is another great

defect. There are several instances, specialty on the Bombay side,

when the agent* sustained considerable losses in share and cotton

speculation. The consequent deterioration in the financial position

of managing agents had undesiiable repercussion* on the mills

themselves. Although the mills themselves were intrinsically sound,

bauks withdrew their cosh credits because the agont* had become

weak.'

Some of the methods adopted by the managing agents in

financing industry have been highly questionable. In a number

of cases managing agents have turned their loans into debenture* with

the re’nlts that the concerns have pawed into tl*eir hands and the

shareholder* have lost all their capital Invested in them. Several

instances may be quoted from Bombay. They are not unknown in

Calcutta and during the war-cud boom many such cases were heard.

Jnd. C.ou.1 Ranking Rn|. Commit**, Vnl. I. Pan I.
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In the case of a well-known coal company the managing agents con-

verted their loans into debenture* and ultimately look possession.

The Managing Agency system rendered valuable services to

Indian industries in the post. It has been in force in India in its

present form for the Iasi CO or 70 years and without its help the

industrial development of the country would never have reached its

present stage. Finance is the life-blood of industrial growth and that

finance has been made available for ludian industry through this

system. Whenever the industries are in need of finance whether

for extensions and replacements of machinery or for current expendi-

ture or even for initial block, it is the Managing Agents who have

to furnish it themselves or make arrangements for it. The services

rendered by managing agents in this connection have been very

aptly compared to those rendered by She German banks to national

industries.

1

In India where banking hoa developed on the lines of

British commercial banking, which does not specially provide for

industrial finance, industrial development would never fcavo gone

even ns far as its present stage, if the managing agency system had

not come into being. This system has fostered Tudian industries in

a way very similar to the industrial activities of the continental

banks.9

But it must be admitted that there has been considerable de-

generation of the managing agents in the present times. The good

and well-established agency firms, whether Indian or European, have

rendered invaluable service* to Indian industry and its development

and may still be ol great advantage. But the modern managing

agents, with a few exception*, do not possess any of the characteris-

tics of the old established houses. They do not possess the most

important characteristic of managing agents that of the ability to

provide finance for the concerns undor their contrcl. Their limited

rewnrees and credit are much too inadequate for the purpose The

finance required for modern companies is so enormous that it is

becoming increasingly difficult even for the older houses Ut assist the

companies under their management The burden hue been too heavy

to bear. The difficulties have been considerably aggravated by the

fact that managing agents, unlike investment bankers elsewhere, have

1 St« Dr. Niwenji's Eiideor Iml. <'«n'r..l Itmkuu R’iu. Ccnsmill*. Yu! tl, ji. iUV
* Dr. Nliniuji’s kUtr, dttet 31ii Avauii, l“S> :o in* ludun Tviff lteaid iTssOl*

Indiuuj), 1102, Vol. HI. [i. 317.
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refrained from working in syndicates. This, it may be recalled,

constitutes one of the gravest defects of the managing ogeccy system

of finance. The holdings of managing agents io the companies under

their control have considerably diminished and in many instances are

insignificant. A divergence of interwi lias naturally been created

between the agents and their concern*. Tim absence of any oblige-

lion in the contract to supply finance on the part of the managing

agents lias rendered such a system of financing extremely unsteady

and unreliable. The close sense of personal identity between the

managing agent and his company which dominated the older houses

and still actuates some of the well-established firms might have

reduced the importance of this shutlooming. But it is fast disappear-

ing and was even noticed by the Tariff Board of 1932.

Another quality which made the managing agency system so

succes.iul m the past was the efficiency o tLe agents based on their

experience and technical knowledge: The newfangled managing

ageuts have no knowledge of manufacture,—engineering, technical or

scientific. They have no expeit knowledge of purchase nor of sales.

Purchase agents arc appointed at the cost of the company and sales

arc entrusted to ignorant wholesale agents who again are pat.l by the

company. The various irregularities committed in filing balance-

sheets, lists of shareholders, extraordinary resolution* with the

Registrars of Joint-Stock Companies are 3n illuminating commentary

on their knowledge of commercial law and training tn secretarial

work.'

Under the circumstances the financing of Indian enterprise*

should be made lew dependent on the mauagiug agency system than

be ore. The possibilities of forming an organisation sliould be

explored for supplying finance to Indian industries, specially that

particular form of finance which has hern the most impoitaut function

of the managing agenta to provide

—

riz., finance during the develop-

ment period and for extension nud reorganisation. One of the main

causes of the perpetuattou of the managing agency system lias been

shown to be the policy of the Imperial Bank not to lend current

finance to industry against the hypothecation ot liquid assets only

but to demand uu additional guarautec from managing agents on the

ground that hypothecation was no security under the Act of 1920.

Soup- Rrulatrir ot Joint-Stuck Cooipuin, Bengal, it in iM»r*io*.
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With the passing of the Imperial Back Amendment Act of 1934, the

B.ink has been authoriaed to lend directly against the hypothecation

of goods, subject to the direction of the Central Board. 1 Non that

hypothecation is no mere additional collateral security as under tho

old Act, the additional guarantee ol managing agents can be dispensed

with by the Imperial Bank and following it by other banks as well.

One of the mam reasons, therefore, on which the existence of the

managing agency system has been justified and has been sought to be

perpetuated ii3s lost much of its force to-day.

(concluded)

1 LeUertotbe -liter fmra the MiDa<i»|> Dirrclce. Jroccrul Rink nf India, detail
Kht Verti.. 1036.



A CRITIQUE OF BHASKARA'S DOCTRINE
OF SIMULTANEOUS DIFFERENCE AND
NON-DIFFERENCE
Prof . Ashokaxatu Shasthi, Vedastatirtita, m.a.. p.r.s.,

Cslmffs VmunUy.

i LM03T all the different schools of Vedanta philosophy (with the
A exception of the Madhvas. Palpates and other dualiatic inter-

preters of the Brahmasutras of Bsdaxayanal are unanimous in

maintaining that Brahman is the ukntily 0/ (he efficient and substantive

cause (abhinnaoimittopadina). And this position of the Sutrakara who
asserts the identity of the efficient and substantive cause of the world-

order, has received the most rational exposition in the bands of the

Advaitina alone. The Moniste affirm that Prakrti or Mat a is the for-

mative or material cause which actually transforms itself into the

world (parinSmopSdiina), while Brahman is regardod as the cause which

appears to the ignorant as undergoing real modification in the world-

process (vivartop&dina), Bui in reality Brahman is only the funda-

mental basis (adhiathin*) over which this illusory process takes place,

and its appearance to an ignorant mind becomes possible by reason of

it* being founded upon the real substratum, i.e., the Absolute. Brah-

man, as the substratum is concealed by the veiling power (iivurana-

sakti) of Maya, and is made to appear as the universe by virtue of its

projective power ( viksepa- 4akti>

.

1 So, Brahman cannot be oalled tbo

changing material cause (parinimopadana). But that does not detar

us from regarding Brahman as the apparent cause (vivartopSdioa*.

The concept of material cause docs not necessarily imply a real process

of transformation in the causal stuff and cun be applied with equal

propriety to the illusory or apparent cause a* well Tbo real pre-suppo-

sition of a material cause is that the effect produced derives its exist-

ence from the former, and it is absolutely immaterial whether the

derivation of existence is real or apparent. The definition of mater a I

cause is thus given in the SiddhSntaieiasamgraha by Appaya Diksita:

1 Accenting If Ic<i Adviltlu, Miyi tut " it* too prtptrtM* ol uonrana or hldiog tbe

trill, »od > or uiWn&KMating *. " -it* ibr firre U k iwr* Licolioo of k Hr
weood M pontiro gozMrotlca o- error. —lUdhaklilblui. Ind. Poll, Vet. II, Crtt edkno,

p. Ml.
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'It is that which produces on effect which is non-differcnt from

itself .’ 1

This identity may either be illusory (kalpita) or empirical (vyava-

hirika). To take the stock example of (ho shell and silver, the ideality

between the shell and stiver is only illusory, as the silver

itself is illusory. In the case of this phenomena! world also,

the identity of the world with Brahman is equally illusory,

subject to the proviso I bat the illusion in the latter case is of a very

loog duration and has got more method and consistency in it and so

can be easily distinguished from ca^es of ordinary illusions and dreams.

The recognition of this fact has been responsible for the apparent

gradation and classification of existence (satta). under three heads, viz.,

the Absolute existence (pararoarthika-sotta), the empirical existence

(vyavaburika-satta) and the illusory existence fpratibhasika-sattS). But

to be precise and logical, the difference between the two latter kinds of

existence is one nf degree and not of kind. They are equally false

from the standpoint of Absolute existence. The position bos been mode

clearer by VOcaspati in the Bhltt&tf,* where he lias fully established

the imaginary non-difference between the cauee and the effect. The

identity is not real. Bhaskara, on the contrary, holds that difference

(hbeda) and non-difference (abhoda) of the cause and the effect are

both equally real.*

Now, the relation of cause and effect can he cither one of identity

or of difference, and there is no half-way house between the two, as

the two nltcrnativos divide between them the whole realm of reality.

Lot us examine whether the relation can be one of absolute identity. It

is of course undeniable that thero is a homogeneity between the cause

and the effect and it is this fuel which distinguishes a causal relation

from a mere accidental sequence. The timber is the cause of the table

and not of the curtain, because we fail to notice any similarity or homo-

geneity between them. Even the Vaife&ikaa, who are empiricists

out and out, have not failed to notice this peculiarity. On the con-

trary. they have postulated it as the universal condition of material

' ''BitbhlDMkarriiacakcidBi," feilb4nl:it«fc,Mii>xi*bu, BuiUMel. p. 72.

* osier StoWa-BiO*?* on BtabtDMGUa, II. 1.1*—" Tad ananj&tta adb.-

linon ” 01. U4-20>.

’ K»ij»rOt*o' nSoiWaai abbedab kinoitamal’ —BbSakara’a (ommecrary, B»n«re?

ii).. p. IB.

•Thirsi in Doo dlfcwnt In thiif cunt and gewrfc mr.cu aed diferent as eSccta and

trdhidmlo."—EodHikmbaan, lnd. pbil., Vcl II. Sru editwn. p. SJO.
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causation. Now. the question arises as to what we 6bouId understand

by this homogeneity or similarity. Ia it identity of nature ? No:

in that case there can be no distinction between a cause and an effect

:

the two veill be identical and there will remain either the cause or tbc

effect. Then some amount of difference Las to be postulated. if we

are to form a logical estimate of causal relation. But ia this difference,

then, which we have seen to be indispensable to the conception of

causality,—one of absolute otherness? No
; in that case anything can

be the cause of any other thing—the timber will be the cause of the

table-cloth, as the two are quite distinct and different. Bbaskara.

and for the matter of that all realistic philosophers, have found in this

position a bard uut to crack and they have not felt any logical scruple

in declaims that the rolutioD is neither one of ideality nor one of

difference, but n peculiar one in which the two contradictories are

found to have established a family-relationship. But this is too much

to believe. The position of Bbaskara here pays but scant regard to

the demand of logical consistency and violates the fundamental laws

of thought, tiz., the Law of Identity and the Law of Excluded

Middle. A can be A. or not-A, bat not both or neither. If you insist

that it ia found to be so in experience ond that experience is the

ultimate court oi appeal in such a dispute, we shall only observe that

uncritical experience, without being subjected to a logical examination,

is an unsafe and unreliable guide. We see the moon to be of the size

of a small silver plate, and there is no occasion for its being invali-

dated by another experience
:
but this does not wairant the validity

of the experience in question. Even the rabid empiricist, who does

not hesitate to immolate our logical sense at tho altar of the God of

Experience, will demur to accept tho verdict of experience in this

instance as true and final. And why do you discredit the verdict, we

ask with all humility ? Certainly you must admit—because it militates

against reason. So experience cuanot be believed to be antagonistic

to reason, und where there is this apparent conti-adictioo, wo must

conclude that there i* something rotten in experience.

Now, to revert to our old problem—the problem of causation.

We have wen that the relation is a peculiar one and is inconceivable

without reference to identity and difference—both at the same time.

But identity and difference are contradictory and so cannot be simul-

taneously predicated of tho same thing. Bhiakar* call# upon us to

accept this posilioD on the strength of experience ; but we have seen
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that this ex|>orience may Ik? unreliable and it is so when it »h opposed

to reason and infringes the fundamental laws of thought. And *o

long aa our logical senna refuses to be coaxed or coerced into the

implicit acceptance of a contradictory proposition, aj:d ao long as we

cannot change the constitution of our rainda, we cannot acce|>c the ex-

planation of Bhaskara. which is only a dodge and a subterfuge to evade

the logical difficulty. So identity mid difference cannot, both hr true
;

hut il is undeniable that they are found to be the essential characteris-

tics of a causal relation. Without identity the causal relation cannot he

distinguished from caeca of mechunical or accidental sequence : and

without thea*|»&ct uf difference the causal relation becomes an impossible

phenomenon. The cause and the effect must be different and dii?tinct

;

otherwise there will be either the cause or the effect but not both,

which is, however, seen to be the very connotation of causal relation.

Ye*, this is the plain testimony of experience no doubt, but that does

not invest it with a character of sanctity. An absurd position cannot

be accepted even on the testimony of the Vedas. What would be the

legitimate procedure in characterising this relation ? The followers of

Sankara have not failed U> rise to the height of their conviction and

they declare that it ia an absurdity—an llusory appearance like that

of the silver on the ttbeli and is the product of the same illusive Mavu

which produce* the whole show of the world-process. The identity

and the difference both are false and inexplicable by logic. The fact

is there no doubt, and we must bow to tho inevitable and cannot deny

its existence

;

but with this difference from Bbuskara and his ilk that

ice cannot accept it to be absolute truth .

Wc have seen that the portion of Bh&skara, who postulates a

real development and a real transformation in the nature of the Abso-

lute, is fraught with self-contradiction and eo cannot commend itself

to any sane man, whose logical senne has not been drugged and dulled

by the illogical vagaries of tho so-called philosophers. But are wo

then to jump to the conclusion of the Nihilist that nothing exists and

the whole world, subjective and objective, 19 but an empty show ?

No
;
such ia not the position of the Vedintic Monists and they have

been far too sane and far too critical to accept this to bo the case.

The answer to this question has been sought and found in the analysis

of any case of ordinary error and illusion. Take the notorious instance

of shell-silver. Tbe silver, declare the Vedantic Monista, is an empty

a[>f«arance no doubt, but the show is not all. It will be the height of
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logical inaptitude to think that the appearance is the whole of it. If

we probe the situation deeper, we cannot fail to see that the appearance

arisei over a basic reality—even flic simulation of existence is possible

if there is behind il a true reality. So the world in not an uniuitiga-

ted illusion, but an illusion which is founded upon a true reality, vis.,

the Absolute Consciousness. Safikara has very pertinently observed

that all errors ate a case of confusion of real and unreal—a pairing

together of a truth and a falsehood. This ts the fundamental

difference from the Madhyamikas, at least a class of them whose

views wo find to be expounded in the Madbyamika-karikas of Nugii-

rjuna. We see in the world that there is continual change. But this

change presupposes some identity which is to change. So identity

(abheda) and difference (blieda)—continuity and change—are the

fundamental keynotes of all experienced reality. But we hare seen

that both cannot be uue at the same time, and if we arc confronted

with the alternative of accepting one und rejecting the other,

ice wttuf rejeef the aped of difference at unreal appearance, dancing

upon the basic foundation of unity or non-difference; because difference

cannot arise except on the foundation of two units, which are in their

nature simple unities. If one of the two units be absent, the concept

of difference becomes impossible, as each of the units constitutes its

foundation and pivot, and if the foundation bo lacking, how con it

subsist ? But the case of unity is quite different. It is perceived in

and by itself and without any reference to any other unity. Thus

difference is contingent upon unity and without unity its exigence

is inconceivable. And if one of them is to be discarded, we must

give up the aspect of difference as fal&e superimpoettion and accept the

factor of unity as the basic reality
;
becaueo unity is the pre-supposiliou

of difference. And even if difference be accepted to be the final truth,

unity will have to be accepted
;
as difference without unity as ita basic

support is a chimera. So between identity and difference we murt

perforce accept identity as the reality
:
since identity cannot be rejected,

as it is the constituent factor and is the miaou d'etre even of difference.

Thus the theory of simultaneous difference and Don-difference of

Bhaskaru has been very severely criticised by Vilcaspati in the

Btaamati (under S. B. on Br. Sfi. I . 1. 14) by affirming the unreality

of difference and the reality of non-difference, basing his arguments on

the doctrine of the three different degrees and kinds of reality—the

illusory existence, the phenomenal existence and the Ultimate Reality—
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popularly known an the doctrine of Iluce types ol reality (satlaliai-

ridhyavada). Vicaspati challenges with unimpeachable logic the view

of Bhaskara who supports the doctrine of the real evolution of the

Don-intelligent aspect of Brahman. 1

In conclusion, it only remains for us to remind the reader once

more that the affirmation of the reality of non-difference should not be

accepted as absolute truth.2 By positing the reality of identity alone

the Advaitina merely seek to exclude the reality of difference.3

But in reality this identity is also imaginary or false, inasmuch as

it cannot be logically explained. From the standpoint of Absolute

Truth, neither difference nor non-difference between the cause and the

effect can be regarded as real. This peculiar position of the inexplica-

bility and consequent unreality of the causal category Iim been fully

dealt with by Sri-Harsa, who in his inimitable way has demonstrated

that Causality is only an appearance and as such is indeterminable

by logic.

1 " BMakartyti in eMKitepfeTibbaktilp Pnfctnidr.Jjim uudnpl*n» vikriyste.'--

Banlillii.>d£tii, III. 3?.

* I( is !c< liiii i'ims. that SoA*«r» esptains ' mm-dlBawora between lb- cia*t and lbs
tftcl ’ ii ‘ the at*nir ul lb< .(M i rid;j^n^ea! :/ ibn caoa#,' and not as (Ue iclusl lAicUr
ot ili* t«o Tbf cflitl has on imlrwudunl euMoooa of its own .for. from ih.l of the cau-*;
.o in realii; it* causal ratoon is ralj imigi'.srv, bavin* mare appearai**. bat no reality

C kanpw psramkrtiisto'ns.ijalfnia rjslirekrfllbnirati kirynja'-Safikaia. Br. 84. 8h. H.
1 . U; ’ no ivsjsqi iisraminbsto’sli—JAnt.)
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INWARD VERACITY IN ITS RELIGIOUS
SENSE

Barov v. Brocilookpf
,

Prcfitnr, Kiel (GffMftfl.

fllHK spiritual mood of inward veracity differs greatly in degree, and

^ can in fact ouiy be judged with regard to great varieties of

character. Tbat is to say. we may begin with i man’s honesc desire

to safeguard himself agamst self deeept oua and also to allow no inten-

tion on the part of others to mislead or coufus* biiu or prevail over

him and end with the pas<ionate determination to vindicate and

defend, even at the risk of bis life what he lx>!ds to be true. In all

these attitudes of mind, however varied in degree and quahty, the

intellectual question, what is true ? what is real V will always play

its part.

Nowhere is the soul more deeply concerned in this cudcavuur to

get at the real Bub^tance of truth than in a mans striving to find a

rrligious form that will satisfy his mind and give u comprehensive

significance to his life. This struggle is by no means confined to

individual souls, but take* place also in the mutual influencing and

eclf-cocoureging of men of the same religion* faith who sometimes

understand and sometimes misunderstand one another, i.e., who

believe themselves to he in agreement and who are yet only apparently

congenial.

If even people closely connected by the same creed way be n

doubt as to the tnooU aad f^eliugs of one another and expjsed to

grave errors, how is it then possible to characterize religious life a6

such at all ? Rather dun aueamt to produce proofs, deductions and

the like, let us try to reduce the problem to its simplest form. We
all judge the religious sense of other people according to the possibili-

ties of comparison which we find between our and their way of feeling.

This way of feeling we assess according to its intensity its artistic

expression and the moral life of tbo people concerned. To this we

add the conviction that religious feelings would under all circumBtan-

C63 preeervo a certain original independence in the spiritual life of man,

or that a predisposition to religious life exiscs which cannot bo
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explained aB arising from other primary forces. Consequently, even if

religious cults undergo developments of the most varied binds, even ir

they be associated to a high degree with ideas wholly strango to us,

we yet maintain that there does exists a fundamental bat in the

nature of religious feelings. If, as has recently been claimed, faith, hope

and charity exist eveu in primitive religions, then we should be able to

produce empirical preofts as well in support of our view.

Such predispositions, however, cannot simply he termed individual

tendencies : they are at the same time an integral part of social life

and caonot bo detached from it, without giving rise to serious conflicts.

We must admit that Arabian philosopher* in the Middle Ages, and

later tbo earliest period of English cnlightcoment and the champions

of religious toleration believed that there was to be found in the human
heart a divine original text of what is true in a religious sense, and

imagined religious development to be free from any other

influence apart from that of Nature herself ; whereas the later philoso-

phers of the age of enlightenment, especially the French, in the

second half of the 19th century, took the Opposite course and made man's

attitude to religion appear to bo particularly dependent on education,

perhaps nioro so than all the other forms of his intellectual life.

If we call to mind the philosophy of Spinoza, we find that in it

the love of God is declared to be man's greatest possession. Accord-

ingly only he obey* the diviue law who seeks to love god. One of

the principal commandments is that we should be jnst and love our

neighbours. How would that be possible outside the bounds of some

form of human society 1 How could a man serve God outride the

bounds of human society ? Consequently, however deeply the religious

predisposition may be rooted in the nature of the individual, it oould

not, according to this system, be developed or formed outside tbo

bounds of social life.

The histories of philosophy and literature teach us to regard

Spinozism also as a kind of frame of mind and spiritual mood. Other

philosophical systems, intrinsically related to Spinozisui, give greater

prominence to the nature and significance of this mood-content. And

if we proceed to the example of the English Spinoza, namely, Francis

Herbert Bradley (1846-1921), we shall be able to notice this fact most

clearly. Bradley, too, waa of the view that tbo emotions give us a

positive notion of a non-relational unity (dpptarance and Reality. II,

Chap. 27). Only au infinite beiog can be completely harmonious.
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If we strive emotionally towards the infinite, we resemble the rwer

Hurrying down to the sea: the ego Joses itself in love.

No matter whether our spiritual mood is the consequence and

result of our participation in a religious cult, that is to say, is a con-

sequence and result of our .*ocial life, or whether it appear* the

expression of emotional intensification, the spiritual complex can make

itself the object of its own analysis, can become the object of a pysebo-

logical explanation, in order to reveal the intellectual aspect of what

is felt and desired.

Behind *ucb an effort there will be a passionate determination to

get at the truth, a determination which will increase more and more

in intensity, affect the whole pet*onnlity, aud in fact in the end

completely absorb it. Obviously a man then not only distinguishes

between himself and his own more real self, but places him.^elf in

contract with the religious community from which In? has gone forth.

The determination to get at the truth is then a thriving towards

detachment and individualization, in a sense even towards isolation.

From time immemorial there have been men who^e inward in-

sincerity ha* kept pice with their outward iuriocerity. They proclaim

metaphysics, they do not Iwliovc in it. cauoot believe in it. because it

is absurd, repugnant, and an offcuce against even the most elementary

good latte. The most grotesque logical discords can no more deflect

them from their purfiose than a fist banged down on a piano can

disconcert a deaf and dumb man. In order to deceive the people their

abysmal untruthfuloess leads them to feign, among other things,

a theological mentality which was certaiuly never theirs and of the

complete worthlessness of which they are thera.^elves fully aware. All re-

ligions have not ouly opposed such conduct, but produced examples of the

contrary. Against it philosophy from the earliest time!' has charac-

terized inward a* veil ns outward lack of veracity, ban in fact

condemned the mere pretence of an idealistic conception of the world

and ideal sentiments, because at bear: only mean avarice actually

existed. Sri Raraakrishn3. too, expre-?es himself in like manner on this

point. He d»d not want to learn Sanskrit, because the priests, although

they were able to speak about reality and appeaomre, Brahma and Maya,

tbe salvation of the *oul by entrance into the one Atman, in practice

attached more importance to worldly pleasure*. Giordano Bruno

(154&-1600) declared that philosophizers wen alone the ino*t wretched

of all creatures, because they pretended to tcacli wisdom only in order
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to earn a living. Colerus could devise no nobler memorial for the

great Spinoza chan the words: Kt Spinoza crat nullins rci nec iiimrfafor

ncc dissimulatur," i he pretended nothing and concealed nothing.

A retrospective survey of religions, or more exactly, of religions at

certain periods in the history of the world, enables ns to estimate the

value of participation or non-participation in the ceremonies of a cult

aa indications of a rtligona disposition. But in a cult dogmas and

articles of failh are revealed. Max Muller, in his work Ramakriihna,

His Life and Sayings \ London and Bombay, 1808), says that to the

great Reformer the image-worahip, which the majority of priests per-

formed in a mechanical fashion, was a matter of the most solemn

seriouft&e**. Whenever ho prayed to his tutelary goddess, the terrible,

almighty Kali, she appeared for the time being before his mind's eye,

and be contemplated the symbolical meaning of hor attributes.

It will not bo necessary to examine tho religions known to us

with a view to discovering what their symbols express, in order to

declare that the attribution of a meaning to such symbols, ns ulso tho

origin of tho dogmas, are traceable back to fear, to human de*ires,

hopes, spiritual moods, in a word, to man himself. To whatever

people or age we turn, we shall always find different gods corresponding

to different desires and feelings, It may ho that nature and environ-

ment. or that the native country in the sense of riic people, is respon-

sible for this variety. AH people* have their national god*. The

hymns of tbe Rigveda make us acquainted in India with Indrn, the

god of thuDder-Kionns, Agni, the god of fire, Brihasepari, the Lord of

tbe Brahman, Vishnu and Uses. Naturally, the people* believe,

every people believes, that they worship the gods, their gods, in the

proper way, that is to say, in such a way that they may oxpect from

them tbe fulfilment of their desires, national as well as personal.

Indra u a god of battles, endowed with power to perform warlike

deed*: if, by means of the prop?r word, the suitable hymn, ibo

adequate sacrifice, he is not only supplicated, but in a sense placed

under on obligation, then he will not refuse his Kelp in tpproaching

battles, i.c.. he will he a god of victory.

Only gradually, in the course of time, did the personalities of

tbe old Indian gods recede in favour of the idea of a nomanthiopo-

morphic, independent, cosmic principle. A process admitting of a

similar psychological explanation tabes place in many civilizations,

if only they have lasted long enough.
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71 we regard the advance of Islam into Nonh Africa and Southern

Europe a» a reaction against the wars of conquest of the old Roman

Empire, then Allah appeals as a god of victory and the divine incor-

poration of the dreams of the Arab tribes united by Muhammad.

In the course of centuries, after victories which carried Islam as fai-

ns the north of Spain, contacts with C-lmsttuns and Jew- made more

and more for a mote independent and spiritualized conception of God,

without, however, laying bare the fundamental psychological motive*

of earlier I-laui.

In the consciousness of European Christian* of today the idea of

a philosophical identification of God with the expression of troth is

at the same time combined with an dm illation of the psychological

basis of the belief in the value of dogmas mid ceremonial forms of

worship I*: u. remember the mystery of the Incarnation, as L.

Feuerbach describes it. namely, that God is of the nature of the

heart :
" The heart can only turn to the heart ;

it finds consolation in

itself alone in t’.s own nature !

" We pursue the same train of

thought, when we explain the mystery of the suffering God.

Feuerbach says. " The lieurt i* the »uiw, tire essence of all suffering.

A being without suffering is a being without a heart. The mystery

of the suffering. God is therefore the mystery of feeling
; a suffering

God is » feeling, sentimental God. Hut the axiom, God is a

feeling being, is only the religious way of expressing the axiom :

feeling, is in its very ntture divine !" It follows from this that religion

is the reflection of human life iu itself. If this is accepted, then

the following mysteries can be traced luck to tbo nature of mun

himself : the Trinity, the logos, the world-creative principle in God,

the omnipotence of the spirit, i.e., of prayer, faith miracles, the

resurrection, tho personal God. p rsoual immortality, etc. In all reli-

gions prayer is one of the mow impressively efficacious features
; for

it demands of God nothing less than an interference in tho cauaal

sequence of events and in fact make* him get at variance with the

laws governing the course of nature. Toman, when lie prays. God’s

arbitrary power is boundless, r.c.. the omnipotence of God's bene-

volence is to man identical with the omnipotence of the desires ex-

pressed in his prayers. Here we find one or the most important roots

of our problem of inward veracity. Fear of the '’natural'' Course

of things comes into conflict with the belief in the compelling power

of prayer. What is more powerful,—the inherent force of the course
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of events, or the longing of the heart ? The New Testament demand*

of ns that we sliould worship God in the spirit and in truth
; modem

European philosophers, c.g., Caiup&oollu, speak of man’s having a

share in the original divine attributes: power, iowIoih and love
;
and

finally Descartes, tho ‘ father ’ of modern philosophy, says that God
should actually be worshipped as veracity, The veracity of God

gives os therefore a guarantee for the reality of tho external world.

If veracity, tlte perpetual determination to pretend nothing, is

founded in tho character or nature of God, if it is here that wc

must look for tho source of all certainty, then the striving 3fier

veracity is divine. That being so, the question of acknowledging

the alternative between the omnipotence of our heart's desires express-

ed in prayer and of the natural course of events forces hr to

clarify our own mental attitude. We must now know what is true,

what IS real.

We cannot define reality simply as the coherence of out percep-

tions and incorporate the real into this adherence, but rather we
rnnat express the perceptions gained in one sphere by means of

others belonging to a different one and find 3 mathematical form in

which to express this. The mathematical expression will rend more

and more to take on an abstract form
;
but still it will enhance the

unity of our knowledge of the external world. The times are p3st

when the astronomer had simply to calculate and to explain the position

and course of the stars, or when the physicist, the chemist, in other

words, the scientist in the laboratory, merely explained the phenomena
and processes that presented themselves to him in experiments and

definite observations. To-day the exact sciences can be regarded as

being indissolubly bound up with one another Temperatures, such as

we shall never he ablf to produce, reveal themselves to us in the

interior of the stars. Even through the most powerful of telescopes

these stars can be seen merely as specks, and yet we know at least as

much about, what is going on in their interiors as we do about the

processes on the surface of the suu. We apply this knowledge also to

that gained in the laboratory, just as conversely wc make use on a
cosmic scale of our practical knowledge gained close at hand. Astronomy
does not only merge into astrophysics, but. obviously into general physics

and chemistry as well. Over all this unity a new matbematioo-

phyrico-logical law now obtains: probability has now become a general
physical peculiarity of all things (in abslraclo).
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For thousands of yeais p&ple were won! lu say ihnt there was
nothing ucw under the sun, and each vague ond highly popular phrases

have even been repeated, and emphatically repeated. by philosophers.

It i* certainly true that in all philosophizing the " right " combination

of fixe! and settled meanings of designations plats an important port,

but does that warrant our subscribing to F. Max M idler's opinion:

" All pbthwopiiy can be called a war between (lie old and the new

lucatiingB of words '' (Dim DeriA-cn im l.ichte <Ur Sproche, Leipzig,

,8Ss. p 557)? No. it U not really a controversy over words
;
entirely

new ways and possibilities of thought and entirely new methods

lernould man's mental attitude.

Centuries ago. i.e.. in the classical age of the nutural sciences and

during the age of enlightenment, the conviction definitely obtained

that everything happened or necessity and that it was in the nature

of the hum in mind to judge everything from the standpoint of

necessity. Only once admittedly, and then only for a comparatively

short time, waa there for this a kind of definite pattern: we refer to

the ceonnc formula of Laplace. Laplace maintained that all processes

could be expressed by differential equation!, us used in Newtonian

mechanics Bui Laplace's theory had. strictly speaking, only a

bearing on mo**-poinle, and could only be upheld in the case of

heavenly bodies which are *o remote that they, i.e., the suns and

planets, cau he regarded, of cuuive only approx nna-tely, ** raas~

points. Only in this case, and on the vague assumption that every-

thing happens in the same way on a small as on a large scale, could a

hypothesis be developed, according to which all events might be

calculated <m a pro-ielalivistic sense) backward in the post and forward

in the futuro. But the mechanics of the eonlinua enables us

already to transform Laplace's causality into a statistic view. As

soon as we pass from statistics to the theory of probabilities, we have

already rejected Max Midler's view
;

for who would have thought

of applying the modest considerations of probability nude in the

seventeenth century to astronomy, mechanics, the science of electri-

city. the science of population, and so to history ? It is cloar,

therefore, that we mu^t repeatedly revise vvliat we have learnt
:

that

is to *ay, our striving after veracity can only take the form of working

ard co-operating in the progress of the natural sciences and the

humanities. In this connection ail truth would only be historical, not

absolate. Truth is co-operation.
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From this premiss, however, new light will also !>e abed on the

religious conceptions of the past, in the present connection, c.g., on

chance and probability in the question of salvation. In the sense

of physical chance, from which we started, chance is denied and

rejected by the Christian religion
,
Q$ this religion m ikes everything

dependent on God and consequently removes it into the sphere of

divine arbitrariness. Thus Feuerbach says that the mystery of

pre-destination is tho mysticism of chance. This religious mystery of

chance therefore is incompatible with the scientific nature of chance.

To work out the scientific nature of chance and to leave the religious

mystery to be the object of psychological analysis implies ihe sacrifice

of the passionate, i.e., divine love of truth to the heart's longing for

peace.

The religious.metaphysical problems do not, however, simply

resolve themselves into physical problems, and even if this were the

case, it would not mean that a comprehensive statement of the problems

had beeo made. It is not possible ;o maintain that an apparently

nonsensical scientific problem is in principle unaoh'able. L«t us

consider, for example, the necessity for astronomy and physics of a

definite beginning of the world in time. i.e., of the origin at tome

defiuite date of the galaxies of stars. It is impossible to conceive how
such an origin could be expressed in perceptional or mathematical

terms. What could there have been before the so-called “ beginning

of the world "? No theory of relativity, no statistics, nothing,

absolutely nothing, could make intelligible to us the transition from

potentia to the ucfut, and that is our only concern here. In fact, it

would not even bo possible to formulate a philosophical problem, which

would enable us to allow for a sirspenaio judicii. Certainly we have

much more solid ground under our feet when we discuss the problem of

the increasing spatial expansion o! the universe, or the end of the

world as the result of cooling off, oud the loss of energy of the atoms

by radiation, but this presupposes nothing less than that we have some

opportunity to participate profitably in astronomical and physical

research. Consequently, considered from this point of view. Inward

veracity is a spiritual mood which is able to forego world-embracing

systems, but which also makes a point of being as scientifically ion-

BcieniiouB as possible. Nevertheless, the probabilities as to what is

happening in the firmament, biological possibilities, sociological theories

and history give ue the possibility to make a speculative charactcrisa-
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lion of the world, which after all, because of this conception, will

enable the human character to participate again in what is going on

in the universe.

So man’s views and nation* ubout truth and reality nature but

slowly. They are only to be found in scientific progress, and in them

lie is aware of unavoidable sources of error and also of the limits that

are set to the possibilities of perception. Participation in such research,

however, can produce 4 love of truth of an almost religious fervour, i.e..

can produce a frame of mind which will exclude all toleration of what is

obviously false and sympathy with what ia irresponsibly asserted

and which will simply demand that war be declined on whut is mani-

festly untruthful. That would be a geid. a really religious war. a sign

of mature mind.



CHERRY BLOSSOMS IN NEW YORK
Vior* Ibrnr Coopbr

Set Ytrk

Today, I have seen the cherry blossoms

In the park,

And in my heart

Have heard once more—

The lark.

To-morrow, when petals are strewn

Over the grass,

The echo of the song* of the bird

Will be one of gratitude

For the privilege

Of viewing once more

The boundlew field.

With chance, n! least, to glimpse

Pink fiowem

Alive beside my city’s

Garden wall.



ANCIENT NEAR EAST AND INDIA :

CULTURAL RELATIONS’
BUOPBNDB.lK.Vin D.ATTA, A.H. IIIROWS), tin. PHIL. (hambvbu).

II

The Mitanm Question and Inpia.

S
OW we enquire about the Milanniuna who interest us toon on

account of tbeir language and religion. Tbo Mitanni country

was situated on the upper Euphrates. In 1907 the Orientalist, Hugo

Winckler, startled the (turned world by deciphering a tablet which

oont.lined a treaty drawn iu 1300 B.O. between ihe King* of Mitunni

and the Haitiles. In thi* tablet he discovered the name* of four

Vedic god-, along with ten Babylonian gods. The gods invoked in

this tablet are Varunn (u-ru-v-na or a-ru-na). Milra 1 and tbo

N'asatya twins (na-sii-ut.ti.i-ia). and India (in-da-ra). Thus the gods

who were long considered to bo |uuely Veilic und Indian, are now

found tn be worsbipptd in Asia Minor ! lodra i> -u*pected to be tho

Andin of the Avest... and thoag't formerly he has been regardod by

the Inddogist- to bit pxuliarly Iodiau, yet, later, he has been dis-

covered in It: Avesta. Now his international character is revealed by

being won-hipped iu tbe Mitanni in the sime name as in India.

Re.entlv another tablet bus been discovered at Bogbax-Koei * which

dealt with boise-brcediug and it contaioed odd numbers of Aryan

unmoral*. We have already spikcn about it. From the reports of

tho investigator* we get the information that the kings of Mitanni

bad names—Sutainu, Du-rutha, Artaiama. These are good Aryan

name*. Farther, a class of warrior* existed at Mitanni called Marianna.

It suggests comparison with Sanskrit marya, young men, heroes. 8

Tbe abovcuieuliuried archaeological discoveries have revolutionized

tbe ideas about the Near Eastern peoples of Llettito and Mitanni King-

doms. But before thc.-c far-reaching epoch-making deliveries look

pluce the opinion regarding tbe-e language* wa* different, i’. Jen-en

basing on the tb n discovered giatuuur of the Mitanni language

called it in ISM a* having di-taol relationship with Sumerian-

Akkadian, mid with Elamite-Kus-ite language groups, as well as with

Ctioc nue*J from nur laH iuue.
I D.O.G.,XXXV.p. 5!.

* F«rvr.Z. » -.G.,LXXVI.M>«DB.
• M:»i. Fron Trite to Et..|irr," p. 9U.

8
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Alarodish. Ho further said, that a relationship with Semitic-Egyptian

or Indo-European language groups is unthinkable 1

Again, F. Bork in 19t»9-12 speaks of Mitanni having relations

with Chaldaean, Hettite und Arzawi.5 Further he says, that it. is

a link in the chain of the Nortb-Cuucasian language* on the other-

band, it shows grammatical and lexical relations with old South-east

Caucasic and Elamite languages. Again, the peculiarities of all these

groups are to be found in the Mitanni language. But it is neither

Nortb-Caoca«an nor Bouth-Coucaeian language. It is rather a

transitional group of independent nature.. As regards its relation

with Elamite, there are some contact between both the languages.

But we have already seen that the recent opinions of the philo-

logists is that Mitanui ib an Indo-European language of tho Ml«"i

group. The numerals, the names of the gods and the kings ore

clearly Aryan, and Childe says that " they are very nearly pure Indio.

Certainly they are much more nearly akin to Sanskrit than to any

of tho Iranian dialects that later constitute the western wiug of the

Indo-Iruuian family."

The Tndologist Prof. N'oblc of tho Berlin University once told tbo

present writer that seeing the contexts of the language and its

grammatical structure, MitauDi language cannot but be said to be

Sanskrit ic. Again, as Forrer has pointed out, the numerals of

Mitanni language as discovered in the abovomentioned tablet, shows

affinity with post-Vedic Indo-Aryan languages of Prakrit and Pah than

to the Sanskrit.

Thus basing our researches on the reports of recent investigations,

we arrive at the conclusion that Mitanni is an Aryan language of tho

Satam branch, »nd hae go' affinity with past-V-dic Indo-aryan dialects.

In this investigation of ours we have found an Aryan language and

names of kings bearing Aryan names in the Mitanni kingdom. The
archaeologists have further found out that the Tell-el-Amarna tablet*

mention the names of Aryan princes in Syria and Palestine also—

Biridaswa of Ycntam, Suwardata of Keilab. Yasdata of TaniMcb,
Artamanya of Zir-Bssben and others .

s These personal names sound

more Indie than Iranian, the Sanskrit Astro or Asva (horse) is discerned

in the above name like the name of a king in the Bamayana

> P. Jaoieo. •• Vor 8tn4i»n Zur Kami brans 'Ira Mitaaal *' in Zeft ictirift for A-jrio-
logit nnArarmBdU 1891. p. fl«.

*
f>

rt
«'
" *>'« Spurli. M

in M. D. V G.. 1SC0.I2, j. 6.
s /mi, p. 7, 73.
4 O.
* Caahrtdg* Aoetol Hisfeny, II, p. 8)1.
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Yutanasica ot Yuvanasva : this suffix stands in contrast with the old

Persian and Zend Aipa, c.y. Gustuspu. So the ililannian and

Palestinian Arta though having many parallels in the Inter Iranian

onomastieon like the Persian Astaphernea. l'et Alta as Sanskrit fC,i

was known to the Vcdic poet*. and such names as Rtuparna (Persian

Artaph«rn«6 ’?) showed it being used as a coraproenl of a personal

name in ancient India.

Thus, so far can be gleaned about the Mitanni people. When the

names of the Mitanni gods were tlm deciphered, it not only aroused a

curiosity in learned circles : a lively discussion also followed in the trail

of the discovery. Herman Jacobi first announced that "these five gods

not only occur in the Rigveda. but they are grouped together here

precisely us we find them grouped in the Veda. In my opinion this

fact establishes tbo Vedic character and origin of these Mitanni gods

beyond rea'onablc doubt. It appears therefore quite clearly that in

the fourteenth century B.C. and earlier tbo rulers of Northern Meso-

potamia worshipped Vedic gods. Tile tribes who brought the worship

of these gods, probably from Eastern Iran, rouse have adopted this

worship in their original home about the Ifitli century. At that time,

then the Vedic civilization was already in its full perfection. There 16

doubt as to the nationality of the King* of Mitanni who worshipped

the Vedic god*....In two article* Prof. E. Meyer' fully recogni/.ou the

Imoic character of these names, and at the same time he ia of opinion

that the Vedic gods were uativn gods of the tribe from which the rulers

of Mitanni descended....He suppose*, therefore, that the tribe was a

member of the etill undivided Aryan braucb of the Indo-Germanic

family, aud that their god* were Aryan god*.. ..If we assume the

lath century 13. C. to lie the starting point lor the differentiation of

the Aryan branch into the Indians and tho Iranians, we should be

obliged to place the Rigveda as it now stand* a con^ideiable time after

1000 B.C. I venture to think that few scholars without prejudice,

consider the great religiou*. 'octal aud historical changes which happen-

ed between the Rigveda and the rise ot Buddhism, will be prepared to

accept so late a date for the Rigveda. Therefore, since Ed. Moyer’s

theory leads to consequence* inconsistent with the fact* of Indian his-

tory, mu*t we not reject hi* theory of tbo Aryan origin of the Mittani

gods ? And must wo not insist that it is highly improbable that the

undivided Aryans should have worshipped 0 (Sunas— -un god of the

Ku.-sites who conquered Babylonia iu 1700 B.C.) gods just os they

' Ed. Mrjvt 8iU, K. rteao.. Ak..d«*rr Wi». lWfl.
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appear in the Rigveda, when the Iranian* retain only Mithro as God

and entirely changed the character of the remaining ones ?

“ How. then, com it be explained that au Iranian tribe worshipped

Vedic gods ? I assume that the tribes- in question (Kbarri ?) came from

the east or Iran. There, us we know from Rigveda. Yodic culture once

prevailed. And these tribes, being neighbours and perhaps subjects of

Vedic tribes who bad reached a higher level of civilization, adopted the

Vedic gods, and thus brought the Vedic worship with them to their new

homes in Mesopotamia. Probably the entrance into India wus barred

to them 1 because *4 that time the Vedic people in Western India was

at the height of its power, and accordingly they migrated towards the

West. ..I know this is but a guess, bat it accounts for the fuels better

than any other I can guess."*

In answer to Ibis hypothesise! Jaoobi H. Oldenberg says: " Meyer

does not find here Vedic gods but Iranian gods, 3 identical with those

of tho Veda in consequence of the kinship of Indians and Iranians. To

me this view seems most probable." Then he sa\> that, “ under the

writing of the Zarathustrians we discover the clear traces of a more

ancient text which very closely resembles the Vedas. If I am right in

this, the question whether these gods that belong to pre-Ave$tan Iran

as well as to Vedic India are more likely to have come to Mitanni from

India. ..or from Iran proper, will, at least with some probability be decid-

ed in favour of Iran, if wo only look at the top." Further in a footnote

Oldenberg says "By deriving these gods from Tran rather than from

India we may possibly account for the absence of Agni."

Again, J. Kennedy4 says: "The Mitarvni chiefs preserved traces

of a stage somewhat, but oot much, earlier thoo that of the Rigveda.

The Aryans of Eastern Iran and Bactria were in this stage when the

Mitanni band parted from them some time between 1800 and 1500

B.C. and probably some considerable time after tho earlier date."

Other Indologists entered the lists, and Pargiter n and Sten

Konow 6 who follow Jaoobi, definitely accepted the Mitannian gods

as Indian and ascribed their introduction in North Mesopotamia to a

1 8o:h a thing i» pni.bl* riil ill* Hym? on '"Hi* Bilik. of l*u kin?*" lo lUgvtli
ubcc il i> mt:/!iM«d Sodit. 4 king of Centril Puajcb Mopped luominr of 6?e Iriboi frvn
tlia Western Frcatier.

’ H. Q. JtoM.1, "On tb> AnltQoHj ot Vedio Cottare " In J.RA.S., July. IH». w>

> H. Olden berf, ia J.R.A.8 . Oct. 19C0.
* J. Keno.ly. HU.
* PliglMf, " Auiaoi Indian HaUrtcil TradWoo.”
* Sun K,, 0ow, “ Tt» Icdiio Owe cf lha Mllnoni-” PuWir.liuo. of ihe Cbmlinr;

tDdiiiu Inil tale. No. 1.
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tribe of San-krit-speakiog |<oi>le from (lie Punjab. On the other band,

Hiising 1 agrees that the dynast- of Miinnni wore Indian-, I nit Indian-

on their way to India, a* lie opines that the stage of the undivided

Indo-Iraninn period must l.c- 1« id north of the Caucasus. On the century,

wincernitz1 says *'
It is a fact however, that t* is (ailicnlar proof ing

of the gods-..can he traced only in the Veda. For this reason I agree

with Jacobi, Konotr and Hiilcbrendt .11 considering’ these gods to he

Indian, Vedic deitiep and that there is no (>03-ib!e justification for

any other view. We shall have to Qssumo that...there mu*t have

beer isolated migrations back to the West.'

Coming to anthropology, we find iluddon saying *• The Mitonni,

who were probably Anuenoid* am! certainly not ‘Aryans,’ occupied * ho

country about the Belilth and G Inibn tribuuirie- of the Euphrates,

but they were dominated by on aristocracy of hoise-riding Klturl

(? Aryans) who hud on Aryan theology, the differentia lion however

between Indian and Iraoian Aryans bad not vet taken place, they

doubtless came by way of Azerbaijan
-

’

1

But Von Loschan -ec* in the

blonde Kurds living on the mountain, of Ibe'jtaphnite* valley to he

the descendants of the ancient Mitunnian* who about B.C. went

eastward towards India 1 VcOrdiog to him. the blonde Kurds and their

probable forbears 4 the Gharri or the Mitanninna were u North-European

people nowadays called “ Nordio." But the historian FI Tt. Hull

declares the Milnnuiiti* to have been Aryans * ‘who must have been of

the same stock as the Kassitee."
1 He accepts 14UO B.C. 01 the period

when Mitonni was existing a- a Kingdom." This bring- 0 - to the

question of the Kus- te- about whom wo have already spoken.

Indo-Mitannias QUESTION.

In an ethnical survey of the ancient peoples of tin- Near Host

that are mentioned here, it is to be found that besides ainuluriiy

with language, other ethnical traits a-* wearing of the pig-tail, and the

custom of urn buriul und chariot taco, ami perhaps the fourfold way of

life in common with Persia and India a> suggested by Ham-av, lhc.-e

peoples had in common with the Aryuns ol India. Besides the*, the

Mituunian* worshipped the -utuo gods with tho Vedic Aryans. l.’e*ha|«

the Ku»ites worshipped some gods thut were likoni-e common with

1 Hi- C. ‘V ir -I I u; !• ... Ir.i ia il-A/i.W .
M.vr. |. il«

.

» WiW.itu "A BuUi) .I lull it. L-.rul a*.' Vni 1, p 2U6.

» A. C. Hi'i.lon, • lb* Il.i^.-f JJ-n. I- I

• V„u Luicbi.n. ol WetUra i.. ALI, |.p -I--'.

1 II II. Hi. I,
“ Til* Aac.ec Hun*} nt lb*. »u Eiei." [. •».

0 ItH.
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the Indo-Aryans. All these prove their connate relationship with the

Indo- Aryans. But the Mitanni question is a mo6t striking one ae it is

most similar with the Indo-Aryans.

In the beginning wo have spoken abiut the Mitanni question.

Some see in them an offshoot 0/ the Indo-Aryans
;
some see in their

gods the representatives of the undivided Indo-Iranian Pantheon, hence

the similarity of their names with the Vcdic ones ; some see in them

Indians in the making, while some anthropologists like Hoddon aee in

them an Armenoid people dominated by an aristocracy having Aryan

theology !
Again, olher writers like Von Lusoban and Childe soe in

them blonde Nordics on their way to India across the Caucasus.

But most ol these hypotheses are built on the supposition that tho

Indo-Europeans or Aryaus had been a Nordic blonde people, hence the

branch that settled in India must have crossed the Cuucasus, and on

their way towards India, founded the Mitanni Kingdom. Hence it

seems, they see an Aryan aristocracy ruling over the native Armenoid

population. This hypothecs is built on t!ie similarity of the words of

the Mitanni language and the gods with tho Saoskritic ouss. But

behind these similarities lies an important hitch. According to Forrer

the numerals in their phonetic composition sound like a post-Vedic

Sanskrits language like Prakrit than Vedic language.'

In that case, the speakers of this language most be post-Vcdic

ones. As the Mitanni numerals aro neither pre-Vedic nor Vedic,

rather post-Vedic, there m»y be a possibility that the theses of Jacobi,

Pargiter, Sten Konow, Hlllebrandt and Wmtcrmtz have 6ome

substantial values. But those who oppose this view argue that

hiyory does not record of any migration from India towards tho Weat.

On the other band, Pargiter relics on auciont Hindu tradition which

says that a branch of the Lunar race called the Druhyas went outside

India in the land of tho " Mlrechus.'' Regarding this outflow of the

Indians, Pargiter says, “ Indian tradition suggests a reverse origin for

the Iranians which ia linguistically tenable, which bamunise* with the

Boghaxkoei treaty, and which can account for tbeir language nud roli.

gioD.”* Whether the tradition of the Mababharata that the Druhya

tribe migrated out westward in the laud of the Mlecchas he true or

not, some European investigators of ihe nineteenth century brought

out startling news about the existence of a Hindu colony in Armenia

in Christian period of her history. Thus says Kennedy, *• Tbc existence

* E. tenv. “Actit Spnefcan d*r BmhiU.m Io»ffaiipl«n"; Chiidf, tp 10-iKL
* r. E. P»r?iU». “Aoriant InJi.n HlKoiitol Tndi&o," p. 'JJi
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of au ancient Indian colony ill Armenia is well known to Armenian

scholars but Indiani6ia have pun] little attention to it. We owo our

knowledge of it to Zenob. a Syrian and a native of Glak (klag)...Zenob,

was the companion of St. Gregory, the illuminator on an idol-smashing

tour through Armenia, about the year 304 A.D. By St Greg tv’s

command lie wrote no account of the expedition to his Capplocian

brethren, and in it he gives a lively account of the illuminator's little

war with the Indian idolaters of Taron (Daron). Zcnob'e history

.

composed originally in Syriac, bas come down to us in an Armenian

version." Regar ling this history Kennedy further says,
“ Two Indian

Chiefs fled westward with their clans and found shelter with Valarshak

or Valar-aees, the first Aracide monarch of Armenia G49-127 B.C.)

Valarsaccs gave them the Canton of T»n'm for a residence. In the

neighbouring town of AahtUhat the pantheon of all the god? of Arme-

nia. they set up replicas of the idols they had worshipped in India... we

hear nothing more of these Indi ns until St. Gregory appeared with

3U0 men to overturn tlietr faith. The Indians were overpowered .

Zenob gives us various details about these Indians. They were black,

ugly, and long-haired. The long hair was a sacred budge. ..They must

have abandoned in grea' part at least, their nativo speech since they

used proper names like Arisen...They remained a separate people,

although their chiefs bad become connected in some way, probably by

marriage, with the neighbouring chief of Haahtiankb." Finally,

Kennedy thinks that "this tribe came from the lodas Valley.”*

This strange history of an Indian settlement in Armenia, stems

iu many respects to have been a repetition of the Mitauni history. If

it has been possible for an Indian tribe to found a colony in Armenia in

the second century before Christ, why will it not be possible for an

ludian tribe to do the wune in still more anterior period when tribes

were always in motion.®

Here the suppose! d.i'e of the Vedas stand in oppo-itiou to this

sugge-tion- Aawdiug to some older Indologists and some nntlitopo'o-

gicat writers of present day, the date of tbe Rigvcda is fixed somewhere

1
J. EfOM-ly. “ Tim lo'Jtol* la Ai J. R. A 8,. St" 8aiWi. Vol. V, : 1-S, Ill.U

1 Tim !'• i»<riitr <>(„
| 0 |- -ply on tb. i J-|ivT will urify H>u ibis fart In* been ix'etl

by olber ecUl.nt »* n*U
1 J. A..I4J A9.0..Vd.V.,IW P 331-

2 K Ppidtomm. 'Hlvoiie .it Mruo p*r 2*nob & ilo* To Journal .Until, , 1*3.

P. 401.

3. V. Z*n *toif.
** CcU*1ka •!<* BuudfiMU mckw «i rokrooi dt'* I’Arrocnw.’* Puri*.

ieo7. i p aw.
4. M. J. Set*,

** Hi* rt of tb* Arxmai.m io . 18*.
5. ECTio, "Ifecbwbt* $«if lc Pajadiudc Arm*o»o *. Pum. IM. [.p W-di,

6. Li'-vsc. Z.f.d* Kuad* d« uiorgcnliuks* B i l. p 333.
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between 1200 B.C.-1500 B.C. ;
some even go up to 20U0 B.C. And the

date of appearance of the Indo-Europeans they fix within that date.

Hence the appearanco of the Mitanni i«eopIe, at least its ruling class

on the upper Euphrates, by 1400 B.C. seems incongruous to them,

But according to Jaoobi 1 the date of the Rigveda wouldgo up even

to fourth and aocordiug to B. 0. Tilak * it would go up to sixth

millennium B.C. Winternit/ is right in saying that the date fixed by

Max Muller is drawn arbitrarily these dates have no data behind them

for their assignment. He gives the probable date to Ik* the third

millennium B C.‘ By rcuiing the Kigveda one finds the people to be

in clialcolithio stage of civilization, 3nd 3 considerable time ho* e'aps.

ed before transformation of a pastoral tribal society to .111 agricultural

Xiciety with rich (Magharan) and respectable (mahnUula) families,

hereditary kingship and class (Varna) divisions with capitalist develop-

ment, and hereditary priesthood could have evolved. 1 Also, considerable

tune has elapsed before the reminiscences of the tribal godE as apotheo-

sized great tribal kings or great men have boeu lost.
6 The internal

evidence of the Rigveda will negative the date arbitrarily fixed by Max

Mllller and others. Hence, withiu the span of time going up to 3rd or

itb millennium B C. the wandering of au Indo-ary3n tribe from the

Hindukush side is not an impossibility, especially when such a thing has

happen*; 1 in 2nd century B.C. But the proof of the Mitanni question

and its connection with the Indo-Aryans Hem further investigations

and explorations Here, we will clow- our investigation by pointing

out the fact that with Anau as the apex and Koban, Kuban on the

western side and the Indus Valley in the East, there has been one cul-

tural complex. If
11 Mabenjo daro aud the Indus Valley civilization

"

has shown cultural connections with Mesopotamia, we have seen, that

there have been linguistic and other cultural connections between India

and Asia Minor. Hence, it cannot lie denied that Indo-Aryan India

had relations with Indo-Europeaa or Aryan Mear East. Bat tfco exact

nature of this relation is to be further investigated, and it is a great

theme for the future which will open a new vista to the sebolurs.

To be continued.

1 H- ° Ub«T lb# Krw>«-bn -ng 3one*n flri*Ur*ii«a la Ri£v*li " id Sitsb

k.bjj.w. Frt^ut,

* R. a.Ttlalf," TUOfto."
* Wieteroitx, op. rit.. p. 258.
* Fitfp N. G Bit>2ycn idhyitT*. "Pc^c«u»f Lif< md Pro?rt?e in Awiert T o i

•

1 Vide discs*?' n* in Xi4ktV'9ir«kU'' md in •*Mib*bh»r*U’' U*t Vftdifi

iredfMfit<daf..Jctf^ro^n(3iitip«.rve,Cb. OH>
; ii»o Mm oboul ilia Dr. O. S.

Basu’t •• Tur»a Prtbwb
M
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THE IDEA OF RELIGION
Pboh. Leopold von Widse
nt Unirtnag. CaUfiu, Otfmany.

AVER *11 individual religions stands the idea of Religion. It is it:

1 tenet that human life baa not its last significance and meaning
in the frame of this visible and transitory world, but that the aim of

this earthly existence lies in a destination beyond it, which our intel-

lect cannot grasp. We know nothing eeizab'.o about this destination,

we rather are dependent on faith, presentiment and on an only insuffi-

cient interpretation. Such defective interpretations are the contents

of the individual religions.

Out of the knowledge of such imperfect certainty of these inter-

pretations the doubt arises as to whether the transference of the essence

of human tifo into a metaphysical realm may not be an error originating

from feebleness Since from haughtiness aud selfishness we may not

he willing to regard a bare earthly and ever imperfect existence as

worth living, we may not help inventing an ultramundane significance

of being. Therefore not seldom the modern world haa a trend to

consider ur, a more dignified conduct to renounce an aim or life which,

indeed, may be deeper and nobler than every earthly one hut scorns to

bo too improbable and unintelligible. To-day there is a tendency

totally to transfer the significance of human existence into the earthly

world, indeed, not often into the sphere of the individual man. but

mostly into the great .-ocial structures, particularly into the nation, the

people and the race. It may not be necessary, in order to make the

individual more unselfish and high-minded, to transfer the essence of

existence ioto the supernatural world, The great social generation-

structures, outlasting millenniums, are so constituted that the faiih in

(hem evolves the same ethical power as the religions do. The advan-

tage of such a worldly and political conviction, compared with a ineta

physical religion, U its greater clarity. From there a greater veracity

may arise.

Indeed, to-day the faith in a supernatural world is not in the

same degree superseded by a materialistic individualism (like in the

nineteenth century) as by the deification of axial institutions, ft is
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obvious that in this wav the individuals are more forced into the ser-

vice of social tasks and community life than by any other system. The
utilization of personal powers for the purpose# of the state and the

people makes great progress thereby. The disadvantage, however, of

this change lies in the fact that all social structures ever remain im-

perfect and that none can ever engender the sublime power of Divinity.

Though we may never totally grasp the whole power of God, we realize

that all aociul institutions, compared with the power of God remain

feeble and transitory. Social structures cannot be perfected, when they

pass off for last values and last aims, except only when they serve as

vessels for God’s will and when they enjoin themselves a religions

mission which cannot be derived from natural forces, but from the

manifestations of Religion.

What concerns the individual in the matter of a purely earthly-

social aiming may satisfy the intellect for a shori while because of the

greater tangibility of the ends. Besides, cite depreciation of human
personality to a mere mean tool, creatod for tho service of earthly

social structures, makes him inwardly poor, narrow and hard. There-

fore, also, his social value becomes diminished, and the great social

structures, grown to very centres of othical life, are gradually reduced

in efficiency instead of increasing it. Evon the advantage of greater

clarity proves del wive, because the social structures lose their signi-

ficance when they beoomo self-snfficient.

We realize that none of these interpretations of life—the religious,

the aocial-oarthly and the individualistic-materialistic—can be totally

understood in a purely rational manner and that none of the three

attempts can be self-sufficient. W'e ace always dependent on faith and

presentiments. It is etroneous to think that we shall gain more

clarity by transferring the centre of existence into the realm of eartbly-

*)cial life. We merely become weaker. Vital forces stronger than

death are for ever only those of Religion.



A CLARION CALL

(Srnvantii viSte amftasya putrah).

SbISCHASDRA VBDANTABHCSBAN, BHAGAVATfUTttA
,

II.A.

At dawn of Time, ’nealh Heaven’s canopy,

Calm reign’d serene in solemn majesty
;

O'er Earth's fair face black Nescience spread her veil

;

Hlcrn'ty spied: up rose from Earth a wail.

When lo. amid the massive sylvan gloom

That did in niutH’d sombre silence loom,

Sequester’d, lone, in holy Hermitage,

In myBtic mood sat hoary Orient Sage.

His vision flash'd acres* tho jetty pall,

In ecstasy he cried out, “ Hark 1 ye *11,

Sous of Immortal Lovo. hark 1 I have wen

The Shining One beyond the blinding screen.

Cognizing Ilim alone, Earth's creeping man

Doth soar in Love and Light. Etern'ty scan,

And o'ereorae hatred, sin, and Death’s sharp sting,

And reign in Bliss and Toy as Creation’s King."

The shadows lifted. An effulgent Light

Beam'd forth on spellbound Earth, and all was right.

But brute Pride heeded not. And clash of steel

Hath exil’d Love, and stagger’d Earth doth reel.

Ye noble Sons of Ind, awake, arise.

And hold your own, reflect, and realize

The one exalted mission of jour life

That is above all cavil and all strife ;
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And preach the Seer’s Gospel old sublime,

And spread it for nod wide from clinic to clime.

And tell all Mother Lid doth droop no moro:

She wields the Sceptre as in days of yore.

Ye Winds that hover round Riinaluynn heights.

Go waft the news abroad in roaring flights
;

And rolling Seas, produitn from shore co shore

Old lod shall build her Empire evermore.



NATURE STUDY ITS : PEDAGOGICAL
IMPORTANCE

PnAPHCLIA KUMAR BOSE
<Dr/»nlnr*t if Bi'unj. Co.'oKd Umltrritf,)

IT is a fact becoming more. evident every day that success in my
' undertaking depends largely ou tiie accuracy of the inclination

llsat one bus on the problem
; it is aiso recognised all over the world

that school education should be broadbased and liave a more practical

bias. In fact, the aim of such education should be to prepare the stu-

dent for the geuera! problems which one has to face in his life. It must

be calculated to develop the powers of accurate observation, indepen-

dent thinking and self-reliance. It should increase the physical fitness

of the child, aim at the use of the body as an instrument for dealing

with physical objects, aud develop dexterity in the widest scdhi of the

term.

There are unfortunately two main defects in the mental outlcok

of the educated classes of our country—the habit of identifying book-

learning with knowledge, and negligence in the observation of, and a

general indifference to, external nature. Experience in the past has

shown that a restricted education in the ordinary school subjects has

tended to make the child from a village home not only dissatisfied with

country life, bat has inculcated in his mind a disinclination to appren-

tice himself to trades involving a certain amount of mannnl labour.

This, if the influence be not sewn corrected, results in an undesirable

influx of youths to towns. They seek employment in sedentary occu-

pations. Many authorities claim that one of the chief causes of rural

depopulation is that the children are not properly educated to fit them

for country life. Besides, there are a number of other circumstances

which have caused the child from the village to become estranged from

country life. We can try to remedy these trends by broadoninc the

Hues of education, and by teaching the child to appreciate the gifts of

nature, which form his whole environment.

Education is not a process of pouring information into a receptive

mind
;
its purpose is to mould the mind so that it can adequately adapt

itself to thr enviioQBieot in which it is placed ready at once tu spin
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gossamer welts and forge iron hammers. Such education, if properly

imparled, would lead lo a better understanding of the problems which

those children will have to face afterward*.

The ordinary child grow* up, passes into youth and manhood

without any real conception of the wealth of nature. He recognises

blades of grass, flowers, plants, trees, their fruits and the birds that

nest on them, the brooks that stream out of the village with the strange

fish and tortoises that peep out of their watery homes. But he has no

idea of the causes of the growth of plant*, the function* performed by

their various organs, how soils aud rocks are formed, nor even of the

chemical composition of suoh an article of everyday use as water. In

all probability he lias also but littlo conception of what tho atmosphere

is made of, and of its importance to animal and plant life. Give the

child somo insight into these wonders, and his mind will immediately

open out to a new world of romance and reality. He will appreciate

the wealth of his aurroundinga and will consequently take a more intel-

ligent interest in his occupation. He will not become imbued with

tbe idea that man lives in the real wnseof the term only when he parti-

cipates in all the gaieties and frivolities associated with modern urban

life. It is incumbent upon us, therefore, to see chat the education of

the largest number of children is in conformity with their normal

natural surroundings. It i& essential for this purpose to introduce

course.' on Nature Stady suitable to country life, in elementary

schools with such demonstrations as arc possible in dnlrrcnt localities.

The object of the nature study course is to interest the children in

the plants and animal life round their homesteads and in the adjacent

fields
;
to teach (hem the simple facts of nature, such us that the plants

resemble living animals, that they feed and breathe in order to grow

and multiply their kind Such a study, carefully conducted, would

develop the powers of observation and comparison aod lead to indepen-

dent thought. Nature study takes things at hand and endeavours

to understand them. It trains tho eye and the mind to see aud
comprehend tho common things of life. The result is not directly

the acquisition of scientific knowledge, but the establishment of a

living sympathy with everything one comes across . The child always

love* nature: and if we should have the power and the proper

method of interesting the pupil in the study of " Natuiik ” we
would considerably broaden bis sympathies, multiply his points of

contact with the world and thereby deepen bis life.
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In this way we should try to introduce the facts mi tasks of

every day life into ihe school*. Such a study would inculcate in (he

boys a spirit of sympathy with the commonplace, develop a sense uf

dignity of labour and of humble duties. We need not let our work

degrade us, no matter how lowly it may be. For instance, when the

children have an opportunity to see that the teacher himself is keenly

interested in gardening and is not above working in the school garden

himself, it will tend to raise their respect for manual labour and for

the profession of agriculture and farming, which is, at the present

moment, usually thought unworthy of the serious attention of an

educated man of our oonntrv. .Again the rehcol teacher himself will

find that the garden brings him into closer touch with his pupils and

thi* will at the same time greatly diminish the general indifference to

external nature

The task of gardening involves (a) certain manual operations,

such as digging and preparing the ground, making beds for reeds

etc.; <b) observation of proper spacing of plants construction of hedges,

their symmetry or otherwise
;
frl perception of the growth of plants,

the shape of leav-s, etc These sensory and motor operations involve

a certain emotional relation with the task of gaideDing. Hence the

pupil is hroughl in close touch firstly with motor. secondly sensory and

finally emotive relation with the environment. Thus the agricultural

or horticultural factor becomes the ruling idea in the mind of the child.

Thi* is evidenced by the prevalence of agricultural metaphors and

allusions in peasants' songs and poetry of all countries.

It is alto very well known (hat nothing bind* people raoie closely

together than co-operative physical activity directed to a common
purpose. The secret, of the solidarity of group-life from the elementary

to the complex lies in this fact. The loyalty to the school and the

college, found so often in the British and American schools, is to be

sought in the team-spirit on Urn play-ground. Nature Study is cal-

culated to induce team-spirit, probably lees spectacular, directed to a

i|uietcr environment. The object and the result are likely to be i lie

same—a greater group.spirit among the students and 3 greater sense

of loyalty to tho school. These Bre the goals that all educational insti-

tutions should cherish und strive to attain.

Thus we find that Nature Study is likely to serve two main

purposes of education in the present stage of onr wcial history. In

the first place, it lures the growing mind back to living nature which
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whispers its secrets only to those who seek it in a spirit of friendly

solicitation. The social trend that baa weaned the spirit of the race

from its age-old love for its fiolds and pastures, its village streams and

shady groves, its spreading pcepuf trees and flowery creepers, must be

called back to its traditional and normal habitat. This should not

be regarded se a prosaic task of horticultural training but as the

mantra that calls tho slumbering sympathy with nature which is tbo

historic possession of our race, to life. Secondly, the motor, sensory

and emotive relation with tho land makes the intellect specially orient-

ed to the agricultural processes. Just as the musician learns to

discriminate tbo tones and cadences of pmsic, the mind oriented to

agriculture finds more meaning io the processes of Nature than wo

ordinarily find.

There iB a perpetual process of give and toko between the living

organism and the nature that nourishes it. The biologist discusses

this type of interaction in the science culled Ecology. We must

interpret the ecological relations in a broader spirit. The ecological

relation obtains not only with the living bndy and the nature but also

with the mind. Nature study completes ibis process of give and

take between the whole of human personality and the environment

in which man lives. Iu this manner, it rostores the relation

between man's total life and nature. It re-oftablisbcs the ecological

balance which tho modern trends of urban life ruthlessly break up.

It is important, however, to consider in this connection at what

stage of our educational curriculum we can best introduce a course on

Nature Study Obviously this can be done either in the upper classes

of primary schools or in the lower classes of secondary schools. To

achieve any success in this direction steps should be taken in the

first instance to provide suitable teacher* for such schools, as thero

is tho obvious necessity that the teachers themselves shall hove to

become proficient in such teaching. Arrangements should be made, as

circumstances permit, for short courses on " Nature Study " for the

teachers themselves, such course being calculated »o equip the teacher

for this work. Residence in an agricultural farm for a period and a

abort vacation course at one of the Experimental Stations and at other

biological institutions will have the advantage of acquainting tho

teacher haviDg greater power of. and adaptability in, interesting tbo

pupil in their studies. Tben again, education in the lower schools

should be so remodelled as to develop the natural instinct of the child
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and should, Ihetcfore. bo of each a practical character as to fit the

pupils for technical pursuits, including agriculture, as well as for

literary and commercial pursuit*. Test-books should be written in a

manner so as to deal with familiar subjects in simple languago and

object lessons should be freely used in the*. The general tendency to

vrrito books on scientific treatise in a technical style must necessarily

be abandoned as these smack only of the lecture room and the library

rather than of the Soil and other products of Nature —these become

more .scholarly than practical. A spirit of directnei* and simplicity

should dominate such literature and they should discuss only common

things in a plain way in order lu.prewnt science in a simple and practi-

cal way.

The present state of primary schools in villages is uot very

satisfactory and therefore requires thorough overhaulin’: and re-

orientation. Until this is done and the quality of teacher* improved,

one cannot even think of introducing Nature 8tudy in these. The

secondary schools are a little better staffed uud the number of pupils in

these is comparatively smaller. It is, therefore, possible to introduce

.Vatare Si udy os a subject in the secondary schools in this province,

as sood «* a sufficient number of teacher* could be trained for the

purpose. Fortunately the authorities of the Calcutta University have

already made some provision for teachers in secondary schools to

undergo a short course of training in the general principles of biological

and other scientific subjects so that they could impart elementary scienti-

fic knowledge to their students. This is a step in the right direction.

It is true that the problem discussed above is not a simple one,

nor doss it admit of an easy solution. But I firmly believe that a

good deal can be doue toward* tolving this problem if only we should

be able to hold up the high ideals of thoroughness, system and order

in our curriculum of teaching. It is. therefore, most desirable that the

authorities who are responsible for the educational policy of our country

should be thoroughly aliTo to the importance of a wise system of edu-

cation in a country whoso sole destiny rests largely in the hands of the

cultivators. But the solution of such a national problem does not

depend wholly—or even mainly—on what the Government or the Univer-

sities alone can do ; it depends far more upon what by organized volun-

tary co-operation the people can do for themselves. Let us hope that

the subject will draw the serious attention of those who have the

welfare of the country at heart.
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T
H li aim of I tie well-known Punjab scheme is not to give a. vocational

training in agriculture but to predispose the students, specially

those belonging to the agricultural classes, to their hereditary occupa-

tion, to make lliem realise that agriculture is an honourable profession

and that education and skill are essential for success in it. It was

expected that after finishing his four years’ course, the student would

go back to the .’and with a wider outlook and would use his knowledge

to tackle the problems which must arise iu the course of his daily

work.

Ho far as the cuiriculuin for these schools is concerned, it has been

drawn up primarily for the benefit of those who would take to farm-

ing after leaving the Middle Vernacular school. At the same time it

was felt that it should not be such as to hand cap the studen.s if they

desired to adopt wmc other profession or to proceed to English schools

There are eight classes in the full vernacular school in the Punjab,

of which the 5th, 6th, 7th and bth are the Middle classes, tbo etodenU

taking the Vernacular Final Examination after finishing tho Sth Class.

Agriculture is taught as an optional subject in the four middle classes

ami has replaced Persian which lias not been popular in that province.

Students are taught agriculture four periods a week in the oth and flih

Classes and six periods a week in the 7th and «tli Classes. Much time

is also spent outside school hours in practical work, the amount of

extra time put in depending on the enthusiasm of the individual

students.

The Punjab scheme was implemented without any important

modifications in the 0. P. One of the recommendations wa* that

agriculture should lie Introduced as a ooinpulsory subject in the selected

vernacular schools which, in the first, instance, should be " those

which are situated in tracts wbicb arc largely cultivated or in winch

there is a large ratio of occupancy tenants.”

One of the resolutions accepted at the Agricultural Education

Conference held in Calcutta on the 11th December, 1921, was 03
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follows:—*' That it is desired to reconsider the present curricula of

country schools abovo the primary standard in Bengal so as to

introduce the experiment of teaching elementary* agriculture combined

with practical work in the field/* Accordingly the Punjab scheme

with certain necessary modifications was sanctioned in 10-27

and introduced in this province in 1930. It was stated by the Bengal

fcducation Department that while it was not intended to give those

students who would undergo this special kind of instruction a

vocational training in agriculture, it was expected that they would be

led to appreciate the importance of agriculture in their economic life.

It W36 also anticipated that the rush to colleges among those who do

not posing the necessary aptitude for higher education would bo

checked and thus the problem of unemployment would be rendered

less acute and tha: those educated to the Middle English standard

would not fed much hesitation in adopting agriculture, the hereditary

occupation of many of them. While the students of these schools

would no; be carefully trained agriculturists, it was hoped that as

the result of this training, ?oioe of them would not only go back to

the land but, what is more, they would be in *> position to utilise

the knowledge they had gamed to solve those agricultural problems

they would have to faco in the course of their life as fanners. Let ua

try to find out 1 o what extent these expiation* have been realised.

The scheme referred to above provided for the training of 60

Ccachora in batches of 15 each year recruited both from High Eogltsb

and Middle English schools. A special cla^s was opened for this

purpose nt the Dacca Government Farm in 1928. The training of

the laat batch was finished in January, 1WS. Those trained teachere.

who are engaged in teaching agriculture and ure lecommendod by

the Director *of Agriculture, get a special monthly allowance

of Ra. 10 .

Government makes an equipment graut of Rs. 550 to a school

for a garden measuring half an acre, and of Rs. 2,000 for a

farm measuring 5 acres. Schools which incur a loss on account

of the working of their farms and gardens are given grants

the maximum bciug Rs. 100 for a farm and Rs. 2 I for a garden.

These grants are made only on the recommendation of the Director of

Agriculture.

Aa Middle Vernacular Fchools ore tending to disappear in our

province, the experiment is being tried in Middle English and High
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English schools. Roughly about SO pet cent, of the former and 65

per cent, of the Utter arc situated in rural nr«M. In the selected

schools, agriculture is taught for four years from Claeses V to VII

of High English schools and in Middle English schools from Classes

V and VI with a two years’ extension course. The arrangement is

to teach the full High English curriculum in the extension classes of

the Middle English schools, and at the same time, to give the stu-

dents an agricultural training. Provision haH baen made to give special

financial assistance to 16 selected Middle English schools, to enable

them to be developed into a special type of agricultural educational

institutions, the essential condition being that they would never

be converted into High English schools. The estimated cost

of tho scheme was Rs. 19,050 non-recurring, and Rs. 27,040

incurring.

In tbc three or four Middle English Continuation Class schools

the writer visited, he found that the authorities bad, as the result

of starting these classes, to engage three extra teachers to take charge

of these cl&raes- The Government grant referred to above covered

the salaries of two of them, while the salary of the third teacher

was expected to he met from the spociul foes realised from the

students studying in the Continuation classes. But as the number

of such students is always small, at leart the number was small

in the institutions visited by the writer, and moreover as very few

of the students pay full fees, the oilier resources of the school have to

be laid under contribution to meet that part of the salary of the third

teacher which is not covered by the fees received from students of (he

Continuation classes. The necessity of employing the third teacher

is due to the fact that in the ordinary agricultural bias Middle English

school, tho teacher of agriculture haa to give 8 periods per week to

this subject whereas in the Continuation Clus9 Middle English school,

he gives 20 periods to agriculture besides supervising the practical

work of the students. His services therefore cannot be utilised for

teaching any other subject and a third teacher has thus to be engaged

(or this work.

In those High English schools where agriculture is taught in

our classes, viz., 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th, the teacher of agriculture has

o teach his subject for JO periods per week and also to supervise the

ield work of his students. He is therefore unable to do any other

work. Government, however, does not give any grant, It seetns only
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just that these schools should pet a grant sufficient to meet the salary

of (he teacher of agriculture. The writer has visited very few High

English schools with agricultural classes attached to them. He found

that all those be visited had gardens and not farms. All the plots

seemed badly kept and the general condition rather unsatisfactory.

The students of agriculture did not get a sufficient number of periods

and a sufficient amount of practical instruction probably because the

teacher of agriculture had to teach other subjects as well and was

therefore unable to devote himself exclusively to his special subject.

In order to improve the quality of the leaching in these schools,

Government will have to make grants for meeting the salary of the

teacher of agriculture.

The teachir of agriculture has been given a trial since 1030, and

the time has now come when it is possible to judge whether the

system is worth continuing. Looking into records we find that in

1934 when the last butch of teachers had been working for one

year, instead of 60, there were .‘.C such schools with 3,003 boys

undergoing instruction in agriculture. Of these 26 were Middle

English and 90 High English schools. Only 15 out of these 2G

Middle English schools had Continuation classes. The total area

of school gardens and scbcol farms measured 219’4 acres. It has been

stated authoritatively that in about 25 per cent, of these schools, that

is to say in 14 of theta, work was being done “very satisfactorily. 1 '

in about 50 per cent, of these, that is to say in 28 of them work was

being oonductc'l “satisfactorily” while the work of 25 per cent.,

that is to say in 14 of these was not all satisfactory.

In 1935 there were 51 schools of which 25 were High English

and 26 Middle English schools. 16 out of these 26 Middle English

schools were maintaining two Continuation and 2 one Continuation

ciaes. The total number of students of agriculture iu these schools

W3S 3,084 while the total area of school gardens and farms waa 216

actes. According to the report of the Director of Agriculture, in 16

of these school* the progress was “ excellent." in 13 it was

“ goad " whilst in the remaining 22 it is described as “ fair or

indifferent."

In 1936 the number of schools had gone down to 49 with 3.043

student* undcrgoiug instruction in the theory and [nailice of agricul-

ture The total area of school farms and gardens had shrunk to

141 <68 acres. It has been said that only in about half a dozen
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instances wei* fcho school garden* and farma worked ft* a profit. No

uuthoriiative statement is available as to the standard of efficiency

attained by the different schools.

The following facts, however, may be inferred from what haa

been slated above and from departmental reports published from time

to tiroe both by the Director of Agriculture and the Director of Public

IokU notion, Bengal.

Government has been compelled in some cases to atop its special

grants as the Middle English schools which had given an undertaking

to specialise io the teaching of agriculture were changed into High

English a:book.

Rome of the schools enjoying the special facilities referred to above

had K> be replaced by others as they were umble to show satisfac tory

progress within a reasonable time. For this the responsibility must lie

either with the authorities or tbo inaohersor with both.

The writer haa visited some of these special schools and the im-

pression he haa gathered about them from what he has seen is that the

authorities of many of these mentions lack initiative as they prefer

school gardens to school farms though by operating the latter they

could obtain a grant which is about four times the giant allotted to

#:hool g3rden3. Tt has seamed to him as though both they and perhaps

the guard ian< prefer wbat may bo called playing at agriculture in the

shape of gardening regarded perhaps as a gentlemanly occupation

rather than actually getting down to the soil in the way the ordinary

cultivator does. This is also proved by the fact that some of the

school garden and farms are badly kept. As all the schools have not

been visited by the writer, what has been stated above cannot with

justice be said to apply to all schools of this type.

The writer has also observed that in at least tame of the schools

he his visited, attendance at the agricultural classes is not very

satisfactory. This is specially true of practical field work. It was

urged that it is difficult to induce the students to do field work after

school bom which again proves his contention thar. many among
us whether authorities, teachers or students, are not taking up the

subject seriously but are merely playing at it. He has, however,

heard of one school, which he has not as V6t viaitod, where classes are

held almost all through the year in the morning, the held manual

woik in the fields being done in the afternoon. This wa* done after

obtaining the formal sanction of the Divisional Inspector of Schools.
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This practice may easily he extended 10 other schools of the srme

type.

Another difficulty which ha- nil along stood in the way of the

successful working of this scheme is that no work i» done in tbe

garden or farm during the holidays which often coincide with n time

when labour in the Geld* is absolutely essential. Seeing that these

are schools of a special type, it would bo easy to have the holidays at

times comparatively unimpoitant agriculturally. All educational uirti-

tutions in the hills follow a somewhat similar plan by having s very-

long winter vneatiou and practically no summer « autumn vacation.

At the Bengal Engineering College, Sibpur. there is a similar adjust-

ment of holidays. All that would be necessary to change thr system

now in force would be to secure the permission of the Education

Department which, in view of these special circumstances, should tot

be a difficult matter.

Some of these schools voluntarily gave up the grants either hecaure

they could not ifford to engage the services of specially trained

teachers of agriculture or beran-e thr services of such teachers were not

available On account of the financial depression, in many ce*ea

parents and guardians have been unable to pay the fees regularly

with 'he consequence that the *cbcol authorities were unable to keep

on their staff the specially trained tender. In other cures. heavy cuts

had to be made in the salines of all teachers, the result brine that in

some instances teacher* with special agricultural training to their

credit transferred their rervices to instituti ms b«tter off financially.

Thi* they coild do easily as pri aanlv they ate teachers of school

subjects with agri«nlture as tho s*oad string to their lirw. It is even

sulci that some of these *ch.ol* were without their agricultural

teacher* for a considerable portion of the year.

According to the Gover-unent communication, dated the 19th

De -ember 1927, the scheme provided for training 1 teachers annually

from January 1928. Of these 10 were to be deputed from Middle

English a*d b from High English schools. One would naturally expect

that there teachers after finishing their training would join their schools,

to do which would also he to their interest as they would draw an

allowance of R«. 10 per month for teaching the agricultural cla*-:e6.

Another inference one would be tempted to draw would he that

of the schools having agricultural classes Dot less than GO to

66 per cent, would be of the Middle English and 31 to 40 per cent.
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of the High English type. What we actually find i* that the

High English schools with agricnltuial classes arc lending to grow

in number at the expense of Middle English schools of a similar type.

This undoubtedly proves that both students and their guardians attach

snore importance and value to High English than to Middle English

education, and also perhaps that instruction in agricnltnre which is

studied as an optional subject is not given the weight to which it is

entitled in view of its importance in otff economic life.

According to a recent official report issued by the Punjab Govern-

ment, the children after finishing their course at these Middle Verna-

cular schools are quite capable of intelligently understanding and

solving tbc agricultural problems they have to meet in their fields. The

writer has very serious doubts as to whether a similar claim can bo

made with justice with regard to either the two-year trained students

of the Middle English school, or even of the four-year trained students

of the special Continuation class Middle English or High English

school. Admitting that our curriculum is practical in its nature, our

students do not appear to have been trained in a sufficiently practical

way The aim of neither the Punjab nor the Bengal scheme is to give

vocational training in agriculture. Still the Punjab is turning out

useful agriculturists while wo are unable to either make them en-

thusiasts in Natare &tudy or serious students of agriculture. Surely

something is radically wrong uud it behove, us to make an uttempt to

set it right without further delay.

There is not much doubt that iu spile of the popular vehement

protestations in favour of agriculture and the rural life, the majority

havo only a theoretical liking for it. The lure of profitable sedentary

occupations is still very 6trong. Only economic reasons will drive us

back to the land for our living, always provided that by that time we

bavc not grown quite unfit for the hard work demanded to wrest one's

living from the soil. We should be thankful for the work already

done in improving seeds, agricultural implements, etc., matters which

the writer has discussed elsewhere. The scheme under consideration,

whatever the criticisms that may lie urged against it, is an instance of

the desire of Government to develop yet another way of earning a

decent livelihood.

A serious defect of the scheme as it ia in operation at present is

that some schools have been equipped with half-aore gardens and

others with five-acre farms. The effects of the fioancial stringency
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fell in other departments have been responsible for unsatis-

factory arrangements here also. The writer recognises the very impor-

tant fact that the capital grant made by Government for one school

farm is almost sufficient to equip four schools with guldens and

further that the annnal graol intended to meet the loss incurred for

working a school farm is enough to meet the deficit for five school

gardens. The real question is whether it :s wiser to subsidise inatten-

tions which ate not meeting fully the requirements of the province or

whether it is better to hare fewer properly equipped and finance!

institution* which are calculated to meet our needs-

If the student* of these special institutions are, u> the language

of the resolution quoted already, to he taught " elementary agriculture

combined with practical work in the field,” u two b" done only in a

farm of -itue size equipped with bullocks, ploughs and improved

agricultural implements. In otu piovince, knowledge of and instruc-

tion in animal husbandry ate conspicuous by their absence. Then

again it ia only in a farm that all the boys can have individual plots

on which to grow different -tops in the different seasons of the

year besides a general pV. for nil the* students where, a.-, they work,

they learn the growing of crop* on something near the -calo which

they will have to adopt if they take to agriculture as a profession

.

So fat as Bchool gardens are concerned, lire most important thing

which may lie «iid in their favour ia chat both the capital and tbo

recurring expenditure to be incurred for maintaining them are very

much lower. The strongest orguarent against them is the limited

scope they offer for imparting an all-round agrnulturul training to tho

students Vegetables and flower* may be jirown in them and perhaps

grown both satisfactorily and profitably. But the farmer of the future

ia not likely to depend on them exclusively to earn u decent living.

In the farm, the students enjoy opportunities of growing fodder

grasses, making silage and artificial manure—thing* which cannot be

done on a comparatively extensive scale in the school garden The

storing of farm yard manure in properly protect.-d pits etc., alt-, fall

under die game category.

It has been observed more than once that the student altno.t

always shows a marked dUitrelinaiura fur manual work which ia

perhaps subconsciously regarded as degrading. Digging and hoeing

bowing and handling as conducted in the o.'liool garden are not

calculated to be us effective in changing this attitude towards hard

11
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physical toil os actual ploughing, laddering, etc., which can be done in

a farm equipped with bullocks, ploughs, etc. At the same time, it

ha? to be admitted that if expenditure stands in the way of a quick

expansion of this system, the institutions may, in the first instance,

be provided with garden* and, later on, if their work is found to be

satisfactory, they may be euoouraged to develop their gardens into

farms. In the District Board Agricultural schools in the Puujab,

preference was at first given to the school garden probably because it

was felt that the obligation to meet deficits during the experimental

stage would not be very heavy. The writer, however, is strongly of

opinion that the better way is to select good scbcol* which really aim

at the imparting of agricultural knowledge to their studonts, to

provided them with the right type of teachers and to equip them with

farmB. In this way the benefits accruing from the system would be

apparent more quickly than by adopting the policy of the gradual

development of the school garden iDto the school farm

So far as the type of agricultural teacher? trained under the

ecbeuie refereed to above is concerned, wo should remember that

primarily they arc teacher* of subjects included in the ordinary CUrei-

culum that is to i*y they are teachers of subjects like English, Bengali,

Mathematics, History. Geography and so forth. It is. therefore,

natural that they should concentrate on the teaching of these subjects

and also that their efforts, whatever their value, will be ordinarily

directed to acquiring proficiency and skill in teaching these subjects.

There is also the very important contingency that in the eyes of ihe

authorities of the educational institutions they serve, their value as

teachers will be assessed by th*ir wees* in teaching these non-agri-

culture! subject*. The natural consequence of this state of things ia

tint higher importance is attached to their success as leacheie

of ordinary subjects rather than to their ruocet* ns teachers of

agriculture. All these fact* tend to lower th* pre-tine of agriculture

both before students and the public as compared with the ordinary

school subjects. It follows therefore that both the teaching a- well

ns the learning of agriculture suffer by contrast. The writer has been

informed by a very highly placed officer of the Education Department

that many of the teachers have taken 'lie special agricultural course

at the Dacca Earns not so much because they have a taste for either

learning or teaching agriculture as because (hey arc desirous of enjoying

the extra allowance of Rs. 10 per roonlh which i3 drawu by them
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from the Government grant fur teaching agriculture in tine special

type of schools. It goes without saying that one cannot expect that

the teaching of agriculture will be attended with that enthusiasm and

efficiency which arc necessary for the success of thie scheme so long

a* it is conducted by people whose principal inducement is such a

small pecuniury reward. For attaining this much-needed improvement,

we have to select teachers who have a real taste for agriculture and

wbo will take up its teaching because they lore it. There dees not

appear to be much chance for the success of this scheme till these

special schools arc manned by teachers of tho above type.

Then again to make the scheme successful, we require a sufficient

supply of trained teacher®. Toe scheme provided for 60 teacher- for GO

•chools It is not therefore po-sibli* to fill up vacancies caused bydeath,

resignation or transfer. As stated above, some of these trained leaders

are teaching in schools without any agricultural classes to which they

have transferred their services on account of better pay and prospects.

In a number of cases, tho vacancies referred to above have been

filled up by passed students of the Dacca Secondary Agricultural

School. It is reported that these (rave all proved their worth as

practical instructors. It has, however, to bo admitted that us their

flair is for practical agriculture only, which is what one expects in

students of agriculture, and lacking as they do (u practical experience

of teaching, they have not proved equally satisfactory us teachers of

ordinary school subjects. It is therefore felt that in case Ibis rcberne

continues to be in operation, arrangements should bo made so that

some mere men should undergo instruction in the Dacca Agricultural

School in order to have a constant but moderate supply of teachers of

agriculture who. at the same time, are qualified to be teachers of

Middlo English UDd High English schools.

The writer however, is confident that the measure of success

attained would be greater if the claims of agriculture both theoretical

and practical, as a subject of the school curriculum, obtains more

generous support and if, for this purpose, teachers of the above type

especially fitted for this work both by their personal inclinations and

their training are employed m these special schools. So far as the

remuneration paid to them is concerned, they should enjoy the same

grade and salary u» the teachers of ordinary school subject s. The

public as well as th9 students must be made to realisa that the

position and status of the teacher of agriculture are in no way inferior
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to the position and status of the teachers of other subjects. It may
be that to do this, Government will hare to allot more liberal grants

and no hesitation should be fait in finling money for the purpose.

The teaching of agriculture is such an important matter in a country

preponderaiingly agricultural, that no money spent for this purpose

can be regarded us wasted,

At present the scheme is in operation in both Middle English

and High English schools, probably because Government desires to

ascertain which of the type of schools would lie more suitable. The

writer has visited some of these schools ar.d talked with their teachm*

and students and has also met the local public. 'Hie impression he

has gathered lead* him to think that it is not always possible to frame

the time-table in such a way in High English schools aa to give the

required number of periods to agriculture. As matters stand at

present, the ultimate aim of every student of our High English schools

is to pass the Matriculation examination and then to pioceed to higher

studies. Of course thin aim is realised in only a few cases but, as wc
all know, the efforts of both students and their guardians are all directed

towards the attainment of this object. On the whole the writer

believes that if agriculture has to be taught for the pnrposo of equipping

the students for it aa their profession, it would be better to confine

it3 teaching exclusively to the Middle English schools and to mako
its study compulsory. To have it in High English schools for this

purpose would be to place divided aims before the students. Neither

they nor their parents will ho able to decide what they should do,

and the consequence may be an aimless drifting from one to another

subject, the chances being that they will fali victims to the claims

of a purely literary, but economically valueless education. On the

other hand, if the object is the creation of an agricult uial outlook, the

classes may be attached to the Middie English and High English

schools. Hotter arrangements in the different directions mentioned

above will have to be made if the scheme is to attsiu an even moderate

measure of success.

According to the original plan, the above scheme should liavo

been re-considered in the light of experience after it hod been in

operation for seven years. It should therefore have been taken up in

1936. The public has not been informed as (o what has been done

to give effect to this matter. It was at that time assumed that not

less than oO per cent, of the Middle English students who had
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studied agriculture wou’d not go up for higher education. No official

information is available as to the number wl«o received agrjLUltuial

training for full four years in Middle English schools from 19311 to

1936, the number who have and the number who have not gouo up

for higher education and. most interesting ol oil, the number who
after this four years’ training have adopted agriculture as their pro-

fession, The writer lias made enquiries in various quarters. He does

not pretend that the information he has is either accurate or that it

covers all the school* winch have worked under this scheme during

the period 1930-36. But the general conclusion arrived at as the

result of hie enquiries is that judged from the purely practical point

of view and regarded as a mean.' of popularising agriculture as a

profession, the scheme has proved uti uosulute failure. It is time

that Government redeemed its pledge to review the scheme in order

to give it a more pcueticul shape, The Committee appointed to

consider the scheme should consist of a non-official iudqiendent

majority drawn from ail communities—men who lake a vital interest

m the agricultural prosperity of our province and not of figure-

heads who will not he inclined to advocate a bold, forward

programme. This should not be made a party question or else the

work will not be done satisfactorily aud to the ultimate benefit of our

country.

Perhaps the reader may nos agree with the writcr’e view*

regarding the practical utility of the kind of agricultural training now
imparted io the Middle English aud High English schools where in

Ins opinion it has not achieved any measurable degree of success.

Its utility, if, any lies in the useful work it might do by calling forth

the liking for an agricultural life which might otherwise lie dormant

or unsuspected in the students. So far as facts go, the writer is

extremely doubtful as to whether hitherto it has had this effect to any

appreciable extent. In the final analysis, agricultural training of the

existing type is only an alternative to outdoor games and is useful as

tt tends to keep the student out of doors and provides him with a

healthy occujation. In the writer's opinion, it. would, under the

existing «cbenie, he more than sufficient if the students of agriculture

in these institutions learn enough to beautify their surroundings by

the cultivation of flowers and it would add much to the attractiveness

of these schools if the boys were taught how to grow country vegetables

for their own use. He is, however, compelled to state that nol even
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this is learnt by the student* as a class. They only play at agriculture.

Very few of them are really willing to do the hard physical work

inseparable from agricultural operations. To be ab.-olutcly frank, it

seems to the writer that as yet we have not been able to develop an

agricultural mind, that as a nation we talto interest in agriculture in

only an extremely amateurish way.



INDO-BR1TISH TRADE RELATIONS
Hox. Mr Nalini Ranjax Barker.

Thk Effects ok tub Ottawa Tr.adb Aorrbmbxt.

f|1HE Trade Agreements concluded at Ott iwa in 1932 between India

A and the United Kingdom and several British colonics have been

given a trial for more than four years. The time has now arrived

when an intelligent and critical survey of the result* should he under-

taken in order to determine whether it ia at all desirable to conclude

a new agreement with the U. K. to replace the old one and if so,

bow the new agreement should be shaped in the light of the results

obtained. The success or otherwise of the agreement can be beat

evaluated with reference to certain tests relating to India's trade.

The following are some relevant testa which, for the sake of con-

venience, if not of accuracy, may be laid down in this connection

<0 whether India's expwt trade has registered a definite ex-

punaioti without entailing any undesirable diversion of

trade which i* likely to react unfavourably in the long

run ;

(ii) whether as a result of the Agreement India's non-Britisli

customers have definitely reduced their offtake i f Indian

goods by raising tariff walls or other trade barriers
;

iitil whether India’s favourable trade balance has positively

increased to the extent of her requirements in connexion

with her annual payments against her foreign obliga-

tions ;

|ip) whether the terms of the Agreement are such as to leave

little or no scope for India to extend to non-Bri:ish

countries any preferential treatment so as to promote

better trade relations with those countries.

Before proceeding to apply these testa to tho results und judge

the success or otherwise of the Agreement, we may summarise the

working of the Agreement. During the four years 1932-33 to 1930-36

India's total annual merchandise exports to the U. K. increased with
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some fluctuations, from Fa. 3" to Fa. 50 crores, while the offtake

by other foreign countries advanced from Re. 0G crores to Its. 105

Ciores during the satno period. In preferred goods, the .bare of the

U. K. moved from Its. 30 ciores to Rs. 37 crores. while the share of

foreign countries registered a graduated decline from Its. 65 ciores in

1932-33 to Rs. 58 crores iu 1934-35. In non-piefeired goeds. on the

other hand, the British share moved from Es. 10 crores in 1031-92 to

Rs. 11 crores in 1031-35, while the offtake of foreign countries register-

ed aa advance from Rs. 37 crores to Rs. 47 crores during the same

period. From these figures, two conclusion# can be drawn : firstly,

that India’s export trade with the U. K. haa definitely expanded, and

secondly, that some diversion of trade in the preferred article, from

other foreign countries to the U K. has taken place. A# to the first

inference, wo #lx>nld guard ourselves against the fallacy of jx>tl hoc

trga proper hoc. For the improvement in the export has been no

more than would be natural to expect during a phase of economic

recovery when bath the demand for raw materials and tlicir price*

show an upward ireud. Besides, the fact that tea alone accounts for

about 5 crores of the total increase, although the volume of tea exported

to the U. K. declined over the same period, shou'd be taken account

of. As to tbe second inference that diversion of trade ha# taken place,

it should be evident from the figures fb3t while during the period

from 1932-33 to 1934-35, India's exports to the U. K. rose both in

the preferred and non-preferred groups, her exports to other foreign

oouotrics increased appreciably in the caw of the non- preferred urticies

but declined heavily in the case of preferred articles

We may also examine the trend of trade with regard to some

important articles of India’s exports in order to clarify the position

better.

!, Tea.—Il6 inclusion in the list of preferred article* helped to

swell the value of trade in this category to a respectable total, the share

of tea in the increase being equal to that of all other articles combined.

Tbe operation of the preference on tea synchronised with other im-

portant factors such as the depreciation of the rupee in terms of the

Dutch currency and the Tea Restriction Scheme. Against the

improvement in her position in the British market is to lie set a slight

deterioration in other countries.

2. Manufactured Jutt .—India improved her position in the

United Kingdom while other countries lost tbeir position in the British
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market almoet completely. On the other haul, India lost ground in

other foreign countries such as Germany. U S.A., and Argentine,

mainly owing to the competition of European countries which were

ousted from the British market.

3. Lie.—Here the total consumption of the U. K. showed a

precipitous fail in 1935 with a corresponding decline in India's exports

to that country.

4. Linseed.— Nature rather than tariff preference helped India

during 1933-84 and 931-3.".. Owing to smaller production the export

of linseed from Argentine fell heavily. Argentine has since 3gain

increased her exp»rts while those from India have declined.

5. Coffee.—Owing to the severe competition from Costa Rica

and to some extent also from Konya India's po-ition did uot improve.

6. Hides and il;\ns. oil-seeds, oil-cokes, leak mid other hard

wood, pig had. groundnuts, woollen carpels and rugi.—India's ex-

ports to tho U K. increased in respect of all these ooromodities.

India’s import trade statist ice show definite improvement in the

relative position of the IT. K. Although other factors, e.g., the depre-

ciation of the sterling, particularly in the iuitial stages, helped Eugland.

there cannot he any doubt that a large part of the improvemenl was

due to the tariff preferences granted by India. While the L'. K. *8

share in India's import trade expanded from 36-8% in 1932-33 to

I0'6% in 1934-35 the share of other foreign countries declined from

55*4% *0 50*6% during the same period.

We thus find that India's export* to the U. K. have advanced

by a few crores of rupees. The larger part of this Improvement has

no doubt been duo to a rise in the price of India's ox ports and to

nu increased demand for India's raw materials resulting from the

economic recovery in the I'nited Kingdom.

By itself the improvement doee not amount to a conclusive proof

cf the advantages obtained by India from the Agreement. Further,

against this improvement should be set some lose in the exports of

* preferred " articles to other foreign countries. It is. therefore, not

the magnitude but the paucity of the results achieved which strikes

one most.

It has been suggested with regard to tlw articles in which exports

to the U. K. have either remained stationary or have decreased only

slightly that in the ab-enee of the Agreement India's position would

have been worse so tbnt the Agreement might l* said to have had

12
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aI least an “ insurance value." ll is very difficult to prove or disprove

such a thesis. Attention may, however, he drawn to certain pertinent

general considerations in tbi» connection. In the absence of any direct

or indirect taiiff discrimination against Indian goods in the C. K.

which, for reasons to be explained shortly
,
w«s never a serious possibility,

there is iitlle reason to assume that India's ponilioti relative to that

of other countries in the British market would have been worse but

for the Agreement. It follows shut the Agrcotitent could be said to

have an insurance value only where D. K.'« stationary or even decreas-

ing imports have been accompanied by an increase iu India’s percentage

share of the total British imports or, in other words, by an improve-

ment in her position relative to that of other conn trie* But such

cases arc few and of comparatively little significance and then, to some

extent, even this relative improvement in India's position may buve

been due to a relative deterioration of her position in foreign markets.

J udged by this sisndaid it would seem reasonable to conclude that

the insurance value of the Agreement w*3 not very considerable.

On the contrary one could say with much greater reason that

the Agreement had s definite insurance value for England in ihe ludian

market. During the years of the depression the competition in the

Indian market for manufactured good- has been particularly keen so

that in the absence of the preference it would have been very difficult

for Britain to maintain her position. The official reports rightly

emphasised that " the imports from the D. K. would normally suffer

more than t bo cheaper imports from other countries. This disadvan-

tage to U, K. would have been murh greater had it not been for the

preference which enabled the U. K. to compete on more favourable

terms with ihe cheap imports from the other countries."

From the above analysis it should bo clear that applying the first

two teaU, the following conclusions ran be drawn.

() Tbe agreement bar resulted in some exjansion of India's

export Undo with the U. K. but not to the extent anticipated.

() The expansion of India's exports to the U. K. involved

some diversion of trade from other countries to the D. K.

(c) As the import statistics signify, in many directions India

seems to have given mnch more than she received, specially in view of

the fact that tho Agreement in its present form has seriously affected

India’s trade with other foreign countries.
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It may be noted in this connexion that the fact that India’s

export-'- to certain foreign countries were checked by tariffs aud other

trade barriers was the outcome of the preferential treatment given to

British imports in (be Iudiaa market as against imports from other

non-British sources In other woids, the preferential treatment to

British imports worked indirectly against India’s export* in other

foreign markets. The trends of economic policies in many countries,

especially in the continental countries, are gradually shaping them-

selves as a definite step against countries with which nu trade agree-

ments have been arranged by them and this situation has naturally

been acting to the prejudice of India’s trade.

II. India's Fiscal Adtonomt

Another vital consideration which must uot lie lost sight of in

negotiating a trade agmnenr with tbo C. K. is the need for safe-

guarding India's fiscal autonomy convention. One of the main reasons

why the Fiscal Commission decided to give its verdict agaiust a

general adoption of Imperial Preference was tho apprehension that it

would affect India’s fiscal autonomy. Fiscal autonomy is ns valuable

and essemia! to a nation's life aa political freedom and India has

ample experience of the consequences of tho lack o? both. Since tho

FLxjal Commission reparted, experience has proved that the general

apprehension of Indians with regard to a policy of Imperial Preference

was not unfounded. If dcscriniioating protection lias become the

first tending principle ot India's fiscal policy, it is now being attempted

la make Imperial Preference the second one. The Indo-British Trade

Agreement of January, I9b5. which was supposed to be "supple-

mentary” to the Ottawa Trade Agreement, marked a very important

step in that direction. The right conceded to the British industries,

of stating their rase before the Tariff Board and answering the cases

prerented by other interested puttie* may, on the face of it. look quite

f iir in prinixple. Indcc I Canada has also accorded the same right to

British industrialists. But the difference in the care of India arises

from the fact that the Government of India, a» i*»t experience ha*

frequently shown, is more amenable to pressure when luought to bear

by British industrial interests This danger is all the greater, because

the difference between the cost- of production at home and abroad tan

at best be ascertained only very roughly, bo that in determining tie
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actual rate of protection it is bound to play a lar^c part. That tbc

Tariff Board in its recent enquiry on tbe required level of protection

against British cotton textiles should come to tic conclusion that India

required not 25 per cent, but only 20 per cent, duties, that i* to fay,

exactly the Eame rate which was contemplated in the Mody-Lees

Agreement gives rise to the suspicion that the Board was from the

very beginning inclined to justify the o per cont. reduction. Nor is

this suspicion allayed by the rapidity with which the findings of the

Board were put into force without waiting for the sanction of tbe

Indian Legislature.

The chief object of the Agreement of January, 1935 which was

planned and concluded without consulting Indian commercial opinion

and put into operation without consulting the Indian Legislature, was

no doubt U> enlarge the preferential advantage for British goods in the

Tnd i an market and for this purpose to circumscribe the powers of the

Legislature in fiscal matters. Certain provisions of the new Federal

constitution serve the same end and in a more effective way because

any amendment of such provisions would require the consent of tbe

British Parliament. The Government of India and the Indian

Legislature “will poasees complete freedom to negotiate agreements

with the United Kingdom or other countries for mutual tariff

concessions/ * and it will be tbo duty uf the Governor- General •• to

intervene in Tariff policy or in the negotiation or variation of tariff

agreements only if, in his opinion, the intention of the policy con-

templated is to subject tbe trade between the D, K." and India to

restrictions conceived not in the economic interest* of India but with

the object of injuring the interests of the D. K/ V| Prom this and

what box been stated already in Section I, it will be seen how very

wide powers have been given to tbe Governor-General in commercial

matters. Tbie elasticity of tbe principle thus formulated for prevent-

ing discrimination against British goods leave* Indio little Bcope for

entering into reciprocal trade arrangements with other countries.

Tt is not difficult to explain the anxiety of the 0. K. to ensure

preferential treatment for her goads. After the War she has been

attacked in the Indian market on two fronts. On the one baud.

Indio started to develop her industries at on accelerated pace with the

result that the market for certain foreign manufactures wa3 visibly

Depart of the Joint Pirfiuoeotaiy fitkot C.mir.iil*#, Vol. I, p. M
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shrinking
;

on the other hand, even in this limited market British

good* had to encounter increasingly severe competition from foreign

connlues, particularly, Japan Faced with there difficulties the F. K.

is now engaged in erecting a torrier of preferential tariffs to .^aleguaid

her own position in the Indian market, apparently not paying *n>

serious heed to the fret that such a policy i- prejudicial to the interests

of India’s consumers and al«> of tier industries.

In the pursuit of this jsilicy the Fiscal Convention was naturally

found to be an embarrassing obstacle In the name of elucidating the

real meaning of the Convention its substance has been thinned down.

Yet this encroachment on India's fiscal autonomy, however cleverly-

done and euphemietie3lly put, lias caused deep resentment in India.

It has, more than anything else, serve! to make the idea of Imperial

Preference unpopular w ith Indiaus. For it is felt that in its own

interest the politically stronger party seeks to impose an agreement on

the weaker. In such an atmosphere talks of partnerships can hardlv

have any effective appeal to Indian minds.

To all iLobb who would at heart welcome a sincere cooperation

between the two oauntries over a very wide field of economic life, this

attack on India's fiscal autonomy appears both harmful and unneces-

sary It bear* an evident impress of lack of imagination. For though

the position of Great Britain may at present bo difficult iu the Indian

market for certain commodities, there is. on a larger view, no funda-

mental contradiction between the economic interna:* ol the two coun-

tries. '

' A0>|4edfwD< la4olBitua 7rmtc lWalttns : 'It* Ottawa A (rMiii*nt ant! ilUr.

March. 1*17.
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MUDS In 8 Abie*

SirSyed Rosa Ali addressed * meeting of tbo Indo-Buropean Joint.

Council of Durban on the iudustrid position of Indian* in the Union. Too

statistics quoted by him show that considerable deterioration of the Indian

economic position bn* tskrr. place in the Union during the lost 20 year*

A icon debate followed the address

BiMa Diuitcr

The foliowing communique has been issued :

The Government of fndiu received a report from the S<-n or Government

InspecU* cf Railways toot un Occident took place neat’ Bibta, on tho East

Indian Railwaj on July 17.

In Tie*, however, of the mspcvt-oncc of the issues involved, both to the

pubi c and the Railway administration, ibe Government have decided to

institute a judicial enquiry.

This enquiry will lie oonducted by a High Court Judge. The report

of the Senior Government Inspector of Railways, together with all tho

relevant papeta. will fc« placed before the High Court Judge appointed to

cimdoet the enquiry.

Dr. T. Miurjli Dead

The death lias cocurr«l of Dr. T. Masarylc, rx-Prcu'deot of Cxeobo-

Slovakia at the age of 87.

All the members of his family, Dr. Benes, President of Czechoslovakia,

and Dr. Hodza, the Premier, were present at the death- bed.

Black dags are flying everywhere and the whole country is plunged in

mourning.

Ethlopl* Drop* oai of League

Haile Selassie has informed the League that tho Ethiopiaa Government
will not t* represented at the present session of the League Assembly, but a

delegate at Geneva will inform Sdassio, if nec-ssary, to safeguard Ethiopia's

rights and interests.

jnomiiit at Nyoo

Tho Mediterranean anli-pirgcy agreement was signed at Nyon on Sept-

al! Pow.is represented baring uccepted the proposals. and already British

French warships have started their patrol work.
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The sudden despatch of ihe Briii-h battleship JJalvyo from Salonika,
immediately after the agreement tva* reached, enuasd u great impression, in-

dicating that the Powers w**aii busim-**.
At fcbe same tim^, the Admiralty announced that it bud b^en decided

that the Cairo, flagship of the Commodore commanding thn Homo Fleet
Destroytx Flotillas and the Fourth Destroyer Flotilla would ptuoced to the
Mediterranean to join the jQti piracy patent; white a tnejaagj from
atate^ th^tmne French Destroyer* here left for the Mediterranean.

Mr. Anthony Eden, m a brief speech, at Nyoa, emph**ireil that
nobbing wdi more weteomo ih*n th« olose cooperation of all intern tied

nat ons, whether present at Nyon or nor.

M. Delbu alluded to the prtvous gravity of the situation, hut the
mpxiity with which the ngreemen*. hnd brcn reached bad already bad u
moral effect.

M fiil vmoff reg'ett^d ?har Spanish Government ini?rchurit shipp:n s
* hud

been excluded, presumably because that would be regarded as intervention
in the wur.

The Briiiah and French Charge ft d* Affaire* say a Rime mo33ige. cul'ed

on Count Ciano (Italy** Foreign Minister)
,
and presented the Nyon cooclu-

«0C3.

R«tuni of Colonies

•* Europe will never be able to settle down, until the colonial q»>. *tuon

is settled." told Herr Hitler to •• Renter M
and other foreigu jauruai-t* >n

course of an informal talk after addrawing a great gathering of Sturm Trt>oj>a

nnd Black Guards ID the Luitpo’d arena.

He added that Germans 'a colonial claim* were not a question of war
ox peace but of commonseoee. in which he believed. The quest i n would
have to be settled one way or to© other ju-^1 as the question of Germany's
equality bed been solved.

" Wb»t wo huve n morid right to is that which belonged to us before

the War," added Herr Hitler.

A .kcd whether it would suffice, if international finances were in

order ao that Germany *-ould be able to buy r*w muterUI* and *c|l gods
in other colonies, he replied :bat Germauy’* desire was to own col nice

under her own flag.

Ashed if it was intended ro construct naval bates in any of the colonic*
which Germany might acquire. H*rr Hitler replied: “ Before y u enn b*ve
naval bases, you must bare s oavv " He added that Germany never hud
naval buses in her colonics before the War. Germany's interest in colonies
wn$ chiefly commercial.

Aafctd whether he thought the pacification f Europe was pa-ftible

without a solution of the colonial problem H-rr Hitler made the reply given
above.

It is understood that Herr Hitler will ref» r to the Nyun Conference nod
other foreign questions in bis speech at the party Congro^ at it. next
session.

FfeiT Hitler *ton<l saluting for nearly five hours while reviewing

a parade of !1(>,0(X) Storm Trcops find Black Guards from all parts of

Germany.
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0. S and Uagoo

Tiie American Minister in Switzerland. Mr. Leland Harrison, will

rep-eaent the United Stair* on the Advisory Committee of tbo League of

Nation* oa tbc Sino*Japanese conflict.

The Uoi;ad States Government ban informed the League that it U
unable to say to whit extent it will be able to co-operate with the

Committee until it is Informed with regard to the functions it will bo

expected t^ perform.

It is further specified that the American Minister will attend in the

SRtno capacity and for the same purpose as did Mr Hugh Wilson when he

represented tlve United States in the 1833 Committee on the Manchurian
crisis.

Making an announcement concerning the Ixuigno, an observer of the

State Department emph^red :
*' The American Government fosi*

constrained to observe that it cannot take upon itself those responsibilities

which devolve, from the (net of their membership, upon members of the

League"

Datcb Eut lodUa D«r#no*

Queen Wilhelmina opening tbo new session of the Netherlands Parlia-

ment recently, said that owing to strained relations between the nation* and
the dancer of international complications, it was necessary to continue
reinforcing the armies not only of Holland but also of the Dutch East
ladies.

An important piece of legislation woufd therefore be introduced without

delay.

The Queen expressed satisfaction ut the great improvement in the
economic life of the country and added tbut all measure* that the Govern-
ment believed would continue to promote recovery would be taken.

Nation*' Nani StMTgth

Statistics showing the world's comparative sen-power, issued by the

United States Navy Department, place Great Britain far ahead of the
other nations.

The British Navy now oonsiits of 285 warahipa with a tonnage of

1,216,888 according to these figures.

The Uaited Slates comes seoond with 825 ships of 1,083,530 tons.

This figure, bower**, includes 212 wartime vessels of 214.100 tons that
are considered over-iRe.

After Great Britain and the United States the other sea powers ure
ranked aa follow* :

—

Japan. 200 ships of 745,604 tens;

Kronor. 162 ships of 460,046 tons;

Italy. 936 fih:ps of 806 083 tons;

Germany, 77 ships of 147.632 tons.

Navy officials have stated, however, that the figures for Japan. Italy
and Germany might not be complete.
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Tbe British and United States navies are compared aa follows:

Great Britain United States

15 Battleships 15

G Airersft Carriers 3

15 Heavy Cruisers 17

<10 Light Cruisers 10

156 Destroyers 107

58 Submarines 04

These figures do uot include wa'ahips under construction.

Ttrtty »a<i gpiin not to l>« mkcto4

Neither Spain dot Turkey, >vbo ore automatically retiring from the

League Council, succeeded in getting their candidature for n further

period endorsed. The firmer was rejeotei Uv -4 vote* to 23, while the

Utter secured 25 votea >'uin-t 2a. but a twothlrda majority was

necessary.

Tbe Spanish rejecUou is thought to imply the determination of members
of ill-' Assembly not to appear to take aides in the Spanish war. It is

now c-rtaia that l\.ru and Iran will bo eleoied, as they are the only

candidates. The third seat vacant, on account o! Chile’s retirement,

will he filled later, probably by Hungary or Belgium.

13
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Delegation of Education Foliowhip

A delegation of the New Education Fellowship will shortly be Tisiting

India

The delegation consist* cf three members, namely. Pnofoasor R. L.

Zlliucus, Chairman of the New Education International Fellowship

Committee, Mr. Ernest Davies. Doctor of Education. Kent, and Ptofvfcior

Pierw Bovet, Professor of BdaO"too, (Ionova

The dvlegati »n recently participated in the regronai Conference of the

Fellowship in Australia. The first centre they visit in India will bo

Trav&ncore, where they are expected to upend n few days.

A TfAvaocnr* Group of tb* Fellowship was formed ut a meeting held

recently in tbe Training College Mr C V. Chandrvekhnnui, Special

University Officer, was ejected President of the Fellowship, and Dr K. L

Maodgill. Dr. J. H. Cou^ns and Mr. A N. Tbampi were oUoted Vice-

Pre .-ide at*.

Ancknt Isdu Metal Liraps

The unique collection of ancient Indian metal lumps has now bc«n

added to tbr Travuncore Government Museum at Trivandrum.
The nucleus of such a collection has oxisied in tb*i Museum for some

tirao, but recently a number of valuable and artistic lamps have been

added, und arrangement a are now being made for their proper

exhibition.

The collection ia not large, out compr.sca about thirty different varieties

of metal lamps. It is difficult to €8 timate their age goffers!!?, ns, In most
oasts, no inscriptions or other evidences have been left oq them but expert

opiaion is that most of them are very old

A wide variety of lamps bus been in u*e in Trsvancore temples and
household* from early times, and the lamp* nnw on oxhioilion are a care-

ful selection of such lamp* They include a 12th century hanging lamp
of distinctive design with in imago of Gajalaks hmi on one aide and a
r**ptvaco:atioa of Sri Krishna playing ttao date, with tile Gopie aruund,
on *-he other A sacrificial peiusxdc limp of probably equal age. ua well aa

two Urge festival lump* w tb rnaay tiers of w>ck* are Included in the

collection, which also comprises a Romeo lamp presented by Her High-
nc-sa Maharsni Setu Parvntt Bui.

The seiectioa of th se lamp* hut involved considerable skill, und the

object has been to form a collection representative of indigenous lamps cf

Travancore. Some have teen acquired witn great difficulty from ancient
Nambudiri bouses where they hive figured as treaeurud family heirloom*.
In a few case*. however, tte Museum uutnontiea bav© oeen more lucky,
and in such iostaaoee the lame* have boon bought from pereoa* who bad
no great appreciation of their artistic value.

It is proposed to add to the collection from time to time, thus making
it representative of Tf5vnn?or© temple and household lumps, the old-world
charm und uppea! of which are well known.
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Sifier Jubikt of laginn Science CongrtM

Lord Rutherford will preside over n joint session of tbo Incinn Science

Crngrotd Association and i he British Association ou ’-he occasion of the

(cunt r Association ’s 8ilver Jubilee t.l Calcutta *n Jonuuty.

The meeting will mark 8 Dew 6t«pc in the bistorv of the British A?ao-

ciiticn and Will be the first ocn*ico in which n wide representative delega-

tion from the British Association would sit in u joint sea»it.n with a Udy as

i he Indian Association. The delegation will leave England early December
and will be absent fer two month*.

Dacca Uslitnity

It it undorstoul that an election petilrm ha* Ikjhu submitted to His
Excellency the Governor sa Chancellor of tho Duco.i University on behalf

of Mr. Sultunuddin A bmed, questioning r be validity of the recent election

of 16 Mohomodans 8S members to the Court of the University from niuong

its reg<6t*jrcd Moslem graduate#.

Hjwrt UnlrtrtUy

Devrro Bwhcdur Dr. Sir K P. Puttanna CHelty, whose enthusiasm for

public muses is well-known has mode u notable addition to the list, of his

public benefactions. He has offered the generous sum cf Rupees twenty
thousand to the Mysore University tube ua*d as die nucleus of a fund for

starting such activities es will bring home tb*1 benefits of the University to

the people nt large engaged in ogriculturc. *mall trade nnd industries and

to the rurnl population generally.

It is especially fitting thut Sir K. P. Puttanna Chetty should thus mark
his long serxicc to Mysore and iU University, which but recently conferred

upon him the greatest honour which it has in its power to bestow—by his

bandeome Contribution tow aids the efforts that arc being mode for the

promotion of the happiness find prosperity of the people, especially those in

rural ports.

On Ixbalf of the University of Mysore. His Highness’* Government
hive accepted Sir Puttannn Cbeity '8 generous donation with pleasure and

gratitude.

Mut*um st Syihtc

The Government of As&om hove grunted a plot of land ut Sy lbet to the

IccpI Bthityn IVrisbod for tbc constructim* of o library building und a

museum. The Maharaja of (Jnuripurbns donated u sum tf R?. 50H toward*

the funds of the Pariehad for the purpose.

Nc» Schwl Hours

By changing tiio working hours m & number of selected schools

educational authorities in TVuvunc^ro hnve injtiuted uu experiment the

results of which are being watched with interest.
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Ordinarily, school hours are from 10-30 a.m. to 4 30 r. M. Io tlx?

selected schools they have been changed to 7-80 a. m. to 11-30 a. u By
this re-arrangement education nl opportunities are offered to those to whom
otherwise they would ho denied. Chauffeurs, bearer* artieons and other

workers of widely varying age* are able to get their schooling before they
start their day's work.

Andhra Aril tad Soanes Colleges

It is understood that tbc authorities of the Andhra University, while

o maidcring the question of the revision of the salaries and grades of thn
members of the teaching staff of Andhra University Colleges, for which
a Committee was appointed, are alio examining the necessity and
advisability of appointing one PiJnoipal for both the Art* College nod the
Science College, Sb an administrative officer without any teaching work, to

sen ?h*t the educational policy of the University it csrried out efficiently

iu tbc two colleges.

The name of Mr. C. D. 8. Cbccti. the present Registrar of the Univer-
sity* is mentioned an the person most likely to bo appointed by the Syndicate
for the Principals}! ip.

Pitra an Centenary

Th« Centenary of ibe invention of Piimon’s Bbortbond ermee off

on Saturday. tie 20th November, W37, and il has been decided to celebrate
tbia great event on that date oil over tbc country. Aa fur oa arrongcniema
in Calcutta are concerned a special Committee was elected at public
mnot'og held on 22cd August 1937. Con'tituenu nod R-preaentativea
io different parts of the Country have been entrusted with local arrange-
mente for the celebration. They have also been directed to enlist the
co-operation of professional aaaooiations wherever thev exist. The
Presidency and Southern States Shorthand Central Atsoeiatinn
in Madras are iu charge of detail* «b far as South India is

concerned.

The invention of phonography has made it possible for speedy
despatch of business in the modern world and civilization owes a greet deal
to the inventive genius of Sir Isaac Pitman Shorthand bos opened nvenuea
ol employment to a large majority of the middle class intdligcnsio m
India and therefore it ia only m the fitness of things ilint this grent event b0
rrlebrated wi»h due respect.

A donation list has been opened and practitioners and admirers of the
irt are earnestly requested to liberally contribute so sb to malm the function
‘ great success.
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THE SPIRIT OF DESCARTES AT THE INTERNATIONAL CONORESS OP
PHILOSOPHY

In August 1037 the Ninth International Congress of Philosophy was
held m Pari*, bringing together a number of thinker* from all parts of the
world The Eighth Cungres* was held nt Prague in 1934, and it wla
decided on that ccc&cion that the next Ccfflgio** »h «c M be held in Pari* in

1987, the tercentenary of work dear to all pblosophers—the Diecounf dr la

Mclh'jdc, publisbrfl by Descartes at Lcjdvn, end the ?beets of which reach-
ed Paris carl) jn 1037.

The "Congrib Detcartcb'' i* ihe ref* rr a tribute to the greatest of

French |bih«M>pIwd. to the uoe whose influence bus been para-

mount in shaping what is called tbt French mind and whose impress, deny
it as they may, ho* been felt Ly t'» many writers. The sittings of thi*
Ninth Ccngres« were superabundantly occupied, a* manifest in th* /set that

in a single afternoon 55 communications were dealt with. Bcfcce the opt n-

ing. indeed it was known that of the 880 communkationc sent iD, 67 related
to DcscArte* and the Cartesian H eidnf, more particular.) a* concerns its

diffusion in Eur pc. It will W seen that this Congress ni< it striking tribute
to the greatest French philosopher whose r5le and uctiuu H. Jeoo Zay.
Minister o! National Educition, most clearly defined in his opening
address.

Concurrently with the Congress, an Exhibition rrJaring to Descartes
was held at the £&?iof/i4giu' Xctionale. As they haf! don^ previously with
regard to Rabelais, G .etlie uud Calvin the organiser* have striven to create
an atmosphere, to afford a proper setting for the thinker they proposed to

honour and to supply the visitor with the elements of a complete study of

Descartes Thu Catalogue, to which M. Juhcu Lain, Administrator-Gene-

ral of the Dibh'othSouc Satiouotc Inn contributed a foreword, and M.
Charles A lam. Member o’ the Institute, uu Introduction is n reul synthetic

document, reviewing the successive stages of Descartes s life.

In regard to the Ducovn dr to MefheJt Andie BiJJy the critic, say*
that he reads it over whenever be .- «!>!* to do to “ for the suko of taking a
bath of uprightness nod intellectual freedom. " Therein is to Lc found the
finest lesson of balance, clauty, tolerance, cautious wisdom and mental
courage. Descartes knew but too well wbrt might te the lot meted out to

the holder thinkers of his age, nor did the example of Galileo ever fade from
his memory. One can bul praise him for successfully escaping persecution
and threats. The “Man with the mark," ns be is ttyled by bin excellent
biographer, Maximo Deroy, managed to puzzle many a spirit intent upon
scrutinising Lin inmost thoughts. Though living in Holland, in Italy, io

Sweden, he nevertheless paid several visits to Franco, the memory of

which is called up. a; the Exhibition, by print- paintings and phut* graphs.
Nor i* it only the philosopher, the mathematician, the physician, that

the Descartes Exhibition make* the visitor acquainted with. Even poetry and
music entered into tho thoughts of ibis complete mind. Almost unnoticed
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goes Hub fleeting confession iu the Discoun do Id Mttk<xlo :
“ I wii ena-

moured of poetry." The ballot composed in honour of Chriatin* of Sweden,

the piiitorai comedy entitled
"Parthcnia" {and which, by the way. ha* been

loath tbo C&mpenhiutn Muticac, c«nti :nrnp the preciso notions of harmony

possessed by Descnrtes. doubtUs* achJ but little to hi* glory, bu» one ioj ieva

to find that the fine arts ati.od for someth n in hi* life Similarly Detn-triea

seem* to bare taken an interest in architecture. When it ia remembered
that he took service in I0l& in the oitny of the King of Bavaria although fjr

u shnrt time. Uio conclusion m easy that Dc*oartc* is fairly remarkable for

the diversity of hi* attainments and experiences.

A fine collection of portraits baa i»o.»n brought together iu this Exhibi-

tion Erory one is aoquaiofced with ibo fntniu* portrait of De&oartuft by

Franz Hala. and the ssmowhnt nigged countenance remains bo deeply

engraved in one’* memory that one i* rather surprised to find ether, more
graceful images, c.p., a portrait attributed to Mfgnani, in iho .National

Gallery ; another, attributed to Nantouil, and lastly a delight-

ful pointing on wood, the property of th-* Mu-do d©8 Augu>tios. ur. Toul wee.

Nor are to bo .forgotten ibe portrait by Sebastian Bourdon, those by

Wecnik, Jeon Lievans, David Beck, Frnnx S-hooton. and *o monv other*.

Among the works of art presented to the public is of cour*- included

the portrait of Chmtina of Sweden by 8«-ba*tieo Bourdon. That loomed

Queen, who knew bow to bo ruthless a*. timet* wee however a passionate

lover of science and philosophy, uiid it will he tCmeinbvrcd that it was when
answering a call from her at 5 A.M. in the depth of winter, uudor tho rigour-

oua Swedish climate, thut Deaoarte* caught a pneumonia of which he died

nine days after.

Finally must be mentioned the countless edition* ot Descartes'* works

nod the magnificent manuscripts contained in the show Car.r* of this remark-

able Exhibition.

Bexoy Kumar Sarkar

THE CONTENT OF SOCtOLOGY

The province of sociology a* nose p ted by the- Baagryu Samaj Fijttatt

Pdritkat (Bengali Institute of Sociology) i* described below

:

A. Thecatcgor.es of sociology can be found within the following groups

of disciplines:

I. Theoretical Sociology,

1. Institutional or cultural sociology. This ia a study in family,

property, law, state, class, caste, party, myth gods, crime, fine arts,

ociences, technology, roor**, language, etc., and may be taken roughly

speaking in two branches:

a) Anthropology and history a* well a* aortography. Here we have

to coccAinier two distinct groups of studies, namely, (i) thu do-citpwre,

analytical and statistical study of hiotjpea, tribes, ethnic groups, race-

uuxtures, racc-oxtinchons, ta/wimbanfoiruf, caste fusions, otc. ar.d (/i| the

objective-historical study of ruecs and nnticn* in both somatio (physical)

end social (cultural) aspect*.

1

6

)
Stxdal philosophy and philosophical history. Two distinct groups

of studies ore implied, (i) the study of evolution, progrees cycles, conflict,

dbtanoe, tn»nsfotxnat:ons yvganfaruM, metabolism, mobility, equilibrium,

equations, etc., in societal oeJd«. and (if) tbs study of correlations or functional

relations between diverge orders of societal phenomena. In both these
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groups o! studied wo havu to deal with the comparative examination of

human achievements in divert regions and opoebs us well as the. problem?;
of social dynamics ris d ri$ social statics.

2 Psychological sociology, which is to be taken for practical pur-
ples in two branches

(c) Social psychology and psychiatry. This ip a study of the mind
n Hxial relations and organizations and baa to dnn) with instincts, drives,

attitudes, situation*. behaviour patterns comp lex-wholes, mental
products of community life, public opinion, imitation, social control, the

uooooscbus r-pros-tnn, perversion, neurones, psychoses, feeblemindedness,
maladjustment*. etc.

<h) 8 rial processes and social forms. This study involve the

ex initiation of (/)
* between-men M

behaviour.— all Tiwirti*** of to
,f ond

‘ au'ft) from” one another.—and (ii) the crowd, the group, the corporation,

the state, etc.

II. Applied Sociology, which is a study tu the attempts nt the iv-
makiag of nmn. &ocie**il planninz and woctd-rcc&natnictton. This com priors,

•luiag other item* (»; the cxamin-itkio of tbs standard of living, nation n

I

i:c inc, peasants* c od.lino s, diet un^l nutrition bousing, recr ntion.
poverty, ecu pation ui structure, unemployment, migration*, public health,

industrial hygiene, popul «Uon policy, punishment. pedagogic*, social iosur-

anc^ party oolitic*, feminism, demands of industrial worker*, international-

inn *Dd an forth, and (if) the study of reforms* in Uv, constitution, econo-
mic organization, marriage. penal institutions, morals and manners, colo-
nialism ioter racisl. Intercast* md inirr*rellgiou* relations, etc.

B. Topically, the dUcu&efon* in sociology are (1) biological, (2) dim**
tologico grographical. (8) medicc-s^niUtional, (4) demographic, (5) eugenic,
6i sexological <7. racial, (8) geopolitical, (9) psychological. (10) char velcro-

logical. (II) cdu•-oiioqnl. (121 economic, (18) political, (14) religious, (IS)
i zoological, (10) rurnl-uruan. f 17| szati-t cal. (18) historical, (19) philoro-

phico-metaphysloal, (29) methodological and so on.

Bbxoy Kumar Sar&ar

MASARYKS CONTRIBUTIONS TO SOCIAL THOUOHT

Tbona* Mowtryk (1859-1987), President cf the newly established
Czechoslovak Republic continuously for three terms from 1918 ta HVM. who
dird on September 14, h*d bten professor nf sociology nt the Czeirh

L'tjvcrsiiy of Prague t »r n whole generation from 1882 to 1914. S riol gy
; 3 understood during that generation in the scientific world and cultivated

by Mesoryk was a very widc-fl mg and nil. round sadal science of an ency-
efop rtd.c character Mareryk's attributions; tu the different branches of
>• »:iil fc-tnce are noteworthy. Coe of hi* fuss* essays is entitled Vlyic a$

J'afriot (1878). To the first <b cad «• of lii; public dions belong HyrntiiUm

l>89l •<« a traa*i«e on animal magnet :

*m. Suicide (1891), Thr Ratio of

Pi* liability and ff.vi»<•> Scepticism u bi-roried introducl: n t* thr the ry

of in luot 'n H$8JV| Pot™?: Hi* f.irV anrf Phil tephy (18^8). The Theory of

History accordin
:
i to tin Prim'iffr* of Bvcilr f18811. On the Study of

Poetical IFoifca (1884-1880/, Principl* of Concede Logic (1885) u study in

the classification nf science.

The next decade was marked bv th- following publications: M» Slovic

Studies Vol. 1 *189;>i f® The TVvrlt of Dosioyertli U992i <3; ftiwcsim

(1892). (4J Slavic SUuiiet, Vol. II (1«M), (5) The Czech Question am). a
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study in th n strivings and long.ogs for n national rebirth. (fl) Karel

Haoueek (Ififlffl, a study of tht loader of Czech awakening (1821-1850),

(7) John Huso (1896;. a study ia tbs Czech nmai&aanco and the Czech

reformation. (8) Modern Man und Religion (18071, (0) The Social Question,

a iluilu in the PhUotophicM and Sociological Foundations of Marritm

dSa tho third decade of Maseryk’e literary career belong (I) Palacky's

Idem of the Bohemian People (1890). (2) The Eight Hew Day (11X01.

(3) fcJz<tf.* of Humanity (|0Ol) (41 Handbook of Sociotayy (1901). (51 The

Controvert .y oi>,-r Kant (1002), (6) The Straggle over Religion (1004),

(7| IntcIUfence and Religion (1007), (8) Science and the Church (HOQ).

(0) Simmer* Sociology (1900).

Hunia and Europe, Vol. I, wo* published in 1913, tho your previous

to the outbrasb of the Great War. This work dealt with the intellectual

current* in Russia and contained essays on the Russian philosophy of

history- and religion, sociological sketches, etc.

The following works belong to Masaryk'a fourth and Iasi period of

literary activity
:
(11 The Wetc Europe from ,'fir Stan Standpoint (1920).

(21 Russia and Europe, Vol. IT (1921), (3) The Proliant of Democracy

(1924), (4) The World Revolution, I9U-IS (1925). published in Eng-

lish as the Mak.nj of a State (1927), (5) The Way of Democracy

( 1939-341 .

Bevor Kvtnn Saskaii

MASARYK 8 PHILOSOPHICAL IDEAS

Tho above hihUography is adapted from the material furnished by

Pawiow and Jakoweoka in tbe volume of os-ay- entitled La Philosophic

Tehtckoilovaque Ccntemporaine (Prague 1935. pp. 123124). In the aamo
volume there is a paper from tbe Russian writer Lapechiu in German
entitled ‘ Th. G. Masarvk sis Denkcr.” Meanryk’* Concrete Logic i*

described by Lapschin as an attempt to establish a concord in the annrvhy

of thought white hia Suicide attempts to introduce harmony into a realm

of onu'chv in morals (p 40).

Hence the importance of M.ssaryk’s essays on Pinto and Hume, as

well as those on Pascal ~nl Knnt. His writings are characterised by efforts

to estsbli-h bridges between 'b<« polaritre*. Ho io the philosopher of

syoihesis. I’bilo*ophy is according to him tho que-t of Uie knowledge of

all, whiah. however, can never atu:n the final consummation. With hi*

Concrete logic Mnsaryk sought to furnish the Czech people with certain

scientific found -lions for a broad encyclopaedic culture. It i» somewhat
comparable to D'Alembert ’» Element/ de Philtuophie (1759) serving, as II

did a« an introduction to tbe famous French Encyclopaedia.
As educator Mnsaryk rejects the so-called biogenetie law. which sayB

that the evolution md development of tbe child repeat those of tho

w holt- history of tho human race. Masaryk'a sociology has no sympathy
with the attempts of Durkboim to account for the origin of the categoric* of

human thought, by reference to the impacts of the society. According to

Mnsaryk. av'Hromndka the Czech scholar makes it clear io Maaary/f a$

European (Prague 1166. p. 31), a man is neither a product of Nature nor of

tbe nation nor o! class nor of mankind. In ConcrcU Logic at in The
Philosophical and Sociological Foundations of Marxism (1 893) he ia naturally

therefore opposed to the “ organiamic oonoeptioa of society."
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Hi* complains likewise that Comte entirely ignored the " oreulive I
” of

roan nod thereby delivered a much Mo mechanical and fatalistic theory of
progress.

In Masuryk’s analysis suicide is generally to bo attributed to a-re-

ligious modei of life and thought. The egoistic isolation from community
lite nod the indifference and uutipitby M the »upcr-personnl life-forces are
the lactore that induce human beings to Suicide.

One of Mamryk's articles of faith is to be “ aiw,iyi fee the labourer,
very ofteu with socialism, seldom with Marxism.” The position i* stated

m a talk at Pisek m 1900. It is brought out in bold relief m The Ideal* of

Humanity (1901 ), The Bight-how Oiy {1 00) and The PhiUnophical
and Sociological Foundation* of Maejinn (1893). as well as the Czech
Question [1893J

.

Bskw Kumar Saruar

MASARYK 8 CZECH QUESTION

In 1*93 as a entio of thu mentality of bis countrymen Masaryk
described the situation in bis CValu O/otkti Crrah Question ") as

follows

:

1

" Tbc entire attention of our national leaders and journalists nos
turned to Vienna, all salvation was expected from politics Such an
expectation must be disappointed, was disappointed and yet to be.

”

Masaryk was then an exp meat of non political national idealism, His
untipaihy M Vienna, the Austra-Hungar.an capiial, from which Bohemia,

the lend of the Cxectat, was ruled as a oolony or dependency, might be

ompnred to our Rabindranath's messag- as embodied in bhilithaya itatea

naira oha (nothing through, not certainly through, begging
Masaryk** eonatructive nationalism of those days found expression

in the following sentiment :
“ So much can be done through our work for

tlio improvement of our national life even under the existing constitution

that the incessant calling for tha help of the state borders an be.ng a sad

date of affaire."

It is to be recalled that towards the end of tbc nineteenth century the

Austro-Hungarian Empire was considered in European diplomacy to be a

bulwark of peace in South-Eastern Europe. The integrity of ill s political

complex, albeit heterogeneous, ns wed us the'preservation, nay. strengthening

of the Hnbsburg dynasty wore the fundamental features of t tie Gcopolitik

of those days. A Czech nationalist naturally could not under those

circumstances dream of an eveutusl dismemberment of this polyglot sni

hotchpotch empire through the operation of powerful world-forces.

RralpoUtik was against such dreams and idealisms.

A* a thinker and servant oi the Czech people Masaryk felt therefore

the urges for preaching the politic* of cultural propaganda educational

uplift, mural reform and spiritual remaking of personality. "Away from

the state.
’’ '* bands off politic*,"—although nob boycott of or non-raopera-

tion with the Hapaburg raj was the slogan of Musnryh. The very manner

in which ho defined the nation uad developed his theory of nationality

pointed to the miUra of the hopelessness and despondency of the Czechs,

as analyzed by himself, in regard to the possibility of political indepen-

dence.

' J. Ikibcc, Tfitu. 0. J.'oM'it iPiague, IblOb

II
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In Mftsaryk** conception, a* prominent in Ceska Oiaifa the " idea of

nationality is for an enlightened parson a whole cultural programs:*-'*
44

If 1 (My/ 0
observed he, * lama C*ccb\ I must Lace a ouliural pro-

gramme.*' Whether the fl2tch& were to bare a st9te he was cel sure.

But be was convinced that in any case the Czechs were to be conscious of

their nationality, in other words, Uj develop tbeir personalities in u tnunti*r

distinct from that of the foreign rulers, the Austrians (i.e. German*).
" Nationality creates states/* ea.ii he. Besides, " every nation strives

for its own political being, which is necessary even to a small nation
"

In such expressions Masarjk tva* but echoing eomo of the conception? of

German romanticism with which be had be»*n familiar since childhood.

In this phaso of Masarjk we encounter the spiritual nationality of the

rocaant.ciois which in one form or other enriched tho thought of modern
Europe in the writings of Herder, Adam Mueller, Ficht«, Arndt, Jabn and
Grimm. MattryU’l " nation creating the ataUs

M
is virtually identical with

Arndt's Foil:, be., folk people aa tnitarw Va(6riand (inner fatherland)

which creates tbo external fatherland, i.c., tho atatc.

In *o far os Maasrvk’s mind wss bent an the natron and not on the
state he considered the " social question

M
to be moro important than

anything else. “Toe social question must be waived wholly and positively."

The solution of the social question was defined by him as follows: “It
mean* to give spirit preponderance over matter, it means to suppress

selfishness." Tbs category, " national independence M
or

11
national

separateness " w*6 automatically taken by Meearyk, romanticist aa ho
then was, as different from, slay, porb ups ae inferior to. “ political led©,

pendenee " or stdfed tcparntion. Tbs CttJca Otoxka deolured Maaaryk'a
article of faith in the following terms: " The nation must preserve iU
independence, morality and education will be cur salvation. Even political

independence is only a means to aUaia tho righteous living of the nation.
We lost it wbao wa ceased living morally as a nation." Nationalism as

thus defined is romantic philosophy carried to the uth term. In any case
we obtain bare a reminiscence, sa it wore, from tho orthodox Gorman
romanticism of Jabn who believed that Stoat ohms Yolk (state without
nation) is a ieelenloses KunsUvcrk {an artificial creation without soul).

We have already mentioned Rabindranath once in connection with

Masaryk It is indeed possible to ostobliah an equation m many particulars

of noa-*taUl, nay, anti-atatal nationalism between the Cctto Otaika (189.**)

of Masaryk and the Steadewki Samaj or " Indigenous Society " (1904) of

Rabindranath. In Tagore's ideology of those day*, as is well known. there

ore two fundomcatfcl categories. One is tbo tomaj or society. The soma;

U Tagore's equivalent o£ tbo German romantic Volk (folk), people or cation

As aguinst this category is posed the category, stale. The nationalism of

Tagore such as found expression to the days which prepared tbr way for

the " ideas of 1005 ” waa embodied in something like the following

formula: "Let the society function in supreme indifference to the

slate. Render unto the Society the things that arc the Society's and
unto the State the things that are the State's." The ri^id dichotomy
as conceived by Rabindranath is not however so b© found in tho

Ce$ka Glozlxi Far Mass vk was not «v*n in a distant mnnner
thinking of n condition of thing* thas might uppear tc be u " division of

functions " between the Austro*Hungarian state and the Czech people.

And of course the situation of an imptrium in tmperio , a Czech national

state within the Habsburg Empire, was likewise the farthest removed
from his ideobgy. But it is u clear dichotomy such as can ultimately

lead to extreme non-ccopcration, if need be, that was envisaged in the
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S\cadc*hi Samaj of Rabindranath. Be it observed at cnee, cu pa&ant,

that, uben subsequently non-cooperation became a factual creed of Young

iLOin it * as not initiated on the Jinc* oi Swaduki Samaf. Toftfe’*

dichotomy had not contemplated the tot a itar;au boycott of the cxi>t*nK

Administration w hich was fcb* theoretical objective of the non cooperation

propaganda under Gandhi (10101922;.

Altogether, it U easy to agree with Kozak, the Czech interpreter, when

he describes the Cetka Otazica as " an ethical and religious conception

{hi PhAosophie Tchechostovaquc Conten parainc, Prague. 1930 p. 31). fo

the introduction Musnrvk Triers to " Providence v%hich ha* ordained the

place ur.d purpose of the Czechs among the nation*. ” The goal cl the

Czechs, said he. is to " recognize and realize tbi* ta>U properly.”

The language of the mystic i» here patent. The “ mission
" °I lh<?

people, God's hand m the destiny of the nuticn. and so forth arc well

known mystical categories. Ma*aryk*s romanticism here has all tn«

mystical ring of Mazzini, the Italian Catholic prophet of nauooal i*n*- Or
perhaps Masaryk'a tradition is mor* Geruianutic than Latin and in any

case more Protestan 1 than Cntbolic. We easily recall therefore Fichte’s

Rcdtn an die Deutsche Xalion (1&0&). Rede VIlI. where he describes the

Foil* us an instrument for the realization or development ol the eternal

divine principle (EntwicMung dcr Ooettliehen}.

Massrjk the mystic comes into bold rehef in the perspective of hi*

senior French oonteinporary. the rationalise Kenan. la a lecture entitled

Queslce quuno nation" '* wbat is a nation? ” (1892) Renan analyzed

nationality into two groups of factors, objective or external as well as sub-

jective or internal. The objective factors are, according to Renan, race,

language, religion, historical tradition, myths, geography, etc. AJt these

arc considered by him 10 ha ol nj significance. Tn itenaa’s aualysis the

onlj factor worth while in nationality is the subjective, the will and
feeling.

I he mysticism of Maseryka nationalism u like,vise at poles asunder

from the realism oi the Italian jurist .Mancini, who in hit* lecture Della

KGiionaliia come /ondamenlo ni l dirffto tf. flc gcufe, formuiated the pnuciplo

that nationality was the foundation of the low of nutions (1861). In tbrf

conception it is not the language-race territory complex, i.e .
,

not the

pbysicul-objretive element that is the deciding factor. The important

consideration in nationality, according to Mancini. is the will, the psycbal-

3
icnl factor Both in Mancini and Ronau it i» the will to be a state that

aracierizcs the nationalist. In Moiacyka CesUa Oiazka
t
cn tbe contrary,

the alphabet of the nationalist fights shy oi the state and deals with culture,

spirituality, Gcd.
Besov Kumab Samuii.

THE MAKING OF A 8TATE BY MASARYK

The political connection with Austria bad been justified by the pioneers

of t z<*ch nationalism Jilce Ralacky U788-167C) and Haviicek (182K-1856J.

In 1695 X3n*nryl: pus hut ccnt nuisg tfa« some tradition. 1 In 1907 : soon
us universal suffrage enacted in the Austio-R iiDgaiifL Eni| In* M&saryk
lirenine a member of the Reichstag at Vienna. He described the situation

1 Mfliank. Th* Uehnff of a Slate \U&to lftWl.pp. 15, 90. 22. 20,31
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na follow* :
—" Tha better I got to know Austria and Hohabm-g, th« more

was I driven into apportion " Tbs sentiment did not however develop

into a new politic >1 philosophy. As in tho > Otatka (180,*.) hi*

object aa member of the Rnchttag was simply ” to de-Austrianize the

Czech people while still in Austria." This attitude is what is known as

moderation in p'liticB. Tho Czech people.—Young Czech—perhaps was
already restless ter u more active, radical and aggressive policy. There wm
therefore a dii-mmo to be rolled,—the conflict between tho growing

ambition* of the Czechs at Piague and tbo ReotpMih nt Vienna and in

the world-conjuncture.

The " moderate " in Mssoryk bad therefore to cultivate a twofold

relation with Vienna. His attitude of " association with ” Austria was
not the only orientation of his socio-political psychology. The other orieu

tslion wm that of “ opposition lo " Austria. The double character of hia

relation' with Austria could not win the whole-hearted sympathy of Young
Czech. the restleia spirits of Prague The complex situation is described

by him as follows: "I fought simultaneously on two fronts—against

Vienna and against Prague.”
A very important document of sociological importance is Masarylt’s

work Srefouu fitoolocc. World-Revalut.on (1925), known in English os

the Making of oSfafe (1927). Here we understood that tho moderate
lived to become an " extremist.” ReolpoUtih changed :n 1914 with the

outbreak of the Greet War. Tbit outbreak formally announced to tho

world that perhaps Europe bad ot last become ripe for the dismemberment
of the Aucro- Hungarian Empire. Among the Czechs ua among the other

suppressed nationalities of Central and South-Eastern Europe it waa poesible

even for the peaimisW, the moderates nod the c olhoad'- to suspect that

the powers that were btnt on subverting tbo Austro-Hungarian Kmpiro
might fiaally decide to emancipate the ” subject, oppressed and small

nationalities. ” Maearyk was already 01 years old. But the moment for

the supreme decision of his life had iwot. And he decided. The mystic
was transformed into tbr. positivist. The atatalisl was bom out of the

natii.nulut. It ia as if a Muzzini the dreamer grew to bo a Cavour tho

diplomat.

“It was opposition to I*»n GerniBDism, to whose ends Vienna and
Budapest were subservient that caused mo,” soys Muiarvk, " to take part

in tho Austro-Scrb ocaBict and finally in the world- war.” It is neither

the mystic nor the rationalist as opposed to the statalist that speaks in

the following words :
" Since we could not withstand Austria at homo

we must withitand her abroad. " Tho message of Masaryk the notianoligt

transformed into the- atstalist w*b as follows: ’ Go abroad and get to

work, wish God’s help ” Another chip of this new nationalism waa thus

worded :
” There our main iu»k was to create an army from among the

Czech prlsonrrs of war."
The Czech legiou waa to be raised in Russia But Masarvk ” could

not look to Czarist Russia for help.” He advised that the Czechs should

bo in evidence hero and there one everywhere in order to utilize the world-

forces. " I favoured vigorous oolion abroad, ” says he, ” notin Russia
alone but also in othor allied Countres so as lo gain the gwd will nod tbo

help of ali.”

Tbo war gave the verdict in favour of tho farces against Austria-

Hungary and so M unary k camo back to his fathtrluud as the first President

of a new republic, l'or the purposes of ideological perspective it ie proper

to rec6ll that the accident of history did not reserve euch a destiny for

Mozzini, the St. John the Baptist, nay, the Jesus the Christ, of nationalism
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io the nineteenth century. Maaaryk ia indeed aa it were a Mazzini
multiplied bv a Cavour.

Prom tbo CeiJta Olaaka of 1805 to the Bvticta Hevotuet. 1914-18. of

1025 is * fur cry. It i* uc autobiographical memoir of the " world-revolu-

tion during mid since tbe war of 1914-18." This is on epoch-rooking con-

tribution dealing ns it does with the evolution of ideas and ideals from
romanticism to realism. The work hits been translated into Gannon (1925),

English (1027), Russian (1027), Ukrainian |1030), French 9930) and

Polish (1030).

Benoy Kimak Sabkak
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Handbook of English Pronunciation. by Ivaraalakantn Mookcrjee,

m.a., b.i .
,

Dir.ar.Kuro
t

Lecturer in Lducntion, Calcutta University, and

Umapatl Trivedy, b.a.
#
b.l., with * Foreword by Rev. C S. Milford- m.a.

(Oxon.). M.O.. publiihed by S. M. Cbattence. m.a., 4, Brinduban Mallib

Lane. Calcutta. To be had of : Kamain Book Dtpot and Book Company.
College Square. Calcutta. Price : Re 1 as. 8.

Messrs. Monkctj’ee and Trivedy have done a useful piece of work

in producing ihW little tovk. They have u-ed in it. tbeir experience

as teachers of English, and since such experience, from the very natuix*

of the case, dideni (com country to countiy, their b^ok .» bound to

be of special value to our teachers and pupils Pronunciation of English

vanes from country to country, and this io clue not only to geographic

and climatic rcuion», but also on account of the difference® in the

background of native and indigenous sound* Within India itself, this

shows m the different ways in which a man from Bengal. Punjab or

Madras pronounces $ho same English word. Messrs. Mookerjee and
Trivedy are therefore to be congratulated on producing a book directed to

meet th<- requirement* of Indian pupils. Thera ara f^v^n .» ell-arranged

chapter* and six valuable appendices. Especially, the chapters on ' The
Analysis and GlassificAtion of Sounds ’ are very competently done and on *
comparative bflais, taking aide by aide the tound- systems of some of the

Indian languages The Appendices also will prove very helpful for they

prov.de plenty of practice for drilling the teachers and students in correct

articulation and loud reading.

Teachers will find the bock uBeful. not merely oa a handbook of English

Pronunciation, but also as a primer of the general methods of teaching, for

though this is not tbeir primary aim. ;he authors have included many
sensible und valuable hints about the psychology of teaching.

H. K.

•* Contemporary Indian Philosophy " Edited Hy S. Radliakmbuan,
D.Litt., and J. H. Muirhood, LL.D., F.B.A Library of Philovjphy.

(Oeorge Allen & Unwin, Ltd. Price Ce net.)
" This volume," says the notice on the cover page, *'

is & continua-

tion of the senes recently published in the Library of Philosophy in Con-
temporary European and Contemporary American Philosophy," und »bi?

hope :e expressed that * it wdl contribute to a better mutual understand-
ing between the whole mind of East sna West." The "Foreword" by
th* General Editor further informs the reader that " owing to the necessity
to impose some easily understood limit to tbo range of choice, tho essays
which follow arc all by philosopher* of or about forty-five years of cge."
Tins is obviously misleading a* some of the contributor (Prof*. Hiraial

Haidar. K. C. Bbattucbarvya, Hiriynnn*. etc.) are above sixty, while many
notable Indian thinkers " of or about forty-five years of age " (Profs.

N. S. SoDgupta, Hnridas Bhattacburyyo- Sisir Kumar Muitra,
M N Sircar, Anukul Muklierje*. etc.) nowhere appear in the volume.
The title " Contemporary Indian Philosophy " is also a misnomer as some
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of the contributions are of the nature of religion* discourses without fin)

pretension* to philosophical analysis while some ere ou the borderland of

philosophy and l.teruture being more literary than philosophical in o strict

s*nso. The strictly philosophical article* some of which do not answer

to cither of the two groups noted by tbo general editor being neither ex-

petition* of ancient Vedic thoughts nor their reinterpretation from the

modern standpoint, are tbc^e by Profs. Haidar, Bhsttacharyyo, Chatterjee.

Dosgupto, Hiriyacna, etc.

A dttailed consideration of all the articles (fourteen in number) ia not

possible within the scope af u mere review. The present survey will be

confined only to a select few, i.e.. to such only &6 appear to have a special

tearing on presont-dnv teudencie* of Iudian thought.

Tbc paper 41 The Spirit »n Man M
by Prof. S. liadhflk'Uhnan deserves

special notice not merely a* coming from one who has earned international

reputation for himself but also as presenting the reader in the Professor's

inimitable style with his own personal estimute of current values and ideals.

Tbc whole article boa except i ns I literary merit and it will perhaps be no

exaggeration to say that in elegance of style and fore* of expression the

ProfetSOr here excels e»rn the great Indian poet whose contribution as

far as the present volume ia concerned falls short of expectations. The

general reader will undoubtedly find the Professor's article both enter-

taining *nd edifying, and though the tr intd philosopher may feel somewhat
baffled to reconcile the different aspects of hi* metaphysical construction

he will not be disappointed ai he is likely to be with the manner *a well

a* the mutter of some of the other contribution* to tho volume. The

Professor attempts a tjntb*sis of Absolutism and Theism and thu* we

have u type of Absolutism which is neither Sanknritc nrr Bradlcjau but

may be said to he a *ort cf evolutionary monUm of the Kamanujist or the

Vallabhde typ» with the tteciy of tniya or appearance altogether eliminated.

It ik intending tu note that the Proft-taor here openly repudiates both

Snckar.i and Bradley (p; 281) and though thereby he leaves no room for

any misunderstanding of his strong Bergaoniun leaning*. he yet dcc6 not
show how a temporal whole can be reconciled with ite intrinsic timelessness.

A theory cf oppeoranee or rnhyS as we have in the Ssnkarite or the

BrHdleyi.il systems cannot be as easily dispensed with as the learned

Professor seems to think
" The Concept of Philosophy/* another noteworthy article in the

volume, by IW. K. C. Bhutiacbaryya. presents a striking cwilrist to Prof,

S. lUtihoknshnau s in many respects. While the latter** brilliant literary

style carried auay t’ie reader bv it* irresistible uppeai to the emotions
Prof. Bhattaehuryya’s subtle metaphysical construction appeals

to the cold criiical reason far more than it does to the reader’s feelioga

and m agination. This moke* the wbolc paper very difficult reading not

merely because its; technical philosophical language requires a pound
knowledge both of Indian und modtrn pbdcsopby for intelligent compre-
hend on. hut alio because it d~mand« n very hi*fh order of abstract thinking

ond philosophical anulysfs. Prof. Bhutt*ehur>y&'s philosopbicnj papers

are u I
ways a bugbear to the lay reader not because they are deliberate

mystification*. un *ame self eooit.luted itic-xperl expert* in philosophy

presume to think, but IcCAuse tbt-y are ccustructions on new line*, expln-

rations of uncharted regions of thought, instead of being mere patchwork
repetitianji of ancient and modem concepts. This holds of the present

paper no less than i; does of bis other writings, ond if the general reader

find it a baffling puzzle too intricate for h& brains to solve, the disciplined

philosopher will find in it enough evidence of the speculative heights to
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udiich an Indian mind may #aar and of w hich every Indian a* Indian may
feel justly proud. Prn(. BhatUchnryyn **art* from Kant's distinction

between pure thought and knowledge and suggests, with bis usuul grasp

or Hie weak paint? of the Kantian theory oi kn .wledge, that
i lure rnny

be knowing without thinking, i.c.. known# which ia not think in# and

judging the given mutter cit intuition. That such an &dtni»sion is oollcd

for by Kaot’a own views as formulated in the acCuod Critique demand..

Prof. Bhateacharyya observes, a recasting of all old ideas ol philosophy

and its appropriate task. With the* prefatory remarks, Prof. Bhotta-

ebarvya introduce* the reader to bis classification of the different grades

cf thewtio consciousness and tho kind of knowledge t hat is mined at in

c^ch. According to him, the grade? o! theoretic consciousness, four in

number, •• may be roughly called empirical thought, pure objective thought

spiritual thought and transcendental thought. Empirical thought h th©

thought cf a content involving reference to an object that is pi reeved tr

imagined to be perceived, such reference being part of the meaning
cf tho content." Consciousness of coutei u lhat are ** objective nut have

to reference to perception" may be called •' pure objective or contempla-

tive thought." Spiritual thought is the thought of a content that is no

object, being subjective in the senr© of being ‘enjoyed* or enjoy ugly known
rather than oonwmplatcd in the objective attitude. " Tran>ccud*ntal

thought is the conrcioume^s of a oenteot tbst $ neither nibj'ctive ncc

objective." “The contents of the four grades may be provisn i.ally

called fact I f-sub*tihUiiCe
#
reality and truth. Science deals witL fact,

the content of empirical truth. Pbilca'pby deals with tho lo*t three,

the contentdcf pure thought in the objective, subjective und tr*n?Gci dtntol

attitudes." The rest of the paper (obviously n icconairuciion of the

Kantian theory of knowledge) elaborates these d.fluent attitudes und their

re>|iecfc ve contents end the philo. cphical reader will find in it not only

m«ta| bysical construction of the highest order but also new light on wire
o i the baffling problems of philosophy. The paper is undoubtedly one
cf the wefii remarkable of the contributions to the volume.

Another important contribution deserving of special notice is *' The
Philc&ophy of Dependent Emergence by Dr. Surendra Nath Di^gunta,
the well-known author of ‘ The History of Indian Philosophy." Jt >s

however rather queer that the author of so many woika on Indian Philo-

sophy should begin bia paper with a prefatory dcnuncial un of Indian
thought and its slavish dependence on Vedic authority. Ajart from the

fact that the writer h rrself laps« * into tho confession that the so-called

dependence on authority is nothing but lip-homsge which is broken in

the spirit fur mere than it is obwivid m the letter, the undeniable fact

nmaiia that neither Buddhist nor Jama Philosophy rest on V.dic

authority And what makes this uncalled for outbuilt against Indian
Philosophy almost on irony ia that the writer’s own paper is uu

elaboration m term 6 of n.cdtrii thought of one of the fundamental concepts
of Buddhist Philosophy, viz., its doctrine of pTatlfyasamulpada. In fuel

a will be scarcely wide of the mark to s*y that what the writer desciites
** De| endcut Emergence ia only the English rendering l! what tho
Buddhist© mean by protit yisumvtptido. It is no doubt true «iiut sums
Kurojcan scholars feel a t»ort of self gratificut.cn in bvlillliig Indiun
Philosophy by burping on its dependtnee on authority, but Dr. Diipgupin
who know* wall what such dependence in fact means ought not to have
lent h.s huibontatiTe aupporl to such deliberate misreprcecntntU.ua,
3e*piio ah he aays however ol Indian Philosophy and its (imaginary) limit*-
tons, hi* paper remains one of the beat contributions to the volume, and
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tbe reader will And in it an outline of n complcia system of Philosophy
leased on tbe Buddhist doctrine of pn}fffyaj*imtifjMt<fu ttaugh reinterpreted
end considerably modified in the light of modern thought.

'Hie article " Comroonsenso Empiricism " by Prof. O. C. Chatterjec
in also a croditahle performance, though one must add that despite iU
healthy cominonaenae and its neat, beautiful «t>le it Buffer* from an
excess of simplicity an<3 a somewhat hasty evasion of crucial issue*. Dr.
Himlal Haidar's “Realistic Idealism" also deserves special mention
iui an able presentation of Hegelian Absolutism and though the grand
old Professor here says nothing that he h&a not already said with groat

thoroughness elsewhere, he yet does to with extraordinary lucidity and
mn^trrlv expressiveness. It is interesting to find the venerable Professor
who hid all his life remained a consistent unbeliever in Indian Philosophy

overcome at last bis customary repugnance to Indiso speculation and
quote freely from Indian religious iitoraturo in support of his exotic

Hegelian view*.

Two other article* may also be mentioned, via., (1) " The Science of the

Self " by Mr. Bhsgvan Das and (2) " The Problem of Troth by Prof,

nir.yaona. Tbe. firet is on outline of a system of philosophy worked
out cn the lined of the 8ankariie Vedanta nnd will uppeal to all Saukarite

scholars as an able presentation of the Vedantic position though couched in a

somewhat clumsy style. The second U a blend of Nyaja and Vedunta,
i.c., of tbe Vedanta doctrine of tb* false ns tha indescribable (the writer

calls it 'uniqueT with the Nyoyn theory o! extrinsic validity (coherence,

harmony). All this is further worked into a metaphysical world -view

of the ordinary realistic type Whctbor these diverse elements will coalesce

and form a stable. coherent whole or unity it will be for the reader to judge
and find out for himself.

Our survey will be incomplete without n reference to the Indian saint's

single-pnge contribution wltich is tbo first article in the volume. With
his characterise simplicity and poinfcedneaB. the Mahatmaji gives us

here tbe essence of his spiritual beliefs which are summed up in the word,
Truth. Says be “ nowaday* nothing so completely describes tny God
os Truth. Denial of God we have known. Denial of Truth we have not

known We are all sparks of Truth. Tbe sum-total of these sparks

is indescribable, as-yel-unknown-Truth, which is God # * This is u record

of experiences ruthcr than a philosophical system, and yet it lends itself

to be elaborated into one without much ndo or difficulty. We hove here

in fact, not merely brick and mortar, but also u «oit of sketch or paper
plan of the whole edifice.

8. K. Maitra

Life Here and How. By Arthur Ponsonby. George, Allen & Unwin,
Ltd. Price lor. Oi net.

The object of the book, if it is written with any object in view, seems
to be to urge “unremitting action." For all purposes, practical, theoretical

and spiritual, life hero and now transcends in importance all strivings

after immortality. The author critically considers ail the favouriie argu-

ments regarding immortality that have been advanced *inee tbe earliest

times as, for example, re union in after life, doctrine of retribution, etc., and
finds them untenable in theory and unsatisfactory in practice. In all these

15
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arguments, the crux nl the whole problem, the Time element, has been

kit out of account A proper connotation of eternity in wanting. He
draws a vivid picture of the modern social life and notes the tendency to

megalomania that has infected both tbo individual* and the masse* and

which has been produced by th« marvellous inventkma and discoveries of

the laat fifty years. We ore all after big resulia, but it in the little things

that affect our moed* aud tempers. “ Men are rarely moved consistently

by great And bread motives, but by the trivial currents of doily life and

the adaptation of their existence to conditions which leave them most free

from worries sad discomfort*/'
#
,Pp. 272 0, quoted from Hudson Parry)

AU this megalomania is duo to the foot that the Now ha* been noglacUd,
" Yet the condition of the next length of mil is more important for a

running train than the long smooth track promised miles ahead M
fp. 278).

Hence the necessity of ceaseless octiou in the present. We should not

try to avoid immediate responsibility by seeking refuge .n obscure realm*
manifestly beyond reach.

The book ss a brilliant one, abounding in illuminating flashes of insight,

effective rhetorical devices *s u|*o in cold and cogent logical arguments.
Tho author'* analytical study of the trend of modem civilised societies and
his destructive criticisms of traditional beliefs are generally profound and
always interesting. The chapter on the Variations in the sense of Duration
and Images of Time, though long drawn out, will bo read with pleasure

by professional psychologists. An enthusiasm for action is noticeable
throughout the book. The forceful arguments and the vigorous 6tylc

constantly drive us forward and we fool prompted as it were to plunge
ourselves immediately into the whirlpool of activities. This certainly is a

matter of great credit for the aged author who. had he been following the

usual practice, would have indulged at his age iq " deathbed repentancea
"

and ‘ intelligent recantation* " in a book of reminiscences
Wr am fascinated by the book but that does not mean that wo

unreservedly accept all that the author has laid down in hi* thought-

provoking and ahnoii challenging book. But no detailed comment is called

for, since tho author bos boldly asserted in the preface that he ha* not
written the book to preach any philosophical "ism” or to please any
particular person.

S. C. MtTItA

Thought and Reality. Hegelianism and Advait*. ByP.T. Raju. m.a..

fb.D. Foreword by J. H. Muirbead. George, Alien A Unwin. Ltd. 1037.

10«. Grf. net. Pp. 2S5.

If the East and the West are to meet nt the thought-exchange of the
world, bosk* of tho kind we have here under review lead the way to that
desired goal. Never before did the world atand in greater need of *n
understanding between its different peoples, geographically a* well a*

culturally insulated. Wc fully agree with Prof. J. H. Muirhead as he
writes ip the Foreword that the 'chief problem before the world at tho
present time i* tho healing of divisions betwreu uations by a more earnest
effort to understand cnc another, ' and to that end nothing is so important
a* th<* 'change' in the 'angle of educational incidence' which ha* the effect

of ‘softening the antagonism between view* tdiat are apt to seem recipro-

cally irrational to the communities who hold them' (p. 17). With the
added authority of his position as the laat of the Neo- Hegelian Idealists in
English speaking countries, the veteran Professor of Philosophy record*
bis concluding reflection in words to this effect

:

" Whnt i» of importance
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is the development both in Last and West of n wider point- of view which
contains the promise of a better understanding between them as to the real

meocing of human life and the ideals that should animate it in the great

co-operative enterprise on which they arc embarking” (p 18). In our
opinion Dr.l'.uju'* treatise on Hegelianism and Advaita is one nl the ablest

commentaries cn Thought ns a co-operative activity.

It is instructive to note, however, that Dr. Ra;ti studiously uroids tbc

pitfall of a comparative study of the kind he has undertaken here. Merc
random assortment of similar statements leads ua nowhere—certainly not

to the establishment of a systematic pbilreophy. A philosophical system,
whatever else it might be, is not a mosaic brought into being by piecing

together its part* culled from all possible sources. Accordingly, we arc in

hearty agreement with him when ho avc-rs that " there ia no philosophy

which ia romparativo philosophy, ju*t as tbrre is no religion which is

comparative religion” |p. 27). But his prescript
—

' ccmparitoo should lie

between system and system
.
not botween concept and concept ’ (p. 25)

—
however, murid in principle, is ia practice more honoured in the breach
than in the observance thereof In strict keeping with his belie! that

’comparison should be systematic, and should help us in determining the

nature of the operative principle and throwing it into relief the author
attempts herein 'only to take the bearings of Sankara's Vedanta on
Hegelianism, the moat fully developed philosophy of the West, so that tha

guiding principle of tbo former may be. grasped’ (p. 28). And the attempt
in question, ho It duly acknowledged, huu been crowned with well merited
uccevs in so far as he lias worked out. with .cropulous honesty and
mcticulou8 care, the ideal of comparative study to the minutest detail of

a philosophical interpretation.

Pan One of the took treats of ‘ The Absolute as a Coherent System,'
anil contends that ‘ in order that the Absolute can bo a coherent system its

members must be eternally existent, because ibe Absolute is eternally per-

fect ' <p. 32). This ia a position, though not above criticism, which bss been
convincingly worked out by the author. Port Two deals with ' the Problem
of Negation ’ and affirms that Negation ' baa no cotologicsl validity ' in so

far ns ‘oo’olosically, negation is identical with ita basis, which is positive*

(p, 90). Part Three faces the ' Prcfclcm of Truth.' and holds that 'non-

contradiction as the nature and criterion of truth is more satisfactory

than coherence '
Ip. 126). Port Four discusses the nature of the ‘ Self and

the mind ’ and conclude* that

'

Self-conaciousne** is the nature of reality,'

for It is ' only the self that cun be the object of itself ' (p. ll>0). Finally
in Part Five, our author holds that * the method that is the method of

philosophy and at tho same time represents the process of life ia the
transcendental method,' and it ia ' in truth a method of discovery, not
a method of deduction.’

It is regrettable, however, that a creditable production like this,

entrusted to a publishing firm of the eminence ol George, Allen and
Unwin Ltd., should have been disfigured by such typographical errors

as the following;—‘ to adopt ' for to adapt (p. 23), ' Visvanadha ' /oi
* Visvanitlia ' (p. 119). ' Tout ftany ’ /or ‘ TdescJiuntf

' (p. 154) ' TudouiVijd

'

jot TuMi'idyd Ip. 150 !. n.), 'phenomena is /or ‘ phenomenon is ' (p. 162)
* in ' /or ‘on’ <p. 166), ' and forms ' for ' and form ' (p. 246). No effort

ia to be spared in the second edition of the look, if and w hen it is called
for, to see that it is converted into the flawlessly perfect production it

rightfully claims to he.

S. K. Das.
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Bradley and Bergson, A Comparative Study—By Bain Murti Leombs,
m.a., with a Foreword by Narendro Nath Sen Quptu, A a. Ph.n..

Professor ana Hrr.d of the Department of Philosophy, Lucknow University.

The Upper India Publishing House. Ltd., Lucknow, pp. 187 4-xi.

The monograph under review, which is characterised by it; sponsor os
' the first publication cf research work in philosophy carried cn a: the
Lucknow Univerei&y ' (p. v) is lo he welcomed, not merely for its intrinsic

worth but as being symptomatic of the quality of critical scholarship

fostered by that University. Tha Comparative Study traverse® one of the
deeper currents of ocatemporary philosophical thought, and may. not
improbably, promote fresh excursion* into this and ether kindred spheres
of thought.

Believing with Euckun that a ' spiritual life which <s a unified whole
is at work in the depths of our soul ‘ (p. 7). our nuthor regards man ‘ »t n
microscopic nipreientatinn of Gcd, the Absolute.* end his ' ideas or ideals

tho only sources whereby it can be known ’ (foe. cit.)
,
or in other words

lie holds that * knowing is being ’ (foe. eif.) Notwithstanding the polemical

character of tbs then: a, one cannot help admiring '.lie refreshing candour
with which the uuthor maintain* tho position. In accordance with this

foundational belief he opines that ‘ every well-meaning ana sincere
attempt at a knowledge of the Ultimate Reality muse in it» own way
ami to u certain degree go some way towards tv,< Mining it* desired

object* ' ip. 16) and hence absolute opposition of what ore often

called metaphysical alternatives is only an oppenraoce end not a fact *

(foe. cil.
j

In these days of professionalism ana partisanship which hint
invaded even the sphere of search after truth, the catholic outlook

indicated here is a commendable feature of the metaphysical quest
embodied in the buck. With this orientation prefacing bis study the author

proceeds to substantiate the thesis that " Bradley's philosophy of absolute

idealism and Bergson’s philosophy of intuitionisoi form two definite stagea

of the idealistio movement in metaphysics which la characterised ainoe

the middle of the nineteenth century by a reaction and a protest against

introduction cf ' scientific ' methods in philosophical investigations made
current by naiurnliatio, evolutionistic, nod positivistic thinkers ’ fp. 19).

The first item in the anti-intelleciunlistic campaign cf both is ' the distrust

of science ' and the hreaking of the idol of scientific method. In cairyiog

out this mission of anti-intallectuiilism both Dradloy and Bargain, oa the
author rightly observes, have used tho very meshed of thu mtoileot itself in

their arguments. No Inxs remarkable is tbe verisimilitude underlying tho

experience of the Ultimate as conceived by Bradley and Bergson The
Absolute Experience of tho former is a Higher Immediacy in which thought-,

feeling and will ore fused into uno inclusive whole, vvbilo the Intuition

ol the latter i* uLained by a re-union of tho two divergent directions

of the evolution of Life—instinct and intelligence But Bergson's In-

tuition is ' a concrete experience which mon car. realise,' while ’ Bradley’s

Higher immcdtioy i* more or loss a hypothetical Kioto *
(p. 147). The

comparison ol " this aspect ol Bradley’* thought " with " what Max
Muller called tao ullilude of ' heuotheiam ’ in the Indian pre-Uponfradio
philosophers ’ (p. 89) is somewhat far-fetched and obscure. The conclud-

ing reflection that while
1 Bergson’s i9 a pbilosophioal mysticism, Bradley’*

is a mystici»m iespita of philosophy ’ fp. 181) is not, very happily worded.
It is difficult to guess whether the author means to differentiate here as

Prof- Bennett has done, between a philosophy of mysticism (which is

ndmUsible) and a mystics! philosophy (which is inadmissible).
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The get-up of tbe book, however, leave* much to be desired in ho far

ob the latter half of it contains a typographical error ulmost in every other

page. This is. to say tbe least, irritating to the reader. It i* ho|.^d that

ibo second edition of the book, otherwise so stimulating and entertaining,

will be entirely free from this defect of slipsbod printing.

S. K. Das

Buffer System of Contract Bridge t»v Lit iit.CoL Walter Duller, c.b.e.,

and published by 41 The Stur '* Publication Dept-, 17/48. fleet Street,

E.C. 4, London.
Lieut.-Col. Bulltr* name is well-known to the bridge-playing public.

Ho is one of the finest players and decidedly (he most succoR»ful bidder

in tbe world. This book written by him introduces us to his own syrdem

as opposed to that of Ely Culbertson. Tho system is very simple and at

tbe same timo very effective. Tbe " Two Bid " in a suit i* really very

effective and paying. Games and slams, big or small, can seldom be

missed whereas valuable part scores which count so much in duplicate

matches can be gained with tbe greatest accuracy.

Tbe chapter on
44

Siam bidding 7 though very short, shows bow with-

out tbe use of any convention such as the Four-Five No trump convention
on tbe Asking Bid as introduced by Ely Culbertson, slams can be bid with

safety avoiding the duplication peril. The system ought to be given an

honest trial by the Bridge-playing public.

M. M. G.



THE THIRTEENTH ALL-INDIA EDUCATIONAL
CONFERENCE
APPEAL

The Thirteenth Annual Session of the AlMndia Educational Conference

will be bold in Calcutta this year during Christmas Holidays. This

Conference is held under the auspices of the All-India Federation of

Educational Associations. The different Teschore’ Associations and

Educational organisations in India iue affiliated to the Federation, which,

in its turn, is affiliated to the World Federation of Educational Association?.

For the last twelve years tho Conference has been holding its annual

sessions in different parts of India under the presidency of distinguished

Indian educationists.

India is passing through a stage of transition, and the time is meet

opportune when tboso who are engaged in the real nation-building work

should come together to discuss the problems of education in all ite aspect?

with special reference to the present exigencies prevailing in India. The

future welfare of the nation depends to a great extent upon the proper

solution of the educational problems of ‘.he country. Dengal, the pioneer

of English education in India, will have an opportunity of inviting the

educational expert* on this occasion to give u lead in this mutter, and

Calcutta, the cultural centre of the Province, will he the venue of the'

Conference.

Last year the Conference was held in tlwalior, and tho State boro all

the expense* incurred in connection therewith. The amount of expenditure

for such Conferences come# to the neighbourhood of Its. 8,000, towards

which, we are glad to announce, the Calcutta Corporation has made a grant

of Rs. 1,500 and the Calcutta University has sanctioned a sum of Rs. 5(X>.

We hate also requested the Bengal Government to sanction an adequate

grant. The Membership of the Reception Committee and tho delegation feea

may bring in a sum of Ra. *2,008. Taking all these details Into our careful

consideration, we have come to tho conclusion that a sum of R*. 5,000

will have to be raised from the generous public in the shape of donations.

W’e earnestly hope that the public of Bengal will give this matter

their kind and careful consideration, and help the Reception Committee

with adequate financial assistance to hold successfully the session in

Calcutta this year in a way befitting the fair name of Bengal and the

hospitality of the Bengali people.
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We also appeal to all educational institutions in Bengal (Primary and

secondary School!! a* well aa College*) to associate themselves with this

Conference by contributing a suitable amount as donation and also by send-

ing teachers as deloifutes.

SarjU Kumnr Roy Choudhury, h.a.. b.u,

CfcuiriiiflU (Mayor of Calcutta)

Kshitish Prasad Cb&ltopadbyay, b so. (Cnl.), m.a. (CaDtnb.),

General Secretary.

Analtinath Basu, b.a. (Cal.). w.a. (London), t.d. (Lond.)

Monoranjau Sen Gupta, d a., b.t.

Ramani Mohan Roy. m.sc.,

Joint Secretaries.

Rabindia Narayan Ghose. m.a.,

Treasurer,

Reception Committee.
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r. PnoFitssoK Haiihariushnan

We extern! our cordial welcome to Sir Sarrapalli Radhakrubnao,

KT., m.a., D.urr., George V Frofes*or of Philosophy in this University,

who has jn*t returned to his post after a long period of absence. He
had been away for a time to Andhra aa Vico-ChaDodlor of tho

University and then to England aa Spalding Profeasor of Eastern

Religions and Ethics in the University of Oxford. Daring ibis period

his place was very ably filled by a succession of distinguished vcltolars,

the last incumbent being Professor Krishnachandra Bhattachsryyo,

who is equally revered in this University, Professor Rudhakrishnan

has come back to us with added glory and honour and we arc proud of

him. .We hope he will continue to be associated with this University

for many years to come.

• • •

II. Stephanos Nmmalkcdq Ghosh Lectures ron 1936-37

The following programme has been arranged for tho Stephanos

Sirmalendu Ghosh lectures for 1936-37 to bo delivered by Profewoi Sir

Sarvapxlli Radhakrishoin, rt., M.a., d.lut., in this University:

—

I. Tho Meaning ol Religion ... I7lh Xcvembcr. Wednesday 5 p.vt

II. Rd'gion and Rationalism ... 19tL ,. Friday

III. Authority, Logic and Life ... 22nd „ Monday
IV. The Nature of Reality ... 24cb .. Wednesday „
V. The Meeting of Religion.

Conflict and Co-operation... 20ih Friday
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VI. The World und the Indivi-

dual ... 29tb November, Monday 5 p.m.

VII. Future Life ... 1st December, Wednesday „

VIII. Life Eternal ... 3rd „ Friday

It goes without saying that the lectures will be highly interesting.

We hope our readers will not mi«s this opportunity of listening to the

disquisitions of a master mind.

III. University Students’ Information Biread, 1937-39

We have great ploasuro in announcing that Mr. Pramathanath

Banerjee, u.a., b.l.. BARRISTER-at-law, m.l.a., has been nominated a

representative of the Faculty of Law on the University Students’

Information Bureau for the year 1937*39. Knowing Mr. Banerjee,

as we do, wc have every reason to behove that the Bureau will be

greatly strengthened by hia incluaion

.

• • •

IV. Db. 8. P. CnATTEHJBR

We are glad to announce that tho SociAtA de Geographic Com-

merciale et d’Etudes Coloniales, Paris, has awarded the Gaudy

medal this year to Dr. S. P. Cbatterjee, m.sc., t.d. (Lond.),

ra.D. (Lond)., Docteur dc 1’ University (Paris), r.o.B., lecturer in

charge of Geography in the Teachers’ Training Department of this

University. The medal has been awarded for his work ' Le Plateau

do Meghalaya’ which, for originality of research, has been very highly

spoken of by eminent scholars 3nd favourably reviewed in all the

leading geographical journals of the world, specially the Geographical

Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, London, the Geographical

Review of tho American Geographical Society, and Annalcs de

Geographic, Paris. Dr. Chatterjee has, we understand, been invited to

attend tho Coogrcs International drs Seriates de Geographic Economique

for receiving the medal. He has also been invited by the Council

of the American Geographical Society to become a Fellow thereof.

We are proud of Dr. Cliatterjee’a achievements and we heartily

congratulate him on the great distinction he has won.

• • •
IG
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V. Ramtasu Lahibi Profrssob of Bengali

We are glad to announce that Rai Bahadur Prof. Kbagendrunath

Mitra, w.a., has been re-appointed Ilaratanu Lahiri Profc3soi of

Bengali on the existing terms and conditions till he completes hi*

sixtieth year. We congratulate the Professor on the extension of his

term and we hope he will h3vo ample opportunity to extond the bounds

of knowledge by bis contribution to Bengali literature.

VI. Indian Military Academy

We have been asked to publish the following extract from the

report of the Interview and Record Board for the Competitive

Examination for admission to the Indian Military Academy, Dehra*

Dun, held in March-April, 1937, and we hope it will be interesting

to many of our readers.—

" In all 18 successful candidates, apart from these attending

schools where no such facilities exist, had been enrolled in the Uni-

versity Training Corps or other similar military training units. Only

three candidates, who might have joined eoch units but failed to do

so, succeeded iu obtaining a qualifying mark. A number of candidates,

who had failed to join the University Training Corps, still complained

that their practical training in Science subjects at their colleges

interfered with their University Truiniog Corps drill, but in some of

these cases it appeared to the Board that this was an excuse ofiered

by the candidate* for their failure to join the University Training

Corps rather tban a real obstacle. Nevertheless, the Board think that,

if passible, further attempts should be made to persuade those colleges

and Universities at which the difficulty complained of does occur to

see that facilities for joining the University Training Corps are

provided for Science students who wish to join the Army as their

career.

The Board noticed, with some surprise, the lack of knowledge

displayed by a large number of candidates of the particular branch of

the Army for which they said they would like to elect, if successful in

obtaining entrance to the Indian Military Academy. For example,

candidates were strangely ignorant of the organization of Cavalry

Unit* and had only the haziest ideas of the functions of the Royal

Engineers or the Royal Artillery.
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Taken a« a whole, the results of the interview again prove con-

clusively the advantage which candidates obtain from attending ona

of the schools definitely catering for a military education.
*'

VII, Coates Medal fob the year 1936

We congratulate Dr. Sushil Kumar Mukherjee. L.M.s. (Cal.).

D.o. (Oxon), n.o.u.s. (Loud.), r.n.c.s. (Bdin.), f.s.u.p. (Bengal),

on his boing awarded the Coates Medal for the year 193G. The Board

of adjudicators, consisting of Sir hiiiratan Sircar and Sir Upendranath

Brahmachari, have recorded their high appreciation of Dr. Mukberjco's

contribution to Ophthalmology.

VIII. New Fellows

The following gentlemen hare been nominated by His Excellency

the Chancellor to ho Ordinary Follows of this University :

—

1. Srijut Santosh Kumar Barua, b.a., m.l.a, in place of

Mr. Maheodranath Oobaio.

2. I)r. Ratyacharen Law. m.a., b.l., rn.n. in place of

the Hon’ble Mr. Naliniranjan Barker.

We extend our hearty welcome to the uew Fellow.-;.

IX. OlR REPRESENTATIVE ON THE INDIAN HISTORICAL RECORDS

Commission

Wo arc glad to announce that Prof. S. N. Sen, m.a.. pu.d.,

B.LtTT (Oxon.l has been appointed to represent this University on the

Indian Historical Records Commission. We oangratulate Prof. Sen

on his appointment.

X. A New Ph.D.

We congratulate Mr. Jitendia Kumar Chakruvoiti, m.a., on his

being admitted to the degree of Doctor of Pbiloropliy of this Univet-

sity. Dr. Chakravarti’s thesis entitled " Resurrection of Metaphysics
*'
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was adjudicated upon by a Board of Examiner* consisting of Prof. Sir

Sarrapalli Radhakriahnan, kt.. u.a.. dlitt., Prof. H. G. Collingwood.

m.a.i and Prof. J. H. Muirhead, W.A., ll.d., f.b a.

XI. PKOFBSSon Hoora’ Leciuhks

Arrangement* are bciog wade in this University for lectures

to be delivered by Professor Dr. J. Hoops. the well-known Philologist.

He will visit India in ccurso of a lecture tour in November next.

We understand Prof. Hoop* will discourse on: (a) The Continentol

Homo of the Anglo-Saxons and the Origin of the English Peoples, and

(if) English as World Language.

XII. Tagohk Law Lectures for 1937

It is understood that Professor Sir William Holdsworth, kt
.

Tagore Low Professor for the year 19S7, will arrive in Calcutta on the

l Uh or 15th December next aud that he will deliver liis lectures

portly in December and partly in early January.

• • •

XIII. Dr. Myrrf* Lectures

It will be recalled that Dr. Charles S. Myers, Principal, Nutional

Institute of Industrial Psychology, London, was invited by this

University to deliver a coarse of lectures on the “ Choice of a Career:

the Methods and Result* of Modern Vocational Guidance and it*

relation to the Problems of Unemployment in India.” We understand

Dr. Myers will be in India during winter, and he has been requested to

deliver a course of four lectures, two on " Industrial Psychology " and

two on ” Vocational Guidance " in this University in the first part of

January next.

XIV. GiBtsBCHANniu Lkctubrr for 1937

We have great pleasure in announcing nbat Siijut Debendranatb

Bose has been appointed Giriahcbandra Ghosh Lecturer for the year
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1937. The subject Srijui Bose has chosen for bi» lectures is
“ The

Pauranic Plays of Girischandra.” Srijut Bow ia one of Chow

who were iotiinafely associated with Girishchandra and bad many

an opportunity of studying the poet-dramatist at first band. We
expect a just appreciation of Girishchnudra at bis hands.

XV. Quit Representative os this Advisory Board job

Women's Education

We arc informed that Mrs. Lilalatikn Banerjce has been

apfiointril a representative of this University on the Advisory Board

for Women's Education in Bengal, rice Lady Abala Bo9e who ha-, i>eeo

selected as the President of the Board. We congratulate Mrs. Banerjee

on her appointment.

XVI. PREMCHAND ROYCHAND STUDENTSHIP-, IN SCIENCE SUBJECTS

FOK 193G

The Preiuchand Royctasnd Studentships for the year 1936 in

Science Subjects have been divided equally among (tie undermentioned

candidates :

—

Null" uf

Mr. Dine-cbacdra Sen, M.bC. ... ti) Synthesis of Cyclic ThioketODea

and tbeir Derivatives.

07) Studies on the Negative In-
fluence of n Thiokcarbonyl

Group on the reactivity of

un adjacent Methylene
Group and 6 published
paper*.

Mr. Ramaprasad Mitra, u.sc. ... On the Electrochemical Pro-
perties of some Coloidal

Solutions.

We congratulate the recipients of the studentships.

We alto congratulate Mr. Hirendra Kuni3r Kandy, m.sc., und

Mr. Harishchandra Roy, M.SC., two other competitors for the Student-

ships, who have been granted Special Scholarships for tl* cjcellcnce of

work noticed in the thews submitted by them.
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XVII. Onai’IHNaith Dbb Research Prize kor 1937

In view of the fact that the candidate for the Onautbnauth Deb

Research Prize for the year 1937, whose thesis waa approved,

has since die-), the Syndicate have, we understand, recommended to

tho Senato that a posthumous award of the prize be made and that it

bo deemed to have been awarded to the late Mr. Wahed Hossain, d.l.,

for his thesis on “ Labour Legislation in British India." The value

of the prize in cash as also the gold medal will be forwarded to his

heira.

It is indeed a matter of the deepest regret that Mr. Hossain did

not live to see the result of his labours.

xvm. Shovona Memorial Silver Medal for Music

We are glad to announce that Mr. Nagcndranath Mukhcrjee,

advocate, High Court, Calcutta, has made over to the University

Rb COO in cash for the purpose of creating an endowment for the

annual award of a Silver Medal to be called the “ Shovona Memorial

Silver Medal for Music " in memory of his deceased wife Sreemuti

Shovona Devi Saraswati, daughter of the late Hemendraoath Tagore

and Neepa Moyee Devi. The medal is to bo awarded annually to

any Bengali girl who successfully passes the Matriculutiou Examination

of the Calcutta University and obtains the highest number of marks

in Music.
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HIGHER CONSIDERATIONS
By Bus* Hoeup

Genters.

n
'HRN the American Commission, headed by Senator Nye. were

looking into the activities of the muuition industries, several

things were revealed that reflected none too flatteringly on the British

Empiie.

When, to save her face, England coo produced a commission she

had learned her lesson Whereas Senator Nycs had been commissioned

to ask to have the hooka of the concerns involved put at the disposal

of the investigator#, the canny Britons confined themselves to verbal

inquiries. The highest consideration# made it necessity to limit the

scandal as much as possible. And this was done.

Sir Herbert Lawrence, the manager of Vickers Armstrong, vouch-

safed, however, with cheerful cynicism his opinion, and his point of

view might very well stand as motto for the entire war industry

:

" The opposition to the manufacturers of arm# and their propaganda is

due to an honest but somowhat mistaken and idealistic respect for the

sanctity of life nod the injustice of war ...
"

But the lords and masters of the munition industries are certainly

not hampered by such silly considerations. They have, in common

with the military class, but one goal : war !

If in truth there existed an international law respected by all,

and whose aim consisted in maintaining peace and understanding
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among the nations, neither the one nor tbo other would bo of any uw
whatsoever.

In order to obtain wealth even in timo of peace the munition

industries must create 3n atmosphere of hate and Btrife, distrust and

insecurity among the nations, and whenever they succeed in this aim

their goods find a ready market. And the more their goods arc sold,

the more the insecurity grows, and the nearer comes war with sky-

soaring profits for tho war industry.

War industries do not employ the ordinary means for advertising.

No large posters coll public attention to the newest, most destructive

grenade, or the most efficient explosive. Its methods arc far more

subtle but extremely effective. For instance; one day o small, inaigni.

ficant paragraph is to bo found in the French papers, telling the reader

that Germany has tried out a new typo of gun und has resolved to

equip her entire army with it. That this is a trumped-up tale is of no

importance
;
French orders for the now model will be forthcoming

immediately, with tho result that the erstwhile fabrication is trans-

formed into truth, for orders from Germany follow in the wake of

those from France.

This sec-saw is now known to everybody, as is also the under-

hand work of the munition industries during the Disarmament Confer-

ence in London, where they succeeded in sabotaging the Air Force.

Treaty, aa pointed out to the British investigating commission by

Noel Baker. If yon are yearning for war you must prevent peace. If

you want peace you must understand the reasons of war.

The propaganda of the munition industries is nearly S3 highly

developed, as far-reaching, and also a* expensive as that of the British

Intelligence Service.

That every newly elected minister i6 apt to find somo shares in

munition factories waiting on his writing desk is without a doubt an

exaggeration ; but it is nevertheless a fact that several ministers, even

while members of the Disarmament Conference, possessed shares in

munition industries, which roused public opinion to such an extent

that many of them, among others Sir John Simon, wore forced to get

rid of their shares.

It is estimated that the French Comitd doe Forges spends annually

up to frs. 76,000,000 for propaganda purposes, and that the big French

conservative newspaper l.e Tempi receives not less than fra. 10,000,000

ont of thi? amount.
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How well profits and patriotism get along together can easily be

imagined For instance, during the World War Germany suddenly

found herself in need of sulphurate of carbon and advertised for it in

Swiss newspapers. The French Government paid at that time

frs. 5,000 for 10,00) kilos. But the Germane offered frs. 50,000,

a surplus gain of fra. 45,000, which the French producers could

not resist. French sulphurate ot' carbon was later returned to tbe

French trenches in the shape of poison gas fifteen times as deadly as

chlorine.

Co-operation has been developed into a fine art amoug the

governments, tbe banks, and the industries of war. Countries with

no such industries have obtained loans if they promised to buy their

arras from tbe leader This traffic has cost the thrifty French nation

a pretty penny. The best known example is perhaps the French loan

to Imperial Russia, a predestined loss as predicted by Jaurcs. Another

just as glaring an example is the French financial venture in furnish-

ing means for tbe rc-armament of Hungary, while at the same time a

French general was complaining to tbe French Scnato because

Hungary was breaking the Versailles Treaty and was already able to

raise an army of 300,000 against Czechoslovakia who wan an ally of

France.

The capital invested in industries of war te in great part the

capital of tbe nation and involves the commonwealth of the people to *

large extent. Tbe French firm Schneider Creusot, for example, owns

coal and iron mines, blast-furnaces and steel-work3, munition factories

and banks in England, France and Italy, as well as in nine other

European countries. When at tbo end of the Great War the English

Vickrreond the Armstrong group amalgamated, they had. so to epcak,

monopolised the entire armament industry of tho British Empire, and

had moreover a controlling interest in all shipbuilding wharves, rail-

ways, bridge and road constructions, and all other sorts of engineering

enterprises, and—after still another amalgamation—also the English

steel-corporation.

As already mentioned, Schneider Creusot has subsidiaries in

England, Italy and nine other European countries. Branches of the

Vickers concern may be fouud all over tbe world : in the Terni Works
of Italy, the steel works of Japan, m Ireland, Spain, Holland.

Poland, and so on. The head manager, tbe aboveraentioued Sir

Herbert Lawrence, is also the director of tbe Baufc of Rumania.
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The Mitsui concern is the biggest munition factory of tbc Far

East. It possesses steel works, oil companies, aircraft plants, steam-

ship companies, mines, banks, newspaper concerns anil largo electric

power plants. It is abo the world’s foremost producer of spun and

woven silk. The Mitsui group controls more than GO per cent, of

Japan's commerce.

I.G. Farbenindustiie means to Germany what the Mitsui concern

means to Japan. It presents the most striking example of the

enormous resources aud industrial enterprises that are at tbo disposal

of these big com erns.

In 19IG seven Urge chemical works formed a cartel. They

secured a loan of 310-350 million gold marks aud erected the Luna

Works.

They manufactured 40u,000 tons of nitrogen, which is essential

to tho production of high explosives, artificial silks, and chemical

manures.

They repaid the loan in paper money, its value being at the timo

of the inflation 25'2 million*. Thus the concern gained 275-325

million gold marks on the transaction. The produced nitrogen yields

about .WO per cent, in profit. The liquid coal they are now making

costs them not more than 80 Reichsmarks to produce and sells for &I0.

What they make out of medicine is still more fantastic. One kilo of

Salvarsun, for instance, costs thorn '2tX) RM. and sells for 8,000.

In every country where tho war industry is a main factor it has

tied np a whole lot of other industries, first of all the four most

essential to warfare : iron aud steel mills, chemical and electrical

works, and the oil refineries. But industries connected with the

four already mentioned are also controlled by them : mines, engineering

enterprises, railroads, banks and newspaper concerns. And finally,

all the factories that, although engaged in such peaceful enterprises as

producing perfumery and artificial silks, may easily be converted into

makers of poison gases and high explosives.

The giant trusts with their enormous capitals and their armies

of workers are of course a power in the state. They arc in fact those

higher considerations which no government can escape. In 1928 a

League of Nations commission proposed that the governments should

forward to the Secretary-General a list of the concessions granted to

armament industries, including a description of the materials involved

and also tbo names and addresses of the concessionaires. The
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English Government replied:
€l We have no such information, and

it is highly improbable that those who have it will disclose it* We
have no power to force them to give us this information, and very

few governments would dare to introduce a law that obliged them to

do to.*'

In the industry of war ooc meets the same efforts toward concen-

tration as everywhere else in the capitalist community. A trust i* no

longer a co-opcration of a series of enter|*iees producing the same

goods, and thus uble to control the price within the bound »ries of a

certain country. A modern trust is a section of tlio entire economic

structure, embracing all sorts of businesses and commercial enterprises

and reaching fur beyond the houudnrie* of any special country.

The mutual relation of the trusts is a combination of competition

and collaboration
f
both subordinate to the sole aim of the concerns in

question, namely the profits.

We have a fine example of this co operation in the agreement

between I.G. FarbeninJascrie and the French Mioistry of War and

the French Company for Nitrogen Research. The Germans handed

over all their patents to France and promi^d not to set up competing

factories in France for the next 15 years. They even went so far as

to send German civil engineers and chemists to France to teach her

how to utilise the patents to the beet advantage and to obtain the

moil effective poison gases.

These events ooiocided with tbc German non-violent resistance

to the Preach military occupation of the Ruhr district.

To get an idea of bow a competitive battle whose outcome conoot

be decided by monetary tneaos may lead to war, one has but to

consider the question of oil.

From 1904 to the present day oil has been the all-impsrtant or,

as ia the case of the Chaco War, the sole reason of at least twenty

wars or revolts.

The two giant trusts, Standard Oil and Royal Dutch Shell, are

by no means particular or over conscientious in their mctl ods.

The Maiteotti murder case is known to eveiybsdy. It was
generally surmised that he was gotten rid of solely on account of his

anti-Fa-acist ufras. This however is ouly half the truth. The
following detail- will complete the picture.

Th* oil sources of Italy arc scant\ and Bhe is entirely dependent

on the two Great Powers, the C.9.A and England, for oil.
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When Fascism came to power both those countries tried to get

the monopoly of the Italian trade. Standard Oil knew the value of

bribery and round its way to Finzi, the Fascist minister, who knew it

too. And so it was Standard Oil Clut obuinel fie coveted monopoly.

Bit while the manager of one of Standard Oil's rubsidianes,

Sinclair, was already nourishing beautiful dreams of royal purple as

king nf Albany, a new angle »»< addc I lo the matter.

The Shell coucern (Sir Henry Deterding} bad also long been

waiting for a fat. jui<y piece of the pie, and was not to be cheated out

of it. And England had. through the Persian Oil Company, held

the monopoly in Albany since 19*20.

The British Government, who possessed the controlling vote in

Persian Oil, began to move. Revolution immediately followed, the

Government was overthrown, and England's favourite, Achmed Zogu.

elected himself dictator.

Meanwhile, the Shell Corporation bad not been idle in Italy.

They had got hold of a copy of the correspondence concerning the

briberies and banded it over to the Socialist Party. Matteotti was

commissioned to make a complaint in the Chamber.

Carrying the documents in his portfolio, he set out on his errand

and was murdered en route by a Fascist mob. whose leader waa

one Duroini.

Who had told the Fascists that Matteotti was in possession of the

proofs ? It haa never been revealed, but one may easily make a gueaa

when contemplating the consequences of this murder.

After the assassination of Matteotti the Shell Corporation and the

British Empire hid the situation well in baud. Publications of the

briberies might have been fatal to Fascism just then, and Mussolini

was compelled to annul the Sinclair contract and leave the monopoly

in the hands of the Sboll Corporation, while the Eoglish Government’s

interests in Albany were well guarded by Achmed Zogu. “ The
dagger of Dumini was hardened in the fire of American oil," writes

the Swiss Socialist, Reinbard, in his pamphlet "Oil."

The first real support rendoredto Hiller came from the moat power-

ful man in the armament industry, Tbyasen. No wonder. It was

all irnpottaut to him 10 see iu power the man who in his book " Mein

Kanipf " pondered the question "How beet to instil into the minds of

60 million pooplo a common feeliog of shame and hate till it bursU

into an ever-spreading conflagration oat of whose heat will rise one
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tingle, steeled intent and one single cry:
4t Give us back our arms 1

11

Tbc author of
‘ 4 H:tlcr over Europe/' Earneit Henri. dercribes in

this book bow Tbysscn arranged everything. He reloaded the indue-

try to pay ft certain amount to the electoral campaign of the Notional-

Socialist Party by levying o special tax or all coal and etrol works,

and, so a* not to damugo these industries, the price of coal was

raised. Thus, the entire German population paid for Hitler’s election

campaign without knowing if.

The very first mac ouUide of Germany that offered Hitler his

assistance was no other than Sir Henry Deterding. Soviets had

confiscated hia oil properties in Russia and both he and Rockefeller

had suffered enormous losses by Soviet Russia's oil competition id

Europe. Communism waB fast spreading in Germany, forcing her

Socialist Government to favour Russia.

Deterding saw in Hitler a splendid ally who had immediately put

an end to the intercourse between the Red Army of Soviet Russia and

the German Reicfcawehr

A re-armed Germany with new gigantic toad construction* ftnd

with o flourishing automobile industry would enable Deterding to

reconquer a fair put of the European market for the Shell Oil.

Big Finance of tfffe U. S. A. was al«> beginning to look uskance

at the German situation. Five bankers, representing Standard Oil

and Shell and others, were summontd to a conference in Wall Street.

The opinion was that only apolitical revolt in Germany would ho

abl* to make better conditions for capitalist interests, and it wan there-

fore resolved to send a trusted commissioner to Germany to negotiate

with Hitler.

To the German nation Nazism rucaDs the same as does Fascism

to Italy :
an exploiting system to fill the coffers of big industry, the

militarisation of its entire population, Bnd the standard of living

reduced to it* lowest level.

Industry, collectively speaking, ba* woven a net that spans tho

world, each single industry being but a knot in the fabric. The big

trusts aro stockholders of the banks, and the hank d hector* hold

share* in the trusts. This system forms ati invulnerable bulwark

against tbc DOn-possessing classes and is never weakened by

competition.

Whenever the munition industries claim that war :s unavoid-

able one may rest assured that all industries will profit by it.
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In this capitalist world there uo longer exists any sort of enter-

prise whose nationalism goes further than the consideration of profit.

If the war industry seems to pcoroke public opinion more than tho

others. it is only because it offers the most glaring examples. But

the fltmo'phere that breeds war is not created by it. On the contrary,

the war industry is th.- effect. The capitalist systom alone is respon-

sible for that atmosphere. For a commonwealth that is not founded

on necessities but on profit must inevitably lead to war.

In the hands of capitalist power national feeling has been shaped

in'o a weapon, alb-it this power does not even know the meaning

of the word : national feeling, nor for that matter of its caricature:

nationalism.

They are the unscrupulous powers representing those higher

considerations that no government can escape, and they will finally

decide the fate of Spam, in spire of her efforts and glorious

heroism.



“ IF WINTER COMES—BENGAL PARLIA-
MENT FOR EVER

"

Br
“ OurnA.N op the Storm "

T
HE loug nightmare of the first session of the Bengal Legislative

Assembly is just over. Time has now oome for the historian to

tako stock of its achievements. Bards will no doubt, iD days to come,

sing paeans of praise about its beneficent activities lo generations yet

unborn. Psychologists will attempt an analysis of its intellectual

aroma: philosophers will yet attempt a distinction between pre-

destination and freedom of will.

The unwarranted child of Sir Samuel Hoare saw the light of day

on the 1st April, 1937—an auspicious day according to the English

calendar. Situate in front of the ever green Eden Gardens,

on the banks of the sscred Gauge*, hemmed in between the

Government House and our Palace of Justice called the High

Court buildings, the Rengal Parliament House raises its domed

head. It cost the tax-pByers of Bengal a small 6uui of 30 lacs of

rupees. Shut out from light and air, defying the sweltering heat of

the plains, liviog under artificial cooling arrangements—which some-

times fail—the Bengal Legislative Chamber has its habitation there

perpetually reminding one of Hie size of the earth. The cushioned

scats of members represent mythology and classical history. At tho

head of the round-table conference sits the majestic throne of the

Hon'blo Mr. Speaker: the canopy over his head with a tiger painted

on it, snarls at members who sit in the amphitheatre feasting their

eyes on the glories of the gladiatorial combats so ofteu enacted in the

House. Towards the right of the Speaker are located the world-

renowned Treasury Benches. There eit iD all their glory und majesty

with the Captain.General Mr. Fazlul Huq's sporting eleven. No. 1

Treasury Bench is occupied by the Chief Minister and the Minister for

Finauce—symbolical probably of the fifty-fifty arrangement in Bengal.

The backmost bench intended for the Treasury is occupied by two

2
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Honourable Ministers—Mr. Mukunda Behari Mallick representing tbs

newly coined scheduled ca&'es of Bengal nud Mr. Sahid Suhrawardy,

ike great Minister for Labour in the province. On it also nit two

Moslem ladies of the Coalition Party probably to giro support

to the motley Ministry in their hours of trial and despair. Towards

the right of the Treasury Benches arc arranged seats for the Moslems

of the Coalition Party—the " brothere-in-faith
" of the Chief Minister.

The** benches present a variegated liuo to the Bouse. Gentlemen

in immaculate " achbanB,” in English clothes defying the cun* of the

tailors of Bond Street, and gentlemen with the fez and turban delight

the bearls of our popular Ministers. Beside them sit the mixed crowd

of nondescripts, plutocrats and democrats in various shape, size and

colour. On the left of the Speaker are stretched the Congress Benches ;

clad in snow-white " khaddur " the members perched on them look

mystic, samite, wonderful. They represent the spectacle of a united

front. Towards tbeir left sit the members of the Proja Party. They

arr yet under two dags. They are regarded as the rump by the

Coalition Moslem Party, and are a constant source of trouble and

anxiety to the Government of the day. The Chief Minister is very un-

willing to recognise their independent existence. His methods are

always prophylactic. He is ever anxious to see that infection of re-

bellion may not spread in his camp. Towards the left of the Proja

Party are seated the Europeans dankod by Anglo-Indians, Indian-

Christians and several members who are either individualists or

independents.

'• Pride in their port, defiance in their eye.

You see the Lords of humankind seated by."

The first business of the new Assembly waa to elect its Spruber

and Deputy Speaker. The Congress Party supportod tlie candidature

of Kumar Shib Sekhareswar Roy, a stalwart tnombor of the old Legis-

lature. He was not a member of the Congress Party but lie Becured

the confidence of the Congress partly because lie was for some time

President of the old Bengal Legislative Council and partly because,

alone of all public men in Bengal, ho had tho courage to resign his

scat from the Ministry of the day. The Moslem Group in the

Assembly nominated Khan Bahadur Azizul Huq, C.I.E. Notwith-

standing the romance of tho uncontented return of Mr. Huq from a
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Moslem constituency, bia co-religionists could not secure him a place

amongst Mr. Fazlul Huq’e sporting eleven. We do not know the

charges against him : like many others he was and is a good Moslem

offering his daily prayers to God Almighty with deep devotion and

sincere religious conviction. He held the portfolio of Education in

the province Ho was, thus, one who was translated from Log Cabin

to White House, yet he failed to secure recognition from his co-follow-

era of the faith. The numerous addresses of welcome which saluted his

nsiog sun when installed os Minister, creaked and writhed in agony.

In the contest, Mr. Azizul Huq got the consolation prize offered by the

Ministry—the Speakership.

The second ad of the Legislature was to consider an adjournment

motion moved on belmlf of the Congress Party to draw public atten-

tion to the grievances of numerous strikers in the jute mills round

about Calcutta. The adjournment motion was talked out. Solemn

assurances were given by the Chief Minister and Minister for labour

that the just and legitimate grievances of the strikers and their Trade

Unions would be redressed No assurance was forthcoming that tbo

machinery of conciliation Iioards would be set in motion
;

and the

solemn promises were in course of time alleged to have been duly

broken. After two days, the Assembly was prorogued.

•25th of April 1937, is a red-letter day in the history of the Assembly.

The Finance Minister, Mr. Nalini Ranjau Sarkar introduce! his much

advertised budget. Newspapers in the province blazoned forth the

glad tidings of a new Gospel—a surplus budget. The people of Bengal

wondered if a wizard had Come who by the touch of bia magic wand

could cure Bengal's pernicious financial anaemia sinco tho days of tbo

iniquitous Me*Um award. Mr. Sarkar read his speech in his inimitable

sing-song-voice with a tumblerful of water in between for three long

hours. As a piece of composition, Mr. Barker's manuscript perora-

tion did not lack the fire of a lover—the imagery of a painter—the

vision of a poet—the denunciation of a prophet. Mr. Sarkar delivered

his Funeral oration on the Congress work, on Congress workers and

Congress sufferers. He dilated on the virtues of the doubtful gift of

Pandora's balloting urn, on the prospects of industrial and commer-

cial development in the province, on the existing and prospective

swwt relationship betweeu labour and capital, on the canker of

terrorism in politics. He abed gallous of tears on the needs of
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compulsory primary education throughout the province, on improvement

of its irrigv.ional facilities, its inland waterways, and sang a tragic song

on agriculture and the poor agriculturists, “ Behind the plough,

said the honourable Minister, " is the man with tbc plough. with hi*

ignorance Bnd superstition, his crusted tradition* and hla rusted

implements, his thnftlcssness and hia tragic fatalism.' ’ Discussion

on the budget which Mr. Speaker limited in the case of private

members from 15 minutes to 3 minutes revealed the fact that the

much advertised story of the surplus was a myth due to acceptance by

tbc Government of India of the Niemeyer Report. The liabilities of the

province to the extent of more than 8 crores together with annual

interest charges had been wiped out and the re-allotment of the export

duty on jute gave to Bengal an increase in revenue to the extent of 45

lacs of rupee* this year. The touch abused bureaucratic Government

spent last year the sum of about 11 crores and 90 laca out of a total

revenue of about II crores and 95 lac*. The reformed administration

under our self-styled popular Ministers proposed to spend for this year

the sum of 12 crores 20 lacs out of an expected revenue of about 12

crores 54 lac*. A simple pieces* of mathematical addition and subtrac-

tion yielded a surplus of 34 lacs. May propaganda live loug !

Mr. Sarkar's budget did not |uopose to spend one single farthing for

his first article of faith, namely, free and compulsory primary education.

He did not effect any retrenchment in the top-heavy administration ; be

made no proposal for economy. He did not visualize the reduction of

additional taxation to tho extent roughly of 2 crores and 68 lacs which

this proviuofl has since 1921-22 been called upon to pay us tbc price of

a hypocritical pseudo-democracy. The Congress Party offered sugges-

tions and criticisms to the financial proposals. Suggestions were

relegated by tlw> popular ministry to the category of oblivion. The

most valiant reply to criticisms was au earnest plea on tho part of the

Ministry’s lack of time.

" Time’s grey minions, pleased you we
Time, your Master, governs me."

Four months of ardaous labour on the cool heights of Darjeeling

with an entire paraphernalia at tho poor tvx-p»yer‘s expense produced

the proverbial ' mon-e.' To the expenditure side of the budget must

be added the total coat of the introduction of Provincial Autonomy
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in the Gangetic Talley : that cost would include the salary and

main'eoance charges of tire Statutory Public Services Commission,

the salaries, the alowan-es the remuneraiion of the Speaker,

the Deputy Spcubor, tbe President, the Deputy President, the

Ministers and the members of both the Houses of the Legislature,

These items of expenditure, when added together, would saddle the

province with un aonual recurring finamial liability of over thirty lakhs

till tliis constitution is mended or ended. The ministry, by Hill,

proposed their own salary
; the Chief Minister was to get the sun. of

3.UW rupees per month and his other ten colleagues 2..WO rupees per

month in addition a monthly allowance ranging between 400 and 500

rupee?. Tbe members of the two Houses of the Legislature, tho

Government Bill proposed, would receive, each of them, a monthly

salary of 125 rupees and, in addition, a daily allowance of 6 rupees,

when the Legislature was in session. Tbe sahry of the Speiker was

fixed at 2,000 rupees with an additional allowance of 5CO rupees a

month. In vain did members from the Congress Benches table propo-

sals for the deletion of the salary of the members ; in vain did they

propose tho reduction of the salaries and allowances of the Ministers,

the Speaker, and the President, to the Congress figure of Rapees 500

plus an allowance every month. Tbe Government of the day was not

prepired either to listen to appeal or to reason- Tho ministry and

its supporters attempted to drown the Congress proposals in contempt

aad ridicule. Then the Legislative Assembly was entertained with a

strange constitutional spectacle of remorse of conscience engendered by

the revolt amongst tbe great Ministers and their followers. The very

night t lift! the Finance Minister was piloting the Ministers’, tbo

Speaker’s and the Members’ Emolument Bill with pride at the prow

and pleasure at the helm, the Minister fer Labour supported an

increase in tho salaries and the allowance* of the members. His

proposal was to increase the salary of each member from 125 rupee*

to 150 rupees a month and to increase the daily allowance to R«. 12-8 as.

each member per effective day of siltin'. In a moment of self-

forgetfulness compulsorily liquidated into self-denial, tbe Ministry

dropped the proposals in the bill for mon'hly allowances. Probably

without the concurrence of the Speaker, who was presiding over The

question of h.s own salan
.
the Ministry dioppe. like hot polarnc* the

proposal for his monthly allowance rs well. There was a guffaw of

sardonic laughter in high Olympus ! The salaries and allowances of
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members were increased t" the figure proposed by Mr. Buhrawardy—the

Minister f->r Ltb»ur. In vain «fid rli« Congress Benches sigh and

exclaim: " F r Greeks a blush for Greece a tear.” The followers of

the Faithful Uujhe.l. Tlve Corn-res? Benches swore! ‘ He laugh* beet

who laughs hr..'
1

During the session two adjournment motions were moved from

the Congress flenches f >r the purpose of censuring the Government

over the question of re|'itri*tion of the hunger-strikers in the Anda-

mans and for focussing the attention of the public upon the detenus.

Tbc Minister for Home Affairs, Khajs Sir Xajimuddin— lie, indeed does

bear a weighty aud a mighty name—circulated printed literature in

order to prove that the proverbial seventh heaven bad come down on

the emerald isles called the Andamans. With his holy staff he

preached the doctrine of Law and Ordor justified the denial of funda-

mental rights to the citizens in the name of the age-worn tale of tho

political expediency, in detaining men and women indefinitely impri-

eoned without charge—without a trial. Tn pious anger and in holy

grief the weighty frame of the mighty Minister shook when he

attempted to prove through the medium of the printing press that

on an allowance of 10 rupees a month a detenu could obtain all neces-

saries and all the luxuries of life—hie books, his clothes and lost of all

in* food. What a menu did the noblo Minister place on the table of

the persecuted detenu ? Turkey and fowl, icc-cream and porridge—rich

repast which Dionysus or Bacchus of Greek mythology or Indra or

Janardaoa in the days of old in Aryyabaita might very well envy.

Plethora of promises was once more given to be followed blindly in

proper time by smooth excuses— by the prodigal circulation of stories

of deliberate conflict of jurisdiction between the Government of Bengal

and the Government of India.

Two matters of pristine educational interest riveted the attention

of our Legislators during trie session. The one referred to the use of

*' Lotus and Sreo " cn tbc crest ard on the seal of the University of

Calcutta. The Chief Minister explained to a breathlessly worshipful

audience that neither ‘Srcc’ nor 'lotus’ was by itself objectionable to

Islam but that the chemical or even the mechanical combination of

both was idolatry and therefore opposed to the fundamental tenet* of

Islam. Id his religious zeal and in his desire to strengthen the bonds

of bis ramshackle party, the Chief Minister forgot the lessons of history,

•ould not understand the indelible facts unearthed by the science of
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numismatics. The Calcutta University, we hear, on paiu of forfeiture

of tbe annual subsidy granted by the Legislature has been called upon

to explain this grave dereliction of duty. The autumnal clouds whis-

pered the appointment of a Royal Commission for solving this insoluble

problem of the crest and the seal. Wc hope and trust that Gcd

Almighty may not convert ihe #ral into a hippopotamus!

One of the Government Colleges affiliated to the Calcutta Univer-

sity—tbe Kaj&hahi College, hoary with the sanctity of age, came up

next for discussion. Au adjournment motion was tabled by the Con-

gress Party. Owing to difference of opinion between the Hindu and

the Moslem students living in the hostel* attached to the College and

the tactleBeneea on the part of the officiating Hindu Principal, iho

Ministry of Education without reference either to the Governing Body

of the College or to the University of Calcutta hud passed a ‘firman'

closing down the college sine die. Tbe Chief Minister's replies to

tbe criticisms were characteristic. Tbe Rajshahi College, it was argued,

enjoyed large cudowinente from rich Hindu Zamioder benefactors.

These Zaniinders, said tbe irresistible logic of the Chief Minister, were

the creatures of the Musalman rule, therefore the endowments given by

them owed their paternity to the Muslim ruler* who have long vanish-

ed from the page* of history. The institution is a Government College.

Since the majority of the people in thi* province are Muslima, therefore

the college which enjoys Government patronage is a college maintained

by monies paid as revenue by the predominant section of tire popula-

tion—the Muslima. Had the Chief Minister lived a few’ centuries

away from our time a seventh system of Riudu philosophy might have

been boro. We need not yet despair.

The most important ad of the Legislature was the passing

of the Bengal Tenancy Legislation. Iu the noble desiro for achieving

glory and fame and for the betterment of the condition of the actual

tillers of the soil, the present Government—the Government of the day

in Bengal which may justly he described in the classical phrase of Disraeli

aB an “organised hypocrisy
1
'—hurried through the Legislature a measure

of first rate magnitude without skill, and at the sacrifice of every single

principle of legislation and jurisprudence. The origtnal purpose of the

Government was to refer the proposed bill to a select committee. Sir

BijoypraBad Singha Roy. the Revenue Minister, in fact proposed a

select committee of only 34 members—the committee did not include

one single representative from that section of the Proja Party which
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ia regarded as the rump by orthodoxy. The Congress naturally

entered a demurrer not only against the inflated size of the proposed

committee but also against tho omission of the names of that section

of the Pruja Parly which sits towards its left. The result was that

the followers of the Faithful resolved upon the rushing of tho bill

through the Legwlutorc without export koowiedge, without legislative

guidance, without mature deliberation atid anxious consideration. The

pilot, Sir Bijoypraaad Singha Roy, torn between qualms of conscience,

if any, and the dire necessity of sticking to Ilia post, led his ship astray

to shoals and shallow miseries. The bill, as framed by or under the

supervision of the Revenue Minister, has suffered such mutilation

that as pushed by the Assembly it cannot recognise its identity

or its paternity. Pride and dignity, the universally accepted

principle of cabinet solidarity, constitutional propriety, legislative

competence, were all (aerified on the altar of the Moloch of

cupidity. The bill has passed the Legislature. As forcefully pointed

out by the Leader of the Opposition, Mr. Serat Bo«e, it confers no

benefit whatever on the toiling millions—the actual tillers of the

soil: it does not ameliorate the condition of the under-riot. Tho

zemindar has indeed becu smothered
;
his right of pre-emption, his

right to ‘ nszorana ' and ’ salami ’ his right to interest a! the

uneconomical high rate of 12 per cent, per annum lias, it is true, been

taken away but like a tiger mauled, he writhes, he is not yet dead.

Longsiaoding tralition, custom, usage, sanctity of agreements have

been legislated away in a cataract uf frenxy. The Finance Minister’s

" plough men " behind the plough with his " crusted traditions and

his rusted implements,” homeward plods bis weary way and leaves

the world to darkness and to the ministry. To the congratulatory

messages which the ears of Sir Bijoy Prosad welcomed oil tho night

of 30th September, 1037, his reply might just as well have been

“ Tear., jd!e teurs. 1 know not what they mean
Tears, from the depth of some divine despair.”

The last important measure in the Assembly this session was

brought forward by the Minister for Labour. He had been at great

pains for some time past over tho Maternity Bill. This bill baa been

eferred by the Assembly to a select committee of expert gj uaecologists

n the Legislature. Dame rumour tells us that the Congress members

vbo are always regarded as banen critics by the Government of tho
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day and it* followers will sponsor a paternity hill in the next action.

Whether the purpose ol the bill will be loeoeonrage raoro children as

in Nazi Germany or in Fascist. Italy or whether its purpose would be to

protect fathers from the unwarranted ravages of the society for the

prevention of cruelty towards animals, futurity alone can say The

framers of ibe proposed measure might just as well strk the assistamc

of the famous French Jurist Girard around whose Laureate brow the

world-famous French Academy wore its crown of wild olive in bis

chapter on " Patria Poteitas " (patern il power). Girard makes the

cynical observation: " maternity is a question of fact, paternity 16 a

question of opinion." So tbo sun behind the clouds is dancing once

more, so the ea-tern breezo bears within its womb the corning winter,

»' the ripple* on tbo river Ganges are playing about. The Bengal

Legislative Assembly stands prorogued

—

” Oh joy I that in our embers,

I* something that dotb live

Tbst Nature >*t remembers

What was at fugitive."

"OariiAX ov the Siosm"



A MAN OF MYSTERY : APAJI ANGRIA
Profbssor S. N. Sbs, M.A., PB.D.

A
VERITABLE man of mystery was Apaji, son of Kanhoji Angria,

lord of Kolaba, chief admiral of the Maratha flghciu” fleet anil

"soourgo of the western coast." Two of hie letters addressed to

Brahmendra Swami, the holy man of Dhavdasbi, are still extant, 1 He

waa specifically mentioned by name in a letter addressed to the Peehwa

curly in 1748.* He joined the Mudugad expedition and fought against

hi» brother TuLji. Vet we know next to nothing about him. The

saint of Dhavdashi waa not likely to take the trouble of addressing Ajaji

about grants of rent-free lands unless he was in a position to confirm

them. He would not be recommended to the Peshwa as a fit person

for His HighDess's patronage hud ho boen a mere man of straw.

Apparently he played a part, however insignificant, in the complicated

history of his times
;
but strangely enough, bis name finds no place in

the official account of the Angria family submitted to the land

alienation commissioner,3 and we seek in vain any reference to Apaji

in the chronicle of the Angrias (Hakikal), ascribed to Dabir.4 a family

servant. How can we explain Ibis anomaly ? How could a son of

Kanhoji, who made a bid for pawer against to formidable a rival as

Tulaji, be entirely forgotten by the posterity ?

Kanhoji was a much married man ond he left a numerous progeny.

Six of his sona, bom in and out of wedlock, are known by name.

Reference is made in Dabir'e Hakikal to Sckhoji, Sauibhuji, Manaji,

Tulaji and Dbondji, while the official family history asserts that by

his first wife Kanhoji had two sous, ftekhoji and Sambhaji, his second

wife bore him two others, Manaji and Tulaji ; Yeraji, Dhondji aud

others were his natural sons. 9 Was Apaji one of those others

whose names were either forgotten or deemed unworthy of mention

when the official history was compiled ? Or should we identify Apaji

' Pub* nU. B Soumi. [c. 90T-2i*

.
/'<*» tlif PwfciM 04/nr. Vfll. 2l. p. 19.

|
Kufpili Yoi„.,ie.,.p 1-25.

* , '1" //cilAjf in Pivunii'S IlaUu Sttpralla.
» KiiftWi r*Ju. t p. «.
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with one of the six Angria brother* mentioned above ? The problem

has engaged the attention of Maralha historians for sometime past,

but I prefer to leave it alone for the present. Suffice to say that

Rajwade tried to identify Apaji with Manaji, while Sirdesai makes

a tentative suggestion that Yesaji and Apaji were probably identical

persons. It may be added here that according to the official history,

Kanlioji's natural sous including Yeaji and Dhondji had originally

been attached to Manaji at Kolaba, but Dbondji and Yesaji joined

in a conspiracy against Manaji which ended in a failure. As a

consequence the disloyal brothers were thrown into prison and

Yesaji was deprived of his sight. Subsequently, however, the blind

man succeeded in effecting his escape. He sought asylum with the

Portuguese of Ctwul (Revdanda) where he was joined by his wife and

children 1 Yesaji'* son Bsbu Rao, more fortunate than hi* father,

usurped the principality of Kolaba with the support of Sindhia after

the death of Manaji’g son Raghuji.

Murathi chronicles, therefore, offer uo clae as to Appaji's identity

and throw no light on bis lifo and exploits. L tebily he was not equally

ignored by contemporary Portuguese writers, and a brief account of

Apaji, published at Lisbon as early as 1750, may be reproduced here

for what it is worth. The author, Jo*? Praire Monteroyo Miscarenha*

treated of Indian affairs in hi* Epawphon Indica, the first part of

wbtcli appeared m 1746. rhe second and third parts foil iwed in 1717,

the fourth saw the light next yeai (1746.1, the fl.tb in 1750 and the

sixth part was published two years later in 1753. Tnis interesting

work might have been continued further, for Mascaredbas proposed

to give an arcouat of what happened in India during the viceroyalty

of the Marquis of Castello Novo, who did not vacate office till 1750,

but the subsequent parts of the Epanaphor
, if ever published, have

not been preserved.

According to Mascarenhaii,2 Kanboji had two wives, of whom the first

was Sekhoji and Sambhaji's mother, while the second bore Appaji and

another son who remains nameless. According to I he Hindu la v Apaji

should have succeeded bis elder brother Sambliaji in the principalities of

Kolaba and Gberiu
,
hut lie was robbed of bis patrimony by two bastards,

Tulaji and Manaji. When Sliahu concluded a treaty of partition with

» Kaifitali Uiu, r- 7.
f For the entire aornliie ur Eptuaphw Min, Tan V, pp. -2s- tG.
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hie cou siou, Bambbaji of Kolhapur, the overloidabip of u part of

the Angrian principality was assigned to the latter. But Tuluji

refused to acknowledge bis rights and declined to pay him, tributes.

Sambhaji, unable to enforce his claims proposed an alliance

with the Portuguese Viceroy against Tulaji, but the Portuguese

Government were not in a position to accept bis offer at that

moment. Failing to secure Llieir co-operation. Sambhaji turned to

8bahu, who advised him to make a common arose with Apaji. It

was settled at the time that Satubbaji should wage war against

Tulaji by land jointly with Apaji Angna and the Sawaut of Wari,

while the Portuguese should be induced to undertake a naval expedi

tiou against Gberia. Not content with formulating this scheme, Slinbu

commissioned Dorn Antonio Jose lleuriques, the Portuguese agent

at Satara, to prococd to Goa and persuade the Viceroy to participate

in the project. But the services of the Portuguese fleet weie urgently

needed elsewhere a3 it was ucoessarv to convoy the merchant fleet

from the south and the north, and the Viceroy politely excused himself.

Tuluji, however, leulited the gravity of his situation and decided to re

move Apaji by means fair or foul. Some of his trusty follower

pretended to desert ‘Tulaji on some suitable pretexts un i were readily

welcomed by Apaji. They availed themselves of cite earliest opportunity

of executing their foil dcsigo. The murder of Apaji nat urally incensed

Shahu and he incited the chief of Wari to fight Tulaji. The campaign,

however, ended in Angria’a favour. Shabu then summoned Tuluji to

Satara. Tulaji paid a visit to the royal court where a judicious dis-

tribution of presents procured him an unqualified pardon. after which

he safely returned to his head quarters at Gheiia.

Huch, in short, is tho account or Apaji Ahgria, his claims to

Kanboji’s fief, his association with the Chhalrapati of Kolhapur, and

his tragic cod which Maicarenlias inserted m his narrative of Indian

events in 1748. The story i» not so pbantastic os It may appear at.

first sight. According to the family history, Tulaji and Manaji were tbeir

father's legitimate issuo but. as Mr. Sardesui has observed, the legiti-

macy of Tulaji and his brothers most remain an open question.' The
official history of the family is by no means infallible, for it errs about

the date of Kanhoji’s death.* Mr. P. K. Gode of the Bbandarkar

' Sudani, Martthi Hiyntt, Madhjo I'lMmn, Vo). T, p. 3M,
’ Kaifodi, p. S, ttys tb« Kaolioii dial in 1781 wheim to

J n- 1790. 8<e 9fo. MAfTary Sptrn o/ rtf tforolASi, p. 'J12.

pi.ted jw.y oa SHh
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Research Institute b&s recently published a paper on the Mudagad

expedition in which his ancestor played u prominent part*. 1 In that

enterprise Apaji co-operated with the Panta Amatya of Bavada and

the Savant of Wari. The Pant, Amatya was one of the principal

ministers of Sambhaji of Kolhapur, and if Dabir*n chronicle is to be

believed, be had some sort of claim to Ratnagiri, ouc of the principal

naval stations of Tulaji with which the latter refused to part. 2 The

Marquis of Cas ello Novo, better known as the Marquis of Alooua,

admits that Sambhaji had about 1748 proposed au alliance with

him against Tulaji and he also refer* to the “recent reduction of

M&ama” a by the Savant. Reference baa been made to the reduction

of Tulaji’s stronghold of Mudagar by the joint efforts of Apaji,

the Savant of Wari, Bhagarao! Kao Atnatya (of liavde) and the

Pratinidb) of Vishalgad. In a letter, addressed to the Peshwa early

in 1746, the writer urges Apaji s claim to the Peshwa'* support

and alsio refers to TuUji'a intended visit to the royal court. 4 So far,

Mascarenbaa’ nantui^ is substantially corroborated by independent

evidence and the story of Apaji's murdei may not be unfounded,

for the Portuguese writer seems to have been uncommonly well,

versed in Maratha affairs.

As to Apaji*s identity, Mascaienhas offers but a negative clue.

As be mentions Sekfaoji, Sambhaji, Tulaji and Mvnaji besides Apaji,

it follows that Apaji cannot reasonably bo idcolifi»>d with any one

of those four. That leaves two alternatives. Apaji may either be

identified with Vesaji or Dbondji, or he m3>* be one of those s^ns of

Kunhoji who remain nameless in all the chronicles, Marathi or foreign,

contemporary or otherwise, hitherto available to us.

* B. mtul I'lrttimTy Jm/mJ, Vol. V, Part t\ , pj.. »64.
* Anft* Wdt/Xjr u. II.
* r*r.. 8lv4<ti in lnd*n Htstcrtt, p. *it2

. p.

* S4<4«t&M /ro in flu* PtAuo'i DvfUf^ vot.24, p. IV.



REFUTATION OF IDEALISM.'

JlTRNDHA Kl'MAll CHAKRAVARTY. M .A

\ |
Y seal aim is to examine Kant's iranner of refuting idealism; but

1*1 aa that would unduly restrict the 9copc of the present enquiry 1

prefer the wider, or rather indeterminate, expression and outitie it as

Refutation of Idealism.

At the outset I should like to clear up certain points. It seems

as if one who sets out to refute idealism cannot agree to call himself

an idealist. And although it is not safe to dogmatise what sort of

philosophy on the positive tide is indicated in the rejectiuu of idealism

one naturally feels that the opponents of idealism are the realists, and

in discussing refutation of idealism we are usually led to think of the

realist's plan of attack. But when we come to Kaot's treatment of

the problem there is a strange spectacle opened before us. It is not

as a transcendental realist that he proceeds to attack idealism He

*tvle9 himself a transcendental idealist and 'makes this idealism the base

of his operations against what ordinarily passes for idealism

There are before uh two distinct ways of exposing the precarious-

uessof the idealist's position. One is associated with Kant and the

other with the modern realist. I am inclined to believe that the

right of denouncing idealism properly belongs to one who himself avows

idealism of some sort. In the light of this the professional realist

must be in an awkward situation when he moves forward in his

Campaign against idealism.

The task before me in the present connection may be summed up

briefly in tho following questions:

I. Which one of the two rival doctrines ol idealism and realism

is in a happier position to refute the sort of idealism that needs

refutation ?

•i. Is idealism necessary to lead an attack against idealism ?

and lastly

3. How fur does Kant keep loyal to tho idealistic traditions in

exposing the weakness of idealism itself ?

1 K..S bstore lb* C.loQiu FlilInKffclcal SaeWly.
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If idealism as a philosophic doctrine is offensive ami disappointing

the problem is put to the student to determine the proper mould in

which to cast his philosophy to keep clear of the taint of idealism.

Kant claims the credit of having found out the longed-for mould.—

a

thing which even the keenest realist failed to discover. 1 want to

examine whether such a claim is anything more than a mere boast on

the part of the critical philosopher.

Roughly speakiDg there arc, according to Kant, two types of

idealism.—Formal and Material. 'The formal type is what Kant himself

was led to adopt after a careful investigation of tho constitution of

the real in so far as it is an object of knowledge. The vital problem

beforo him was not concerning the ontological issue of the nature of

the real. He was indifferent to such an inquiry. What primarily

engaged hi* attention was how reality as known is necessarily consti-

tuted. In investigating this question it became apparent that know-

ledge with its characteristics of universality and necessity must be

a priori aud at the same time it must refor to an object. The key-

problem with Kant thus came to be formulated in the following

manner: How a priori cognitions have objective validity ?

It made him draw a line between the formal and tho material

clement of knowledge. The materia! element is received through the

faculty of sensibility as the manifold data of sense and is independently

grounded, whilst the formal principles through which the unformed

data of sense aie organised into a well-ordered unity Lave their origin

in tlie knowing subject himself and are a prion. This is how Kant

formulates his doctrine of formal idealism. The significant point in

Formal idealiem lies in this that while on one 6ide it maintain* the

ideality of the forma! principles of knowledge it denies on (lie other

side, and with equal force, that the object of knowledge can be either

resolved into an idea or indentified with the {dependent tiling- in-il self.

By his foimal idealism Kant set himself to opposition to the stand-

point alike of material idealism and of transcendental realism.

By ordinary idealism Kant usually means material idealism.

What material idealist stands for will have to be g.ice into carefully,

for without this we cannot appreciate the point in Kant's Refutation of

idealism. The expression material idealism is vague. Its use was

nccceaitatc-d by the demand for u term to mark out the position of

those usually styled idealists from Kant's own standpoint. Inas-

much as Kant conceded ideality to the formal principles of knowledge
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alone, il was fit and proper that hie position be named a- formal ideal-

ism, As contrasted with formal idealism material idealism signifies

the view that draws no line between the formal and material factors of

knowledge and treats the object of knowledge, whole and eutire, as

ideal, i.c., representations of consciousness. Interpreted in this manner

it become* intelligible why thinkers so widely divergent as Plato and

Descartes, Berkeley and Home should all be ranked as idealists.

In defining idealism Kant does not stick to the same form of ex-

pression always. Sometimes he describes it as embodying tho

assertion that ‘nothing but thinking entities exist. On other occasions

he writes: ‘ tho position of all genuine idea'ista from the Eleatics to

Bishop Berkeley is contained in tho formula: “All cognitions through

the senses and experience i‘ nothing but mere illusion and only in the

ideas of pure understanding and reason is there truth. " And on

another occasion he proceeds to state that the central point of ideal-

ism is not in the denial of the existence of outer objects of the senws,

but in holding that we can never, by way of any possible experience,

bo completely certain of their reality.

The contention of idealists underlying all these varied forms of

expressions may be described as emphasising the reality of spiritual

entities and a consequent distrust of the testimony of the sense.* con-

cerning things of the outside world Whatever tlie senses reveal

reguidng outer objects is aheer illusion, on the other hand we have

compleite certainty of all that is apprehended by idea* of pure under-

standing. Ordinary idealism thus covers tliroo distinct tenets :

(It Spirit alone is real, (2) truo knowledge, i.c., knowledge of

reality, is possible through understanding and reason independently of

any aid of sensibility, and lastly, (3) inner oxperienco, viz . , ideas and

representations of con'ciousness carries immediate certainty with it,

whereas outer experience of things and objects is problematic and

unreliable. How these points connect with one another f need not

discuss at present.

Kant’* refutation doc* not touch the first point. He is not con-

cerned to dispute the proposition that reality i3 spiritual or that spirit

alone exists. From the standpoint of critical philosophy such a ques-

tion is utterly irrelevant. But the centra! significance of the critical

philosophy is developed iu tho attempt to check the soundness of the

other two lends. In the first place it was hard for the critical philo-

sopher to abide by the longstanding tradition that through ideas of
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pare understandin# and reason we comprehend (binge as tlu-v are in

themselves. In the next place it sounded queer that we are on sure

ground in respect of inner experience but not so in respect of outer

experience. To understand the first part we have to go into the entire

argument of the transcendental Aesthetic and Analytic, whilst in

regard to the second part we are required to consider the doctrine of

outer and inner sense.

Kant’s doctrine of inner seDse ia hard to grasp, but he leaves us

in little doubt about the naturo and function of the outer sense.

Sjmetimes the inner sense is spoken of as on a par with, and ana-

logous to, the outer sense, but more frequently the primacy is assigned

to tbo outer sense and the deliverauces of inoer sense are made to

depend on the function of the outer sense. Our consciousness, in the

first instance, must be of objective tbiugs outaide ua in apace and this ia

made possible tbrouuh (be agency of the outor sense. When they arc

received " the mind in the prccess of setting representations of outer

aense in apace affects itself, and is constrained to arrange the given re-

presentations likewise in time through inner senae.” Bui this view

is aguin modified by the assertion that the contents of outer aense, all

appearances without exception, are primarily representations of inner

sense. It i» not possible for us to intuit anything outside us in space

unless, through the affection of the inner sense, we are first made

aware of their presence as representations of consciousness. Of the

two senses, inner and outer, sometime* tho one sometimes the other

is given the primacy and the exact relation of the two senses is diffi-

cult to determine.

But closer attention to the details of the argument shows the real

drift of Haul's teaching. We shall understand it better if we bear

in mind at the outset the place and significance of sensibility in Hunt’s

theory of knowledge. Prior to Kant it was commonly held alike by

the natural realist and the classical idealist, however they differed in

other respects, that the mind has the power of getting direct access to

the inmost reality of things and knowing them immediately as to then-

real nature. In this account the idealists meant by thiogs, more spe-

cially the mind and its inner states, uud ascribed to the ego the power

of knowing itself and its inward contents directly by self-cons; ioue

reflection
;

the realists, on the contrary, thought more of tbc objective

things of the outside world and discovered in experience the secret

clae of knowing them as they are.

4
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Kant turned sway from euch speculations, for he suspected,

behind them all. the ioflueinx* of a tendency to occultism ut work. %
introducing the doctriue of sensibility he sought to keep clear of the

taint of mysticism On the negativo side it meant a denial to mind of

the power of jumping straight, whether it be by self-conscious refla-

tion or experience, into the essence of things. And so on the positive

side it urged that anything to be known must at first p*=s tlixough the

organ of sensibility aod be tinted in the colour of Lliie orgau. The

primary condition of anything being known is that it must be given

through sensibility >*> that the traditional belief in the mind's power

of knowing things apart from their givenneKS must he definitely

abandoned. The immediate consequonce of this i» that the given,

in view of its taking on the forms of sensibility, cannot be identical

with real thing*, &i that there is no possibility of knowing things,

inner or outer, as they are in themselves. All knowledge must be

limited tn the appearances of thing$. Within the realm of appearance

Kant recognises i twofold distinction
: **oruc belong to the outside

world m #p»ee and some to the inner world of feelings and

representation* of consctouara*. These two types of appearances

are given to ub through tbs two different organa of sensibility
, trfr. f

the outer Bcn*a and the inner uent*.

Although the outer sense baa no power of revealing to u.-* the

nature of real filings and shows ns their appearances merely, we arc

nevertheless made directly aware of tlie&e outside objects in space and

it never occurred to Kant to doubt the existence of tlieso outside

object** in space. The idealists commit a twofold blunder when they

declare that the mind has a power of knowing itself and its inner

contents directly by *elf-von*ciou* reflection nod from these immediate

revelations of coitrttousnos pas*. on by inference to outer objects.

Kant's doctrine of inuer -enso i* a definite reply to this, for by inner

-ensc he clearly negatives (lie suggestion that the mind independently

of itself lifts the power of kuowing itself and its contents. There cun

be no awareness of these contents unless they are given through

the inner senae. But inner experience, in Kant's opinion, ia condi-

tioned by outer experience. This is developed in the theorem that

•• the mere, but empirically determined
,
consciousness of my own

existence proves the existence of objects in epoco outside me.*' The
significance of this proof rests on the fact that the consciousness of my
own existence is bound up with consciousness of the succession of
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thoughts, ideas and feelings present to inner sense. But it is nol

l»058ible lor the inner sense to intuit a succession of feelings and ideas

excepttbrough the intuition, by the outer sense, of something perma-

nent in space. Lest there be a confusion beiweeu the representation

of something permanent in space and a permanent representation Kant

reiterated the opinion that the sense perception of the permanent is

possible only through a thing outside mo in space and not through

the rncro idea of a thing outside me. The whole argument is put in

a nutshell if we **y that we have immediate experience of outer

objects and wc do not merely imagine them or eotcrtaiu ideas of them

and that without granting this we cannot hold tha*: we have any

awarec*>s of our own existence . From this we may pass ou to the

other great mistake of the idealist's? position when the attempt is

made to pa c * on from the inaer world of subjective ftfates to the outve

world of objective things. An inference of this nature is inconclusier

and uncertain. For there may be other causes except the outer

objects in apace to account for the scream of ideas in our inner

experience. The ultimate drift of idealism must thereforo be to

remain shut op in a circle of subjective fancie* only, ^-a position

which no one in hi# senses can be persuaded to accept. And so Kant

again urges:
4

* All outer perception furnishes immediate proof of

something actual in space or rather ia the actual itself.'* The first

point in the refutation of idealism is now before us.

The question that confronts the critical philosopher now ia as to

thQ nature and constitution of the object aa immediately revealed in

outer experience. Kant raise* a warning against interpreting the

object as equivalent to the thmg-io-itscU which is indeed the position

of the transcendentat realist. Such on interpretation i* easily

mistaken as the natural presupposition of overturning idealism and

tlx? fact that Kaut makes the thing in itself the corner-stone of his

system lend* support to the view that it is from the standpoint of

transcendental realism that he proceeds to denounce idealism. But

*uch a construction is utterly at vanancc with the main teaching of

tbo critical philosophy. Transcendental realism, far from overriding

idealism, finds itself enmeshed within ihe foIJs of the same cult. It

makes the vain effort of combining together two incompatible propo-

sitions. On one side it declares that thiols are given a9 real in

themselves in independents? of our sensibility. And on the other aide

it makes inner representation- the ha.si» ol our knowledge of things.
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l'hc&e inner representations being entirely distinct irom their objects

cunnot yield assurance even of the existence of these objects. And
so in the end transcendents! realism suffers shipwreck. Things in

themselves are not the objects ol our cognition. It is therefore

out of the question to refer to them in the attempt to torn down

idealism.

It is necessary at this stage to notice the implications of the

doctrine that the object of cognition is not the Hung in itself and tho

considerations that induced Kant to say so. Taking the latter problem

first I find that here, as elsewQere, Kant's position is pre-eminently

that of an earnest enquirer over a live concrete problem He does

uot indulge in more theorising over purely hypothetical issues. His

attention was drawa to the existence of a body of knowledge of nature

which by reason of the universality and necessity of the laws incor-

porated therein ia rightly ranked as science. That a science of nature

actually exists led him to investigate into the conditions of its possi-

bility. The enquiry was carried on with a view to obtaining a

satisfactory solution of the two distinct points raised in the problem

of knowledge, viz., that it is knowledge of nature us u totality of

objects and that as knowledge it possesses neocssary validity. This

latter aspect remain* inexplicable except on the supposition of the

a-priori origin of cognition*, whereas the former aspect shows the

futility of resting on concepts of pure understanding alone for

knowledge of an object. In this Kant stood opposed to the standpoint

of the rational idealist, notably of Leibnitz The matter of knowledge.

Bit. the real, must be more than mere thought, it must be an object

of sense intuition. The real is presented to us through the faculty

of sensibility. Doe6 it follow that wo intuit the real as it is iu itself ?

Kaut’a answer is clear and definite. Our intuition of an object id in

time and space. If extension were an entity existing independently

by itself or a property inherent in the thiug it would be reasonable

to bold that what we intuit is the real itself. But Kant finds it

impossible to entertain the supposition that space is an objective

entity or an empirical concept formed by generalisations out of

experiences of individual spaces. Different spaces do not by aggrega-

tion make one space. Rather they emerge by limitation of one infinite

space. The whole is here prior to the parts and as such cannot be

built up by successive stages of comparison and abstraction of isolated

“xperiencc.a of different spaces. Space is presented, whole and entire,
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in one undivided intuition. Being prior to every eippiricai n:uition,

aa the one common universal form of all intuition, it is called

tbe a-priori form of intuition. In the transcendental exposition the

truth of this position receives additional continuation. For Kant

shows therein that such a position alone account# for the absolutely

necessary character of the mathematical scicoce#. In a similar way

time is also shown to be an a-priori form of intuition. All our

intuitions being necc*«orily in time aud upace are subjectively tinged.

Nothing therefore that i6 intuited con be a thing in itself.

As without iotuitiona no cognitions of objects are possible it

follows at once why in cognising an object we are kept removed from

the thing-in-itself. Apart from these, there are additional grounds,

derived from the nature of the cognitive process itself, to warrant the

conclusion that the object of cognition is not tbe thing-in-itself.

Intuitions are merely felt whereas knowledge is an affair of the

understanding and is concerned with the synthetised totality of

intuitions in the unity of an object. This involves bringing the

intuitions into a relational order by means of certain forma of

synthesis which as immanent modes of understanding 'self gives the

stamp of necessary unity to the intuitions and makes them into an
object. In one wav we are responsible for the mould in which an

object of knowledge is presented, in another way what is known is

known us standing over against us with the stubbornness of objectivity.

Cognitions do not result from the mere accumulation juxtaposition

and commingling of intuition* by themselves. They grow out of the

function of the understanding which is strained into action on the

presentation of intuitions. Cognitious, thus interpreted, do necessarily

involve a-priori forms, and it was this aspect of coguition that exercised

Kant's mind as to how a-priori cognitions should hold valid of objects.

And tbe answer that proved most satisfactory lav in the discovery that

the object of knowledge as regards its organised structure is itself

the creation of apriori forms. Nature as a systematic whole ol objects

is found to conform to laws of understanding, not because as is

usually supposed, these law# .ire empirically derived out of nature,

but because understanding itself nukes nature into an ordered whole

by prescribing it# own apriori laws upon the materiality ol nature.

Kant sums up the point by saying that understanding is the lawgiver

of nature and characterise# this revolutionary attitude as on a par with

tbo Copernicsn revolution id u#tronomy.
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The results of the foregoing aualysis confirm the position outlined

above that the object of knowledge though grounded in the thing-in-

i tael f is not identical with ic. The thing-in-itself undergoes a twofold

transformation in the process of knowledge
;

firstly as intuitions iu

time aud space and secoudly as their svnthetised totality, through the

principles of understanding, into the system of objects constituting

nature. When therefore it is declared thut thc-rc is u valid science

of nature what is meant is that there is a science of the totality of

phenomena which is all that is meant by nature.

By reducing ail knowledge of objects to knowledge of phenomena

(uod nothing beyond phenomenal
,
Kant is bringing into prominence

the two central tenets of his critical philosophy, one is termed

transcendental idealism and the other empirical realism. These two

doctrines ore closely bound up with one another so much so that the

acceptance of the one means the acceptance of the other. Yet it

does not mean that Kant is hereby formulating a hypothetical

judgment to the effect that if one starts with transcendental idealism

he inuat ueceasuily be au empirical realist. What be means to assert

is an absolutely categorical proposition. Analysis of knowledge con-

vinced him of the parainonnl importance of the connective principles

which have their origin in the ego independently of all experience.

These principlee have a transcendental origin, but ho realised at the

same time that they have no validity except in relatiou to the concrete

fact of the empirically given. In oae sense they make experience

possible whilst in another sense they aro made real through and in

the oourso of, experience alone. Considered Id themselves, < as

remaining in the sphere of their transcendental origin, they are no

more than empty shadows, idle dreatn9. This is why they are

described as having no more than mere ideality transcendeiitally.

Neither the forma of intuitions nor the categories of the understanding

have any sustaining power in themselves. They cannot be taken as

equivalent to things in themselves and so canuot be interpreted as

transcendentully teal. Transcendental idealism is thus openly .it

variance with transcendental realism. I do not raUe the point ol

characterising the standpoint of critical philosophy as transcendental

idealism, but this much is certain that transcendental idealism

represents a necessary and an entirely inescapable presupposition of

any philosophy that seta out to justify the certa nty ami completeness

of objective coguitions. Transcendental idealism loads inevitably to
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empirical realign which stand** opposed equally to transcendental

realism and ordinary idealism. And so Kunt urges with

considerable force that the most effective way of refuting idealism does

not lie in transcendental realism but in empirical leuliam which is

an iu^parable corollary of transcendental ideaji&m.

Two points demand elucidation to this connection. The 6rat

relates to the connection between transcendental idealism tind empirical

realism and the second to the service that empirical realism renders

in stamping oat idealism. Ordinary ideulism restricts knowledge

to ideas and is constrained to remain dubious to the end whether

anything exists beyond the circle of ideas. It thus rinds itself

entangled in the unenviable doctrine of subjectivism nnd is unable to

distinguish between fact and fiction, truth aud illusion. Tmn^cen-

dental idealism, cn the contrary, treats the generative conditions

of experience, r\c.. the formative principles of knowledge as utterly

undefined in themselves and therefore beyond the gnisp of

knowledge. They are animated into fnllblooded forms in connection

with the empirically given matter of experience. Their sole claim to

reality is validated by experience apart from which they are as good

as empty nothing. And on the other side experience itself as a steady,

stable structure of objects, distinguished from the random flow of

fancies und illusions is made possible through the active functioning

of these a-priori principles. They constitute the keel and backbone

us it were, of the real knowable world of objects, but in ag much

os they work from behind the sceue of the real world us

its antecedent conditions there is and can be no awareness of their

presence.

The leadiug thought in Kant's mind is ibat all knowledge must

necessarily be of the real ; whatever therefore transcends the sphere

ot the real and remains in the form of ideality cannot be an object of

awarene** nor of knowledge. Ordinary idralism thus commit* i serious

blunder when it declares that we are directly and immediately aware

of ideas. Kuntian trao&ceudenta] idealism saves u* from such an

imlefensiblo position. Moreover it furnishes the only possible answer

to the question : how B-rrioii cognitions should have objective validity

by showing that objectivity itself crops into being through the necessary

unity of synthesis performed by these a-priori principle*. Transcen-

dental idealism thus at unce finishes ordinary idealism and lays the

foundation of realism.
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But the ml W which, according lo the standpoint of transcen-

dental idealism we have access in knowledge, and which therefore

constitutes Clie object of experience is lo bo carefully distinguished from

the thing iu itself. The thing in itself is supposed to stand by itself

independently of all experience, whereas the object of knowledge is

determined according to the necessary principles of synthesis whereby

experience itself is organised. We have experience of the real only in

so far as experience contributes to the making of the real. Tbc same

process whertby out of tbe manifold of intuitions experience ie

fashioned is also moulding the being of the real.

Realism is bound up with oui very existence. In this respect it

affords the simplest comment on idealism. But Ihe type of realism

which in Kant'' opinion serves effectively to dispose of idealism differs

from the usual varieties of it in that it rests upon conditions that are

in themselves marked with the character of ideality, whereas all other

varieties arc sustained by themselves and are therefore in no need of

any explanatory principle. These latter are termed absolute or

transcendental realism in contrast with which Kant calls his position

empirical realism.

There i» the need of realism, but wc cannot rest content with any

realism that pretends to be self-sufficient and self-sustaining. The

modern realist's programme which begins by saying that tbe real is

there and ends by asking ua to accept it just as we find it looks

plausible enough because of its apparent simplicity. But evasive

simplicity proves ruinoua in the long run. To say that the real is there

docs not explain bow we get hold of it. The modern realist probably

thinks that by simply ignoring the pioblom be can escape all the

troubles incidental to it. If in the process of laying hold on the real

nothing new emerges on the scene it fails to bring out adequately tbe

exact sense of what is meant by * having the real ’ as contrasted with

tbe unconditioned real itself. If on the contrary a new element of

subjectivity steps into the arena it raises a problem a* to how f*r,

or whether at all, reality gets transformed into a secondary order of

being through the influence of subjectivity. Idealism sprang from the

argument that reality is just us we have it (esse esl percipi). Having

the real implies not simply moulding the shape of tbo real but giving

life to its being so as to raise it roto the status of reality.

Moore in his well-known article, ' The Refutation of Idealism
*

sought mainly to challenge the troth of the classical formula : Esse esl
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percipi. His point was to show at first that a thing and the seu-ntion

of tbo tiling whereby it ia fell are distinct occurreoies. They cannot at

die same lime be declared identical so that it amounts to an absurdity

to say that the being of a tiling consists in its beiDg perceived.

Tho realist's main enquiry i* shifted to am examination of the

nature of sense-perception with a view to showing that between a thing

and the perception of the thing there is no inner intrinsic and necessary

relation so that there is uothiag to prevent (he thing from being what

it is even apart from perception. This is hard for tho opponent to

swallow. None of the specific points which determine a thing has

3ny being except in relation to » perceiving mind, lo the very

existence of a thing, ns he feels, is involved a sort of mystic uuiou

between a subject on one side and an object on the other. The realist

in bis effort to put out this longstanding prejudice is obliged to attack

the root-problem underlying the notion* of the subject and the object

alike. To bis analytic stroke they both yield and gi&dualiy crumble

down to purely neutral (subject-object characterless) logical entities.

Out of such stuff the spatiotemporal world of objects is constructed, not

by a willing spirit, but wholly by a sort of mutual adaptation and

fitness. Once the process is set on its earner it grows into more

complex and integrated shapes till at one end there is the emergence

of that subtle form of orgaowation which figures as a -snowing mind.

Between mini and the world there is no gulf of separation. They

both have a common pedigree and occupy similar status, although

owing to differences of organisation they fulfil different function. If

mind has the function of perceiving, the world has that of being

perceived. But this does not mean that either tho one or tho othor

suffers or gains in any way through tbeir mutual contact.

The central point of modern realism may be summed up in tho

proposition that knownness is not an essential character of being. To

substantiate ibis paint the realist has been driven to expose the

traditional faith in the unique supremacy of the subject. Two possibi-

lities were fouud open. Either the subject is to be blown away

altogether or it is to bo deprived of its originality and assigned a

secondary, derivative status, being treated as an emergent quality of

certain primitive quilitylcts elements. How far this plau carries

success I need not wait to sec at present.

The peculiarity of Kant’s position is that although he does not set

aside the transcondcutul object he finds little use for it in his scheme
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of objectivity. The transcendental object is not available cither for

knowledge or action and the demand for an object is seldom satisfied

by it. The object that we need is an object of experience. There it

no object without experience, and there it no experience that does not

yield an object, so that the two terms experience and object stxnd

ultimately for one and the same thing Among the condition* genera-

tive of experience arc to be found, so far aa the transcendental

enquiry disclosed, the nouaienal conditions of the ego on one side, the

transcendental object on the other, ami the whole train of synthetic

processes due to the influence of the latter upon the former which are

also of a noumenal character. Aa a result of those operations we have

tbo individualised empirical self with hie experience of a world of

things. Both the self and the world of this experience process are of

a phenomenal nature. By this phenomenalism Kant definitely made

out a case for our common world made up of permanent physical

things in space, and ruled out the ordinary forms of idealism, better

styled subjectivism. And although the individual subject is reduced

to a secondary, dependent order of existence Kant dee* not feel that

he can go all the way with the realist and blow away altogether the

principle of consciousness. Behind all knowledge and experience there

operates as its hidden condition a universal principle of synthetic

apperception which is in essence tho principle of consciousness. In

this sense Kant's leanings may be said to he decidedly in favour of

classical idealism. Vet it would be wrong to put down Kant far bd

idealist. In tho whole range of noumenal conditions there is nowhere

to be found tho self as a self-existing, self-conscious subject. Tbo

self as endowed with consciousness of itself emerges only gradually

through the interplay of these transcendental conditions and even

when it appears on the scene, uud makes possible the experience of

object* it never grows conscious of Ibeso elements by which it is itself

conditioned. This explains why inspitc of Kant's frequent insistence

on the transcendental ego he cannot show that it is ever conscious of

itself, so that in the last resort his noumenal ego reduces to no more

than a pure empty logical concept. If Kantianism affords us no

ground to start with a primary self-conscious subject, if the noumenal

ego of which Kant speaks turns out to be as yet devoid of conscious-

ness it becomes difficult to understand what sense is left by calling it

•n ego. If consciousness cannot he reckoned among the first principles

of existence we are placed nlrnost in the same situation to which the
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modern realist pushes us and the question of deduction ol conscious-

ness remains as baffling ever.

Bat in bis interpretation of consciousness Kant pursue- an entirely

different path from that of the realist. In the realist's account

consciousness is assigned a place among objective things or rather it is

but u way of designating objects in a certain order of relution, whereas

in Kantinni>m consciousness is characterised as the solo active

principle whereby the basic ingredients urc organised, according to

their inner bonds of connection, into an well-ordered totality of object*.

In thus functioning aa the on? absolute universal condition of all

experience it transcends the life of individual subject* and hardly

attains to consciousness of itself The world is as it is experienced,

yet it i
c not the experienced world of the individual self This is

Kant’* refuU! wu of idealism by which he means subjectivism alone.

In Kant s opini u it 19 height of absurdity to call in question the

reality of the common objective world lying outside us or to dissolve

it into waves of representations of individual subjects To this extent

he is at one with the realist. But he cannot agree with him in

accepting the world as a sdf-suHtaioed, matter-of-fact existence. The
woild before us is oot a matter-of-fact affair. It demands an

explanation.

In fairness to the realist it has to be said that he also feels the

need of explaining the world. But what he mean* by explanation is

fundamentally different from what the critical philosopher understands

by it. The realist resorts to analysis and seeks to explain a complex

fact by resolving it iuto simpler constituents of the same order. There

i* no idea of explaining the * how * of the fact. It baa simply to be

taken for granted. All explanation thus amounts to a process of

empirical analysis moving within the realm of the given. But the

critical philosopher cannot remain content with such a blind

immauental operation. In explaining a fact there is the need of

traiiicrnding it. The given has to be cxplaiucd by means of condi-

tions that cannot be piaced in tbe lame hue with the given. The

ultimate basis of a fact is not itself a fact. It has to be ascertained

by transcendental analysis working beyond the realm of factual

existence. Herein lies the germ of ideality without which there is no

possibility of getting at concrete reality. In the bard rigour of realism

subjectivism i* dashed to pieces, yet underneath the solid crust of

realism there are traceable the lineaments of a deeper and more
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enduring idealism. Realism in attacking the very principle of

idealism not only finds itself knocking against a dead wall, but is even

unable to secure itself. The critical philosophy of Kant by its

advocacy of transcendental idealism a9 the basic foundation of emp ;

rical

realism undoubtedly marks an advance upon brute unconditioned

realism of the moderns.

Yet at least in two points Kant seems to have fallen short of the

ideal. The synthetic principles whereby experience, for the matter of

that the object, is formed are allowed to remain for the most part

vague. Sometimes they are treated as blind functions of an amorphous

spiritual principle, culminating in conscious experience of which at one

pole there is the self-conscious individual subject, and at the other the

field of objective things At other times the synthetic activities are

defined as the various cognitive processes of the individual mind.

Whether apart from und prior to live cmcrgeuce of the concrete

self-conscious ego there is any possibility of tlveso synthetic functions

taking place at all is a doubtful point. At any rate it is difficult for us

to unravel the mystery involved in the supposition of transcendental

synthesis operating of itself unless this is interpreted ft* emanating

from a principle that does not become conscious but is already

conscious at the start, Bat to assume a conscious ego at the root of

the whole process amounts virtually to an admission that it may be

self-conscious as well.

The other difficulty relates to KaDt's belief in the transcendental

object. It is sometimes identified with the unknown thiog-in-itaelf

which is assumed to stand over against the transcendental unity ol

apperception to sot it io motion. But more frequently it is treated as

the necessary correlate to the unity of apperception. " It has to serve

as, or to be identified with, that unity of the manifold whereby the

understanding unites the manifold in the concept of an object. It is

the logical counterpart ,
—

'

the other ’ of the Hegelian school, which

the ego in the effort of conscious fulfilment of itself puts forth from

within iteolf. That the thing in itself in regard to its manifold

appearance proves amenable to the laws of the und-rstanding argues

well in fovour of such an interpretation. If Kantianism could he

developed along this line it would afford a more satisfactory explanation

of tho ultimate basis of objectivity and serve to vindicare that type of

realism by which alone what ordinarily passes for idealism can be

refuted.
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Ethnical Relations of the Ancient Near Eastern Peoples

HI

I
N the course of our investigation we Lave discovered some of (lie

ellinic trails of these peoples of the Near East. We have seen that

the Hettites wore pigtails which led sonic to ascribe Mongolian

origin to them. Again, traces of a population leaving its mark in pre-

Snmerian Assur, iu Cappadocia in Anatolia and in the influence of the

etjle of art that are discovered iu Palestine in ilia period which Mac

Alister called " Second Semitic Period,"' have been discovered,

some of whom had the habit of wearing pigtail.* We do not know

tho original import of this habit, it may be that it is some form of

ethnic mark. The pigtail 16 Will worn by a Mohammedan tnbe cf

Syria ' who give a religious explanation to it But according to

Von Luschan it is a survival of tho original Hettite fashion of wearing

pigtail, in India, the habit of beeping u tuft of hair (SikbaJ on the

crown of the head is still the orthodox custom. It ia sanctioned by

religion (Sata-patha Brahmans 1, 3. 3, 5 ;
Asvalayana Grihya Sutra IV

291. With the orthodox Brahmans it takes the size of short pigtail, as

Apastamba says, " He shall wear all bis hair tied in one braid, or let

him make a braid of the lock on the crown of the head, and shave the

rest of tho head" (I, 1. 2, 81-32).* Aa seen in the Vedic Literature,

each family, i.e., clan of Brahmans, had peculiar form of aikhao on

their heads. The tuft on the head varied from one even to seven

according to goiras (family). Perhaps these differences marked tho

clan or other differentiations.'
1 But the original meaning of keeping

the tuft of hair on the head seems to have been lost. Likewise, the

original meaning of ihe pigtail on the head of the Hettites 3 I&0 . Again,

1 MicAliiirt *'E*M*iO a« n G*m," Level 111; M. Vmc»Pt. "SjTi*.'' V, po. fll 1.

1 A min*. "IM* airh-ixheB lo blarMB/pe! in Amor." PI*. X L11I ini XLVJI.
« Voo Limbs*. ”R«o>* of We. tern Asl«.“
« ' Apui.mhi” iu 9BE. Vol. n. p._8
* Tr*Mltt4r'* to ObvUb • in;*?D?t!cc» regartios ktcpioa i toft cl *»dtr «iyi ths«c

it « by ih? <u*tooi cf fftaror • family. KbyX or icnUtf. Vide SBE, Vrt. II. p. 1?B.
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the ancient Indians, like some other ancient peoples, had the habit of

keepiog long hair* oa their heads.
1 The game custom is still in

vogue with many of the mountainous tribe* living on the Afghan lull*

on r.he Indian side. It seems the ethnic meaning of this custom

is lo^t : some arc seeing it a* a mode of ooiffure only, while others

ascribe religions imparts to it. Anyway, it will be worth while to in-

vestigate the ethnical significance of this custom which stretched from

Asia Minor to India.

The next p>int to be considered is the question of religion which

is to be reckoned as a pirt of a cultural complex In our enquiry

about ethnical connections we cannot forget the part played by reli-

gion in the development of a common culture. Wo have already ieen

that same of the Vedic gods wero worshipped by the Imlo- European

peoples of ancient Near Past. Besides the*e» there is another notable

fact that ia yet to be investigated—the phallic worship and the cult of

Mother Goddess that prevailed in the Near East and in India.

The phallic worship prevailed in the Mesopotamian valley from

very ancient rimes. The Semitic peoples worshipped the phallic

symbols in stones and also in wooden cones and stocks.* The relics

of the worship of the phallic symbols in .stones have been discovered

amongst the finds of the Indus Valley civilization. 4 The same cnlt has

developed gradually in the modern Hindu mode of Yoni and Lingatn

which in modern India has been unified into one symbol. Thus ac-

cording to Marshall, the present-day Indian cult of Siva and stone-

worship of phallic symbols bad their linear progenitors in Mohen-

jodaro.
4 But as regards the preseacc of phallic worship in the

Vedas, there is no clear indication. The Vedas deal with religious

ceremonies of the upper classes,* hence any aocount of the popular

belief* may not be found in them. Yet a strange word “Si*nade>a" is

found mentioned in the Rig Veda (VII. 215, X. 993). But the inter-

pretation of this word by the pcst-Vedie scholars, Durga and Yaska,

does not indicate phallicUro. Dr. Sarup says “ There i$ no evidence

to show that Durga or Yaska was even aware of ite existence. Ac-

cording to them, the phrase denotes profligate perron* whose sole or

chief end in life U to gratify their sensual desire*. But the pbraso is a

pfc*es*ive compound, and can be translated accurately only S3 “they

1 Vuit
4
Iatik*" cttajlaied by MioCrindle.

* Frunr. 4

M &Ur*b»U. op at., V«l. T.pfL 71; 78
* M. - Th* Rtligxe of the Veda."
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who* God is the phallus.”* 1

1

might be that Vedic ritualism and

the phallic cult existed side by side. The common people might have

been followers of this cull. In this way, there is a similarity of reli-

gion between the Near East and In iiu. Again, the cult of Mother

GoddesK that was so prominent in ancient Near East and the Mediter-

ranean regions, and also G<xi the Father whose statue is to be identi-

fied in tbe stone reliefs of the Hritite capital at Boghaz-keui * have

tbeir counti-tparts in Mahenjo-daro. Marshall again says, “ It exhibits

to our eye*. oq the one hand the worship of the Mother Goddess and

side by side with her a God, whom we have good reason to recognize

as the ance-stor of historic Siva." *

Further, the orthodox Hindu belief is (bat the cult of Mother

Goddess and of Siva are Vedic. Indeed they point out from the Vedic

liierature the mention of Vma H-iimacati (Kenopanisad 3, 25, 12 )

as the original source of Sakti—the Mother Goddess. Also they point

to the Satarudriya Litany of Yojur Veda (Bk. 16U1 ) where Siva in

its modern form is described. Regarding the identity of the cults of

Maheajodsro und the Veda*, Murshall admits that " the religion of the

Indus Valiev was Iiucj! progenitor of Hinduism.''* •

Now coining hack to tha Near F.«st we find that God the Mother

used to be worshipped iD various form- in tliut region. One of the

forms was the goddess riding on a chariot drawn by lions as in the

case of Cybele. Frazer says, the rook-cut statues of the trio gods

that have been Jiscjvered at Bogliae keui show them to be the God
the Father b ildi ig a trident in hand, xodjeas |l»- Mother having n

lion -lauding in front of her. aud in between GoJ the son. Strangely,

this* description will fit the description of Siva and Sakti of the Saiva

and Sakti cult* of Hinduism. In Satarudriyu Liiuny, we read Iiudia

who is ul*> called as ‘‘Siva," " Pjeupxma," *' Giri-am, " having the

attribu'e of Trisutadiiam (Holder of a rridenti and in Sakti cult, Sakti

or Gc-ddris Dnrga rides on a iion.' Again strangely enough, according

to 1’uranas, the God Siva is coloured white ! These coincidences cannot

but ‘trike the investigator that there i- much similarity between tbc

Mother cult nod pbullicisra of the Near East aud the same cuits of

India, ancient and modern.

1 “Tho Xipbistu old Nirakto of XoaU." by L. Surun.n. ?3s, a(«© Zion*:-,
•»lt lndmiwi ItIf.”

> Piastr. "AdmU.”
«-* M>r«h.U, op. cit

,
Vol. I. pp. 17. T8.

4 I
r
.f« S.oiki.t To it lit

*• Chondi ° or " Drviauknj.o,.’
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Again, we will draw attention lo nuoiher similarity in the matter of

religious u-e of SurcitiJw and the symbol of two inverted triangles that

is coimnnnly uised by the Jowsaod the Mohammedans as weil as by

the Hindus. Prof liangdort, the reporter of the Indu* script, speaks

of the surcical of Sionsfika design on the seas of Matienjo daro. 1

Thi* symbol which is the holy mystic aymbol of the Hindus hue been

found id li dos Valley civilization as well. On the other hand, de

Morgan * baa found out this symbol 3
in tho CaucasuB in the oldest

layer ct the remains of the 0*setes a!oug with a bone of Bov

In<licu$, Again, the symbol of two inverted triangles that ss u> be

seen on the Jewish Synagogues and Muhammadan Mausoleums 4
is

also used by the Hindus as o holy one.

These religious and mystic symbols cannot but prove a cultural

similarity which pointed towards cultural relations between theee two

regions of the East.

Again, the Sanskrit word * Maoa** {anglicised avoirdupois-mound)

has its counterparts in Weakeru Asiatic Greek and Latin languages, and

it is supposed to be of Babylonian origin.* Further, Cbilde admits

that
* 4

Philology suggests contact between the undivided Aryans and

Stiniero Akkudiao*. 4 '* A philologist like Prof. Horn mel has suggested

a period when the Aryan* were living in contiguity with the Semitic

people. The same view i* expressed by Juh. Schmidt who thinks that

tho original Ind»>-Euru peans did not live very far from Babylon.'

Perhaps by this contact with the Me sopotamian people the tradition of

the flood Da* crept into Sanskrit literal urc.* Again, the indebtedness

of the undivided Indo-Europeans or Aryans to the Mesopotamian

cultures is being regarded to be very great 9 Thus we get further

proofs of culturul contacts between the West Asiatic peoples and the

Aryan civilization of India through these channels.

Another important ethnic custom that i9 worth investigating

is the mode of disposal of the dead. As Gordon Cbiide says:
44 The

1 XI %r lull. Vet. I. p 4*8.

1 D? M'<r««n, * Miikm ®u B# caly * fi.iaic of thi« umbel whfch in

octbi' s i«t<t tho iL& >Vo.
i

1 1,,: •jirtcl b** nl*r. iw* it "T cctfs: tin »r< hr>« kuWI finds of &*sfc—x^j

Child*, ** It* Me* A *oi K*-t. * I'bS- Agdin. tb» Swi.Aiti* bu l«eu n oc »o»w
fv-nii m KUns it) in Ik* l|i>i U tbi La*Uc*. tide ChiWe. p. Utf.

4 Vid* Huo.*jwn*® tomb »t Aym.
1 Vtfi VHir Imfcs. VoL II. p. p

lOfl.iKb

f C>.iide <*. «f . P- 1A5.
i J .h. ^irnidi. ‘ Crhcimfttder in'‘wnr.«nfo.”
» Vidt v«bii, ” Indite be fliodi'O,” Vedie Iodcx, Vol II, 5*. 12S-121.

Vide Icmii. •* S'jrzcrc'nkkftdiKt Lebcwc^ter is Iodo-0«.rm»oUct<* " >n *' Indo-

FoT*8huCfOO," XLI. p. 417.
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mode ol disposal of the dead is often regarded ue one of tbo most

fundamental custom* of a people, and one that they would most

tenaciously preserve." ' Hence, uu investigation oboul tbo mode

of disposal of the dead of these prehistoric peoples of the Near

Hast is necessary for the solutiou of some of the knotty problems of

ethnology.

At present the investigation about the rites of the doad is not yet

definite, and not much light can be thrown on the matter of the dis-

posal of the dead of these prehistoric people* who are suspected of

speaking Indo-European languages. But this much Ira* been brought

to light that so far some cases of cremation have been found ou> in tho

Near Eist at a very early date in Neolithic deposits at Gaza 1 in

Palestine an! in a lire nocro£>olia " at Sorghul •’ iu Babylonia dating

about *20(X» B. C. But Childe doubts the case of the latter.* Again,

another form of di»t***l of the dead has been discovered from the

region of Carchemisch in North Syria.' It is the cist-grave of large

stone slabs enclosing contracted skeletons and accompanied by high

pcdestalled bowis.* also it contains objects paralleld in South Russia/

Tins form of cist-grave tin* also beeu discovered iu Orchomenos

and Oliver towns of Gieecc • Mr- Woolley ascribes these cist-graves

to the Hettite*.* Again as Childe says, these cist-graves of Carche-

tiiisch and their contents cannot be regarded as immediately originated

from Troy and pottery contained in diem from the Trojan and the

Greek ones.'* Again
.
tbe cist-graves do not either contain inhumed

bodies or ashes of burnt corpses ; it contains skeletons with spear-

heads. etc. This raodo of dispos.il of the dead stem to us to be an

intermediate link between inhumation aud complete cremation. It

may be called fractional burial or fractional or partial cremation.

Thus so far that can be gleaned about the mode of disposal of tho

dead of the supposed Indo-European peoples of Urn Near East in pre-

historic times. Outside this area, coming nearer to Inner Asia we find

that complete and fractional burial* havo boon found at Musyiu in

Western Persia
11 The Achaemenid kings weie used to be buried in

i G. CblMo, op. ci».. Pt- 14«.
! M»e.Vi*l»r. ” EwaiaUx »•! G*«r.
' • Orinuli«*''» LilMilvr/elviig" <ii.

*.» G,ChHJ*.»|< ot..ll6l2Jil3 :2T:l»>:131. Ht.
" Marsbill, ip. til., V«L I. pp. HI M-

r.
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rock-cut tombs' as Zoroastrianism onjoins strict prohibition of crema-

tion system amongst its members. This chows that the mode of

cremation was not unknown in ancient Persia. Again, at Anau in

Central Asia, the people buried their children in Jars under the

houses.’

Coming to India we find that urn-bnrials and burials like that of

the cist-grave fashion have been discovered in India. The Bengal

Administration Report for 1668-69 mentioned the discovery of sorno

leaden coffins containing unusually long human skeletons. It is said

that this discovery was made at Lauriah in the province of Behar,

where Bloch is said to have discovered urn-burials of pre-Mauryan

age.' Again, Satapatba Brahmana (13.8 2.1) speaks or 9*mu
denoting "a trough, cither of solid stone or consisting of bricks used

by the Eastern people to protect the body of the dead from contact

with the earth, like modern stone-lined graves or vaults."*

Again, in Rigveda (8.89, 1) and in Atharva Veda (6, 30, 14, 18 ;

2 , 62) houses of earth are referred.

Now, let us wend our course towards Europe to find the rite of

the dead in prehistoric period. There wc find that the practice of

burning replaced the mode of interment. Many scholars like Q.

Sergi, Ed. Meyer, think that this chuugc of rite was introduced in

Europe in the Neolithic Age by tho Eurasiatic Brachyccpbals from

Asia. According to them, it is an Indo-European custom introduced

into Europe by the aaiuo race.* G. do Michelis also sees a racial

migration in this change from inhumation lo cremation, and he aays

the migrants were the Aryans settling oat from tho Danube Valley,*

and this rite observed during the Bronze Ago, according to him is tho

finest cultural synthesis of ail the Aryan peoples yet discovered. Fur-

ther, fieldBof cinerary urna of the Lausitz type * have been discovered

in Central Europe which extended from Bohemia to the Vistula,

and beyond to the land of the Slavs. Further, in the Western parts

of Europe, eir., in Britaiu, in Necker Valley of Western Germany, in

other parts of Germany, burnt human bones and cioeraiy urns have

' Cblldr, PJ- fit., p. 4!.

’ VUt Brpfrtot Semi in Pumwlfy's ''Rtnferallont Id Tartarian."
' A.3.R., IK*. •’ VicimUcoi *i Leunyi." I>» T Bitch.
• V«ri< Inifex, Vol. H, pp. *45-848.
• Q. Sentl. - Th. Mca.Un.Mu. Ag.," pp. 852 «6. M.J.. " Q.^hicbU All.r-

loma." pp. »|.em.
‘ 6. iId Xlkbeti-. “ Lraixc in cli lndo-Boraonl," IH03. Ch. IX.
• B.roo we R*fc*fco(fn ia

" Mnoaai." 1«28, pp 110 IT
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been discovered.’ All these cremations of Western and Central

Europe are classed as belonging to the Neolithic or Chalcolithic Age.’

Regarding the racial identity of these cremationista of Western

Europe various theories are afloat. As according to Childe, these

cremations are associated with material which is to be found with in-

humed skeletons belonging to different racial types,’ the identifica-

tion of the people who introduced cremation leads to confusion. But

the same writer says that " in the Immediately preceding chalcolithic

period of Central Europe a distinctly brachycepbalic raoe bad played

an important part in preparing the foundations of the Bronze Age.

This race, distinguished not only by craniological marks but also by a

culture of its own, is known as the bell-beaker folk or the Prospec-

tors." * Then he further says, that "there is in fact some evidence

to indicate that these Prospectors did in the last resort, come from

Eastern Mediterranean, though they did not reach Central Europe

from tl«at quarter. Both Peake and Ginffrida-Ruggeri hold that a

type, which seem; to correspond to our bellbeaker folk .originated in the

Aegean, where a brachyeephalie element is early found in the Cyclades

and Crete." * But he also says, be that as it may it can hardly

bo contended that Ihe brachycephulic Prospectors were the diffusers of

the Aryan language in Europe.*

Here it may be worth while to note, that the Prospectors who are

Suggested by Peake '
to be tbs Sumerians are supposed Jo have been

the diffusers of Megalith culture which is “one of the most conspicuous

links between Europe and Asia—especially India," ' but according to

Childe " there are conclusive reasons against connecting the dolmen-

builders...with the Aryans." 0 On the other hand, Elliot-Smitb derived

these megalith-builders from Egypt aod Letourncau hsB said that

the builders of our megalith monuments came from the south and

were related to the races of North Africa. 11

1 0. Chill)., “T>- D.*n of Roroi*,-! Cniliauif*," pi. 28S. 310
:
W<JIT. "NeolithiMk*

Eroofitrin-t 6«r umg-t'iiHt V«o Honan" io . Frii-.rair. * j. n.-h'i't,” C .ildrf. Up. cif.,*W;
Sihu • inn—Oi* ah.n-Z.Ml Gr»t»r .ter Ccteruurk. Ataneu, XI-XU. M>. 81* (T.

'* a. CbiMe. “TU Arjoo»" «. Ho. 116. ». 1U). lit-

’ Peat*. - IWos* A**, w>. fe*
• Cb.U* cp. HI. B. 10>.

• <i. Child*-, <*>. at., p. ltd.

" Eito»-8aiUh.* ,

Tb* Anci.ot tflypiaoi usd lh.ii Inflwof* ujuo U- Ci-iliialion of

Euiep*." p. 136.

" UiouniMu. Bill, d* la *c. 4* asith. da Pirta. Apol. ]6'J3.
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Thus 11 ia evident that the racial identification of these peoples

leads to various speculations. Now let us apply ourselves to Iudta

which ia another I ndo- European,speak,ng region.

In India a startling discovery of a new culture has been made

recently in the province of Sindh and in the Montgomery district of

the Punjab which baa been named by Sir John Marshall
1

86 the

“Indus Valley Civilisation." According to him, it is a pro-Aryan civi-

lization that existed iu the Indus valley a* he says, “ They exhibit the

Indus peoples of the fourth and third millennium B.C. in possession

of a highly developed culture in which no vestige of the Indo-Aryan

influence is to bo found.” * B3 that what it ruay, let us cn |uire about

the mode of disposal of tlio dead of these peoples. Regarding their

inode of disposal of the corpse, Sir John Marshall says: “At Mohenjo-

daro the evidence ia iw yet too meagre and :u souo respects obscure.

At LUrappa it is more abunduM...Tbis evidence may bo conveniently

ducutaad under the following heads, nom;ly, (l> Cunplcto burials,

(i) Fractional burials, <3i Post-crematiou burial.*.* Regarding complete

buri\!s It skdotoue wjre found in a room at Mohenytdaro, and

at Quttppa several example- of this mode of sepulchre, which are un-

questionably orthodox, have been exp-red in the lower strat um of ceme-

tery H. Further, “ the same method of complete burial i* also well

illustrated at two silos in Baluchistan, namely at ,Vaf...und at Sliahi-

(un;j> to the S. W. of Baluchistan.

At the former site, the skeletons were provided with definite graves,

other* were laid in the bare eur;h." ' As regards ide fractional burial

in which fractions of the bones were collected and buried, some have

been found at MoUenjo-daro ami more than a hundred examples at

Harsppa. The objects found along with the Mobenjo-daro burial of

courtyard 13 of House III belong to the Chalcolithic Age. and the

Harappa, finds are supposed to be of Intel period. Here, the remaius ol

the dead arc invariably deposited in earthen jars,*

Then we come to the question of Post-cremation Burials.

Regarding it Marshall says, “ At both MoLenjodaro and Harappa a

class of large wide-mouthed uros baa been brought to light, containing

a numborof smaller va***, bones of small quadrupeds, biixls, or fish

sometimes mingled with ashes and charcoal," • In conclusion Marshall

« WSLVBI *i"

r,fc*11, " Uo,, ’ D> 1*™ Ini si Vallrj Clrtllialioo."

> iui pp. raei.
Marshall, op Of., VoL I, pp. 81-BO.
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says: “ So far as our oridence goes at present, it tteem? probable that

tho roost usual method of disposing ol the dead during the flouri hing

period of the Indus Valloy Civilisation was by cremation. That

cremation ,a practisoJ is c •urluMvely proved. ..by the fin ling ol cine-

rary urue or other roeoplacle* containing calcined human bones and

ashes together with vessels of bnrut or other offering for the dead and

sundry articles for use in after life..Ttie conclusions arrived at in

regard so these cinerary and eenot ipiic umi are amply confirmed by

Sir A. S cin’a discovery of 8imil»r uru- at various sites in Baluchis-

tan." 1 Thus, in prehistoric Western India we have a cyclic order of

the funeral customs of the Indu Valley Juliana in which the urn-

burial, i.e.. the burial of the charred bone* or aahrs in cinerary urns,

occupy the most important position.

At last we come to the historical. i.e., to the IuJo-Aryan period of

Indian history. Id looking into the ancient Suuskrit books we find

tbut various customs of disposal of tho dead were in vogue in ancient

times. The Vedas *penk of the two inodes of disposing the dead :

(1) su agQidagdha (uotbnrned) and (2> agmdugdha (burned). Of

these, the custom of complete burial is indicated in the Rigveda (X18.

11). Again, the custom of cremation is to be found also in the same

book (X 10 I 6). The Rigveda speaks of both the customs This ha*

led many to opine that both the easterns were followed by the Indo-

Aryans simultaneously. But, it is not likely that in the same society

both the customs will be prevalent at the eamo time, the one must

have a prior origin. A3 the burial system is comtnOD to all primitive

psoplee, it may bs»id that the burial system is the oldest custom that

is mentioned in the Rigveda. Winteruitz sa>s that perhaps in the oldest

period, the barial custom was common with the Indians like the other

Indo-Germans. Later, the custom of cremation came into vogue.

Id looking into Vedic literature, we find that the mode of crema-

tion, i.e . ,
the inode of completely burning the corpse, did not irnrae-

diately follow the custom of burial. If the Rigveda (X. 16) speaks of

complete burial, the Satapoiha Brahmano (13, 8, 1,9) spouks the

same practice. Again, in the period closing the Vtdic ago when the

Gribya-Sutros were wriiien. we find the custom of urn-burial mention-

ed with details in Aicalayana Gn/ijia-h’nfmr. “ Tbe Grihya-3utra

• M. WinlKOlls. - UsWliMhU «Wr Iu4«it-o LoMntun " p. 81
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deal* with the rules of the household ceremonies of the Indo-Aryans of

the time., .hence they are the witnesses of the Vrdic family ceremonies

as the'
1 Brahmanas' are of religious ceremonies"

1

While describing

the funeral rite, the abovementioned text says, " Hr gives order

to light the fires together (4 4 1). After it, " Tho gathering (of the

bones is performed) after tenth (tithi from the dead) \4.5.1l

—

A man into a male urn without special marks, n woman into a female

one without special marks (4.5.2). ..with the thumb and the fourth

fingers they should put each single bone (into tho uta> without making

a noise, the feet first, tho ho»d Iasi (4 5.5-6). Having well gathered

them and purified them with a winnowing basket, they should put (the

urn) into a pit. He should throw earth (to the pit). Having covered

(the uru) with a lid with (tho verse) ..they should go away without

looking back, should bathe in water, and perform a Sraddha for the

deceased (4.5.7-10)."

Thua io the Gnhya Sutra, wc get a minute description of the

mode of Urn-burial. But the question that turns up is. whether the

ashes of the bones were deposited in the urn or the charred skeleton

itself used to be put iu it ? The Xsvalayann-Grihya Sutra speaks of

the gathering of " each single bone " with " feet first, the head last."

This description cannot fit in with the description of complete burning

of the dead body into cinders or ashes as is in vogue now. The

verses do certainly indicate partial cremation in which, aflcr tho

burning of the soft parts of tbo body, the skeletal remains are gathered

and put into an urn and this is again buried underground. Later,

the um-burial has been replaced by the system of complete cremation

that is iu vegue to day.

In this wise, we see that the mode of disposal of the dead of the

Indo Aryans followed the followiug cycle: inhumation, i.e., the

burial of the dead body war, the earliest, custom of the Vedic people.

This was followed by the custom of urn-burial which extended from the

later part o: tbo Vedic Age to poet-Vedic Age. Here it must be men-

tioned that Indologists like MasMuIler,’ Wintemitz and others

have found two layers of hymns in the Rigveda itself.

Thus the Rigvrdic hymns have ancient and modern periods.’

According to Wintemitz perhaps the burial system was followed iu the

I ••A.r.l.y.n. Grihjn-Snm," Inasl.W by October? In S.B. K. pp. SS&24C.
» P. MilUir '* A Hu lory o! Aoaiaat Soukrif. LiMratur*." pp. »J? 4(0.
5 P. Mu Mill*. «p. rit.
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older period and the cremation system which ie to lie discovered in the

Hymn (X. 16, 1-61, he thinks, was of later age. 1 Hence the hymns

about both the curt- ra« have berti embodied in tLe Higv.du Sair.hitn.

Again, the partial cremation system, or urn-burial system, was replaced

by the complete cremation system of present day. Here we see that

from (be custom of the complete burial lo complete cremation there ia

a continuity through the urn-burial custom. The cvolnton of the

funeral rite? of the Tndo-Arynns followed the obovementioned cycle.

Again. Ibis cyclic order was similar with the funeral customs of

the Indus Valley culture bf described by Marshall. This similarity

canoot fail to utiruct the attention of the investigator. The present

writer has discussed elsewhere * about the rimilariiy of the modes cf

disposal of the dead of Mabenjo-dsro ond Harappa peoples with those

of the Indo-AryanF as described m the ancient Sanskrit texts. He baa

coroe to the conclusion that, as there is much that ia common between

both cultures, and as the cycle of funeral rite3 agrees and both the

cultures were m Cbalcolitbic * Ago and both were situated in the same

region, the presence of the Tndo-Aryan* in Mahenjo-dsio cannot be

denied and it is clearly discerned at Harappa.

Thus in the newly found-out “ Indus Valley Civilization ” we find

(hat urn-bnrial was in vogue, and the same custom was also in voguo

with the historical Indo-Aryaos :n certain period of their history.

Even m the Pauranic Age the custom seems to have been followed.

The Agni Parana speaks of the gathering of the bones after cremation

(Cb. 158. 18). This gathering of the bor.es would presuppose Bn urn-

burial. Again, it says that, without burning (the whole corpse? com-

pletely into ashes, a part must he left out (Ch. 158, 60). Here partial

cremation is clearly hinted at. Again, we find that in both these

periods complete cremation was preceded by the partial cremation in

which the skeleton or the charred bones used to be put in » jar or urn

and then deposited underground. In this wise, in India, complete

burial was not followed directly by complete cremation in which tbe

bone3 were burnt into ashes; there was the transitional period signified

by the urn-burial custom. These Indian urn-burials may he regarded

1 M. Winfcmlt*. op. Or.

* B. N. Datu " Vadic Pen till CoMomi and Iadai Valley Colrore in India," ia " W«o
is toJj.." Vet XVI. No l.aod Vat XVII, So.. 1 .ti 2

* At iron •** utilrcitru m tbc R rvcdv tod, iod aa tfce irrcwKiad* did* cf raut*
<9.112 cf (I- 175.3 10 : 101. 10.) w«rc Qflcd \:j th« r«9« thu p*<u>d.

iber -jn-rt in Ago cf dfilBiticn.
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as similar with the urn-buriala of Europe and the cist-graves of the

Near East. Of comae there a c differences in this similarity. « Yet

the urn burial custom points out the distribution of a cultural pecu-

liarity which agree* Well with the distribution of Indo-European group

of languages Thus we seo that in the Eur-Asiao belt there is a

striling coincidence between the distribution of the urn-fields with the

distribution of the lndc-Europcan languages. Hence, it can be sur-

miwdth 't the Indo-European-fpeaking peoples were the bearers of

this cultural ethnic peculiarity. Anotbor peculiarity of this culture

i3 that it evolved iu ChalcolUbic Age. Whether in Central Europe or

in Near Bast, or in Indus Valley the urn-burial is to be placed in

the chalcolithic period of civilisation. (Its latter-day presence in India

is to be regarded as the continuation of the custom.) All these coin-

cidence point out to the presence of the Indo-European-&peaking

peoples in these areas of the Eur-Aaian belt. But of comae the funeral

rite of cremation or the urn-burial custom is cot to bo identified solely

with the Indo-European peoples as jar-burials bavo been discovered in

the land of the Incas 3 anil the rito of cremation is to be observed

amongst the Melanesians and the Pacific Islanders. ’ Amongst the

Australian aborigines, cremation is one of the rites that ia in vogue. 4

Yet the striking coincidence between the prevalence of the urn-fields

in the Eur-Aaian belt with the regions peopled by the Indo-European-

speaking peoples in the past and present cannot but strike the investi-

gator Hence the question that next turns up is to enquire about the

carriers of this cultural ethnic peculiarity.

Indo-European Question.

As the urn- burial and the cremation system ure to bo found in

tbc regions now-a-days occupied by the I ndo-Europeau-speuking peoples,

the general supposition will be to identify the carriers of this culture

with the same people. I^ong ago savants like Ed. Meyers. G. Sergi

and others attributed this system to the Aryans who according to them

came from the East in the Neolithic Age bringing the cremation

1 According to Childs cie*-£r»T«« ticwo! mvb wricty. Vid« " Thu D»wo at Bur<f*no

Civ^iZOMon. !» *3.

I Ma& &l**idt* “ Voalk#rkuftdt,M p 4 JOT. I« it z>:z due to the difuaice of culture u
•<*«co'ud b7 ? Tti* a»rue lulfeoc icm H *fce di*u*inn of Hitdu Culture io the

aarae r*»iioo . f flooth V«ticua -peak of lb* diffsaion of Hindu Culture

Ffist lodiso kr:\iw'±t.o and even arnong '1 fho f-ilvtvsisn ptirpt**.

% Fo*
r
“ TUregbold ct the Picifc.” 19M, FT- *7, 210

4 •* MUUUuc^ta der iLtiquan^bfo CWHerWl to **•/' XIjVI, p
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custom with than. Somo like Sergi. Myers 1 and Christian identify

thee errmationiata with the brurhycepbalic Alpines or Armenoid" of

Eur-Asia, On the other hand, we have heard that the cremations of

Central Europe of the Neolithic or Chaleolttbio Age contain skeletons

belonging to different racial types. Again, no skeletal remains of

the Hettire and Mitanni peoples have yet been discovered, but tho

anthropologist* say, a* wo have heard before, that tho (ablclaod of

Anatolia is inhabitated by the peoples who are characterised as brachy*

cephalic Amicnoida by Von Lnsclinn and the sen-roast is peopled by

the dolichocephalic Mediterraneans. And as tbc reliefs of the pre-

historic Hctritcs look like tbe present d *y Armenians it is no wonder

that they would be classed as Armenoid*. Again, ibis Armeioid

biotype ia to be found in the Hinduku-dj ' and in former times tho

Takhimakui basin was peopled by this ’’ racial element,' which is also

call'd *5 the '• Alpine’ element. Beside* these, the Iranian speaking

tribes of Central Asm are broad-skulled. 4 Further, though the water-

shed of the UmJakuah is the parting line not only between the lianic

aud Indic-sanskritic languages and the br&chjeephahe peoples on tbe

north and dolichocephalic people i on the south cf it. yet tho Armonoid

racial strain lias not only two discovered in the prehistoric “ Indus

Valley CiviSiza'ion " but also tu pre-ent-day !ad:n an well.

Thus in the Asiatic regions marled as Indo- European, Armenoid
element ;a to be met with. Hence, it is not to be wondered that

savants like Br-ca, Sergi. de Morgan 5 and others have opined that the

neolithic biachycephala from Asia were not only the carriers of tho

cremation system in Europe, but lndo European language as well.

Again, a philologist like Faiat 0 says that the cradle of the Imlo-Euro-

praus is to be sought in Central or Near East (votderasienl. Further,

an archaeologist like Saves s^es the Aiyau cradle iu Asia Minor. 1

Ou the other band, a group of witters advance the hypothesis that

tbo original Indo-European* were dohchocepbalic-lepiorrhinc blondes

who.evoked out of the miltm ol North- Europe. To tin m, the original

Germans were the original lndo Europeans.* Th is hyputbesis, nick-

named as ” Germanism," * is now-a-daya re-named ns *• Koidiciam.”

' MjWi. '* Ca-n’ird** Aaaieal Hlat-ry T p T3
» 4» u:uw„ “ Le, *>,,!« ,1, D -id « »u -ud d» I Hiadrekmib/MWi G. & l.iwra,

L Aryan p. i9 II* a -lla liu a-ii.b^ •• '• tel.id fi.voj.ids" Ui.verird' -iiterMal.

1
Vc*. .xN I. 4 |fo##W

• 8 F#»t, *• >o ii <» -a> ticc n Uv‘i Oermnca/* p. lift
1 Uisuiaj S'odir* ” p Oiia,
1 Vide “B*» tuiut« let/' V«f. I . 1029 pp. 2GI.
• Vide O. bitgi, M

1 hr Mrtl t^rr^DMC Rui/ p. 8.
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But this “Germanism" or its modern substitute “Nordicism” is tinged

with National-Chauvinism. Again, perhaps seeing the unteoability

of this theory, a modified hypothesis, called now-a-days as “ proto-

Nordic ” race in Aral-Cnspion basin 1 or in South-Western Siberia *

has been set up. Since Max MQller'e introduction of the Aryan

problem in Europe, it has become saturated with national and political

bias.
3 This bias has been recently denounced in stiong terms by

Child® wbo has exposed its true character as he say3, " The apotheo-

sis of the Nordics has been linked with the policies of imperialiim and

world domination : tbe word Aryan has become the watchword of

dangerous factions and especially of the more brutal and blatant forms

of anti-Semitism. Hence, in dealing with (lie Indo-European

problem we should wean our minds from the " Pan-Germanic" com-

p!ex. Again, the recent discoveries at Sulutrft 1 in France and at

Ofnet" in Germany of brach} cephalic skulls in the Loto Palaeolithic

Age has demonstrated the old saying of Sergi, that at no period of her

history there had been a uniformity of racial type iu North Europe.

Hence, the hypothesis of a dolicboccphalic-loptorrhine blonde

Germanic or Nordic race of lodo- European speech evolving in remote

antiquity out of the milieu of North or Central Europe, and sub-

sequently peopling Eur-Asiau continent, has io be given up. Again,

sound-shifts of the Germanic language show that the Teutons were

very much mixed with non-Indo-Enrop^an iaces. T

On the other hand, other hypotheses wl
i idi locate the cradle of

the Indo-Europeaos or Aryans either in Central Europe or iu South

Russia aro extant. But they all agree m one point, that the original

Indo- European was blonde * Bui the Finns ol Euiojie are blundcs

and brachycepbals, and the Siberian Taitnr tribes discovered by

Jochelson-Brud.ky 9 are blondes, and the Kubyl&g of North Africa

contain blonde elements in them, and these ate not ludo-Eutopcans

1 Dilin, •' Itic i! Hirfnr; oI XUakia-V' PP- 2<S SM6.

! I Ei.fcaiadi," liiMenkuo * uo«i |i»^o.««t .hi. Air Mcosei brU." p. 913 t.

* Vida hipUy * A.j-t Conlrcier.j
- 1

in “ Ti«e lUa.oi Europe
”

* O. Cluida if nf
, [j. IliS-l-x

|
Keith - Anuqul} o Ms..,- pp. IS'. ». ',1 B; L AmbmpoV^ir, XXXV, p. 199.

• kcib op.eit WLl.p Ilflin.iUi.
P

' Ihik 1«jUr. ' Tl a Oi.gtn ./ .lie Arjan ” lS-!>, pp 'CIl i
;

1. H-mltr ' Tlic Some
of tin Io4> Eni..jc»n«." WU. |>. (9; K Rorru.bi* In - (It. but.

-
B'l. .7 HOtti ; Fie*,

'iwironli- hiciU. anrfe
;

S. F.iat, ” Jd.Io-G«.bi4 «n u*»] GerunDe*," pp. IS 51
:

F.
Bran..’ 1>i- url-eiallurnBj dit Uer-.-aoeo," 19.2, pp. Bp-69

1 O.Cb ide, op eif.pp !S9; 18*
• J-cbclai. , ' l'c.pli< of Anglic Ru

Rwurgl Hi.i«y,~
in “ pab-ieaiioo of Araccao iliacmi ot
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in speech. Hence, now-a-days some differentiate the " Nordics” from

the blondes, as all blondes are not Nordics. Hildco calls the blonde

Finnic population of North-east Europe as " F.ast Baltic race " which

ie blonde, brachyecphalic and with raurked cheek bone. 1 Again, to

solve the difficulty that has arisen regarding the bead-form of the

original In.!o Europeans, it is now conceded by some that the Nordics

contained both dolichocephalic and brachyeephalic peoples amongst

them.* and Dixon says that “ That these blonde dolichocephalic people

were not a pure race, and wherever we find them show very clearly on

analysis their composite origin.''*

Thus we have stated the Nordic and the blondo hypotheses of

the Indo-Kuropeans in » nutshell But, there are other hypotheses

extant on the matter of the origin an-l the cradle of the Indo-European-

speaking people. As the--e are extraneous to our subject here wo

need not dwell over them. But one thing must be said here that,

the protagonists of " Nordio " hypothesis in their attempt to

find blondo clement everywhere discover the same element in

Persia and India. Ujfatvy tried to deduce from the Indo-Iianian

iconography that the Achaemenid Persians were blondes and the ancient

Hindus were whiles.* Bui to a student of history it is evident

that he was mistaken in bis deductions.’ The oldest proof of

the appearance of uu Indo-European people that wo possess, is in the

lower column of victory of Tiglat-pilcser IV of Assyria in £00 B.C.

Here, we get u proof that tbe Aryans were o dark-coloured type of

men, a* the Hades have been described us *' dark.” a Further, the

mosaic pictures of Pompey—the so-called battle of Alexander—

the Perdans have been represented with block beaids. 1 Again, the

AjsDta fresco painting of Pulakesm 11, » the Cbalukya king of South

India, where ho is depicted as receiving the embassy sent by Khosru II

(Nocsbirvan) of Persia in the early purl of seventh century A.D.

has been cited by the aboveraentioued writer aa a proof of the

''white” origin of the Iudo-AryaDs I In Ibis fre&.o painting, Pulakeain

' Vide B B. O.l-., 11 Hfirditj ia Mod." pp. O0-3M.
* <•. Cm it. op M, pp 1!» 18J-

* Du- -a. or. oil.. ip 31-84-

* U-I.liy, '• L’>o-inuii|b« Iodo-Itiannitra' Id "L'-BUHifttoBio." 1«0. pp. 28W
sad 198 84

* erca 11 pnv.'ft by motifs «TiUn
•*•*5 ril# OOoibcr. KliiLOUuf HitUir>.”

1 Kit. M>r.r. M 2UM*rba. i&r V ere. Bk. 4J. p. IX
T 8. P««i, fy. at., p. 3l.
1 B. C. MuuDilsr, “A Brief Rictocy of Iodfe, * p. 49.
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is portrayed ns bereft of any clothing in the upper part of bis body,

and tbte part, aa depicted in photography seem? white to these

savants ! Bat further investigation of the same group of paintinga

will reveal that the Lillian kings and queen? are depicted in

light-chocolate colour, u* is seen in the fresco painting of plate

No. XV 117) tuken by Lady Horringham (Ajanta Frescoes being

reproductions in colour and monogram of frescos in some of the

Caves at Ajanta, By Lady Harriopbam and her attendents).

Oifoid University Press, 1915. Vet this pointing is cited na a

proof of bis " white " origin ! But the Indian writer? of that age

have nowhere depicted an Indian king a? “ white.” The utmost

that can be predicated is that lie would be desciibed as “ fair " in

complexion, i.e., fairer than the average dark-skinned Indian. Long
before that, doring the invasion of Alexander in India, the Greek

writers have described the North Indian? a? daik-tkinned men ns
"

Tall in stature ..They were blacker than the rest of men, except

the Ethiopians.” Again the Greek traveller Ktesias ' met two Indian

at Per?epolis during ihe reign of the Achaememda and he described

them a? " Innk, tall in stature, dark and with long hair." Tbi?

description fit? the description of the men of the Punjab even

to day ! On these accounts, it is not pi ssible to deduce (toy nmhropo-

logical conclusion from artistic drawings in which the artist in order

to give a harmony to colours or to give a figurative meaning may not

he ancnropo’ogically accurate in Ins representation.

And as repaid* the sarcophagus of Sidon, Prof. Mohoffy says:*

“ In nobi'ity cf type and beauty of countenanco the urtiM clearly gives

the pai n to the Persians. But they are all represented with blue

eyes and redly hair, this too for artistic reasons, for bl3ck hair on

swarthy -kin would have marred the harmony of colour which ptrvade

the composition.” 3 But it is noteworthy that in this piece of

1 Arrnn'x "Anaha.i* n( Alexander *011 indii" meilaU-S ty E. I. Chlno-li. p. Ml
1 : P. M»haff>. "A <( fnillnt on “ |p 2aJ V87.
* T>* r»«r i-»n!«e Ibouih lie lot net lie-n fo Pima it laa out in H«w mollr^nU

Pini»n» fro. rli'firt.i p«rt- </ Ihe eeuetry. e re icim- PwVi.i- tu' eg from Pi»>ei '««
H04-nt .P'tfc|».lii>: t- n l e hi* not- nut a> y titendo Pti* *«. FuilUi, hr M Indian
•o! hiir. [. in lra<«llei? ,fr f r lb**' nturo ''pin IV»u , ’bi lhav did lol r-f.ul aln.t <>«
blsde li t-ema, eon e old ru e of nea> »hH> ill mlh-»f l»4- aotur.lt M
heipu r»ptv(diy ^oawl i rnwe th# ’No'/ie' wigin <4 1U Aih.eme, ns |

f*nii«l fit .no
I-T

1

'* ewlain <h«4i'U will) grey and l!i«e>ei. Tl»• • .mens nnj l-m- infiU-td in
Per-ii. Aliibac eieo •• d ted'x id '.Mortal pem-d* T» n Yiia.fti. u ih ,ixy tj». and r«d
Itaide are example, of il and Uiej w!ed ocer a Urge peevee pi Cocteal-Aaia and Jodi*.
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architecture, the Grech’s and the Macedonians have not been repre-

sented as blor.disl Similarly, one of the Ajaota paintings depict a

cavalry (barge of five Indian soldiers. In it the faces of the cavalrymen

have been pointed ted !
But no one will take the South Indians of

400-700 A D. as having red fac>a, and h-nce of northern origin ! Hence,

it is not possible to interpret these figurative at tie-tic composition* as

proofs of scatological facts.

Now let u* return to our former theme about the discovery of

the inn-field* in Indo-European -speaking regions of the Eurasian belt.

We h»ve epoken abnut the hypjth-esis of de Michelis which identified

the creimuionists with a tbcisI group of the Danube Valley. According

to him the crematioirists radiated from Hungary and they were

Aryaua. But Cliilde ' mihtitca agaitsl him and others like Ridgeway,

who identify the custom of cremation with ti particular race, as he

says, that no single race i9 identifiable, to which cremation i u-iora

can ho trotted
: and it cannot he proved that the cremation system

originated in and radiated from rcntial Europe. But as we have seen

that the practice of cremation is to be found in the Indo-European

region* of the Eurasian belt, and that brachjcephalic people* arc

still found to bo living in those regions, we cannot wean our nunda

from ihe fact Mia' the bracl.ycephaD were connected with the rite of

cremation.
7 But it is not po&ible to identify a race with particular

somatic characteristics with this custom a* it i* to be seen in Neolithic

Central Europe* where according to Childe both dolichocephalic and

brachycephalic skull- have been discovered, and again in Chalcdithic

Indus Valley culture of ludia where skull* of diverse forma have been

found out.* Nor is it pos-ible to identify a people of particular culture

i VCbltde.ep wt.p. HO.

» R» ley j-j*. "Add •et«'er in tult 'he ne* rotm-e or broe** «di! c! Inmcitioo
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and ethnic characteristics with a particular biotype. Ah regard* the

Inch- Europeans the roster ia ill jttdice. At present, it is futile

to identify tho original Tndo Europonn-spfftking people with a |wrti-

cular biotype. It is rather a philolotfical-^thnnlogioal grouping. The

"Aryan” stand* for a certain culture in which the urn burial is a

concomitant part, and this urn-burial is dearly recorded in the book

prescribing the rites and ceremonies that arc to be observed in

Indo-Aryan household*. Further, this urn-burial was followed in

post-Wdic India as attested in the B ddhist texts and Puranas
.

1

Again, the urn-burials have been discovered in the Indus vallcy and

in Baluchistan.* These coincidences would lead us to accept that the

Indo Aryans in prehistoric and historic periods practised urn burial.

And as this custom is to he- found in Persia and the Near East in the

regions where Indo-Eunpean-spcakiug p»H>p)e* have been living, this

coincidence would again lead ui to accept that these cremators

belonged to Indo- Gurupea n culture gro ip. In this matter we have

seen that the Muanniana sp >!ce a lan aage very simitar to Sanskrit,

and it belonged to the Sitern group of Indo-European language, and

the language of the Uettites contained an element of the centum

group.* On these accounta, it can be stated that this region of the

Near East falls within the Indo European cultural influence.

* Iq Mfcb* Par oibban 9ctU »Tte tU Grei t Dm llir hurlil ct ihn hno«
•mt ••litfc ot Oi<lib* r </ rbiit?* tree* tapVti c*er ill in ft c tl* Kfih*4. A**i»>,it*

Afcni P^fAMi erf g.lbtf.ng f the o! il< rfeiva-rJ I. b 1W.IS}. Ti»'« yjith. 0

irf l« i»owi» *«*ul I
prrsupvoM -D ru-bur.jS.

* Purine* K B«lM«bhUo «m « p*rl <rf S'ftdH, tute ** OittfeStnu."* The pwpici <t

U» a di* c t « f S: dbi. tub Ciiw rxiu’*
M

L|. |iu.tk 8uiny cf Iota.'1
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SOME PROBLEMS OF PRIMARY
EDUCATION

S. C. Goswami, Esq
,
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Jiti/fi'or 0/ Sckiaf*, Aukn.

I WISH to below a few of the most urgent prob'ems of our

I Primary Education, and all my remarks to follow will mainly

hear on the vernacular educational system of our Country. I should

explain at the outset, that the suggestion- I give below are borne out

by rov experience in cdu ati nal administration and they aro intended

to show how improvement in our cduationul system can be effected

even with the means which we at present possess.

We have just entered into a fr^sh and new phase in our consti-

tutional history. The provinces are now fully autonomous and sub-

jects like education aro unler the full control of the cumistTS appointed

from am mgst our own p ipul.ir representative-. The people therefore

entertain hopes that the Governments will la. out liuld policies of

ref trm and impr iveioent. la regard to education, there is a great

deal which ran be achieved without toe much addition il expenditure.

The desire for education is now so exteuiive that, provided there

were funds, there wiuld be no limit to the expansion of elementary,

as well as secondary, education in our country.

Apart from the large number of Government, aided. Board and

recognised schools, there are an equally large number of unrecognised

schools aattered all over the country These schools are not within

the recognised system of the Government. But they are the index

which show- bow ardently new schools are desired ev» ry where. Even

during the financial depression, which baa rioiMill lifted, und when

alniol all other activities -tood still, the number of scliOois »ud pupils

rose continually.

The main problem of expansion of education, jmiticulurly of

primary education, is the problem of finding money. This is a very

complicated and difficult problem
; and I do not propo-e to discuss this

here. I wish to content myself by Maying that this is a problem which

demands very careful thought from all of us, and some bold action

from our new Governments.
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But even within the funds which we now spend for primary edu-

cation, certain very de&irable re-organisation is possible.

I wi*h first to take up for attack the system of dual control of

pri aiary education that has beeu in vogue for nearly half a century.

1 mean the control of primary education by the Local and Municipal

Boards on the one hand and the Department* of Education on the

other. In what follows 1 must not be understood to be find ng fault

either with the loc*l bodies or the Education Drpartmenu. My

criticisms are solely on tb* dual system. Everybody recoguises that this

system has not been working very satisfactorily. That it has been

working at all, and with not modi noire, i* due' to the well known

desire of both the local bodies and the Education Departments to

promote educational interests. Tli3t there has noi been much claFh

is nut due U> die soundness of the system, but to the fact that personal

equations hwe played a g»eat part in it* work throughout these years.

Nevertheless discipline in schools has grown -luck, the qu«lit> of

teaching ha* autLivd, and instances have arisen which dearly indicate

ilut the srsiem ha* outlived it* usefulness and requires a thorough

overhauling.

The obvious remedy is to place primary education completely

either under the control of local bodies with minimum bupcrviston

from the Education Department, or under the Peporttncnt itself.

I do not propose to dia uss the merits or dements of either ceurhc.

Personally I am fully convinced that wuh proper management,

primoiy education msy thrive uitder local bodies as rourh os und*-r

Deparimenral control. The great defect of the present system is that

neither the kxal bodies nor the De-partnicnt fed responsible in

this rao-t important matter. Things therefore drift :
and ctSciriry is

impaired. There i* none oo whom responsibility for mismanagement

or deterioration ran be fised. If any one body is made resj/jusiblo

for the business, ibc*o remediable detects will disappear.

The souodest policy in this matter, in rny view, will be to

constitute small separate Education Boards to administer primary

education in each Subdivision. The Inspectors of Primary Schools,

the 3iib-Inspector* of Schools, must then be officers of this Board.

Most uf them are officer- of Government, so they do not feel themselves

responsible to the executive of the l^ocal boards, who control primary

education. In each Subdivision there may be a Government

Inspector wko« business will be to *upervims the Boards' schools
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and to see that 3 (ait standard of education is maintained in tbem.

He will be the agent of tbo Government to ensure that money

raised and given for education is properly spent : and that facilities

provided for education are properly and fully utilised. He will i»of

inteifere in the details of administration, r.*.,tha appointment, transfer,

dismissal and punishment of teachers, purchase of furniture and

equipment and their distribution, and such other things. All these

must be left to the Controlling Authority that ia the Education

Hoard. A system like this will give the Boards responsibility with

authority. The Government in the Education Department also

will have a hold upon the Board* and may call upon them to explain

if and when things go wrong.

The District Education Beards, provided for in the Bengal

Act, are, in my view, too big. They would not be able to administer

primary education efficiently, and would be costly.

This is a reform which coau no money just at present, and may

save acme in the future.

The second problem which is of equal importance is the distri-

bution of primary schools. The history of the growth of our primary

schools is a very haphazard one. Schools hare been established and

subsequently absorbed into the Local Board system in areas where

there was an influential man to start a school and press its claim

insistently on the authorities
:
or in areas which are conveniently

situated from the point of view of inspection. Othor areas in more

out-of-the-way localities have been neglected. In the result in certain

areas there are toomatiy schools and certain othor areas go without a

school. ft is time that tlii* uneven distribution is done away with.

Where schools are too close to ono another they may be amalgamated
;

and new schools provided in unschooled areas. In many local areas,

there aro sufficient number of schools to cover the whole urea with

a network of schools in such a way that do boy need keep away from

a school for difficulty of reaching it. But even in these localities,

because the schools were not started where thoy were needed, but

in places where they came to happen, there arc cun-idenble ar-as

where boys cannot conveniently attend a school. This re distribution

is not an easy task. It will arouse much controversy and bad feeling.

Nevertheless this is a task to be lu ed und laced at this stage. For.

every day that pusses makes the problem tnoro difficult.

My suggestion is that each Subdivision should be carefully

R
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mapped out according lo area and population, and places for Boards'

schools should be dcfiuitely marked. The Board should provide

schools only in these places
;
aod any outcry for school* in other

places should be definitely and sternly ignored. This is a work

which the officers of the Education Department should be

able to do in consultation with the I/jcal Board*.

The next problem is about the very low attendance of our primary

schools. There bos been much talk of wastage io oar primary

schools. The phrase means that more than 70 p. c. of the boy* who

attend u primary school do not complete the course. The ultimate

result is that this 70 p. c. remains as illiterate as if they had never

beca to h school. This represents huge waste of money and effort.

This state is due to the fact that attendance in primary schools is

not regular and there is no means to enforce attendance. I submit

that a sort of partial compulsion should be introduced in our schools.

I mean this. There will be no obligation ou a guardian to admit hi*

child into a primary school. This would of course mean compulsory

primary education
; and we have do money to attempt it just now.

But onco a guardian admits his child into a primury school, means

should be found to induce him to keep hia charge till he completes the

course, and to xc that his school attendance does not fall below 80 p.c.

Thia can be dono by a comparatively simple legislation, and

will oost but little extra money.

A course of action like this will give an added responsibility to

our educational authorities and to our teachers. Once you ask a man
to keep his son for so many years in school, you have the responsibility

to see that his progress from class to class is regular. This means
more efficient teaching than we can give now

Now I must say that our primary school teachers is a class are

honest and hard workers
;

but they cannot nvereomo difficulties which

are inherent in the syetem. When a man without any training hus

to take charge of 50 or 00 children in 5 claisee his taak becomes

really difficult. We must therefore see that additional teachers are

provided in big primary schools and the teachers are trained in

the method of handling more than one class at. the same time.

Both theso of couree involve additional expenditure. If we want
to spread literacy, this additional expenditure must bo faced

;

it w.ll not be much
;

if both Government and local bodies wonted
to do it, the money could be found.
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For the present, my suggestion i* that whatever new money

Is found for primary education should be spent on more aud better

teachers tbaD to establish new und inefficient school*. I must not

however be understoM to say that 1 um opposed to more schools.

My ambition has been to provide one primary rfhool in every village :

and one middle 9cbool for every five primary schools. What I want

to say is that for the purpose of increasing literacy in our mass

people, it is more important to see that the schools we have are

efficient than to establish more inefficient schools.

Another very important problem of educational administration

ie the maintenance of school houses and provision of school equipment.

Tho L«al Board budgets goneraJly provide only a very little money

for these purposes, for the simple fact that they have no money to

spare after paying salaries of teachers
;
and the demand for new

schools it so insistent that the Local Board executive is tempted to

spend the money it has for new schools than to spend it for the

improvement of the old ones. Ultimately the harden of maintaining

the school house and providing the equipment falls on the poorly paid

teacher. This is of course not just and it does not work.

Thing* have come to such a pass that the most neglected

house in the village or on the roadside is the school house.

It has been a standing joke with many travellers to point out

to the most dilapidated house on tho roadsido as tho school house

of the village.

Here again is a problem which merits our careful consideration.

There is no que*tion that this most essential charge of school adminis-

tration can be left to the teacher, as we are at present doing.

The Local Boards and the Government must devise means to find

the money that is needed, or to get the work done without directly

raising the money. Here alto some bold action is called for.

There are various other problems in connection with our pnmary

education. But there will bo no space to discus* them here I must

howover mention another problem which is not less important or

less urgent than the establishment of primary schools itself.

Tho Census Reports larueut about relapses into illiteracy.

They prove by figures that many persons who had attended school

as a child for a number of years and had learnt to read and

write forgot their little learning when they grow into man-

hood.
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The only reason for this is that after the child leaves his school,

he i6 cut off from all literary pursuits. He has no book or no news-

paper to read. Such books or newspapers that exist are either too

cosily or too uninteresting.

Now tho provision of reading matcriul in suitable form, in

sufficient quantity, of varied quality, and most of ail at a cheap cost

should be u principal duty of tho authority who is in coutro! of

primary education. This fact we have ignored up till now
;

but we

should do loDger do >0 .

The establishment of libraries in suitable centres, the institution

of Circulating Libraries, and the preparation and publication of popular

hoiks and periodicals are the wavs to combat with this evil. In a

system of primary education, adequate provision should be made

for these purposes.
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The University of Calcutta organised for the first time a special

comae for Geography teachers in April, 1937, with a view to improving

tba standard of teaching Geography in Secondary Scbocls of Bengal

and Assam. • A large number of schools from all over Bengal and

some parts of Assam deputed their teacher* to this course, but owing

to the limited number of seats more than 105 could not bo admitted

during tho term. Of thoso 85 were graduates in arts and acienco, 6

were graduates in teaching and 7 had the Master's degree in science

and arts of this University. The rush aud nature of the applications

for admission to the course indicate clearly chat chere exiets a keen

desire amoDg our Secondary School teachers—trained and untrained

—

to acquire a thorough geographical knowledge

The success of this course is duo largely to the sympathetic attitude

of our learned Vice-Chancellor, Mr. Syamaprasad Mookerjee. M.a.,

b.l., barristbr-at-law. M.L.A.. who established a personal contact

with tho teacher-student* on the day of the opening of the courso.

In welcoming them the Vice-Chancellor pointed out the importance of

Geography which has been included in the list of compulsory subjects iu

the New Matriculation Syllabus and appieciated the keenness of teachers

to avail themselves of the opportunities offered by the University.

I was placed in charge of the course, and was assisted by lour

lecturers in carrying out the programme of work. Classes were hold

mainly in the Asntoah and Darbbanga Buildings and 60tne iu the

Commercial Museum and Indian Association for tho Cultivation of

Science.

The special features of the coutse were the following:

—

<l) Scientific approach to the study of Modern Geography.

(2) Demonstration of model lessons with a view to indicating the

right method of leaching.
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(3) P.mphaais on Practical work
:

(at Laboratory and (6) Field

Work.

(4) Arrangement for Geographical Excursions.

The detailed syllabus was printed and distributed to the teachers.

Lectures were copiously illustrated by maps, models, pictures

and map projection.-, from epidiascope for better understanding of the

basic principles. The s^tootifio aspect of the subject was emphasised

by showing chemical and pb'sioal experiments at the Indian Associa-

tion for the Cultivation of Science.

General principles of teaching wore explained. Mo-del lessons

were given by the lecturers to pupils brought from Mitra Institution

{Main) for the benefit of teachers, some of whom showed exceptional

ability in handling the class.

Laboratory work consisted of map-projection, tuap-drawing,

tntrepretalion of topographical, weather and climatic maps. Meteoro-

logical observations were taken by each teacher at the Association and

were recorded in their practical record book- They were assisted by

a University lecturer and rcveral research scholars of the Association.

Identification of commercial products, minerals and recks were carried

on in the Museum.

The field work consisted of surveying. Uses of plane table,

prismatic compass, chain and theodolite were explained. Teachers

worked in groups and surveyed tho compound attached to the Presi-

dency College by chain
.

prismatic compass and piano table. The

records were entered in the field book and subsequently plotted by

each teacher in the drawing dues.

The following excursions arranged by the department proved

immensely successful and the teachers were highly satisfied as the

reality of teaching the subject was brought home to them. Lecturers

always accompanied the teachers and gave all possible help. A brief

account of the excursions i6 given bolow

(i) Indian Museum : Two batches each consisting of about 50

teachers visited the Museum on two different days. Each batch was

again subdivided and was shown agricultural and commercial products,

rocks and minerals. The Turions geological ages and working of some

minerals were briefly described.

(it) Bengal Chemical and Pharmaceutical Works Ltd. : More

than 100 teachers visired tie firm. The authorities were kind enough

to take them round and explain the operations of manufactures of
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tinctures Mid essences and medicinal products, sera and vaccines and

scientific instruments, and vitamin assay. The lecturer* also explained

the details of some of the processes. The visitors were treated to light

refreshment and given present* of some of the pteparUious by the firm.

(iii) Botanical Gardens (Sibpnr) : All tlie teachers went to the

garden to have an ides of the various plants and tree*. The Director

of the Botanical Gardena was good enough to depute the Curator who
explained the details in a very simple and interesting manner. The

teacher* highly appreciated his remarks aud took notes.

(to) Trigonometrical Survey Office (Photo Litbo Office) : The

teachers were taken in two batches on two different days. Rach hatch

was again divided. The Officor-in-cbarge of photo-litho work and his

assistant* took great poms in explaining and showing the various

operations involved in the making of map* such as photography of survey

work, mosaic work, powder photography, litho work, making of blocks,

printing, proof-reading, colouring the details, final printing and

mounting of maps.

(c) Air Survey and Transport, Ltd., and Aerodrome : Teachers

went in reserved buses and first visited the Air Survey and Transport,

Ltd. They were divided into four groups and were shown by the

officials how aerial photographs taken by specially designed camera

from various heights are plotted and by mosaic work plans of large

plots are prepared and checked by field work. They thus gained dear

idea of the preparation of topographical and geological map* of other-

wise inaccessible regious.

The teacher* next went to the aerodrome where they saw and

examined the mechanism of an aeroplane. They were fortunate

enough to see the landing of the Arora, the largest mail-carrying

plane of the Imperial Airway*. They also saw how au aeroplane

start? flying.

<ci) Kidderpore Docks: The teachers were shown work m n

dry dock. They went up a cargo ship and examined the various parts

of the ship. They weto glad to see tho working of a aluice gate.

(ni> Meteorological Observatory, Alipore: The teachers went

in two hatches on two days. Tho meteorologist kindly deputed two ot

his assistants to explain how obsorvunons were taken. Tbe mechanism

of instruments such as thermograph, barograph, liygrograph, byeto-

graph, anemometer, sunslunc recorder, ncplioscope and teisuicgrapt

was shown and cxplaiued to them. It was also shown to them bow
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accurate time is recorded by astronomical methods. Next it was

explained how earthquake shocks are recorded in seismograph and

their epicentre located. They also saw the starting of a baloon the

course of which was followed by means of a theodolite with a view

to hading velocity and direction of wind at various hoighta for the

guidance of pilots of aeroplanes.

(cm) River (rip to Diamond Harbour
:

One of the Port Com-

missioners' steamers (Sucfcfand) was reserved for the trip. The

characteristic features of the course of the river Hooghly were ex-

plained. The utility of landmarks and light posts indicating the

depths of the river duo to differential silting in the bed was pointed

out. They also noted the rise of the water during tide. The teachers

thoroughly enjoyed tbo trip. Variety entertainment* such as songs,

caricatures and games were special features. There was also au

arrangement for refreshment.

Tno teacher-students organised a social, the Vico-Cbanceiior

being the chief gueat of honour. The guests enjoyed thoroughly the

music, r&citatiou, dramatic scenes and comic scotches performed by

the teacher*. The Vice-Chancellor remarked that he was glad to

find that the teachers possessed such a keen sense of humour and

excelled in such extra-academic activities.

At tho end of the terra an examination wa* Iield, the Board of

Examiners consisting of 'ix members. The examiners were highly

sitisfiod with tbo work of the candidates, all of whom were successful

and eleven obtained distinction.

Tho successful candidates were awarded certificates by tbo Uni-

versity. At the time of giving away the certifi rates the Vice-Chancellor

congratulated the teachers and said that they hid proved how hollow

were the remarks of the unsympathetic critics on the present generation

of teachers. The Vice-Chancellor added that it waa the lack of proper

facilities in training that had rendered the teaching inefficient in schools

and that the teachers, who just completed their training at the Uni-

versity. had definitely proved that our teachers stood equal to teachers

of any other part of the world in their keen desire to aoquire knowledge

with a view to discharging their duties efficiently.

The teachers next arranged a farewell meeting. The lecturers

congratulated them for the right spirit they had maintained through-

out the course, especially on occasions when they had to work for

over 12 hours a day in hot summer, and explained to them how they

could farther geographical knowledge by working on home geography.
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i MONO the philosophers and scientists of the last eontnry the

ix question of life’s origin gave rise to many speculations, but

none seemed more fantastic than a forlorn suggestion from T-sord

Kelvin that life was brought into this planet by some stray meteorite.

Assuming that he was in earnest, the only use for hi* explanation

«49 to show the straits to which scirnec had been reduced in its

attempt to bridge the gulf between living organism and inorganic

matter. Fortunately, since the days of Lard Kelvin, excursions

of science into the domain of the unknown have revealed possibilities

beyond the dreams of the eurli-r generations. Though wo arc yet

far from the stage when life could be produced in a chemical labora-

tory, the simple phenomenon of a living organism arising from

primordial conditions, and appearing on the surface of the earth

through a scries of natural processes, without extraneous aid, need

not be regarded a* inconceivable or outside the bounds of probability.

The cardinal truth C30 no louger be denied that life lias traversed

a long way from the lowliest microbe to highest forms in the course

of its evolution. Tbo scientist of to-day is provided with a mass of

evidence which it requires the disingeuiousness of an incurable

fundamentalist or the prejudices of a religious bigot to explain

away. We have the evidence of tbo geologist to show the age of the

earth’s crust-formations. The fossil* that have been found embedded

in stratified rocks and classified by the palaeoniologist relate a fairly

connected account of the structural constitution of prehistoric birds

and animals. The extinct species of giant gourds, sloths, armadillos,

iguanodons und other dinosaurs bear eloquent testimony of the *aat

buttle they had fought in the onward march of life. In the embryos

of mammalian specie*, this interesting history of life's evolution is

faithfully reproduced, while the vestigials in the human and animal

physiology serve no other purpose than to remind us of their p**t

utility. It is well known that the experiments of the botanist have

brought forth new varieties of plants, flowers and agricultural

produce. In every branch of science we are now faced with facts

which point to the rock-firm certitude of evolution. The so-called

9
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" missing linka " which in the days of Charles Darwin formed the

principal stock-in-trade of tho an tievoluiionsst do not present any

serious problem uow-a-daya in the way of scientific learning. I n

more than one instaooe a complete chain has been established in the

development of reptiles into birds, and tfco cranium finds of the

anthropologists in Rhode?, Heidelburg, Java and Pekin have proved

beyond question the descent of man from an early anthropoid group.

Thus, the cherished dream of religion that man was brought into

the world aa an act of special creation has been shattered once for

all, and in its place wo have conjured up the spectre of an endless

strife through which the life principle is seen to have worked its way

towards self-revelation in man.

Self-preservation is the most primitive of oil instincts in living

beings. Wc seek pleasure and avoid pain, and this is but another

name for self-preservation. Every living being instinctively flies

away from imminent danger, When it attacks, it decs so in self-

defence. or with a view to obtaio food-supply. All round the living

orgauism. Nature has built up an unfavourable, if not a positively

hostile, environment, and in order that the organism might survive,

reaction on and adjustment to changing conditions becomes more or

less a compelling necessity. By a process of natural selection which may
perhaps not inaptly be described as responsiveness of tho specie* to

acts of self-preservation, the organism discards the olements that are

harmful to ita growth while such bodily characteristics and variations

as are likely to prove beneficial to its kind arc retained and developed.

Wc need not discuss here the present-day controversy raging round
the view propounded by Wiesmann thai the Lamarckiun transmission

of acquired characters is untenable. Whatever might be the nature

of hereditary transmissions, it must be admitted that the genius

of the species evolved weapons, offensive and defensive, from within

itself, and these were retained so long ns changes in the environment
did not render them altogether unnecessary, fn this way. the

instinct of snakes developed a pair of fangs to bite, and the spotted

coat evolved for the leopard made it easy for him to bide in the

jungles. The bee-hivea, cobwebs and birde' nests arc some of the

finest specimens of instinctive acts. We can very well imagine that
there ie no conscious purpose behind these acta They are never-
theless as good as any product of rational thinking and outwardly look
quite purposive.
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Together with and alongside this instinct a special faculty,

known as intellect, grew up in higher forms of animal life and gradually

found its fullest expression in the field of man's consciousness. Aa

in the case of instinct, self-preservation lies at the root of intellectual

faculty, but its mode of work is altogether different. Unlike instinct

which develops instruments from within the organism itself, intellect

converts outside materials into tools, using them for its own ends.

Thus, through the exercise of intellect a chimpanzee is able to break

the branch of a tree and u«o it as a stick. It is possible that the

stone implements of the prehistone man were fashioned in a similar

way. Tt would be readily noticed that instinct works within narrow

groove* of habitual repetition, mechanically and blindly. Tbc spider

weaves the same pattern all through its life and is constitutionally

incapable of making the slightest change in the design of the cobweb.

The reason i* that the instrument was instinctively evolved by collect-

ive variation in the species and not by the intellectual effort of any

particular individual. The materials from which intellect selects its

tools are numerous, and this act of choice brings into play a certain

power of discrimination. As the necessity grows, newer means have

to be devised with the result that intellect is freed from the cycle of

mechanical performances to which instinct is a perpetual slave.

It need not however be assumed that like Kipling's East and

West, intellect is intellect, instinct is instinct, and the twain shall

never meet. A* a matter of fact the two arc no intertwined that it

is not possible to draw a line where instinct ends and intellect begins.

In every act of instinct, there is an element of intellect and the

contrary is true likewise. When the rualo cuckoo decoys the crow

into a fight to enable the female cuckoo to lay her egg in the nest,

a gleam of inlrllecl is clearly discernible. The three-year old boy

Illezsrt, playing on a piano with the skill of an adept displayed a

quality which is akin to instinct in every reaped. The truth seem*

to be that the composition of the two is not entirely different. They

take their rise from a common source and proceed aloDg different

lines of deyel >pment, culminating in the wonderful instinct of birds

and insects on the one bund, and in tbc thorough-going intellectual

genius of man od the other.

It was a glorious day in life’s history when the intellect of man

emerged triumphant over the stereotyped repetitions and, equipped

with unending resourcefulness, began to work on the materials of
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tbo external world. In this wonderful achievement, he was assisted

by physiological changes, the most important of which was the develop,

ment of a capacity in the lege to support the weight of the My.
(J alike the quadrupeds walking on all fours, he was free to employ

his hands to the best advantage of the individual and the race. As

efforts towards self-preservation and search for fcod no longer utilized

his fullest energies, the surplus in him sought for a new expression.

Reflection was necessary to judge the merit* of respective mean*.

Gradually, the way was prepared in abstract thinking

In the practical experience cf man there are instances in which

wlmt was originally a means came to be regarded as an end in itself.

The ca«e of a miser is an oft-quoted example. The value of money

lies in the comfort it is able to secure, but the miser deprives himself

of comfort and take; pleasure in aceumulaiing wealth. In much the

same way, intellect which wss originally developed solely for tbo

purpose of self-preservation began to be locked upon not us a means,

but as an end. The conquest of nature of human intellect led to tbo

identification of knowledge Dot only with power but with virtue

itself. logic and reason, whilo giving shape to practical thinking

acquired an abstract value as being the quintessence of Reality.

Archemedes thought that, by planting his lever on a fixed point,

lie could dislodge the universe from its assigned position, replace

conceived a vaat intelligence for whom ** nothing would he uncertain

—the future as well as the past would be present to his eyes.” The

biblical phrase. God made man in his own image, is illuminating.

The Hegelian aphorisms—

"

whatever is, is rational ” and " thinking

is willing mark the high tide of rationalistic philosophy. The

canonisation of reason is complete when it is employed to prove or

deny the existence of God. There is no mystery which human

intellect cannot unravel—all that is needed is a forward policy.

Such rationalism Nietzsche describes as the Apollonian view of life.

But cbere is another way of looking 3t things. From the earliest

time* man ha* fell that knowledge is not like a citadel which can be

taken by storm—that reason is but a feeble candle whose straggling

rays illumine but a small part of the dark processes, the mysterious

workings of that *tuprudoo* force which, euphemistically we describe

as . Nature. According to this view, which asain Nietzsche calls

Dionysian as opposed to Apollonian, humanity occupies a place in the

hierarchy of nature not far removed from the lowlier manifestations
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of life. Man i* tossed about like flotsam and jetsam on tlic crest of

waves in a storm-swept sea. He has explored (he sky with his

telescope and examined the constituents of the minute with his

microscope—but what is mightier than the mighty and minuter than

the minute, Wei *‘*r^ ,
remains for ever beyond his ken.

It is no doubt true that in these days of scientific advance-

ment nature is yielding some of her cherished secrets, but

the haa never revealed what exactly she herself is. We know that

electrical energy in the form of electron* and protons constitute? the

basis of all kinds of matter, but can anybody say what this electrical

energy is ? Light is u form of radio-active ene'gy or electro-magnetic

wave which doe* not admit of picturability. The modern scientist

has plainly confe-sed his failure to penctrute the essence of reality and

ia inclined to view events in space and time aa

" do o'her ihnu a moving row

Of msgic shadow-shapes that Oqioo and go."

Sir Jame* Jeans says in his mysterious universe " many would hold

that, from the broad pbiloophical standpoint, the outstanding achieve-

ment of twentieth century physics ia not the theory of relativity will:

its welding together of space ond time, or the theory of quanto with

its Hppsrent regulation of the laws of carnation or the dissection of

atom with the resultant discovery that thing* are not what they seem ;

it is the general recognition that we are not yet in contact with the

ultimate reality."

In the region of human psychology, inspite of all explanations

that rcasoD has to offer the mystery is nowhere Dearer solution.

Underneath our field of consciousness we have a whole heap of the

unconscious which is never accessible to reason. The famous paradox

of Pascal that" heart has Reason* of which Reason knows nothing "

has become almost too classical to need elucidating. In the darkest

recesses of our being, blind strivings. resiles* cravings and passionate

instincts hold a sway which, in the mature consideration of reason,

is irreverent and unholy. The truth however remains that, in this

phantasmagoria of fleeting desires and passions, we may, if we will,

iook for a common ground where animal instincts meet with their

prototypes in man. The crowning achievement of psycho-analysis

has been to expose the pirt which " repression " and " censor "

play ia the make-up of human personality—that is to say, how
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thoughts, repugnant lo our feeling* and 6ocial habits are ruthlessly

suppressed giving rise to a course of action which is inexp icable from

a rational point of view. According to Sigmund Freud, '* religion

in its bigiunmg is s mere inisriprrsentAiion of sex ecstasy, and even

higher forms of religion is fud of idealised wx emotions." From the

depti, ol the unconscious, man has set up a wet nurse in the shape

of God. a mere projection of the tear of grown-up children. In our

dreams when censor is removed from the gateway of mind, the

whole arena becomes tl»e playground of promiscuity—unbridled

thoughts and emotions rise in a surging tide an I completely overwhelm

the sanity, ao often displayed in our waking moments.

Within human b^dy itself, there is ample evidence of an inces«ut

struggle, resulting «n the survival of the finest. We know that in our

blood composition, leucocytes or white corpuscles are charged with

the special duty of keeping the system free from bacteria. Thoy

fight bacteria, much in the same way as a policeman runs down thieves

and cucthroa'a and if, unfortunately, through some mischance they

lose the battle, loss of vitality, diseaso or even death follows as a

matter of course. In such an event, if endowed with human con-

sriou-ncss, the bacteria as victors would have good reasons for thanks-

giving, even ns wc offer prayers to God on our recovery from serious

illness.

In every living organism there is a will to live. In Schopen-

hauer's philosophy we find this will to live proceeding blindly from form

to form in an ever increasing degree of maturity along the path of

evolution. " Life is assured to the will to live ; ibe form of life is

8D end lc*s present, no matter how the md vidusls, the phenomena of

Idea, arise und pass .way in time like fleeting dreams." With these

words Nietzsche acclaims the Dionysian view and in his intrepid en-

thusiasm develops this will to live into will to power. It is not

enough for a living being to exist merely—he wants lo extend his

powers over others, exploit them for his own benefit and thereby

transcend himself. In every age life has transformed itself to a

higher order So »y» Nietzsche, ** I teach you the super-mun.

Man in a thing to be surmounted. What is ape to a mac ? A jest

or a thing of shame. So shall man be to »uper-man—a jest or a thing

of 6b»mo."

That will-tc-Iive or wil]-to-power is a dominant factor in life'*

evolution none may reasonably question. But, at the name time, it
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would be a mistake lo sup <*e that such self-regarding qualities have

alone contributed to the intellectual, moral and material progress of

the human race. It is not the will to power, so much as the develop

men! of an aesthetic and moral sensibility, a sense of harmony, that

has made man what be i*. The energy of man was not fully ex-

hausted in bt6 search for food and shelter, ai d the surplus in him

brought him in touch with the true, good and beautiful. It is well-

known that tbe artist and the poet fee! an inner urge which far tran-

scends a mere desire for subsistence or popularity. Great poets and

artists there have been whose lot was to suffer, and yet not for a

moment bad the muses forsaken them. The expression, “ Art for

art's sake " is not without an element of truth. Tbe ariist's delight is

to give rhythmic expression to hia own imagery, the strain uf sympathy

that links human life with nature. Behind all we seo of rature's

maddening strife, there is an under current of beaunous harmony wLicb,

tLrough the long chain of biological evolution, is for ever seeking to

find itself. Like tbe subsoil water pushing through a drsen spring.

Nature has at last found a way to self-expressiou in the artistic genius

of man. Who of us does not admire tbe panoramic grandeur of a

naturul scenery unfolding itself gradually before our eyes ? Why
should a thing of beauty be joy for ever f

“ My heart leaps up when I behold

A rainbow in the sky.”

In this feelinc of the poet which is shared by the generality of men,

is there any s€n&* of possession, of domination, nr of power ? It is

our king«bip with Nature's inner harmony which by striking a sym-

pathetic chord pioduces in us an ecstasy of joy.

By an act of the mind which ia spontaneous and direct,

tic artist i ernes into intimate contact wub an undivided whole—

a

whole winch Ic nei'hex analyse* nor reduces into its component parts.

Peony it not merely a rt yming jargon— it it something more. In

our mind, it produces the impression of a truth with which we are

fan iliar but of which we have no knowledge. The psycho analyst

attribute* the origin of art to a function of the unconscious while,

according to li« ra viourist psychology, thought is suppressed language.

For obvious rea*ons explanations 6iich as the*e serve only to deepen

the clouds of mysticism, instead of helping us to a clear understanding

of tbe artist's mind.
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Equally inexplicable are the flashes of genius which lend to

remarkable discoveries and inventions in tho domain of science. If

intellect alone were sufficient, it would not have been necessary for

a Newton or a Kepler to discover laws. Genius perceives truth

intuitively iu very much the same way as the inner vision of the

artist detects harmony in mind's relationship with Nature. Intuition

of which a true grarp of mental and natural philosophy becomes

possible, is neither instinct nor intellect, hut partukes of the nature

of both. In his creative Evolution Bergcon says. " There are thing*

which intellect alone can seek but which of itself it will never find
;

there arc things which instinct alone can find but which of itself it

will never fiud.” Thus, in man a special faculty has evolved which

brings him into close relations with all that is true, good and beautiful

and gives all insight into us nature with the directness and spontan-

eity. but without the blindness of instinctive habits. In other words,

intuition is instimt illumined.

This intuition is not such an uncommon commodity as we are

generally led to believe. As with the entire process of evolution, there

is undoubtedly something mysterious about intuition, but in its

simplest foitn. it has a seat in the mind of everyone of us, for without

it, the cognition of our very self w-ald have been impos-ible. We
feel our self strong through and directing a series of thought* and

acts, looking at itself as a whole from within itself without subdividing

the component part* of the stream ol consciousness. It requires no

aigumcut to bring home the reality of “ I." I feel my owo entity

by a spontaneous and direct proce-s. It was a tendentious and mis-

leading argument that Descartes !i3d advanced in his logical inference

—cogito, ergo turn (I think, therefore I exist). To have recourse to

logic to prove the existence of self iB like loialling numbers to create

harmony. Harmony is something outside and above the numerical

foros of which it is the result and it can be felt a* such of the

human mind. In a similar way we know our own self not through a

discursive analysis of menial processes bat by an intuitive wtuseof

reality.

We have seen that instinct and intellect arose from the same stock

and proceeded a'ong different lines of development. Is it any wonder

then that there should be a synthesis of the two in the personality

of man ? In the human level, art, moraliiy and religion have appeared

with a bout of other qualities, t. g., love, piety, patriotism, nobleness
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and self-sacrifice—a!! of which we intuitively feel as true, good and

beautiful. It is quite possible to imagine that all human qualities

with an altruistic basis sprang from the primitive instinct of self-

preservation. but in stressing the point too far the psycho-analyst forgets

that these qualities mark a definite stage in the evolution of life, and

whatever originally they might have beeu they are certainly not the

old devils masquerading a-s angels. Strange metamorphoses have

Occurred iu the process of evo'ntim—Jevils have been transmuted

into angels, d osa into gold.
"

Effect is not cau?e in disguise ” (Radha-

kruhnan) . the lotus springs from the mud, and by chemical analysis,

the botanist might feci sure that there are many elements common to

both. Rut who will contend that the lotus, so colourful and velvety,

opening its petals to the vibrant touch of the sun’s rays, is only

another form of that worthless stuff whose ugliness is concealed under

a placid sheet ot water? In the present age, as a result of scientific

investigation, our ideas relating to causal relations have undergone a

radical change. It has been to the credit of Max Planck to show in

his quantum theory that the phenomena of nature do not follow any

definite causal laws inasmuch ai the effect is found to be indeter-

minate and discontinuous. In the theory of Emergent Evolution,

Alexander and Lloyd Morgan have tried to show bow ot each stage

there has been an emergence of new things, now forms and new

qualities. Sava poet Rabindranath,—

«T1 «3 «*lt« TO I

Space-time contiouum is the warp and woof of the universe.

Thing* take their shape from spice-timo, but it is in no sense true that

they represent mere modifications, permutations and combination*, of

spatial and temporal qualities. Creation is not repetition. Newer forms,

newer qualities have emerged out of the flux pervading the universe

through all eternity and theiein lies the beauty of creation. In

humanity, the creative principle is at work ns it is working through

other forms of life and, though in a different sense perhaps, even in

the material world. Like tho flame of a lamp, forms and patterns

of things and beings appear stationary to our eyes, but within their

framework incessant changes are being wrought. This process of

creation is continuous as well as discontinuous. It is continuous

10
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because change which constitutes the very essence of creative energy

knows no rest, whilo discontinuity manifests itself in apparent tweaks

between the living and non-living, plants and animals, and laBt though

not least, between animal mind and human consciousness. To ex-

plain the mode of evolution, Bergson gives the illustration of a rocket

shooting upward through the air and in the oouise of flight, dis-

charging a variety of forms and patterns, each left to proceed

along its own line of development. A similar view, though in a

different form, has been expressed by General Smutts, the 8outh

African philosopher-hero iu his holistic theory. According to him

nature has created wholes in her evolutionary course, each of which,

complete in itself, consists of parts and is yet something more than a

mere combination. In this hierarchical order, we have in the living

beings properties of material objects besides some additional qualities,

which are nOD-existeot in matter. Similarly, the instincts of animal

life arc not the only constituents of humanity in wbicb more often

than not, altruistic virtues of an entirely different order are ditplayed.

Truth is not absolute—it seems to lie in the relation between

different objects, and with the change of relations botween them, a new

truth appears on the scene. The relative truth of a foetus in its

mother's womb is no longer available in a fully grown adult. Human

body consists of living cells and tissues, but from their combination has

emerged the personality of man, the truth of which rests on a plane

higher than those of primitive forms of life. Man’s relation with the

universe stands on a height which is inaccessible to lower animals.

Human personality has secured a place in itself from where it can

afford to look disdainfully on the incessant strife occurring in nature,

rt was an immortal song which poet Cbandidaa had sung several

centuries ago

S*tt* *T3T

ste.R sit* i

Nature is red with tooth and claw hut in the higher truth of

humanity, a state of perpetual warfare no iooger bolds good .
How-

ever uoconsciously, every man holds before him an ideal the fulfilment

of which brings him nearer to perfection. The will that is working

in the lower order of beings as will-to-live or will-to-powcr manifests

itself in man as will-to-pcrfcction. Towards this ideal of perfection—
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*j4jw —man is striving, and this goal need not be derived

merely because animal instiocta still persist in him.

Individual* may have different ideals, bat they all desire *clf-

fulfitmenl through theit realisation—and what is self-fulfilment if not

perfection ? To a robber, his chief may be the embodiment of perfect

virtues; to a soldier, Alexander or Julius Caesar, Genghis Khan or

Napoleon may be an ideal hero whose oxample he tries to emulate.

Acoordiog to lii< inclination, training and environment, the individual

formulates his pl*D for an ideal life. Towards that end, the will to-

pei feet ion that is working in the human race leads him on.

The supreme satisfaction of man does not lie in bia domination

ovei others—a* a matter of fact, it is only the least part of bia civi-

lisation. Greece bad reached the zenith of her eminence before she

bad sallied forth on an expedition of vainglory. Nietzsche's philo-

sophy is particularly fascinating to-day as one of it* powerful expo-

nents, I mean Signor Mussolini, has just given a practical demonstra-

tion of his will to [lower and domination. It ja conveniently forgotten

that the will-to-power which forms the steel-frame of Nietzsche's

speculative edifice cau never be * one-sided affair and in the clash of

wills in supremacy the collapse of modern civilization is inevitable.

Tounyaslute observer of life's histoiy, it is obvious that the Will is

blundering to-day, as it did many times before the udvent of man,

the evidence of which we find in the fossil remains of the extinct

species.

It is false philosophy to pretend that in the extension of power by

one uaiion over another, there lies true progress for the human race.

Stilf-aggrandiseiiient at the expense of others lays the axe at the very

root of humanity. The special qualities evolved by mankind have no

counterpart in nature's strife and the lop-sided growth of one race,

nation or community on the asha9 of another runs counter to the all-

pervading will-to-perfection. Man must not bo " a jest or thing of

shame" for the superman to annihilate him at will. A correct

assessment of human values, a search for fellowship, not in the

barren field of race prejudices but in the essential unity of spirit in

man a true and genuine recognition of I hat universal truth—

in short, a sense of kinship between man and man as

between man aud the univeise—on tlwse alone cau be based on perfect

social order inspired by ideals of morality, self-sacrifice and co-opera-

tivo harmony. The human family as a whole most develop an instinct
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for latter realisation of the true, good und beautiful. This may be

Utopian, and in view of tbc clouds spreading their shadows at the

present moment over nil international affairs must Ik* difficult for

realisation. Bill we need not be incurable pessimists. *' Man is a

recent comer to this planet : he is in the early morning of his life.

Who looking at a yeast globule or an amoeba when they were

the highest form of life conld have imagined the oak, the eagle and the

lion ? And who, looking now at our precent stage of human develop,

meni, can form any concept ion of what man may ultimately become.'*

(Sir Oliver Ixtdgc t
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KlUSHNAGOPAL GOSWAMI, SASTRl, XI.A., SUKITI-UIUAKSA-TIRTTIA,

Uiturrr In Sanlhl, Mealla Vtnetmlf.

rpUB yajfia cult nccordtog to the Vedic point of view is based upon the

-I all-comprehensive scheme of spirituality which comprises in it the

significance of both the subjective and objective morality. It i* in this

sense that the term has been identified with dhanua or I aw.' On

the eve of creation, PrajSpati, the Lord of Being*, personated

Himself as yajfia' and sacrificed Himself on us altar for the fulfilment

of the desire of creation. Ont of Ibis primeval yajfia, Prajipati

created the cosmos ami said unto His offsprings, “ Let this

(yajfia) be the fnlfiller of desires and by this do yon in turn create .' 1

This creative and purposive eloment of yajfia adequately accounts foi

the reason why man should participate iu the cosmic scheme of yajBa.

Man, who is evidently a part, and parcel of this mundane existence,

must therefore assiduously follow the scheme of yajBa for the fruition

und consummation of his life's purpose. Mauu, the celebrated

legislator, rightly observes that the performance of yajnas, for psycho-

physical organism, is an essential propaedeutic discipline to lead to the

realisation of the highest truth Brahman.*

The universe is regarded as pulsating with life where every

living organism is bound up in one great principle of universal life.

The atone or the metal may not evince the sign of life, yet it

lives bat sleeps, the plant lives not moves, the animal moves and

(mows and man knuws and koows that he knows. Undoubtedly man

plnjs a very significant role 3 in the gradation of creation but the fact

that he is indissolubly bound up in one universal life-principle ctn od

no account be denied. And as such he must be called upon to contri-

bute bis quota of service to the universe at large and this he can effec-

tively discharge by yajfia*

.

* Iliad it the Fni.tr.:> F.oil-.l Sa;i«n a\ tfte HUlti ^-
Pl.«h,r 1«7,

' ' Y»i«rn» dciit iflni 4hu -1111 pi.itliarna»j*.in,' Rgi*dr X. a. Ifi.

* • Yi;fiik pn.Hp.ilriri/ Bft.idSr.pj.U DpjolMd. III. H.fl. aim R Evrdi X. 90.7
' oiu, nr. m
* cii. n.M
‘ r/. • bnidhimal.u uftitl) SiMtbul,.' M.ac, I. 1C.
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Of the fire great sacrifices or panes mah&yojikis, a* they are

gonorally called, three are associated with life-long debts 1 which a Vedic

Aryan from birth has got to repay daring the allotted span of his

life. Tho conception of debt throws no inconsiderable light upon the

view that duty is the fundamental principle of the Aryan life where

even the dim consciousness of one's wdfiah rights ia looked upon with

contempt and disfavour. Unlike the Roman L3W. therefore, duty is

tho supreme fact of Hindu Law or dhawut which seeks to realise

itself in the renunciation ol the egoistic consciousness of life It is

in this strain that the Gltt eujoins man to do hut duty or karma to

the absolute resignation of ouo’b right or claim to the fruits of tho

deeds.* By way of implication, therefore, the Vedic Aryan, who dis-

charges the compulsory duties of the mah/lyajHas, is required merely

to ' give ' and not to ' ask ' for anything in return. The right to

take back is beyond the province of life's account, whether it exists or

not. With this objective in view, these mahayaji'uu are prescribed as

an item of daily round 3 of absolute duties, or nifyakarmatt. the

omission of which entails dereliction or sin though their performance

does, not confer any tangible advantage upon the doer.

These yfijfi&a we enumerated as follows: firstly, devayojiia or

sacrifice to gods by offering
1 hetna ' oblation in fire, secondly,

brahmayajHa (myopia) or studying and teaching the Vedas
;

thirdly,

pitryajna or ancestral worship by offering oblations to the departed

fathers with which is associated the duty of procreation
;
fourthly

iiuiniiiyayajiid or the duty of honouring and feeding the guest and lastly

t/hitayajna or the duty of giving food to animals and degraded spirits.4

In the list, tho sacrifice to the gods takes the precedence for

obvious reasons. In fact gods have influence over human destiny and

are collectively in charge of the whole sphere of nature. The whole

pantheon of gods represents the varied phases of divine activities of

One and the same Being.' Either in creative, promotive or nutritive

activities, gods are the bestower of infinite goodness. Man therefore

owes everything pertaining to his life and sustenance to these divine

powers, which arc undeniably the representatives of hie Maker.

Since it is an ethical postulate that every debt must bo repaid, human

* * J&tusilna ha ul brfihnmaulribbi rail ronvln jlrate Tifttirtnba, VI.
1

.
10 8 .

* Ch. II. 45.

> See U.tUvaci Gihv* III. I. 4.

« C/. Minu Ill, TO. bad ice »:» YfljSBVilki*. I. !l<>.

* • chant aid> 1pm titboilha vieini —RevcJi L, 16*. 40.
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obligation to Rode must be discharged in some kind or other. By-

deviation from it man incurs sin and is charged with theft and

misappropriation. For according to tho Gita " a thief, in tooth, is

he that takes their gifts without returning aught." 1 Sacrifice to godB

therefore is the only means to secure one's absolution from this debt of

obligation.

The ultimate view however is based upan tbo principle of mutual

payments and repayments where yajSa serves as an invariable medium

of co-ordination between the two worlds, human and divine, and which

i6 an indispensable necessity for acquisition of the spiritual as well aa

the temporal good of the universe. The Grid emphatically declares

this mutual harmony in the lines

—

" Thus each in turn brought forth by each

Yo both shall win to Final Good.” *

Tbo process of mutual help is this: when offerings aro given to

the Are they reach the sun (the centre of the mundane cycle), there

they turn into moisture and moisture falls on the earth as rain. Rains

produce food which is offered to the gods in turn and it- is from food

all creatures derive their sustenance.* The Git5 similarly

recognises—

" In Food all creatures have their birth.

From Rain does Focd In turn proceed,

From aacrifiee tho Fall of Rain.

The Root of suerifice is Act.” 4

This is, however, a poetic and metaphorical way of expressing the

intimate bond that binds the two worlds in an indissoluble tie. The
underlying motive is that geda are moved by sacrifices or yajOas and

through them tho ruling principle of ccsraic life is stined np to help

the well-being of man and through man ultimately tho entire phase

of creation. Response mast be there if the life-principle of tho one

world is regarded as the self-identicul life-principle of the other for

which by the law of universal unity a stir of life in one plane must

1
Cf. Gi'a.m. 12.

* tut, in. ii.

» Sw UlSO. in. 70.
‘ lit. M.
C/. • (Miid >,i pr.;ib prajlyiate ’ Tudiriy* Opwiiad. H. 3.
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proilm-c b nfcewary rcpCrcuasion in the other. This in short esplains

tlie ideology of the yujBa-performance by uian.

But the obligation of life cannot be held restricted to the only

Sphere of the gods or superhuman beings. Though it is prinwrily

conceived ue such, yet. fot its effective realisation it must bo viewed

to extend over the whole sphere of being-, visible or invisible, past

o» present, movable or immovable. The world is looked upon by

Sistrakiras as a dynamic organism with equally dynamic elements as

its constituents unaffected by any spatial limitations. Thus though we

are primarily indebted to the godB, secondarily we are indebted to the

thinkers of humanity’s good, the seer*, the propagators of human race,

the fathers, to the members of the »ocieiy of mankind at large and lo

the entire domain of beings other than these. And it is to meet this

all-pervasive obligation that the other forms of the mahdyajAas have

also been assigned a place in the list.

Hsis or seers of old arc the active well-wisher* of humanity nud

it was for their part to think out the ways and means hv which the

wtrld would be maintained intact. They represent in them the

universal itston at work for which it was possible (or them tu

evolve n mighty system of cultural discipline which is so essential for

the cosmic well-being. They performed as it were the cultural yajlla to

whirh the higher intellectual phase of life owes its origin. I.ike Prajapati,

therefore, ihe sacrifice ’ they reudeied hinds humanity in a tic of

equal obligation which « an possibly and fruitfully bo discharged

by similar performance of cultural yajna by man The Velas

which repre>cm the fundamental wisdom par excellence were revealed

to the vision of <he ancient sects who transmitted the lore to us by

way of cultural tradition. The rites of
f
giyajia consist of the duty

of urfhyuipma (studying' and adhyupiun (teaching the Vedic lore). The

duty is absolute in kind to be discharged in repaying the debt of the

wi‘. These twofold rites of the yajflii aecure at omt the cultural

communion with the rninda of the seers of old and the transmission

of the treasure to the pupils seeking for it. In studying ibe Vedas,

our inner life is (nought into touch with the inner life of the sages who

speak through the revelations. The cboid of our inner life ia thus

made to respond to ihe inspiration of the universal life of reason. In

the duty of teaching on the other hand, Vidy/1 or wisdom acquired as a

1 <'! hgreJ, X. 13j. <j.
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free gift is transferred to the pupil equally as a free gift, and the remit

is tlut this compulsory discipline substantially and mxt succcsaiully

helps toe propagation of tba culture from generation to generation

iu on unending success! in.

Nextcomes our indebtedness to ancestors who hind us from birth

evidently in biological and spiritual debts As any Science of

E igenics, Garbhopamsad 1 h33 reason* to maintain that the foetus is

made up of six eHcatial elements, the constituents of bone, nerve and

marrow are inborit-.-d physiologically from the father, and those of

flesh, skin and blood from the persou of the mother. The child born

cannot but look up to it' parents for its nourishment und somai'c

attainment*. The apparent consequence of debt therefore is hardly

deniable. But tire VediC conception of debt and the ni xie specially

prescribed for its repayment, i» quite significant. The debt is repay-

able by producing good and dutiful sons who it is implied will

observe the sumo religious riles in turn. For it is the imperative daily

duty of the sons to offer articles of food and wuler to the departed

spirits.

If any Vedic Aryan who i* alive to the difficulty and responsibi-

lity of the life of a householder doe* not take to the order of life-long

pupelagea* an alternative course B then with him, it is an obligatory

duty to produce the son for the future welfare of his soul, nay the spirits

of tbe ancestors, escape the rigours of the hell 3
if sons ato begotten in

the family. Therefore to produce dutiful son i* hi* dharimI. It is not.

merely the policy of population that underlies the view, hut its signi-

ficance lies elsewhere. Be it remembered that in Hindu India the

household is an essential element of the social structure where the duty

imposed on a householder of recognising the rights of others on any and

every occasion is not to be accounted iu terms of self-interest but of

social and spiritual welfare. The house i* u place where self-abnega-

tion and renunciation are to be practised for the sake of realising the

purpose and mission of life. This is why the life of the householder

in so highly applauded by our Susirakiras.* It maintains and

nourishes different institutions of society. 3
It is by virtu* of one’s

station of life as householder that he ib to daily perform the porter yajfla*

1 Quot'd in Miioli-hm cm Y*;fl irallys. I. M.
> S« Hirii., lit II.
1 Cl M.iu Cli IX 19S: Mr «I.iDar«bk.i{» V, pora. I.
‘ Fw VIII. II.
• Se« Mieo tb. HI. T7-76.
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in full consciousness of its far-reaching consequences. Therefore it

is by the performance of the householder's duty that the super-personal

ethos of mankind is fulfilled snd consequently whenever he is to

mingle his life-blood with his partner sharing the equal view* of life,

he must bo inspired with the idea of upholding the traditional ideals

which his children will inherit, grow up in and in turn jasa

on. By this consciousness of marriage ideals, the ethos of life is

transmitted from geneiation to generation and thus kept alive to

preserve and maintain the vital continuity of the race and this consti-

tutes the basic idea associated with the producing of sons in repaving

one’s ancestral debt. To produce dutiful sons, imbibed with the ideals

of life pitched heavenwards ts the raison d'etre of tho great vocation of

developing humanity which a Vedic Householder should participate in

and this constitutes his
'dharma .'

Let us now consider the pitfyajta as it is denoted by the rites of

offering food and water to the Spirits of the fathers. It is

held in our Slatra that the son represent* the replica in which

the father’s self personates itself anew, 1 and in this way ulti-

mately a great link is traced to cover the whole phase of creation.

According to tho law of ‘ karman,’ creation entirely runs upon the

impulse and motive force of ‘karman 1
or deeds and man is regarded as

the central figure of the scheme of creation. He is the narn or net.!

(the actor' in the Mage of the world which represents but. the multi-

tudinotis amplification of the one Great Self * in its varied phases. All

ether creature* on earth are merely humanity in disguise, because it ia

substantially and essentially man that elevates himself into divinity or

degrades himself into the minutest being 3 according as in the process of

transmigration his karmic energy colls for self-realisation. The rela-

tions ofo particular man in n certain birth, therefore, lie scattered round

that particular man in various forms in his subsequent births. The

circle of relations similarly goes on broadening and broadening in renpect

of every birth of a particular individual. Thi* furnishes the conclusive

ground of the postulate that every one of the creation has relatives all

around and everywhere. Then the spirits of father’s fothcr und

so oq may be looked up for everywhere. Therefore in pifryajda,

tboogh wc directly worship our fathers more extensively and

' 'lie* bi y»|6» 4im.n*b-A.lir-y. Briliaun-t. VII. 13. t.

cf. S.l.pvb* Stv. 0. 4 38.
1 ‘BxAisiyx* "»la »;»oi w.iiyfto,'—Taiitirlri Cp.niwil, II. 6.
« 8rc SaokbyiUr it. 44
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sorely we worship tho whole world of beings pervaded by the

unending fie of cosmic relation. The
4

tarpana * hymns

rightly sum np the doctrine. The theory of cosmic rela-

tion is whsk serves as the keynote of the philosophic import of the whole

scheme of the tnaknyajtia. Though each of the five yajaas is associated

with iv definite purpose of its own. in its wider mplication. each

symbolises the greit worship of tho Universe at Urge, either explicitly

or implicitly.

Two other forms of yajfla now remain to be discussed. These ore

respectively the rites of hospitality and offering of food to the

animal beings. The ideal embodied in these ceremonials, can

easily be deduced from the theory of universal kinship. Since the

whole of humanity is integrally bound op in an all-embracing tie of

relation, the home of each and all must be viewed as the home of the

r<Mt where the rest must find food and shelter whenever needed. The

life of a h > isehoMer is a life of self-renunciation having its manifold

obligations to gods and men and therefore the notion of property

C3D by no means be iodivid lalistic. Every 'atithi* or guest therefore

represent* tbc universal human life who is to be served with food and

shelter out of the property that lies at the base of the house-

holder’s estate. As such it is not without reason that he i9 looked

upon as Vdibvinaia 1 or the prototype of the Visit or the Great Being

that dominate* cosmic life in all its phases. The guest-god therefore

should be greeted with all the honour due to the highest prin-

ciple of life. According to the flaatra, the man who turns away the

guest becomes at once involved in all sin that pertains to cosmic life.

The Gita remarks with poignant accuracy that

On sacrificial leaving fed

The goad are cleaned of every sin,

While tber 'eat sin, the sinful ones

Who cool* for their own Sake* alone." *

Thus by opening hoepi table doors to guests one would really

the debt one owes to humanity at large and through

to the all-embracing cosmic life

discharge

humanity

1 K%|Ha Cp&n**4. L 7.

Psr tls>T*:tiirTysa|Hni»4d. 1. 11 *
* Cf. III. 13.
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Coming 10 ilia last phase of the sacrifice, we find the lower beings

appear before us essentially as nun though apparently in disguise.

Borau.-e it is the unseen power of ' Karma ' that, ha* thrown them no

doubt below the level where men take their stand. So whenever &

being is in need of service and nourishment, whatever be the external

visible form in which it appears, it has a right to those ritea of service

fundamentally as man. We are here to live the universal life in and

through the universe in consequence of which we can possibly fulfil the

universal life-ethos in this way alone. The debt which is discharged by

man in this form of sacrifice is confidently done US one to the whole

of cosmic life. We cun approach it also from another angle of vision.

It is admittedly believed that tho one Vaisvunara as Tire or life-

principle 1 pervad-B the eutire domain of brings which works within us

as a strong impelling force demanding always 'to cat food and enjoy the

enjoyable.’ Every other being on earth is urged alike by it to quench

its thirst for food and enjoyments. Thus whenever any article of food

3nd of i Djoyuieut is offered to anyone or to anything of the cosmic world,

it is ultimately offered to the siuie Agni or Fire which is identical with

Prana or Cosmic Life. Tbia i* the daily Agnihotia that ft householdei

observe* and the Okindoyya Upanifdd 3 bears out its truth in equally

emphatic teims.

In conclusion therefore it can be safely remarked that the dharma

or Law upon which is founded the whole procedure of paSca yajSas, is

what constitutes the supremo Ethics of tho Vedic householder. Mann’s

view on this point may profitably be adducod here. According to hitn

“ the gods, the sages, the tnanes, the g tests and the Dliuias ask the

householder (for offerings and gifts) and he who knows (ihe Law) must

give to them (what is due to each),* and lie who thus daily honours

all being*, goes endowed with resplendent body straight by the road to

the highest resort of life, ‘ r. e.. Brahmin or Truth." Yajfia therefore

seeks to rouse in man the consciousness that the non-individual and

supra personal elements urc the fundamental fact3 of life, aud tho

personal life as each is to ba continually ordered and regulated in

conronauco with the comprehension uf the universal whole of life. And

ultimately the empirical egoi* merged iuto the non-eiupirical self and

it i* at this paint tlut the realisation is achieved.

1 '3b c-a v«i$vlnaco Tiivariprt praoab.—Pratnc-paoisad I. 7, if. Oita Cb. XV. 1L
* V. 2» 5 See »!fo MohJaaraiaos OtOLijad, 1. 1.
» Ch.Itt.pl.
‘ Ch. III. 93.
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I

L’ST on the eve of the Pujas last year 1 i tart ed for Brindahnu

with a party of nine students belonging to the Sixth Year Indian

Vernaculars Department of the Calcutta University WO Benares and

Agra. The object of the tour was to combine the pleasures of an

ex ursion with some enquiries in connection with the Vaisnuva period

of the Mediaeval B.ngali literature and I spared no pain* to utilise the

brief period of twelve days ut my disposal for purpose.

We broke journey at Benaies on our way to Brindaban and spent

nearly two days hurriedly visiting some place* of interest which we

thought interesting enough to deserve attention. I may mention,

in this conue-tion. the temples of Viswanath and Annapurna, the

Hindu University, Hamath, the Observatory and the Twin Pillars.

I was struck by the religious outlook of the Bengali Hindus in

contrast with that of the other peoples of India. lA*t lime 1

happened to vi*it Puri-Bhubaneswar locality with a batch of students

belonging to the Indian Verna. ular* Department joat as this year I

visited Benares. Both the places contain relics of the Saivn cult

and preserve associations of Buddhism and Jainism which to some extent

subverted or influenced the Hindu cult of Siva. Sivo at Bhubaneswar

had to eonleod with the Jaina influence of Khandsgir i-Udayagtri while at

Benares he had a similar rival in Buddha himself in the neighbouring

village of Mrigadava later on known a* Sornatb. This place was

chosen by B .ddha himself a* bis first preaching centre. In spito of

his best efforts perhaps be did not achieve any appreciable success.

The Bengali Hindus patronise in a far greater degree the Siva of

Benares than they do the Siva at Bhubunc-swnr. Its chief reason is

not far to seek. Orissa ba3 certuin folk-lore similar to the folk-songs of

Bengal in honour of Siva. Bengal and Orissa bring for a pretty long

time under one political domination developed many common points of

culture and religion bsving drawn their inspiration from the Non-

Aryan South. But wbeu the outlook changed and the agricultural

god Siva of Bengal became fully Aryaniscd, Bengal looked more to
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Renare* limn to Orissa for it* religious inspiration Hen?*. Benure*

became a "rent ceDtrc of pilgrimage for the Bengali. Thia happened

to such an extent that the Bengali gradually began to settle at

Benares in large number* and in course of time made the town

an adjunct of Bengal. Under the circumstances, the Sivayana

literature of Bengal lu* very little to do with the traditions of the

god of Benares, tlvough the Anoadatnangal of Bharat Chandra has

many references to the god and the place. As regard* Sarmth the

stupendous stupa and the excavations around, inflamed the iiuagin »tion

of the students and mads thorn think of the past greatness of India.

The same, however, cannot bo said of the recent architecture and

paintings of Mulagandhakuti-vihara (a neighbouring building) belonging

to a certain Ceylonese organisation. The freco-paintings hers were

executed by the celebrated Japanese artist, Mr. Noshu. These seemed

excellent indeed, hut whether the combination of tho ideal of Ajants

School of painting with that of the Japanese School is at all happy—

is for connoisseurs to decide.

Leaving Benares we reached Agra on the 15th October. Tbeie,

we raised two days in sight-seeing. Tbo fine Moghul architecture and

sculpture as represented iu the T»jmabal, Agrn Fort,. Sikandra,

Itinudsd-daulloh and Fatebpur-Sikri overwhelmed us. We also ad-

mired the workmanship in some other minor buildings of the place.

There may not be any connection of these buildings directly with nor

literature still their cultural value is immense. The beautiful queen

of the Mausoleums, tbo Taj, created an impression in our minds

never to be forgotten. The Sikandra, a few miles off from the town,

contains the grave of the celebrated Akbar, while the building of

Itimadud-daullah, as its name indicates, contains the grave of Itiinadud-

daultah (Nurjalian's father) and of hia family. All these fine buildings

are splendid monuments of Moghul architecture. At Bikri the Moghul

art is relieved here and there with specimens of Hindu aod Ch uese

arts. Besides, the stupendous gate of Sikri known aa the Buland-

Durwaza with huge flights of stairs cannot cscupo one’s notice. The
grand buildings at Agra overlooking the Taj contain many reminis-

cences of Sahajahan and Aurangscb. The buildings a* described in

our old Bengali literature bear some resemblance to the specimens

of architecture in tho Up-country so for as hugeness and general

plans are concerned. Here we miss, however, our Blraduari Ghar,

Bangala Ghar and tho huge tanks, but neverthelesa there are the
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.Taltungi pillar*, courtyards ond compound* as described in our Bengali

literature. Our literature describes a combination of Hindu and Indo-

Saracenic art in the con*truction of towns and buildings, as a natural

sequel to the composition of many literary works daring Islamic rule in

Bengal.

We left Agra ou Saturday, the 17th and reached Brindaban the

S3mc evening. Tbs whole journey from Howrah to Brindaban in spite

of occasional stoppages wia extrsmely tiresome. However, we reached

Oar destination safely. Oar stay Id the place was for nearly six days,

and we finished our work as much as possible with haste within this

short time. On reaching the destination oar dream was somewhat

shaken regarding tho idyllic land of Lord Krishna. The present

Brindiban is a small (©wo with narrow streets and lanes and closely

packed building*. The town once stood on the very bank of tho

toriobe-inf'stcd Jamuna but now the river has receded considerably

from the town leaving only a sandy waste in the intervening space.

Brindabun possesses some fine temples, relics and associations

(*orne genuine and some spurious) in connection with the Vaishnava

cult which deserve our close attention, specially »s we arc interested in

Bengali lit-rature which contains ruanv references to Vaisnavism.

Regarding the topography of the place we should make it clour

that the present town of Brindabao is situated in the region called

Brajamandul which i* ubout 84 ctwf* in circumference. The locality

was under the Kings of M ithurainandal, Mudhtilnn or Surasona

country as it remain? to-day under the District Officer of the District

or Mathura. Midhuban became famous in the Ramayana story as the

place of Laban Daitya evidently a non-Aryan chief, who wa? defeated

and killed by Rama’s youngest brother, Satraghn3. whose family hence-

forth ruled the land for a long time. Most of tho buildings of the

present town nf BritiJaban are hardly two hundred and fifty years old

and its forrasr name wa* Pakirabad- Yet the traditions of tlm place

are much older than its present buildings and the town began to grow

from the days of Sonatina Goswarni who belonged to the middle of the

18th century. Both the towns of Mathura and Blind aban stand on

the same bank of the Jamuna and there is nothing to prove that they

once occupied opposite banks as some scholars would have us believe.

The town of Brindaban is only six miles to the west of (be

town of Mathura. On the opposite bank of Mathura some four miles

to the east lies the locality of Gokula. According to a local tradition
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there were two chiefs who lived side by side in Goknla. One of i hern

was Nanda Ghosh (foster father of Sree Krishna) and the other was

Brikobhann (father cf Sree Rfldha). Nanda Ghosh's place na9 known

as Hahlban while BrikabhouQ'* place was known as Raul where Radha

was born. Nanda, after keeping baby Sree Krishna in his co-tody

when stolen from the pilace of K3insa, king of Mathura, found it

jn-afe to remain within ** short a distance from Mathura only the

river Jmnuna intervening. So, he shifted from Goknla and established

himself at a place railed after him Nandagram which was about 22

miles from Mathura Briktbhanu also change-1 bis place and settled

within three miles from Nanda'* now town. Brikablunu's new pla.«

was known as Barshan. Bith Naodagram and Bar-ban are with n

Brajamnndal and are situated along with Mathura on the right hack

of the Jainuna and therefore on the same side. The Din-ubat (fit.

Toll-collecting Ghat) associated wish Krishna's sports with Radha on a

boat, is about ID miles to Ihe west of the town of Brindaban whilst

Mathura stands to its east and in this locality is situated the traditional

hillock Gobardhan. Both the Dan-ghat on the Jainuna and the G ibar-

dhan are over twenty-two miles from Mathura towo. The whole

region of Brajamindal, as we were tol l, is full of pasture lands, and

some ports of it, as seen by us, corroborate this fact.

It i® very difficult to recoucilo the different theories regarding tho

topography of Brajamandsl and Mathuramandal. Some scholar* would

say that the river originally flowed between tho towns of Brindaban

and Mathura and now both occupy the same bank owing to the Jatnurn

changing its course. Unfortunately there is nothing to subsUntiatc

or corroborate it although there are some signs of ero.ion aud slight

chances in the course of the river. Some would resent even the very

name of Radha as fictitious and of later introduction while our whole

Vaisnavi lyrical literature depends on ber existence nut only spiritually

but also physically to illustrate “ parabiva " amours of Ralha-Knsbna.

Even admitting that there was a Radha the Bengali Vftisnavus of

Brindaban will never agree to her carrying milk-pail to Mathura as she

was a princess and her father was supposed to have been more power-

ful than Nanda. If at all sho carried tbo milk-pui! and met Sree

Kri-bna on tho Dan-ghat, it w*t at a place far removed from Mathura

which stands od Ihe same side with Ban-bun and Dan-ghat. If we

believe in tbc topography theu felling of milk by tho Gopis of Brindu-

bau in the market of the Mathura town cannot stand as a credible
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BUgge*tk>Q. Then ala? falls through the con eequent amour* of Ridha-

Kriihno on tb^ Jauum*. To meet the situation, the Bengali Vaigoavaa

of Rrinliban would invent a myth,—that it wa* done supernat orally,

ami thereby the distance wm coveiod. A parallelism is drawn with

the opening and dosing of per&la of a lotus. The closing of petals

m^aen shortening the distance 3od opening up means its lengthening.

All of course was possible due to the divine and sportive nature of Sree

Krishtu. What comment should we make on cht* ?

The whole topography of the place as it now stands docs not

support the am >nr* of Radha aal Krishna on the Jamuno unices wo
plvcc the whole scene in Gokula which, as I have already said, lies to the

east uf Mathura on the other bank of tl>c Jamuna about four miles off.

According to the legend Nan la deaerteJ Mah&ban in Giikuhi and went

to live in Naudagraiu iu Braja uaudal fjllowed by Brikabhanu when

Krishna was only a baby. Por a in jre baby to have taken part in the

•porn described by Bmgili Vai»ho*va poets i* a manifest impossibility.

Besides, we know Akrura. the 'OcH'enger of long K&tpaa, invited and

tojk with him Kfishni tial Bj‘aram from Nan Jagram and not from

M.ibaban to Mathura to attend the ‘ Dhiciury tju* ' of Karps* who was

ultimately killed by Sree Krishna. \c the time Akruia visited Nauda-

grara in Brijaiuin lul Krishna was making
l
ive to Radii* and other

Gopis au I performing various feat* C> a*touish hr* brother cowboys.

Sa the whole scene of the Krishna legcad in connection with his love-

rnaking to Radha requires to b* placed iu Brajatnandal and not in

Gok ila, considering the location of the place, unless we take tbo help

of divine dispensation. To account for things, is it reasonable to dis-

miss all the local identification of places and find out new ones to

support the scenes of the Uadhi- Krishna legend ?

The basis of our own lyncal literature wholly depends on tbo

rvulity of the amorous spact* {Lila) of Radha ami Krishna by the side

of and on the bosom of the river Tamuna. What will be the condition

of Dankhaoda aui Ndukakhauda of Sree-Krishna-Kirfau attributed to

one Cbundidue and the lyncs of other poets if we do not admit their

connection with tbe*e amour* ?

The town of BrinJaban, as it stands to-day, owes its origin to

the efforts of Sanatuna nnd other Bengali Vuisnava saints known

ai the Vdisnava Goawamis. How Saiutann built his first temple

of MttJunmobun with the bHp of a merchant is \ story even now
on everybody's lips at Brmdaban. After this temple many others

12
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followed, the chief of which aro those of Govindaji uni Gopinuth.

Besides these, mere are huudreds of other temples. Among

them the temple of Sabiji. the temple of Sethji, the temples of

Banltubebari. Radha Daroodar, Sjam-undar. Radhaballav. Radharaman,

Gokulananda, Hulkar’a temple, Tarasli temple. Lala Bubu'8 temple,

besides Tankomw's Asram, Adwaita-bat, 8ringnr-b*l, Tentuhtnla,

Jamuns Pulio, Kali)* Daman, Brahma Kuudu, Nidhuban and

Nikuojoban, dc^er'e special notice. Of the above. Madanmohan as we

have said was installed by Sacatena Goawaioi. In this temple many

relics of Clwitanva Dev and his followers are found. Unfortunately. iho

original images of Madamuohan anil lUdhnraiii are not to ho found as

they were long ago taken away by the Raja of Karauli. The temple of

Gopinath attributed to Madhu Pandit and associated with the family

of Nityanundo is an important one. The temple of Govindaji, though

built by the Raja of Jaipur has Bengali association. It is a remarkably

fine specimen of Hindu temple architecture The temple of Rudhnraman

has associations with Gopsi Bhulta Goswami, The temp's of Gokula-

nanda possesses the memory of Lokeuath, “Sringar bai" has associa-

tions with Nityananda, "Adwaita-bat" of Ad waito and ‘‘Tentul tala"

(Tamarind tree shade) of • haitanya Dev. Under t o shade o( this

latter tree Chaitanya Dev used to sit during bis brief visit to Brindabau,

meditating about Lord Krishna and the place was once situated over-

looking the Jamunu. The temple of Raiiha- Daroodar bears reminis-

cences of Jib Goswamt; the Baukubehari temple of the Nimbarka see!

and the Kadhabaliav temple of the Ballavi sect also d.serve mention

The images in the templo built by the T3iasb Zemindar family arc

remarkable for their beauty. It may be mentioned here that almost

all the images in various temples arc remarkably handsome. The two

temples of Sabaji and Setbji and speciully that of Sethji may be said to

be the grandest iu Briodabuu. This temple of Sethji is a very fine

specimen of Hindu temple-bu tiding. Its type is Souih-Inhan and the

South-Indian priests prevail there. Tbo temple is attributed to Jugal

Seth. Though he was not ft South-Indiun lutn&-lf it bears the stamp

of that side as his Guru came from that part of India. This temple was

built at an eDormous cost and maintains a batch of 1C6 priests. Ihe

expenses of the temple arc Rs. 36» per diem. We had the fortune to

visit the temple daring its annual celebration. The whole scene of the

Puja and the procession was indeed majestic cieaiing an atmosphere of

tbo old days of Hindu glory. Tho Gadur Stunbha or pillar in the Lout
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courtyard is coaled wholly with gold and the people call it erroneously

"Son <r Tal-gachh" (golden palm tree). Its height is ibmt twenty.

t-.v> feat from the bate and looks very impressive. Episodes from

II udu mythology have been engraved on the stone wills all around and

rue image* are marvellously executed. The presiding deity of the

temple is of course Krishna named l.anganatb. The temple of Sahaji

has one very special peculiarity. The marble pillars supporting the

roof are zigzag in appearance. Nowhere have we wen pillars of this

type. These impre f*d us by the massiveness of their costly stones as

well as by the expense* und workmanship entailed in their execution.

A few remarks m,iy now be mrde as regards the Vaisnava theology

and the position of the Bengali Vaisnavae iu Brindabun. The Bengali

Vaisnavas belong to that group of the Vaisnava* known as the Gaudiya

Vai-navas. The originator of this group was Chaitanya Dev himself.

As is woll known at first the God Vishnu was worshipped by the Vais-

navas as the very name of the sect radi ates. Then the ideaof' 1 Avatar”

or incarnation eamo to the foreground and so we get first Rama as a

part incarnation and then Krishna us full incarnation of Vishnu among

many of hi* incarnations, to save the world from the hands of the non-

b droving sinner*. Last of nil came ChatUnya Dev whom bis followers

believe to have been an incarnation of Sree Krishna (not of Vishnu).

Apart from the worshippers of Vishnu and Rama those of Sree Krishna

and Chaitanya Dev require our clree investigation. Among the various

qualities of God the two which have attracted the greatest attention

of the devotee* are the “Aistvaryya," ‘‘Guna" and "Madhoryja Rasa.”

The non-Bengali people of India sveru to have been captivated with the

former quality of God, while the Beu«a*is with the latter. Thus we

find in the Up-country the Rama cult ha* more votaries ll an that of

Knsbna cult. “Aiswaryya" connotes power aud fortune while "Madhu-

ryya" mean* love. Kiishua of course possesses these Iwo qualities in

him. The non-Bengahs seem to have more liking for the ‘Aiswarvya*

quality of Kri>hna and so they revel in his exploits in Ma hura.

Dwarnka and in the internecine Mruagle of the Kaurovas and the

PondovM. The Bengalis on the other hand are zealous supporters of the

"Mudhuryya Rasa” and they have shown their leanings to it so much

so that that th*y did not allow any temple of Lskshmi (GoddeES of

Fortune) at Brindaban when they found the to*n. Aa a result a

temple of Lnk-hmi exists only 3 miles off from Brindaban on the other

side of the Jarouna, the place being known as Be Iban where people
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flock to worship her on certain days as they do nob like to miss her

favour in worldly affair*. Even when wo consider this Madltnryya

quality we find that theie are two views in its connection. Some

uphold “8*akiy»M view and tome 'Tferakiya" and “Msdhura Rasa”

being the greatest quality of God, accord ng to some Vaisnavae, it can-

not be cultivated adequately bv a man with bid own wife (Swakiya)\

This love-making should be done with “Parakiya" which involves

gTrat risk and sacrifice. Chaitanya Dev held the Parakiva view. The
Maddhi sect to which he belonged was originally u Soutblndian sect.

His connection with this sect as well as bis liking for Ruraananda of

the Deccan with whom he bad a famous conversation about the

“Madhura Rasa'* seem to have some influence over Chaitanya Dev in

establishing the "Parakiya” theory among his followers. Henceforth

his followers of Bengal were known as the Gandiya Vaienava*.

The i*hi?f temple of the Bengali Vaisn3vas at Brindaban refer-

red to before is that of Madanmohan. The Bengalis seem to have

forgotten Madbabendra Puri who first found the image of Gopul at

Brindaban locality and to whose sect (Maddhil Chaitanya Dev hinudf

belonged. They only remember Chaitanya and his followers. In

every Bengali temple the deified image of Chaitanya is to be found

while in most cases we shall mitt the same in non-Bengali temples.

Now as everybody knows among the three Centres of the Bengali Vai-

snavaa—Navodwip, Puri and Brindabun—Navadwip is more asso-

ciated with the name of Chaitanya Dev though Pori saw him as a

living God during the latter part of his life, while Brindaban was only

casuillv visited by him. So. however much importance Chaitanya

P*v himself attrib ited to Brindaban. his followers were satisfied with

hie personality and did not thir.k much of that place. The importance

winch the Gandiya Vaisnavas attaches to the place >3 more in connec-

tion with Chaitanya Dev and bis followers, especially the Goswamis,

than with the Radha-Krishna legend.

To the idealists of “Parakiva" the introduction of Radii a was

essential. She was not the wife of Krishna in her earthly relationship

and the love. adventure* of the two, viz., Radha and Krishna aro illus-

trative of the “P»itkiya
M

theory of the Bengali Vaisoavoe. There is

one subordinate element—

3

kind of wtbeurrent—furnished in the epi-

sode of love-making by Cbaodrav&Ii, the chief rival of Radha in con-

nection with Krishna. KnEhna would some time visit Kadlm 6ome

time Chandravali, though Badba bad hia chief attention. Legend*
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fay many tilings about the two, even of their previousamours in heaven.

II is peculiar in the Bengali poetical work Krishna-Kiitan, that Ibis

Chsndravuli baa been identified with Radha while no other Bengali

work and Bengali convention support this view. At Brindaban no trace

of Chandravsli has been found, but wc find Radha in every

temple. “Radbaruni" is the term which is on the lips of everybody at

Brindaban.

To the Vaisnava* of other provinces the injunction of the six

Goswamis have little value. Even a sect of the modern Vaisnavas of

Bengal have disclaimed the infallibility of the Goswamis. They are

the present “Gaudiya Math" people of Bengal. They ore now frying

to have a stable footing at Brindaban in spite of the somewhat

unfriendly attitude of the Gaudiya Vaitnavas. The extreme wing of

the Parakiya preacher* aie the Sahajiyas. I scented a considerable

number of them at this place but have not been able to know much

of them for obvious difficulties.

Regarded as a centre of Vaisnava culture and learning the place is

not very progressive However, the Bhakti-Vidyalaya founded under the

auspices of the Gaudiya Vaisnavas is doing aome good to the Vaisnava

public. But it* shortness of funds and lack of public sympathy made us

have misgivings regarding its future. The school is run mainly through

the energetic efforts of Srecjut Ksirinikiiinar Ghcsh and his worthy ton

Dr. G aurapads Ghosh (both resident* of Brindaban) who deserve our

unstinted praise. We visited this school and found to our satisfy tion

that the authorities have opened already two departments, one for Vya-

baron (Grammar) and another for Darsan (Philosophy). Of course

both are taught on Vaisnava lines. The HarinomftmriU Vyakaran and

Hari Bbekti-Bilaa are the two books of this school lead by pupils. We
attended one Kirtan party organised at the house of Sreejuts Nitai Das

and Brindaban Das. Nitai Das is ably editing the Cbsitanya Charita-

ir.rita of Krishna Das Kaviraj which he allowed to us Wc could not

visit very many parties of Kirtan at the place and so nre hardly com-

petent to give any opinion about them.

Ill every speaker at Brinduban found great enthusiasm in

explaining the sectarian dogmas to strangers, olten embellished by

supernatural eleuierW. In these storie* wonderful dreams figured most

though even trees talked. Be that as it tiny, my tonr with the students

to Brindaban was fruitful in many ways. Before coming to this place

our ideas about its topography in its hearing on the legend of Krishna
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were rather hazy. Besides, the references in our own literature made

us compare them by a visit to the place for clearing certain problems

from our first-band knowledge. In more sense than one our visit to

the place was a success and for this we sre grateful to our present

Vice-Chancellor. Yet we had our disappoil tments too. People who

come to BrlDdahan lo see holy places visit the whole ot Biajamandal.

In the open fields they have to live in tents and shift from place to

place. But it requires time and money, of both of which we had very

little. Under the circumstance* we had pet force to remain satisfied by

visiting the main temples of the town of Brindabao and leaving the

Arcadian ccuntry of BrajB associated with the hallowed name of

Had ha Krishna for n future batch to visit.

We went to Mathura on a fljing visit on Wednesday, the 21*1

October only for a day. What we saw there did not impress us much.

We could visit o ily a lew important temples and ghats. The ghats are

Mathura’s speciality. Unhke Brindsban the town of Mathura faces

the river Jamuua and tbo whole length of it is studded with fine ghats.

Here also the Jarnuno is full of islets and the railway bridge ia doing

much harm to it. Among the temp’cs visited by us were those of

Dnarkanath, Kubjanatb. Kaipsamardan, Kalbhairob, Dhniba, Bali

and Saptorsi and among the ghats, those of Bisroni Ghat and

Dhrtibu Gbat. At Bisram Gbat we witnessed that very interesting

ceremony the ‘‘arari" of the JamuDo. For want of time some of us

could not visit Bhuteswur Mahndev* and R-dha Kuud (22 mile* from

Mathura). Near the latter, Krishnadas Kaviroj wrote bis immortal

Chaitanya Charitamriia. The Dan-ghat is also situated as we have said

before, in this locality. The chief temple with some air of grandeur

is that of Dwarkanath. The other temples aro but poor specimens

of Hindu architecture. We regret we cculd not study carefully

the specimens at the Mathura Municipal Mo>eum. The Gandiya

theology has fni'ed to strike any deep root a! Mathura. The

Gaudija Vaisbnavae bare very little hold oil the people of the

town, and as a matter of fact, the Bengali population at Mathura

is very small. Chaitanya Drv and his followers seem to have made

no impression at tlii* place. Even the cult of Kiithna has very

• P*r*»5M ftn people utt row that Bno'lakaa w»*» in int*nrt*Dt keij pforeef

He 8«n|ru!t AeuJio toin tk <»\ iht 6! ptrta of tbe fc..dy of d nd StU (istific)

< (r.A,n cl Bln* oo* p n \*'J » ere. It Her h*>r.

T>« Skki(oid»M bar* m Ora* ftO't Bbthofc (Fir*l ii kno«m as Bfci'.csh. Thic
that tbe SlluaiU pttuulcd baie UUdc tbe ioioJxxiUsO «f Vutan&>iam
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little "Madhora Rasa” in it, as Krishna in "Aiswnryya" is being

shown all over the town. Thus in place of Radha, Kubfa and

Rukmini figure prominently, and in two places, rf*., Kubjanath and

Dliruba Ida Vishnu with four arms wilh Sankha, Chakra. Gada and

Padma figures 3nd not Krishna with hi* flute. Frum wbat I have seen

in Brindaban-Meibura locality may I surmi-e that after the demise of

Chaitanva Her at Puri, the Gcswauiis found it hard to bold ground in

favour of their own theology and so being disappointed sent back their

valuable literary productions to Bougal—ihoir own land—for preserva-

tion ? They were not far wrong in their apprehensions »* wc can

guess from the present condition of Urindaban

We would hare been glad to secure some old Vaishnnwt manus-

cripts but unfoilunately could secure cvne. We heard valuable Vaish-

oavs manuscripts may bo found in the temple of Radha -Dunodar

(place of Jiv Uoswamil which is now in the hands of a Receiver. So

they are difficult to procure but we hope our University will try some

day to possess them for the benefit of Vaishnava scholars of Bengal.

In this connection 1 would like to point out that doubts may lurk

in the ruindsof souie regaiding the utility of seudmg studeuts of this

department outside Bengal aud not confine their educational activities

within the bounds of this province. The condition of Bengali language

srid literature dees not warrant such doubt*. 8uch excursions outside

Bengal besides bicadening tb* outlook help in the proper understand-

ing of many references and allusions that our literature contains. Of

coi»r*e attention should more be confined to places aud regions within

Bengal for this purpose-



THIS UNEMPLOYMENT
J. S. Aimak

Stt'fU't. Jb'ofAiul Ccwiilof Y. Af. C. A., /isfio. ff»nn« muf Ceyfw.

* PBESENT-DAY need of utmost importance ia that of assistance

to the evei-increa'ing number of unemployed youth.

Generally speaking, people who are untouched in ibeir immediate

circle by unemployment, think of tliur problem, it they think of it at

all. as one of staii-tie? and words. Little understanding exists of the

significant weeds of the jobless individual, and even less of the handi-

caps which a prolonged period of worklessnesa involves.

In spite of a generous publicity by the press to the problem, there

i9 a majority of people w!w waive '.lie subject aside, with the words

" Oh, nothing will or can bo done until Government takea up the

problem." While disagreeing with this attitude. I do not suggest,

that Government cannot help to alleviate matters, but I do

most emphatically put this question to such people, " Whot we you

yourselves doing in your own province and community regarding

unemployment among jour youth, particularly among your educated

unemployed ? " In certain places in India, the answer can sometime*

be " Oh we have schemes.” Now, however excellent schemes may

be, they provide only the smallest traction of the needed assistance.

For exatup'c. there is in this province a scheme being carried out by

the Department of Industries, whereby free training is given in eight

different industries. The traiuing period covers from four to eight

mouths, according to the nature of the industry taught. But preference

is given under certain educational conditions, to middle class Bengalis

who are in a portion to invest the necessary capital required for

starting the industry after the training period is over. Of its kind this

is an excellent scheme, but it is obviously limited in its possibilities.

Before offering suggestions as to how we might tackle tbi*

problem, let ub consider unemployment iu more detail, and also its

general effects.

People are said to be unemployed when they arc not applying

their labour to some sort of economic production.
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There aw four major type* of unemployment: First, that of the

roan utterly without a job, well educated, able to work, and genuinely

looking for a job.

Secondly, that of the individual who has theoretically a job, that

in, Ilia name remains written on some firm's list of employees, but

the man tson leave without pay due to slackness of trade, either on

part-time leave or full leave lasting over a fairly long period.

Thirdly, he may Imre a job, but be temporarily unemployed

without pay, because of illuces or some other disability.

Or, fourthly, he msy bo without a job, whether he is skilled or

unskilled for work, simply because he does not look for work.

Strictly speaking, the first and second types constitute the

unemployment problem.

The third type represents the problems of sickness, irtegularity,

and » forth . the fourth typo represent* the problem of wbat has

come to be called the unemployable.

Now, wbat are the effects of unemployment on the individual

and on the community ? As one statesman has said, few troublo

themselves with facing the fact. " that no waste is greater than

unemployment, no suffering is keener or more fraught with despair

than that due to inability by those who wish to work, to get jobs."—

For me. the awful tragedy of the situation lies in the fact that the

great bulk of the burden is carried somehow by those affected. Savings

are used up, insurance premiums go unpaid or policies are used as

security for loans aod so on. Independent family income ia reduced

or annihilated and, worst of all. economically, the standard of living

drops. In communities, fear of starvation breeds resentment and

resentment breeds unrest. Morally, pcrsousl diaintegration acts in,

crime increases, and many of the unemployed becomo unemployable.

Then there is the frightful effect it lias on the individual for, on

the mind of the jobless man, oomes a sense of uselessness, futility and

defeat. Then, too, the unemployed man is always undernourished.

Any doctor will tell you the disastrous result of this condition.

Continuous undernourishment means nervous instability, failuro in

the power to concentrate, to make decisions, to direct oneself. Not

only that, it encourages 3 stato of slackness. As time goes on, the

undernourished unemployed who i* genuinely trying to find work,

becomes bitter and angry against unyielding circumstances which do

not give him the chance he needs and wants so badly. Continuous

18
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faihire means lo«a of self-confidence and self-respect, and after a loog

period of woiklessncss, apathy is the final result.

It is, however, inactivity, more than lack of food, which makes

for much of the misery suffered by the unemployed. By inactivity I

do not mean mere idleness, but the lack of opportunity to carry out

the creative instincts.

Another factor for making a man melancholic and utterly

depress’d is the absence of congcniul society. When a man has not

the proper clothes, he hides himself from his fellows, and when bo

has not the food to offer his friends, bo avoids contact with them in

his own borne. This enforced isolation is the breaking point of the

unemployed man's misery.

Why does unemployment emt ? It exists not because of

individual laziness, but because of social conditions over which the

typical worker has practically no control. To give examples.

In a measure, unemployment is due to poor marketing facilities

for labour or to seasonal influences. Again, it may be due to

cyclical fluctuations in business, with ultcruatiog periods of pros-

perity and depression, for, when depression comes, unemployment

follows in its train.

Some is due to the entrauo of new competitors into the job

market. As long as the birth-rate exceeds the death-rate, old

workers will continue to bo challenged by tho yo ungcr one* City

workers may be challenged by farmers moving to the city in quest

of higher standards of living.

In addition to tho foregoing reasons, wo have those resulting

from our present system of Education iu India. There i* no doubt

that, to a great extent, the evils of unemployment are accentuated

by tho present system of education. For years there has been a

persistent pursuit of purely literary studies, to tho exclusion of practical

or technical studies.

If every provincial Government accepted the proposals made last

year by the Central Advisory Board of Education, a vast stride

forward would have boon made. It was recommended to Provincial

Governments that after a certain standard of general education i*

reached, according to local needs, education should bo diverted into

practical and vocational channels. Now, while being fully cognisant

of the debt that ia owed to Universities for past education, we must

face the fact that changing times bring new demands. I therefore
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bring to your notico tbe following suggestions which might alleviate

wmc of the unemployment among educated men and women

Because of ihe early employable age in India, primary education

should be made compulsory in every province. There should be more

primary schools for absorbing younger children ; incidentally, this

would give work to many unemployed women teachers. Such schools,

whether urban or rural, must be of ft particular type, that is to say,

while arranging for a sound general education, they should also ufford

facilities for training in occupational activity, suited to local needs,

preferably on conclusion of the general education course. This occupa-

tional activity would absorb unemployed men. Instead of opening

m >re aud more institutions for secondary anl higher education,

institutions should be built providing for specialized vocational training

in agricultural, technical, industrial and commercial subjects, as well

as arts and crafte, with a view to their immediate utility and taking

account of the economic situation of the areas concerned, or alter-

natively, existing vocational institution? should be further developed.

Incidentally, this would prevent the excessive output of University

graduates who, a: the present time, form an important part of the

unemployed population and are frequently driven to take the post6

which should be filled by non -University men.

In presenting theso suggestions which affect tbe educated unem-

ployed, I wish to lay emphasis on tho fact that reconstruction of the

education system does not mean an immediate solution of unemploy-

ment, because there must also be jobs for those qualifying in technical

institutions. It does mean, however, that the total of unemployed will

cease to be top-heavy with literary graduates.

And an improvement in tho method of education should make

for steadily increasing efficiency in industry and contribute to its

expansion. It should also bring forth new ideas for the development

of dcxv commercial enterprises.

It is interesting to note that the Central Government has offered

to defray the expenses of technical advisors to Provincial Governments

desirous of reconstructing their education system. Something haa

already been done in i)elhi. United Prox’inceB and the Punjab as a

result of this offer.

There i3 one point more I wish to stress. It is this-many

educated young oieu are unemployed simply because of a disinclination

for any work other than literary and because of ut tor unxvillingneas
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to adjust themselves to non-litorarv occupations which might o3er

thorn a living wage.

We must admit thBt we shall never be able to tackle the problem

of the millions of unemployed spread all over the country, but there

are several ways in which we can take a share. One is by purchasing

articles of Indian make, particularly those which are band-made.

It should bo a matter of shame for well-to-do Indiana to be seen

purchasing furniture and otbor household goods of foreign pattern

or manufacture, when similar Indian goods of infinitely more beautiful

shape and pattern are available. It is no argument to say that (he

Indian article is more costly generally, it is not. Regular purchase

of Indian articles will not only provide work for many who are now

without it, but an impetus will be given to tho revival of arts and

crafts and a atrengtbening to the artistic traditions of India which

are becoming gravely enfeebled us a result of tbe vast quantities of

imported goods which our present apparent preferences bring to

the market.

Then, for casual labourers, many of whom may be without an\

special skill—An experimental programme may be tried out on the

following lines: As soon os the bureau is m working ordor, house-

holders m Upper Middle-class suburbs could bo asked by letter to

inform the bureau of part-time jobs they require to be done, such as

window-cleaning, odd jobs about the house, which other duties do not

permit permanent servants to carry out, trimming up of hedges and

trees in establishments where no mali is kept, pamphlet distributors

and so on. Needless to say, no unemployed individual would be sent

to householders nntil the bureau was in possession of registered facts of

the man's case. Asa safeguard to householders the man sent out

would bo required to register before and after completion of the

delegated job and on receipt of a signed chit from the bureau he would

be paid by the householders. I am convinced that there are many

part-time jobs available.

By community piauniug and cooperation, we could establish

unemployment bureau*, partially under Government supervision.

Every organization and employing body in the community ought to

be conferred with and a representative group set up to give careful

oversight to tbe work done by the bureau. By obtaining a thoroughly

accurate and comprehensive statistical survey, it can be discovered

which are the most pressing noods of the unemployed community
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within a given area. When such are known, well-considered plans

can be built up to meet the particular requirements. I may add, that

I feel it absolutely essential that statistics be kept under classified

hradiogs. The bureau should exist not only to keep a register of the

unemployed and relevant details concerning them, but also be in a

position to introduce the right man to the right job as soon as it is

available. This would involve close contact between the bureau ataiT

and possible employers. The bureau committee should exert its

utmost influence to obtain apprenticetbips particularly for the educated

unemployed in industrial and commercial concerns or, they should

arraogo for evening class*. The bureau committee might divide

themselves into groups—e.g.. oue group might work out a programme

for dealing with apprenticeships for juaiors. Another might arrange

for short-time courses for worKers whose skill has bccoino a bit rusty,

a third might take care of the casual labourers, a fourih could

endeavour to meet the needs of the unemployed graduates. A fifth

might try to alleviate tho lot of the unemployable and so on. There-

fore, in addition to supervising the actual work of the bureau, tho

committee would bo in the unique position of taking a full share of

social service in the community. It u social service of the highest

order, probably demanding much time and causing personal

inconvenience.

Are we sufficiently public-spiritoi to hand together to meet a need

which is the responsibility of every man who has a secure job with

a decent salary—or. are wo going to sit still und lot misery harass

deeper and deeper the lives of tbosa about us ? My friends, not ouo

of us bas a right to criticise the behaviour of hia fellow men.

Therefore, I appeal publicly for men in leading educational, industrial

and commercial concerns to come forward along with those in social

service organizations and take up this problem in real earnest.

And cow another suggestion ; by multiplication of Rural Reconstruc-

tion Training Centre* run on lines of existing Y. M. C. A. Centres, un-

employed meu would not ouly be given the necessary training in rural

work, but would be equipped to settle down io villages, where they

can find scope for their training in agricultural schemes, under

Government or private landlords. The training may include courses

in all kinds of farm work, such as ruilking, ploughing, care of fowls,

cattle and livestock, bee-keeping and poultry-farming, as well as

training in the cottage industries of carpentry, weaving, dyeing, shoe-
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making and so on, with particular attention being given to

methods of repairing implements and utensils used in daily work and

at home.

With the co operation of caterers, training might also be given

in the management of hotels and restaurants, clubs or private bouses.

It seems to me there is real scope for placing fully trained men in such

jobs—witness the daily advertisements in the newspapers for trained

rooks, bearers, butlers, etc.

Also we might develop a commercial, secretarial and backing

course on modern lines where young men could be trained and

afterwards placed by the agency of the bureau This is a

service which in large towns would be greatly appreciated by the

public.

Lastly, there is the contribution that esn be made particularly by

existing social service organizations and clubs It is good to get

abend aod try to provide men with work—but, to my mind, it ia a

matter of no less urgency to provide such comradeship as we can to

relieve the mental depression of the individual while awaiting

a job.

Setting aside particular hours in clubs, when the unemployed can

look at magazines and read books is not enough, neither is it of

lasting value to have particular
u open nights *' when noa-members

can share the activities of established institutions. Wo must see that

the hand of friendship is offered in club rooms without any obvious

difference being made. You may s»y,
M Surely you do not mean us

to disorganize our existing programme* of activities ?
"

I answer,
41 Not at all. but why not intioduce new one* in which the unemployed

can take an equal share with member* ? " For example, why not

introduce dramatics ? Calcutta ia far from overwhelmed with good

dramatic entertainment. By production of drama*, abort plays and

comic sketches, a double service would be rendered
;

iu the first case

the general public would find a welcome change from the Cinema and

the unemployed would find his spare time occupied. Many will not

be, of course, sufficiently talented to act well
;
there are always props

needed to bo made for the ibow. Some might be found with sufficient

talent to write tho actual play. Again, what about organizing choir®

and orchestras ? I venture to suggest that the amount of talent

which lies with the unemployed will astonish you. If a represen-

tative group of club leaders and other* interested to holp in this
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connection eat down together and talked matter*, over, many more

possibilities than I can now mention, would suggest themselves.

Before making my concluding remarks, I would liko to have

jou here what other provinces are doing in the matter of unemploy-

ment.

A few weeks ago, I prepared a questionnaire which I sent to

different provincial Governments. The replies received up to date

brought me the following information:

—

The Government of Bengal intimate that Calcutta University

has recently started an organisation for finding out employment for

University graduates in tho business house* of Calcutta. Tho

Department of Industries is continuing a scheme launched three or four

years ago for edeeatiug unemployed young men in the technical subjects

of jute-wcaviog, wool-weaving, umbrella-making, etc.

The Government of Bihar has, attached to tho Department of

Industries, an information bureau which registers vacancies reported

to it. There is maintained a list of about 1,500 unemployed youths

aDd their qualifications. The Government sends candidates for

training to electric supply companies, sugar mills, mica and other

concerns as paid *od unpaid apprentices. They are also sene outside

the province for training in weaving, tanning, sugar technology *3

Government nip-ndiariee. The Government is trying to go more

fully into thi» question. There is al.- an Unemployment A'secinlion

at Bankipo-e which caters for the unemployed.

Tiie Government of Uuited Provinces have appointed an Employ-

ment B ard with its head office in Allahabad, to go into the question

of unemployment.

The Government of Centrul Provinces und Bcrar is aiming to

collect shortly statistics of unemployed youths .if the province. An

employment bureau has been ieceutly opened by the Nagpur Univer-

sity and a similar one is being maintained by the Nagpur Engineer-

ing School. The Department of Industries provides no traiuiog

facilities for the youdis during their unemployment. There ore

however ten Uovernmeut und Government-aided Industrial Schools in

the Province which impart instruction in Carpentry, Blocksmithy,

Boot-making, etc. Two village Industries Institutes are proposed

to be opened at Amraoti SDd Jubbulpore tbie year where Cotton-

weaving and testing. Carpet and Durree-weaving, Toy-making and

and Leequer work and Cane and Basket manufacture will bo
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taught. The whole question of solving unemployment in this

province ta undor tho consideration of the Employment Advisory

Committee.

The Government of Madras has recently taken steps to gather

statistics of the unemployed educated youth* in different districts in

that province, with a view to having a complete record of the

same and devising measures for ameliorating the conditions of the

unemployed.

The Government of Bombay initiated 3n Apprentice Scheme last

July. The scheme comprises the acceptance of a number of educated

young ruen for being apprenticed to industrial establishment* for

practical training for a period of five years. Simultaneously the toys

will be given for the whole period theoretical training on two evenings

a week in appropriate technical subjects. The aim will be to train

boys to become educated skilled workers. Only such numbers will be

admitted to the scheme which arc likely to be ultimately absorbed in

industries, after the completion of the poriod of apprenticeship.

A number of industrial establishments in Bombay and Ahmedabad

have agreed to accept apprentice* under the scheme and evening

classes in technical subject* will be held in the Victoria

Jubilee Technical Institute, Bombay, and the R. C. Technical Insti-

tute, Ahmedabad.

Let me conclude by thanking you for your attention which I

hope, will be sustained through you, your friends and associates to

this problem of unemployment. I confess I have been able to touch

only the fringe of the matter, but I earnestly plead with you to make

the alleviation of this problem part of your responsibility, no* so much

because you ate citizens of Bengal, but more because of sincere

humanitarian interest.



THE SOVEREIGNTY OF INDIAN STATES
Prop. K. H. H. Sastry, m.a., m.l.

The Indian Slates arc bound by treaties, engagement* and Sanads

which make them mure of lesa suojcct to British control. The general

conUol of the British Government ns the paramount power over fodiaa

State* is exercised in the following way*:—

fa) Tha Paramount Power ha* eioiuaiva control over the foreign

relations of she State.

(b) It assumes a general but limited responsibility for the internal

peace of the State.

(c) It assumes a special responsibility for the safety and welfare of the

British subjects resident in tho State.

(d) It requires subordinate co-operutioo in the tuslc of resisting foreign

aggression and maintaining intern#! order.

Thu* looked #6 internationally from the outside by foreign Powers,

these Indian States ore British. The Crown ‘‘has m addition to tokirg

over tbo powers of external Sovereignty, undertaken to preserve the internal

and external security of States-" 1

Yet in many other respeotn and within the domain of private inter-

nstiona! law. they are separate political entitiea possessing independent

Civil, Criminal and Fiscal jurisdiction. The Secretary of Stale for India

was obliged to restate tbo relations of the Indian States and the Paramount

Power in the course of his letter to the Secretary -General of the League on
September 28. 1927. Ratification of the drult conventions of tha Inter-

national Labour Conference at Genov* by the Rulers of the States was
stated to be " the concern of the Ruler* of States " and not controlled by

the Paramount Power. These Store* which number several hundreds vary

greatly in size and population and the exact relation* between the various

states and the Paramount Power are determined by a series of engagements

and by long-cstubli*bed political practice.

It cannot be gainaa d pace Sir W. Leo Warner's view that tho Consti-

tutional relation* between the Indian Status amt the Government of India

have boon gradually changed. As Professor Westlake put in ns juridical

setting " th«>r relations have treen imperceptibly shifted from an inter-

national to an imperial basis ; the process has boon veiled by the prudoucj

of statesmen, ihu conservatism of lawyers, at tho prevalence of certain

theories about Sovereignty."

Si far is Itid-an States are concerned their territory is not British

territory sod admittedly, ihe inhabitant* of the InJian Stat.a are not

British subjects. Many of these states have their legislation, their ad-

ministration and the.r Civil and Criminal jurisdiction A* was reiterated

by xhe secretary of State in hi* letter to the S«cret.«ry-Generai of the Leagu-.
the Indian legislature cannot legislate for the Indian State.

What i* the exact nature of tho relation* between the States and ti.e

Puramount Power ? Undoubtedly . the rule* regarding these relations are

« arjji., two. p. w.
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found in treaties concluded by the Crouu with the Rulers. Not can it lie

argued that all treaties of the British Crown with the third States arc

applicable ipso jure to the territory of I he Indian Staton. In u letter of

the Marquis of Salisbury to the Maquis of Duffcrin (April 23, 1896) it in

also stated thui :
—

" the protected state* of Indiu are not annexed to nor
incorporated in the possessions of the Ctowd It has however never

been c ontended ibat if tho-e state* hod hod nre-e*ist:og treaties with foreign

powers the assumption of protectorate by Great Britain would hare
abrogated those treaties. It could not have bad and in no esae has had,

such consequences. !

It lias also to bo stated thnt the relationship between the Indian -tales

ami the Crown has grown up under widely differing historical conditions

In some of the earlier treaties ns in those of the East India Company and
Stotts like Hyderabad, Gwalior, Bareda and Travunocre, they were
" trrat-ea of mutual amity, friendly co-operation and reciprocal obligation "

After 1818 the trtstiee were of “ Subordinate co-operation, alliance anil

loyalty." Owing to the prudence of statesmen like Lord Curzou and the
cccserrati-m of lawyers the relationship shifted Irom an international to an
imperial basis. " This imperceptible shifting " is indicated by the noti-

6eatica in the Indian Gazette |Ausu»t 21. 1891) in the Manipur Cate
*' The principles of Inte>aatiinal law have no bearing upon the relation-

between the Government of India as representing the Queen Empress on
the one hand and tho Native States under the Suzerainty of Her Majesty.
Tho paramount supremacy of the former presupposes and implies the
subordination of the latter.

"

The imperialistic genius of Lord Curzon enabled him to statu that the
In-i inn Slates “ in procees of time have conformed to a single type." Lord
Reading, «he Ex-Lord Chief Justice of England took occasion in bis letter

to H. F„ H. the Nizam, dated March 27, 192#, to further broaden the scope
of the Sovereignly of the Britiah Crown, " Its supremacy," he elaborated,
" is not based only upon trestle* and engagements but exists independently

of them, and quite apart, from its prerogative in matters relating to

foreign powers and policies, it is the right and duty of the British
Government, while scrupulously respecting all treaties and engage-
menta with the Indian States, to preserve peace and good order throughout
India."

As cary as 1911. Sir F. Pollock whila stating the differences of attitude
between Prof Westlake aod Sir W. Leo Warner—the protagonist of the
Government of Indiu 'a view—stated tbo point thus :

—
” The relations of the Government of India and tho Native States are

governed by a body of ooavenlion and usage not quite like anvthing
else in the wwld, but such thnt in caaea of doubtful interpretation,
the analogy of international Low may often ho found useful and per-
suasive."*

Sir Leslie Scott appearing for tbo Indian States, presented their cose
before the Indian Staten’ Committee thus:—“The Indian States retain
their rghts as independent states, except eo far as tbev have ceded their
rights to the Crown by agreement, express or implied." The Butler
Committee followed a different theory. The Crown’s paramountcy bad
grown up, according to the Committee, independents of these treaties,
engagement* and Saunds. It also felt Impossible to define paramountov.

' BKti.h »cd Kortirn SU!« P.fe-r, Y<i. «1. p. 1M3.
1 Tb* Law QuirfcrSy, 1911, pp* © »nd 9a
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I'aiamountoy roust remain paramount. It must fulfil iu obligation* defin-

ing or adapting iteelf according to tbe shifting neceeaitiea of tbe timo

and the progressive development of tbe state*. In any event in realms of

external affairs. Defence and Protection, and intervention, the Paramount
Power has functioned

AC any rate, it baa been recognized that the states retain sufficient

sovereignty bo that through only treaties with bis Majesty they can be brought

into the Federation, Section 6 of the Government of Ind»a Act (25 and

26 Geo. V, Ch 420, 1GS5) contains releruQt detail- of accession of Indian

States. Tbe rtilcr has to declare for himself, hU heirs and suoec*.>ora

“ that be accedcf to tbe FcdrraUon in accordance with the terms " of the

Instrument <*•! Accession he executes;. Hia Majesty the King has to

signify big acceptance of such an Instrument.

The extent and limitations of the law-making powers of the

Federal Legislature, and the exorcise of the executive authority

of the Federation in tbe acceding state have to be specified in the

Instrument
Thus the Indian States cannot be called sovereign in it8 full sente.

Sovereignty it divided between tbo Indian States and the Paramount

Power. Though protected dependent slate*. tbe Indian States still

retain some uf the important right* which belong to separata political

societies.
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f trio British Trt.de TaUi

The laconic official communique confirms break :p the Jndo- British

trade negotiations and to ra^ntii.D thsi detail* leading to tb« deadlock. It is

also nty.eworthv that the issue of tta communique is considerably belated

as the date of the departure of tnc In linn delegate. Sir Mohammed
Zoforulta Khun, bas nlnady hc« n known beforehand.

»t is, bowow, *Ut- d in in'oemed quartern ibut last minute <fforts

were made to avert * deadlock
; SO nothing wits inu/ie public in the mean-

time. It is furt her stated ibst wh-*n the Govern mem. of India wu» informed

o: the differences between the Indian non-MficioJ advisers and the British

side, the Indian members of th- VjccrjyV Executive Council worked like a

tesm in urgmg postponement of the proceeding* till the Indian view-point

was recoucileJ. snd Accordingly Sir Mohammed Zafarulla Khan was
instructed to return

It is now definite that the negotiations will not be resumed in London
and the Government of India will take the curliest opportunity to consult

the non official India adviser* in Delhi before taking further action Mean-
while, the Jcng dennunctd Ottuvra Pact receives another lease of life.

N#w Frdfcrsl Lcgiihtum

Commenting on a letter in ita columns from Bev. C. F. Andrews which
expresses the opinion that the New Federal Legislature in the present form

could only beimp:-8*d by force, the " M neheeter Guardian " *&y$ that the

Con greets leaders have repeatedly expressed their dialike for the present

Federal plan.

Mr. Jinnsh addressing the Muslim League described it as * mete
reactionary than the present central constitution."

The paper adds the Princes have had their grievances listened to un-

officially answered and catalogued for reference. There is no reason to

suppose that the Viceroy intends to neglect British India's, but a beginning
should soon be mode to give them the came treatment.

Integrity cl Belj£nm

A German declnraton formally recognising the inviolability of tbc

Belgian territory and us independence was presented on October 13. when
dueumcnUi were exchanged at the German Foreign Office between Boron
Yon Neurnth and the Belgian Ambassador.

A Ml airmeet fr.:m the German 8»de declares that the inviolability and
integrity of Belgium ore of commoo interest to Western Powers. It

declaim* the intention of the German Government not to attack the invio-

lability and integrity of Belgium in rmy circumstances aDd to respect the

Belgian territory at all time* excepr in cases in which Belgium might he

collaborating in military action against Germany The German Govern
m.nt is prepured, us are the British and French Governments, to give

Belgium support in the event of its being an object of attack or invasion.

The statement announces the German Government's determination to

prevent by all means in its power the Belgian territory from over being used
ns a basis for operations hv any belligerent Stares

The Belgian document briefly expresses the Boys) Government’s beet

thunks for the German decLruiiun.
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la Sorta

The eumpuien for the elections lo i he Russian Supreme Council, created

under tbc new Constitution, opened on the 12th October. Polling will be on

Dewtnb-r 12 nest. There will be two Chamber*, the Union Council, with

580 members, and the Council of Nationalities, with 57d member*, eael

circled by a separate territorial division by d.r.ot, secret and universal

suffrage.

The Central Electoral Commission of 15 members has just been nomi-

nated. The President is P. Mcekatcff. of the Trade Union Central

Council, too Vice-President Profoto Schmidt, an Arctic explorer, and the

Secretory 0corgi Malenkof, of the Trade Union for Institutions for Political

Educations.

Tbe moat prominent member of this Commiwiion is Nikita Krusohefl.

chief of Ihe Mosoow Corntmin-M Party organisation. Other members in-

clude Alexander Kowicff. General Secretary of tiie Young Communist
League, Pavel Gnrsbcnin, of the League for Aviation and Chemical Defence,
Lev McXilU, editor of * Pravd*," and representatives of district trading

organisation*, factories and collective farms

Dr. Sekstht’s Rttlgaatloa

Dr. Scbocht is Mated to have said in u eonverestioo tbs: his resignation

as acting Minister of Beon.imics took offect but he remains President of the

lleicbsbank for the time being.

Official quarters, however, state that no decision has yet been made.
Tbe report that Dr. Sehacht has resigned is incorrect

Spsnlsh Pxinltr in Bsreslaas

Scnor Negrin, Spanish Premier, left for Barcelona by oir. opparently
sigoslising Ihe change over of the Government.

Oomiay's Cstaoul Ctaims

The articles in tbe Paris Press. asserting t hat Herr Hiller will shortly

declare he does not recognise the validity of Mandales, are not taken
seriously in Berlin.

Political circles describe tbe articles as a “ ballon d’Essai " and say
that nothing is known of any such Mop, though they add that something
must be done some time os regard" Germany’s demands for colonies.

Ski lb Amende Republic’* PropMab

Tbe State Department lias declined the invitation of the Cuban
Government 10 participate in a joint endeavour of all American republics to

establish peace in Spain
Tbe American reply nevertheless expresses tbe earnest hope that a

peaceful method of terminating tbe atr.fe may bo found.

AuunHi te EagUoi id S Di}i

A new record for un Australia. England solo flight has been achieved by
Miss Jem Batten.

Her total time from Port Darwin was j days. IS hum's sod lfi minutes,
an compared with Mr Broudbent’s 0 days, 8 hours aud 25 minutes.
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New University

Preliminary steps lor the establishment of the University Library in

connexion with the propnsed Travanoor* University, which U expected to

he functioning by June nr July next have been taken.

Tb« Government of Travancorc have sanctioned the Special University

Officer'd proposal to utilise the Trivandrum public library building for tbe
aoootnmcdutton of ibc University Library, with suitable extend:** of tbe

present building, and for ultimate control of tbe public library being

eventually delegated to the new University.

MUria ScbtcU

The need for better-paid staffs in city schools was voiced ui u meeting
of tbe Madras District Teacher's Association.

The discontent among teachers, it was stated, accounted for much
inefficient work and a resolution wa9 carried requesting Government to

sanction teaching grants for all olty-aWed schools

Oxyjen^tairating Apputtos

Mr. E. X. Guba, Professor of Chemistry, Aoaod* Mob.; a College, has

invented a handy and simple oxygen-gencrating apparatus which he olaima

will produce oxygen in a steady Sow within a minute or two sufficient for

one man’s use for a day at a cost of less than two annas.

The Professor demonstrated tbe practical working of hit new invention

before the members of the local Medical Association and Colonel 8. K Nag,

tho Civil Surgeon. They are said to be highly satisfied and are of the

opinion that oxygen application with Mr. Guha’s apparatu) would cow be

possible for the poor and in the interior. One of these is :n use at the local

Sadtir Hospital.

A University in Trai&aoorc

On the eve of bis26tb birthday which foil on November 2, His High-
ness tho Maharaja of Travanooi* h** issued a prtfUmatkm establishing and
incorporating a University in Travuncore, with u view to effecting reorgani-

sation of the educational system of the State and tbe gradual development

of technical nnd technological education.

Tho Maharaja is the Chancellor of the University.

Education FeNoaship.

Tbe ocw Education Fellowship delegation met tho Minister for Public

Information, Madras, this afternoon and, it ia understood, discussed with

him the Wtrdha Conference decisions
" 1 think that a cane has been made out for immediate abolition every-

where of examinations at soy lower age than 16” aaid Rector Zilliacua,
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leader of the delegation, addressing in the evening at the Madras Christian

CoHtjM tkbcol on *•Examination.”
He added that many educational ayatema had abolished examinations

m lover stages and had got on quite well without them ; so that a case for

abolition bad been definitely made out. He also expressed tbc opinion that

school-leaving examinations should be freed from university entrance exa«

mination considerations.

New Yilligt Rtdio Sesame.

A scheme of village broadcasting which may prove as a gu de not only

u» the various provinces of India but to aerial countries ouuidr India.

hii :*h as Palestine. Egypt and other territories in Africa, is now under
rxnmination of the Government.

?t aims at covering the entire Delhi Province with n network of

receiving sets.

It is understood that the scheme proposes to put up 1$) receiving net*

in villages. The province will be divided into five circle*. Each circle

vtil) have a generator aud a mechanic, and every village having a receiving

vet will be within six miles of circle bendquirtcni. Thu*, a circle will

charge batteries and tend down a mechanic to attend to auy defect in a

r» ceiver.

There will be a supervisor taking notes of what the villagers Jikc and
u hat they do not like about the programme broadcast.

Restoich Laboratory

A statistical record will be kept of the results achieved Notes will

be kept of the extent to which advice on crops, for instance, has been
useful.

If functioned, the scheme's total ecet for three years is estimated not
to rxetid R*. K6.000 . and as it takes three months to get seta out the
scheme may not come into operation until the clove of the current winter
season.

Delhi will thus serve ns a research laboratory for the rest of India, us

successful experiment* can be adopted in other part* nf India.

ft is possible that at a lutcr stage a supervisor may be deputed to tour
various parts of India and ndriao tbo local authorities of the results of the
experiments m Delhi Province and help them to reap the benefit of such
reiearcb.

Spidiltit ib Rursl Rceintmecloi

Miss Pedmavathi Chinnappa of Coorg has returned to India after taking
her Diploma in Rural Reconstructon ar.d Social Welfare of London Univer-
sity. She was a Lady Tata Scholar.

Ditlxn* in Jcero»IUni

The Senate of the Madras University bad resolved in 1935 that the
Diploma in Journalism be instituted and that the advice of the Academic
Council be obtained regarding the academic aspect of the
question.

Tbo Academic Council considered the matter recently and ruroc to
the conclusion that the Diploma in Journalism was not necessary in view
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of the feet that proposals have been aooaptod for the institution ol thv

diploma in politics *nd the public adroioiflfcmtion »o the Presidency nnd sb

it was felt that such of theoretical instruction for journalism could ho

obtained through tiiia course and that the practical training could bo loft to

journalistic profession the Senate at iu meeting to-day moved
the resolution rbat its farmer resolution bn rescinded which was
carried.

It wan resolved that the Employment Bureau be instituted in the

University on the lines suggested by the Special Committee. Ono of the

function* of the Bureau will be to get in touch with the employees of

labour and other sources of employment and euggeoi such further

training as may be necessary for Graduates and Under-graduates, of the
University.

All'tndu E*Jucil>:r.iI Con!<icnoe

Mr. C. R. Heidi, Vice-ObancaUor, Andhra University, will preside
over the 13tb session of the All-India Educational Conference to ho
held at Calcutta from December 27 to #>. at the University 8<?na;u

House.

Uaivef.itj of L*:know.

Ths nsxt Coovocnlion of the Lucknow University will bo held on
Saturday. De*. 11. The Hun. Mr. Justice Mukand Hum RooJayakar.
M.A.. LL.i.t ius.-at-I.aw. Judge, Federal Court. Delhi, will deliver the
Convocation address. Only those candidates will receive ihcir degrees

or diplomas at the Cmvceali n, who inform the Registrar »n writing of their

willingness Such information should reach the Registrar or or before

Nov. 26 . Candidate* who are unable to present themselves iu person nt

the Corn* nation, will he given their diplomas on payment of Ra. Tiforn

diploma or for more than one diploma at h time.

At the- Convocation the cnnd>dato3 shall wear the academic costumes
appropriate to their degree or diploma. The costumes can be obtained on

hire on the day of the Coovocation from tho University tailors, who will

be present, at the Canuing College.

A Dacca Mrisr.

Samarenjan Sen. a atudrnt of the Dacca University and the only

sou of the prominent Congrats worker, Mrs. Asbalaia Sen, has been awarded
the Confine ota ; priao for Asia amounting to 4*X> dollars as bis paper on

:

" How can the people of the world achieve universal disarmament ” ws*

considered the best of all paper* submitted from the continent of Asia for

the world competition arranged by the New History Society of the United

States of America.

Indian HirtoricsJ Rear* OmmUiioo.

The following is the perBonnnl of the Indian Historical Records Com-
mission which will hold its 14ib session at Lahore on Dec., 16 and 17

1. SirG. S. Bajpai, u.n e., c.i.b., i.c » . Secretary to the Govern-

ment of India, Department of Education, Health and Lands, Kx-cffie o

President.

2 Sir Jadunath Sarknr, c.i.E.. d.litt., Hodv. (London),

formerly Vice-Chancellor of the Calcutta University.
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3 Dr- Sir Shafaet Ahmad Khan, d utt.. m.a f.r., Hisr.S., Pro-

fessor of Modern Indian History University of Allahabad.

i. Koja.Bvaiakta Dovvan B.-ihadur Dr. S. Ki ishnmnoaii Aiynognr,

m.» How. ph.d.. N.B.a s., r.» umr a.

5. R-v. F-tter 11 H.ros, S.J., n.a.. Professor of History, St.

Xaritr’a C"»i-e*’, B mtmy.

0. Dr. O'llahtn Lai Chosira, «*.. Keeper of the Records of the

Government of the Punj-b.
7. Dr B. S. Bulan. pn d. (Lond ), Curator. Madras Record Office.

Egmocc, Miidras [ex-officio).

8. Keeper of the ltcords of the Government of Bengal, Calcutta

ffjoftriol _ ,

9 -Mr. A. F. M Ahdul Ml. p.b.b.l., ji.a., K.n . Keeper of the Records

of the Government of Indio, New Delhi (cx vfticio Si cietarj j

ThK Government of India ha>cWn pleas, d >o resppmt Mr. G II.

Luca, m.a., u.e s.. Lee' uivr in Fur Ea-wro History, Cniv rsity Ci.llete.

Rung •m, os a corresponding member of iha Iedn-n Hirt< rieal Records

Commission for a pen.yi of lluvu years with eff«r from Aug. 27.

15
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FOREIGN CAPITAL IN POLAND

The total capital of jont stuck industrial concerns in Po’and is 910

million x*otyB> un<l of ibis 1,25 Oii»liou8, or moro than 42 pt-r cent., is uf

foreign orig n. The pereen ago of foreign participation i*, however, on tbe

decline for in 1935 the propmtiou Wuft over 47 per Cent. Foreign capital is

meet prominent in the oil industry, w here it rvprexrnta over 87 p* r cent of

the whole
;
in the pr iducuon of electrical power l85 per cent.) and in the

ininiog *nd iron industry (nearly 75 p*r ceut.). In tho chemical, timber,

leather, tcxtle sod paper iodu*tne-s foreign capital punie-puLg to tbe extent

of ever 25 per cent, in each case. The tnaiu couuirics repre-enud by th a

foreign capital arc: France 27 1
percent., U. S. A. 19 2, Germany 18 8,

Belgium 12*5, Switzerland 7 2. EogUnd 5*5, Austria 3 5. Holland 3 5, and

Chechoslovakia 10 per cent.

Bexoy Kumaii Sabkar

DISABLED PERSONS- COOPERATIVES

IN SOVIET RUSSIA

A very interesting branch of co-operati re activity in the U. S. S. It. is

tho organisation of co-operative societies for disabled persona. Every dis-

abled person (disabled men from ihe war of 1914 1917 or from the civil war

persons disabled in indu>tr>, onrf pciBuna hynuicappud from birth, etc.) re-

ceive* a small pension train the Stale, but at the same »ime he enlciivuurs

to engage in Borne trade which wi 1 enable turn, as Inr a* he is ubtc, to work

and increase his income. For th.a purpose many of them have formed
co-operative societies,

There are tQe following types of local co-operative societies:

(1) workers' producing co-operative BC-3i«tie«, which has generally one

or more joint workshop*, in tdt-xf more than 150 different trades in 15

branchm uf industrial production ure practised, the main brunches be og

the leather industry and the tnuk ng ol knitted goixls, small iuciu| article*,

toys, trimming*, ready-made duibing, etc.

(2) the co-operative »ocieiieB wn»ch engage m the sale of article*

produced by the wocictic* of the firet group unu ot other article*

;

(8) the labour-contracting cooperative soc elios, which give direct

wrvice to customers, us, for instance. the cooperative piutogr^pnrrs* shops

and the co-operative organisations for tho staffs uf restouruaU, cloak roum,

etc.

A fourth group of leaser importance is constituted by restaurant*

which ex gt mo niy io connection w ith eluus, t hreotres, c neenss, etc.

On 1 January 1937 there were m U. S. S. H. 2,134 disabled persons'

cooperative societies, or which 1,529 were iu the Uursiun Suemusi Fe»iera*

live Soviet Kepubtic (ii. S. t. S. It.), as com pared with 2 Ui 9 and 1.536

respectively on 1 J uauary 1938. Tbe total membership of those bocjcties
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wnt 201,000 in Ih* U. S S. R. on 1 January 1987 (152,460 an 1 January
lOSCt *nd ICO 400 in the R S. F. R. <122.800 cn 1 January 3036).

The disabled p^rfone' oo operative •octeti** are entitled to employ a

certain numhpr of «p*i8fan»8 not exce* d n* 20 per cent , of the total m m-
hership (>n 1 January 1037 tho number <>f asei-tnet* 09*32,855, and the
proportion ns compcrvd with the total mrrnrbrship is tending decline.

In 1936 it wan odIv 16*7 per cvn k
. Of the total The total number of

workers employed In tli^ disabled men's oe-operative societies was ihus
234,181 in th* U. S. S. R. and 183.217 to the R. S. F. 8 R. About 67

p*r. cent, cf the total wn«k in the producing aocierie*, the next group
in Importance be*n* the labour-contracting co-operative societies.

The societies may be classified as fallows n« regards membership:

46 -’oetcrir* with 10 member* :

387 siwieties with from 11 to 30 members
;

C48 aooifties with from Si to ICO members
;

261 <ntieiio8 with from 101 to 200 members ;

147 aoettta with from 201 to 500 ;

40 societies with &A members cr oTer.

The value of the output nf (he producing *rwetie$ was 1,148 million

roubles in 1036 nr. nyair st 770*6 million in 1985. The turnover of the

trading toctrlieB f< r the same year wm 815 roil bon roubles egoinsfc 590*9

million in 1995. The turnover of the labour-eordrncting co-npersrive socie-

ties. which developed considerably during 1938, was 101 million (60
million in 1986). The co-opera'ive restaurants hod a turnover cf 165 mil-
lion. The total funds of nil the disabled persons* co-operative societies

was l80.6C9.Ofl0 rouble* ou 1st January 1037.
When the rim co-op*-r*tite roou-tiea fer d&ablod persons were founded

fifteen years 3jro. the OmmisFariat for Social Assistance had to udvaocn

CoasMeraldc sums for tb* organisation of co-operative froduebon and to

provide a certain amount of working capital, but the co-operative societies

have long became independent of any State fiuoneial assistance. Their
own funds are now much In excess of the sum* originally invested by

tbe State.

The marketing of I he articles trsmifac'urcd by the producing co opera-
tive societies ts largely curried out by means of oentraets with Stulc

training institutions and distributive co-operative wxsleties, and in port

through ihs trading co-operative sccirtiea of d^ab^ed poisons.

In view of loo composition of these soe'et-e*, special attention 16

devoted to the pin weal ur.d moral wellbeing of the member*. The societies

hnre their own system of mutual insurance fund*, to which each ociety
contributes an amount equal to 15 per c*nt. of the total earnings of its

members. These mutual insurance societies have their own d»>-pons«ries
#

home-. »;inutor*a, etc. The Union of Insurance Societies of tbe H.8.F.S.R.,
for . x«mplr, hn» three «ro»»torin. one in Crimea and two in the Caucasus.
Id 1936 these ronatoritt provided troutmen t for more than 17.000 person*

,

representing about 20 per. cent of the workers engaged m the disabled
per^.na* cx^op» rative societies. This percentage is particularly high, for

only 5 per cent, of tbe workers of tbo country ss a whole axe noxmally
granted free u umtcni nee in innatonum or homo.

The co-operative acceLec themselves, as well as the district uniocn
•od the central O'gaui*ot:0ii* devote very specie! attention to iho vocational
training and genera) education of their member. The training of eprciali»t*

8Dd t**chniciHns nn«l the improvement of occupational ability arc very
important matter* for tbr disabled persons* oo-operative *ocietie*. The
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problem is particularly difficult because every year u lu^o number of

di-ublel workers join thrsn Rncin iKii w n bout baling received lb« nci-ossary

vocational trnin'nz, Much of the training they require is given in the

wotksb'ii’* tbemxrlvfA by the mcra skilled wo*k»rA, who instruct the appceo*

tio-a. The orzooi^atiooi also artaoge for courses of aupplem*’ tary

o iucotioo. bo: h voc*t»antll and general Some of the members who h*ve

the upessary prvlimmarj teaming are seat at the expense of th»* co-

operative societ*** to special technical schools or even to higher

schools.

The various disabled persons' co-opcratiro societies *rc grouped in

district and repulvicnn un on^. Tho Council of the Diaabled Persons'

Co-operative So : (Psckpopnuorirf I, which i* the Union of Co-operatvo

Societies *»f the R.s F S.R
,

acts at tho *a.no lime for the A |. Russian

Unoo. Tn * main duties of the Council a~e to *ui»cr?Ur and promo 1 c the

work of the disabled pmon?' oo-opcntlvc societies and to draw up their

annual and fir 4-year plans in collaboration with tho Commissariat for

SvCiol Assistance.

Bkkot Kumar Sarkar

BOOMS IN BRITAIN 1M7 AND t9»

La*-t yeJir a* this banquet my predecessor was able to say that no

setback w i* visible in th* growing reoivcry we Lid been enjoying during

the l»»«t *'•*• years. The year 1929 wa*. on ihi wtole, a year uf prosperity,

but by 1031 'he nation wiw plunged Into the depths, nod wh-n we l .owed up

to tho heights from which we hal BO ranidly descended it needed a res dutc

heart to believe that we co/.d reattdn them. Our main hope and effort

h»i* been to reaaptun? the level we had rescued before the depression. This

year, however, we have for the first time climbed up again higher than we
were iu 1020 on the other side of the valley. At last we draw breath

and look La k, we esn *ee tbit *e are higher up tho rising: slope than we
were in 1029 before the d'op • c’ urrod

The volume of eir>p<orm«ir of the injured population fe mow than

10 p-r cent, fa excess of 1929. Nor d<xa* this increase reflect mere y that

the numbers of the working population bare increa*d and that more ore

at work Production as o whole ha< increased appreciably m rc tbun the

increase in volume of emplo\racnt. This piogess is not only due to new
lovenUoos or new demands for luxuries Older, staple, heavy industries

(e q ,
iron and steel and engineering) uro producing o<ie*4hi‘d more than

iu 1929. If we are no longer tbs w>ik-h»p of ihs world, yet»»urold-
establi-hod Industrie* do not (a 4 s ums feared a few years 32o) show any
B»2n* nf d« c*y. Even the tex'ilc industry, which has en*v>un ered spec ial

dilficultirn on account of wot Jd changes, i* produo.ng over 5 per cent, moro
thun in 1929.

It i« particularly satisfactory to note that British shipping is much
more fully employed tiuu :n 1929. In that year tho volume ot shipping

laid ui* was neurit 4 )0,01K) tom. f ri»« figure increased durng tho d.*prc*#ion

to the stupendous figure of aver 2, <XX»,0(X> tuns, but it tut* now fallen to

the xkfg luible amount of 60.000 un*.
Aod, again, the production of food, drink, and tobacao is un nearly 2*9

per cent, as compared with 1929. and touts and shoes by nearly 25 pur cent.
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'Hie special significance of these figure® is that they reflect improvement in

the standard of living ui tbe people as » whole.

Amone the newer industries, the mo?t striking progress baa he*n made
by electric ty, the c«*n-unipt'on of which ba* almost doubled since 1029.

The outward nod vn-sblo >igna of ibis change ere in the great new power

Ktufion’ *nd the virtual completion of the grid, There i* no Dad to dis*

cuss the relative merit* of electricity *nd g*is» for it i» clear th*f. thr g*a

ii dustrr baa n»*t declined since 1929. Tno output of motorcars has

ranch d a new high record during recent months. Production of rnyon t*

over th'ccl»mt€ o* much a- it w*s in 1929.

The*e ur* very cheerful figure* and justify u* in claiming t hut our in-

Umal pillion is sound, for while there ba< been some ri<c .n prices this

hu.« bern *2co»npsnicd hy a great mere i*c m the prodaction and in employ-

m*nt.—S r John Simon a* Chancellor of tbo Exchequer rcsjxjndian to the

to«»t iuhm»tii«l by the Lord Mayor at the Mansion Hdl, London
October 9. 1937.

Bbxoy K«:MAn Sauk.ui

THE ROAD-RAIL PROBLEM IN PRANCE

The French P.nilwuy Board which met in July 1937 at the Ministry uf

Public Works bad to deal with a question of public otc'est. -tbr raising of

railway tariff*. They came to the conclusion that the competition betwe n

the mil ‘in and the rood r*9 bad a deep influence on public i ran* port. I he

advance m ncr nautrea »* likely to act in th* erne direction. The recent

International Baiway Congress brought ioto duo nliif the remarkable

achievements accomplished io the joint fields of operation and manage-

ment.
The cn<*dioatioo of t ho roilwav and the road stand® out a* the most

arresting development Tb* economic rfKcfency of the traffics by road has

been improved lo&uch a degree that tbr competition to wbich tbe railways

were Subjected assumed aihrestcning churn ter. and it was high time to

dev *e some means of dealing with it. Both !a»t year and in the curly

months of 1937 the ‘'antonol" bat taken on a great extension. The
shorter rooa were r he first to reap the advantage of being provided wp.b
•
*o iibfmm rices" whch were supplied. Inter oa. for longer journeys. From
1932 t*» 1937 the advance was a considerable cue: <;a January 1, 1932 there

were 24 "aiitomotri c*" running on the French railwav systems, the length

of which was th*-n 2.152 kilometre*
;
by January 1, 1985, there were 84,

covnnng 3,194 kilometre!* per dny
;
one \ear lat*r. ibe number of these

vehicles ww 9), and th- distance covered was 17,107 kilometres
; as from

1935 1 h^e figure* show a oootiderablG advance: 230 "Mutomotriccs."

cov*rmg 42 499 kilometre* per day
;
(sally, on January 1. 1986. there were

354
Moutomotricca' ,

in service, nod th»- di-tance covered per day was 75.599

kilometres- Such were the results brought about by the fear of competi-
tion.

The line* using ‘‘autoraite” were rewarded by a rapidly expanding

traflk*
:
on some or ih*-se the increase in the nnmber <4 iM-kets issued

wcrkidcui at 15 to 27 per cent. Oo the Parja-Orlenos-Midi 8\««n
f

the

length of I'd^k nperat d «ith the help of autocalls has ris*n from 2,414

k I unetros to 3,275
;
the daily runs exceed 15,003 kikurntres, ns compared

with lu.395 previously. The Esi Co., owns 68 autocalls with the help of

wbich it bus organised rapid services between Paris nnd Kancy, with
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connection *o Metz, and between Pan*. Chnrlcvil'e and Sedan
;
ag wet! aa

«-rvirc9 betwenn Mhocj’ Re* fort and Mulhou*e. Tlx* trip from

Pans to Nancy tt-lce* 3 h »ur* and 12 minute*. »t a speed of 110 kilo*

metres nn b»ur. In i he course of la<t year the autoraita of tho Est Co.

covered 4.000 00) kPomct'es. or twice the distance cohered the year

before. The u**c of the autorail hag r&mltad in shortening bv two hour*

the journeys f/om Lc Mods to Vichy and from Bordeaux to Aurillac by

aliout three hours. This is merely byway of quot-ng * few in*tnr.cc6
;

tie m^oy autorail services in operation in the whole of central France

would al-G be worthy of mention.

Wbil*? d-a’ing with the subject of the speed of the trains it is necea-

aarv to refer to the latest great innovation carried nut on the Ps/is-Lyon-

Mcait* iTBOcan linear lie ateamli ijed trains which decrease air resistance

while th-*y effret a saving of fuel by 2-5 per ceot at fain a sperrl of 140

hslometrre per hour without in any way impairing the remarkable comfort

of the carriages (I Kin= 2 ™M-
The advsoce id electrification, particularly noteworthy on the Pars-

Orleai9-M.di lines, is being pu-bed forward on the Euat system; the

clectnficaii n of the Toms- Bordeaux lin<? brings up to 55 per cent, the pro-

portion of toDOHge per kilometre baulrd by electre traction on that system,

*fid to 1,033 kilometres the length of ite electrified lior*. Tli- fast trams

on th* Puris-Le Mans line are ksuM ny engine* of 4,000 H. P. at a sp*ed

of ns much as 150 kilometres per hour; goods train** tmvel at a speed of

05 kilometres per hour. Many suburban lines have teen electrified. The

E«*t system now possesses one electrified lino (Paris* I.e Mans) ;ia much
as 211 kilometres long. Concurn-ntly the trnnsfonnation of the Paris-

Montpurudssc-Veraaillea line hes been completed to four tracks.

BSNOY KCMAR SARKAR

THE PLANNING OF PUBLIC WORKS IN THE U. S. A

One of the first measure adopted by tho United State* Congress after

President R oosevelt t<x k office in 1033 wa* the National Industrial Recovery

Act which providid, nmoog other things, for the creation of u Public Works
Administration for the purpose of carrymg out a big programme of public

wO'k-% Other pn grammen were sub-equ^nlly added but they were of a

*<xne* hot differ* nt character, being more in the nature of re.U-f wo kt than

of public w ika designed ta '‘prime the pump” of busings* recovery.

Tim :ng construction ot useful public werks so as to provide employ-

ment in tunsa of depres-ion is* an idt-a which has had a loos history
;
but the

application of chi- d»a bus been, un»il recently, sporadic and on the whole

un*cieoiific. When the Public Woik* Administration was created in the

{Jotted S'a'es in 1933, there wciv no reliable estimates ob to the cost of em-

ployment through the various kind* of public woks. Similarly, there was

no agreement *b to the proportion between of! site or indirect labour to oa-

liic or direct labour. Knowledge of this ratio I* essential in judging the

economic regenerative fleet of a public w«ik* pr »gramtne. Now, aftrr nearly

four \ean of operation throughout ;ho United States, PWA can point to Us

accoiiphstiuitots in terms of permanent utilitarian •txucturee. employ meut.

and invaluable additions to scientific knowledge of the problems involved.

Catalogues of promote and perinent scientific data being accumula-

ted all the time. By 1 February 1937 PWA had received 2i,065 application*
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lot allotments, bad made 9 328 allotments and bad approved for allot-

mcnl 2.865 others. These two thousand odd projects stand now as a reserve

to which allotments can ho mods at bny time when the need arisen
;

but it

mu.t be remembered that the bat will constantly be changing as elites find

other meansof fiuaocing tbeir projecta and aa otber projects are uppraved
b« tbc exstn ning divisions ol PWA.

Another catalogue of grant valua for future public works ia the report of

the National Resource* Committee. This report presents a long list ol pro-

ject- which arr considered advisable for t be development of the water re-

sonrees ol the country; nnd a'i the drainage basins of the country are in-

cluded. The value of th'» k nd of report as by no means remote.
In 1920 the tot ui volume ol all construction tn the United States

amnuntrd to a me 12.000,030.009, In 1932. bi-luro the «sisbli>hmeot of

PWA, the pendulum bud saungso lar in the other direction that the total

volume of eiflsiruction - as Ics. limn -i 000.000.000. Figures available for

the vear 1928 ndicite that one third of all o bstruction »as bn'nc< d by
publ« bodies, the Federal Qovernuient or Suite governments or tbeir local

subdivisions.

With miilicoaof workers trnemployed. and most of those who were still

on pay-rolls receiving « ag-s wbicb bad be*n drastically cur, the demand for

consotnm' go ds bihI services decreased materially, resulting in a corns*
ponding slash in the number sod in the wages ol those engaged in supplying
consumer*' demands. Evidence of iba decreased activity in tbeie industries
is the fact that retail sale* for 1933 dropped 47 7 per cent, from their 19 '9

total.

PWA turned the tide in the construction industry. Statistical proof of
this is otl-red in graphs -bowing the 5-ycor precipitous drop in couitrui-tioa

from 1928. In 1934, when the benefit* of tbc fiist building programme
undertaken by PWA were being fill. there was an upward movement tor the
first fitne siDce 1921. Public construction during 1934 showed a 62 per cent.
gain over Ibe previous year

; and the line has continued to rise siuce that
l me.

These gain* of the construction industry were reflected in gains of
al'icd miiustiice. starting them back to«ards nounnluy. How wns this
*tr Ic'og revers'd of * conotuic trends eflected ? The Congress, accepting the
theory of put-lic winks, node large appropriations forbuildng set vine*. To
PtVA went 1.478.013,11.3 f«.r it- non Federal works programme nnd 136.101,-
350 for the deve opuii nt of Federal low-rent hou-mg project*. In addition
to thi-, 1.557,762.UH -a* made avails' le for undertakings of tbc vatious
drpartmeniB ol the Federal Government

;
» bile this money was ulloied by

PWA. It IS not Considered p.rt of the PWA programme proper. For nil

con>truction pu-pjse-, Congressional appropriations totalled 3,351,029 892,
of wbl< h lea* Ibnn half went to PWA.

Und-r the first programme undertaken by PWA a grant of 80 per cent,
of the total c>*t of labour «ud materials was made the focal governm-nfal
body accepting the grant wa* required to provide the remainder of the
com. This arrangement wa* liheraiiicd in the second and in the current
programme; and PWA now provides up to 45 t-er cent, of the total co=t,
wiiti the grantee putting up 55 per ceot. from its own funds,

in ca-ea where th- reotptvui of the grant wa* unable to rai-e its ehoro
of construction casts either from fund* available or through the issue of
securities to be purchased by private investors, PWA accepted the respon-
sibility cf mikng a loan at -I percent, if tbc applicant was «ble to provide
rex-enable security guaranteeing the return of tbo money.— it. lclic* in the
International Labour Review tGeneva).

Bescoy Kumar Sahker



l$eDiott>s ant polices of l^oofco

Bichard Cartel. By Wmsren Churchill. Macmillan and Co.. Limited,

St. Martin's Street. Lundon, 1037.

Mr. Winston Churchill, the distinguished American novelist, i* not so

widely known in this pa>t ot the country as he deserves to hr and ms his

English name-eke is. But kis Carvel. Conistoa and Caisi* form a distinct

lril«gy which is almo-t a historical document of national imp> rtunce.

Richard Cart'd was fust published in 1859 • ml so far as tic know this i- tlie

fiist abridged edition brought out with n.t« s. Tbe hero sp-nk- in the first

pcr>cn nnd tbe regular rpi-ode of love is there but wlmt is of m<re iui|or-

Unix and greater latereit i, the hntoiical background
.
ju-t on tbe eve of

struggle for American Independence. «h»n 0 ay's Elegy was con-ider-d r.s

modern poflirj, end Charles Fox and Iloruce Walpole were live pereouages.
This abridged edition, with suffic cot udremurc to keep up the interest, does
justice to the original as tbr best of abridgements may be exp-cU-d to do,

nnd it is adapted to meet the requirement- of da-s teaching, each chapter

beinis of moderate length, nod the notes and tbe suggestive Question* given

at tbe end, chapter by chapter, will bo appreciated and lound useful.

P. It. Sen.

Electricity and Magnetism. By It. G. Milton. Published bv J. M.
Dent A Sons. Ltd.

In this treatise an "Electricity and Magnetism" un attempt has been
made to develop i he fundamental principles in an att ractive form and also

to #hu\v i heir application in their ic uiotoni end transformers and m wire-

less. Ihe buck is urifen in a lucid and simple siylo and tbe au'hor has
carefully uvoidcd introduction of d'-tuiia which might cm(u-e the mind of

young learners. Iu ibis resprit l be to^k will be auiub e for beginners in

the subject os well as th at who nre rather advanced. Moreuver the

examples and question ot the end of c«ch chapter will be of great help to

young students The L<m k is aim proluscly illustrated. It will bo a flood

reference book for students preparing for the Intermediate examination of

tbe Indian Universities.

S. K. ACOARVTa.

Some Aspects of Muslim Administration. By Dr. R. P. Tripalbi, m.a.,

d sc. Publiohid by the Indian Pieso, Ltd.

In '.be pre-Mughal history of Muslim India, we read mostly of

court totrigues and palace revolutions, war* and rumours of wsr-. the

hSslwian dweibng wii-h disproportionate fondness in toe sntecbainuer of

tbe King in tlie H>ll of Audience and in tbo mansions of the nobility.

It is therefore with Bume rdiel that wo tska up this book w hich gives us a
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history of institutions. It traces lbs vicissitude* of tho Sultanat and the

Vixarai from the Gbaznavide* to Akbar. Unlike tbe Mogbal period

there ia no profusion of ' funnam* * and • dasturulamals * end the historian

has to pick up materials from widely scattered sources Tbe author baa

shown admirable pauenco in gathering bis materials. Every serious

student of Indian history will be grateful to him for tho mas* of

information that he has brought together in tho compass of this

volume.

Part II of thi* book which traces the vicissitudes of the Vir.srnt ba9

been treated from a fresh pointof view. Tho discussions in this connection

am designed to fix the historical place of rulers I ke Pher Sbah and Akbar.
The author seem* to recognise the principle that with all ^cat men We
do well to nrconain low watermark that praise and admiration may not

be carried too far. In Appendix C, he has proved that it is unbUtorical to

ray tint SHer created a uew pnrgsna machinery unknown to tbo early

Sultans. Tbo author has aloe shown how the Khilji nnd Tughlnk rulers

evolved some very excellent me hods of lighting famine*. Wo are,

however, constrained to admit th«t ln‘pitn of on elaborate discussion

in Appendix D. tbe word ' Na<ag ' in tbo writings of Abut Fad still n mains
ambiguous and he has nos been eblc to prove that Moreland 1

* de6oit)on

ia incorrect. The view exju'-ssed by the author tbnt * Akbar** ' ideu wsa
not. on much national as of Universal Kingship ’ is not borne on* by the
evidence he has adduced. We should take into consideration the usually

inflated nnd hyperbolic lungy*gr. of diplomats correspondence of lha
mcdixral period and would rind that a letter written to Abdullah Kh»n
Uzbeg or tho expression of a desire of an alliance with tho King of

Portugal cannot justify the disoovery of iliia crack in tbe political mind of

Akbar, tho dream of paa-Islumio ascendancy.

N. K. SlNHA
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IN MEMORIAM
Hbrmanx Jacobi.

The Old Guard of German orientalist* is ihinniDg aw ay rapidly After

Griinuedel and WinterniU it ia now the turn of Hermann Jacobi, whcac

name i» but too well known in India, for there is hardly any branch of

Indology which baa not been immensely enriched by him. The UnivmHy

of Calcutta has a special reason to mourn bis death, for he was one of it*

few foreign visiting professora.

The works for which Jacobi is justly renowned in India appeared

mostly in the previous century, such as Dsb RSmSyana (1893). Corapositum

und Nefccnsatx (1897). AusgcnShlle Erx&hlungen in M&hira^rl (1886),

Translation of Juina SQtraa in SHE.. Vol. XXII. During the last thirty

years of his life Jacobi was engoged od u comprehensive work on the origin

and development of Sanskrit and Pfikrit metre*. This magnum opui in.

however, still unpublished I For this work Jacobi has minutely studied tho

metrical qualities of every verse of even such extensive works a* the

Ramfitfarta and the MahnhY.aiate 1 The life's labour of a great savant will bo

lost if this work it not taken up by one of hia pupils, of whom here may be

mentioned in pasiing Stcherbswki (Leningrad). Schubring (Hamburg).

Drelder (Berlin), and others.

Jacobi u as one of the few German scholars who bad mistered the

main branches of ancient Indian philosophical systems, both Hindu and

Buddhist. It is a great pity therefore that he published no comprehensive

work on Indian philosophy, though he contributed priceless articles on

the eubject to different journals all his life. He was moinly responsible

for the articles cm Jninisai in Hostings' Encyclopaedia of Religion and

Ethics. Jains studies fce«on in Germany with that supermans Albrecht

Weber, but they reached their high side in the work of Jacobi. With the

insight of a philologist and the foresight of a philosopher he fixed for all

timo to come the course that Jnina studies were to take in Europe. Such

leadership would have been of inestimable value for Buddhism, on which

a much larger body of scholars is engaged.

Batakwsb-va Ghosh.
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[/. Ti’f Latr Lc'i fl«Acr/jnf.— f/. Ih< L4U Pnfntcr Jmtu—IIl.
Our Unitt'itff irj Prcfrrttr Ssdl'oXrMbmw -/V. Dr. S. K W.tt.rjrr.-K.
( Hi* Ph D —VI. Patti Ptcfemrcl t'Avnlffrp.— VII. Our Onnrmlf end t\e
Inle’-Unutrsrli Board.—Vlll. A Sc\i D&.|

I. Thk Late Lord Ruthertohd.

The Budden death of Lord Rutherford, o.M.. t'.B.s., k.l., one of

the leading physicist* of the world, has given a rudo shock to scientists

all over the woild. Our sorrow in all the more profound as we have

uiisjed a great opportunity of welcoming him in this University as Pre-

sident of the Sil-er Jubilee session of the Indian Science Congress to

be held jointly with the British Association for the Advancement of

Science, which is due to coiuuieuce on the 3rd January next. To those

who are working for the surety of the Congress, the shock i» certainly

severe and while they are denied 'he persmal association of the great

scientist, they have to find consolation in the thought that his spirit

will bo there to guide cho deliberations of a congress of which ho was

the President-elect As Sir William Bagg, President of the Royal

Society has said, “ his noble contributions to knowledge had been

an inspiration to innumerable workers and foundations for a vast series

of researches." Irreparable indeed is the loss to the cause of Science

all over the world.

The following is a short account of Lord Rutherford’s career and

achievements:—

Ernest Ru'herford. known aa Baron Rutherford of Nelson was Cfi at

the time of hi* death and was the Catendi»h Professor of Experimental

Physic* and Director of Cavendish Laboratory. University of Cambridge,

•incc 19D0. He was awarded the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 1908.

Born on 30th August 1871, at New Zealand, he hod a uniformly brilliant

career, having obtained the M. A Degree with 1st cU«* Honour* in Mathe-

matics and Physics in 1893. He was regarded as one o! the foremost

authorities on Radio-activities and. besides contributing numerous paper*

in Transaction* of the Royal Society, philosophical magazines and other

journals on various branches of physical science, mostly dealing with tbo

conduction of electricity through gases of Radio-activity, bu wa* retpeo-

aible for the following famous publications:—(X) "Radio-activity,'' 1904; (2)
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' Radio-active Transformations,'* 19CQ ; (S) Radio-active Substance* and

Rsdiaiions,” 1912 ; and (4) "Radiations irom Radio-active Substance*"

(with James Cbodwto and C. D. Ellis), 1930.

Ho was kuigbtud in 1914 ani vra» mode an r.n.s. in 1903. In course

of his crowded career he acted in var ious capacities, such a9 Professor

of Natural Philosophy. Royal Institute ; Chairman of Advisory Council of

Department ol Scientific and Industrial Research since 1930
;

President,

Royal Society—1925-30 ; President. British Association for Science. 1923,

McDonald Professor of Physics, McGill University, Montreal, 1893-19OT
;

Langwori by Professor and Di-ector of Physical Laboratories, University of

Manchester, 19-7-19
;
and Fellow of Trinity College since 1919.

II. Tub Lstb Professor Jacobi,

The death of Professor Hermann Jacobi, one of the old band of

Gertnon Orientalists, has removed a great figure from tho world

of Sanskrit scholarship, which is distinctly poorer to-day. His

contributions in the domain of Sanakritic studies, specially inn work

in Jaina Piakrit and on almikuia and metrics, have marked him

out as an authority in those subjects. He was appointed a Special

University Reader by this University in 1913 to deliver a course of

lectures on the Theory of Indian Alartkira. Wo mourn the death of

a great savant, whose place will indeed be difficult to fill.

III. Oor UrovHRsrrr and Professor IUdhakrishsan.

We understand that Professor Sir S. Kadhakrishnan, m.a., D.LITT.,

bag been granted permission to spend every year from 193S to 1941,

the period from January to June (including Summer Vacation beginning

from about the middle of April to end of Juue), outside India and hold

the Spalding Chair of Eastern Religions and Ethic* in the University

of Oxford. During this period he will no: be granted any salary or

allowance by this University and for the period between July and

December he will be required to deliver not less than 60 lectures for the

bench i of Post-Graduate students. We further understand that

during tho continuance of this arrangement a special Research

Fellowship of Ra. 200 per month and a Research Scholarship of

Ra. 125 per month will bo created in the Department of Philosophy.

Tho Fellow and the Scholar will work mainly under Professor
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Radbakrishnan’e guidooce nDd assist in Ibe teaching and tutorial

urrangemeota during the term time from January to April when the

Professor will bo away.

IV. Dr. S. K. Mckhebjbb.

Wo are glad to announce that Dr. S. K. Mukbcrjee., p.r.c.s.

(Edin.), D.O (Oxoo.), D.O.M.a. |Lond>, f.r m.p. (Beng.), Professor

of Ophthalmic Su'gery, Carmichael Medical College, Honorary

Ophthalmic Surgeon, Calcutia Melical College, anJ a Follow of this

University, has been deputed to represent the Government of India at

the 13th International Ophcbalmological Congress to be held this year

at Cuiro. After spendiog a few days at Zurich, Vienna and Utreicht and

visiting the well-known hospitals of there places, he will, wo understand,

go to London and stay there for same weeks to see the latest improve-

ments in Ophthalmology. He will Lave Great Britain in the first week

of December for Cairo via Alexandria and attend tho Congress from the

Stfi to the 13th December.

V. A New Ph.D.

Wo congratulate Mr. Kalikinkar Datta, m.a., on his being

admitted to the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy of this University on a

thesis entitled “ Aliverdi and hia Times" and a subsidiary thesis entitled

“ The Santbal Insurrection of 1855-56." Dr. Delta’s theses were

adjudicated upon by a Board of Examiners conristiog of Professor

A. Martineau, Mr. R. B. Ramsbotham, m.be., m.a., b.liit., and

Mr. H. G. Rawlinaon, C.I.B., m.a., p.r. hist. 6.

VI. Palit Professor of Chemistrv.

Professor Prapbullochondra Milter, m a., PH.d., Ghose Professor of

Chemistry, has. we understand, been selected to bo tho Palit Professor of

Chemistry io this University vice Sir Praphallaohandra Ray, retired.
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VII. Oor University and thr Inter-Universitt Boahd

Pureuaot to a request from the Secretary, Inter-University Board,

India, the following suggestions have been made by this University

for diseaseion at the meeting of the Board to be held at Allahabad in

December next:—

tf) That a note summarising the main activities of the Board

during the last twelve years be adJeJ to the Annual Report of the

year, 1937-38.

(2) That there should be mutual recognition of the corresponding

examinations of the different Universities in India for purposes

of eligibility for admission of students from an Indian University to

the course of study of any other University which may be open to it3

own students of the oroo siauding. If the University desires to

impose any condition* they should bo similar to those applicable to its

own students.

13) That Provincial Governments be requested to sanction

increased grants to Universities for researches in Applied Sciences and

also to take steps to ensure increased collaboration between Universities

and Governments in the mailer of researches relating to agricultural

and industiial problems.

(4) That Government ho approached for taking necessary steps

to ensure closer co ordination between the Indian Military Academy,

Debra Duo and Universities in which Training Corps have been

organised.

VIII. A Nbw D.Sc.

We congratulate Mr. Sureshchandra Sengupta, m.SC., on bis

being admitted to the Decree of Doctor of Science ol this Uaiversity

on the thesis entitled “ (1) Studies in Dehydrogenation and (2) Tbo

Chemistry of Santenone?-" The the*ia was adjudicated upon by a

Boind of Examiners consisting of Mr. Harold King, f.k.s., Dr.

Otto Rasenheim, y.B.s., p.l.s., and Professor Jocelyn Thorpe,
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1 hl Late SIR JAGADIS CHANDRA ROSE. Kt.. C.S.I.. C.I.E..

M.A., D Sc.. F.R.S.

Born : 30ih November. 1858 Died : 23rd November 1937
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A PORTUGUESE ACCOUNT OF HAIDAR
ALI

Profbs&ok Surbndoa Nats 8bn, m.a., th.d.

CcTr^fo UnitcrsUb

r

fllHE Portuguese used to take * keen inteiest in their immediate neigli-

J- boura. The Governors and Viceroys of Goa deemed it incumbent

upon them to keep the home government well informed alx>ut Indian

affair* and political event of the alighest importance seldom escaped their

notice, particularly when they were likely to affect their policy and plans.

A Portuguese writer essayed au elaborate biography of Shivaji as early

as 1695 and it is no wonder that a brief biographical sketch of Haidar

Alt 3hou!d bo despatched to Lisbou sojn after that Muslim adventurer

had consolidated his authority at Seringapatam and extended his

conquest to the confines of Phouda. Haidar induced the principality

of Sunda in December, 1763, and chat exploit was duly mentioned in
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the biographical sketch which was enclosed in a letter dated tho

26th January, 1764. Evidently the writer tned to be up-to-date

and probably his is the earliest account of Haidar Ali'a career now
available to us.

In 1764 Haidar was a power to be counted, but it is doubtful

whether much was known about hia childhood and youth. Col.

Wilks luid often to depend on oral information when he compiled bis

monumental work and it is quite natural that the Portuguese writer

should begin his account from Nauda Raj’s alliance with Duploix

against Mahammail Ali and the English , for Haidar laid the founda-

tion of bis future greatness during (bat war. Tho narrative is exceed-

ingly meagre, firstly because it wa^ but an annexe to an official

correspondence and secondly because sufficient materials for a detailed

biography were not available at that date. Brief as it is, the account

is uo: without interest to students of Indian History inspite of its

occasional inaccurciee. It is here that we read for tho first time

that Nanda Raj's fall was precipitated by tho infidelity of his white

troops and Haidar’s ultimate triumph over libaodc Rao was partly

due to the desertion of Muslim officers of the royal forces Though

Col. Wilks says nothing about the European soldier* in Nanda Raj’s

employ there 19 no reason to reject the Portuguese official version, for

the commanding officer wa3 a Portuguese himself and is mentioned

by name. Nor is tho story about the French escorts of that diplomatic

prelate, the Bishop of Halicarnasoa, unworthy of credence. That

Haidar had no scruples about bribery and corruption is al«> well known

and tho Portuguese account of hia rise and progress is substantially

correct. The conquest of Sunda in treated in greater details than in

Wilks’* History of Mysore because tho king was, as the writer

confesses, a much valued friend of tho Stato and a close neighbour

whom tho Portuguese felt called upon to shelter in self-interest.

In any case it is likely to be of use as a true index of tho Portuguese

attitude towards Haidar Ali and their estimate of his character, ability,

policy and methods. So far a* I am aware this interesting
44

notic^a
”

has not yet been published either in oiiginal or in translation and

I need not offer any apology for presenting it in its English version

to the public. The translation is faithful but oot literal. The

original manuscript forms item No. 12 of May, 02, Officios doa

Govcrnadces in the Archivo Utramarino of Lisbon, which I transcribed

in September, 1926.
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II

Information abend the origins of a Moorish (Muslim) rebel, called Aidar

and hit rite till Ike acquisition of the title of Xabobo Aidar Ali Con

and his (subsequent) progress and conquests.

This Moorish Xsbobo is called Aidar, while serving iu the (loops

of Ananda Raja,

1

prince of Maiasor, general of the King of String

Patan, he enlisted on his side some Moors, called Xaiques, and styled

himself as Aidar Naique. 8 Thereafter he was promoted on account

of bis services to the captaincy of a company of lancers called Pioens.

3

He continued his services with high appreciation specially during tho

war of Triohinopoli * which the abovetnentioned prince declared

against Mainodali Can, master of Arcate, on behalf of tho French when

M. Dupleis governed Pondicheri, whose protection he earned by his

distinguished services to which he owed the honour of Anaod Raja’s

confidence in his fidelity. The latter increased the troops 3 of Aidar

Naique and entrusted to him the administration of his army and his

entire principality.

Anand Raja did not know that in the comfort he foimd in Aidar

lay bis filial rain, the loss of his principality mid all his treasures,

much leas (did' tho king of Bering Patna (imagine.1 that his intimacy

with his vassal would reduce him to the same state as the prmco

commandant of his forces when they would have no alternative but

to submit themselves in mortal fear to the will of their servant.

The elevation of Aidar Naiqae to the despotic government of the

kingdom of Maissur enabled him to conspire against the person and

estate of his master and benefactor, for with this evil design he set

to ingratiate himself with the king of Series Patan and all the uobles

of his court so that they might be propitiated while he worked against

Anand Raja. Subsequently in 1759, having none to fear, he availed

himself of the favourable times aad raised more troops with the money

1 Mo'« fowsit.7 Kaeire] or Rof, I'o Diltni, wlo hid rauiprd the authority

of tin R»:« tf -«rl"g*p-Un .nil i od fill fc«»i|ij iarl»n nt Minor.
» H..J11 si Id i S'-ik. It> (.(« father Wore • iro. fcecao** he comtmiotied i »ui»l|

Mie’uuai. S B-krfc Stysk auu Irufcr.
* PomOO Cff SCOUri»n.

4 TU refer*nr* is to tl* cccood Cams»ri* \V»r in which No»d» R*j Tint yirlihpitod
u Lptrn»»'C of Mcfcaincua'i All bututcr ;o r.cJ ih*Pf»x>.h.

4 Hftidir »u P*»j of D.Ddigal *od hit fertv? wwc ooiiiideublv
loatixd.
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he extorted from the people.' He conquered stronghold and citie*

till he laid siego to the capital of Moissur, the residence of bi6 master,

who defended himself with incredible valour.’ But Aidar through his

negotiations which Bento do Campos, Portuguese commander of the

white troops in the Anand Baja's service, induced him to desert (to the

enemy' with all his following though tbo Commandant with the Pe. Fr.

Aniaro. a Franciscan devotee, had sworn to the miserable prince over an

image of our tody, t is virgin, which ho used to keep probably as a secret

Oallwlic, promising to comply with his prayers not to withdraw from

his operation* with the aforesaid white troops and Anand Raja found

himself compelled to capitulate to hie vassal. This detestable treachery

so much scandalised the whole kingdom that it animated even the

confidante of Aidar, a Gentoo Bramene, Canda Kao,’ by name, who

privately protested to the Krug of Soring Patan that uoles* he

immediately devised some remedy for such glaring infidelity lie would

himscll be shortly reduced to the same miserable plight as bis

fathcr-in-law and general, the uufortuuate At.and Raja.

Impressed by this warning the king issued order* for the imprison-

ment or death of Aidar Naique, but as the secret of this important

business leaked.* the rebel succeeded in escaping from the clutches

of the executioners of the royal court, whence he tied alone under

cover of night with some thirty horses and four camel* loaded with

money and precious jewels. He sought refuge iu the strongholds he

had redaced above the defiles of Tripatur and Vaoobari • and

obtained shelter against all human expectations nt Bangalur (which

was) the capital of his conquests. All other districts situated below those

passes were ceded to the Marata for the freedom of the army of

Muctumo Siibu, * Aidar Nalque’e brother-in-law, whom Essagi

Pant ' had besieged in such a manner that he could neither relieve

the strongholds nor escape out of his hands.

1 A Inme in® «ia r*»li*(d ic I7B9 to pay indemnity to tbs Martha Invadtf*
’ Panda P«J wMbniertdat Mai*tir and dlfrodcd bimwir f«c Ibr** !D«nth». It i»

lo ha noted th.l It? hnd hoo toranlMd to reiign tiii oflif* he’orr th-ie <*»ritit.n«.

* Khstiilr Bio, Mobirii'tr* Biihmao vis Haidar's Deom and iraa mafaly. f Out

holly, rrat'DiiKs for lit* fii’iDtiat ir-mirti i

* AoccrUir)! l o 'Vi lit Kb'ttde Ron candied at Hoidor't fli.'bt after npenly firing or

lil» rsuip.
* Ro ll of those Orongholds ITripatore md Vaaiamfcaddy of Witko arc in lh» Ban

Mahal Diitrylr
* M'bdua AH t* Mikdun Stbeb

.

' Yiaaji Kriihon FiitiwaJ.
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At this time the flourishing French settlement Pondichcri

surrendered to the Boglish who had waged againat the French a

prolonged war by land and sea. As Aidar Naique always entertained

the design of persecuting his sovereign he CA«ily secured to his side

a detachment of the French troops commanded by Mr. Aten which

probably accompanied the Bishop of Alicarnasse
1 who had gone tip

(the mountain*) to conduct some negotiations with the neighbouring

pnncea as the) bad riowhero to go when they learnt of the loss of

Pondichcri.

With these white troops and some three thousand men only

Aidar Xaique marched against his master, the king of Bering

Patan who offered him battle with an army of ten thousand men

Commanded by that Bravnene, (Junda Rao, who by bis mature

judgment had proved himself worthy of su« h confidence, but as

the majority of the officers of that army were Moors, the astute

and cunning rebel easily corrupted them with presents and promise*,

that at the first encounter they put thcimslve* into a precipitate

flight leaving arms, artillery and all their retinue, and victory was

de lured for the fraudulent and rebellious M<wr.

Finding himself master of the field Aidar Naiqne set to enlarge

his force without the loss of s moment, and encamped before

Bering Patan. He informed bis master that it was hi* intention

to obey him for he had always recognised him as ins lord, but the

only business that brought him to the field was to secure the freedom

of his family whom he had left at the capital, and to make some

demonstration with hi* subordinate Canda Kao that might serve as an

example for others. However, he desired above everything to give

him all personal satisfaction (bat might meet with his royal

approval.

The king allowed himself to hs deluded by the poiaonous

policy of Aidar Naiqne ami enjoined him to Come to his presence,

but the rebel availed hi nself of this occasion to enter the city of

Serrug Patan with many troop*, a few in bis oompany, and others

io such disguise as might not create any suspicion of a surprise.

1 Th« B «bop ctf Hi liein* Oiitiiint o> douUXut history/'
act</.LAU>i -n i||.5e--f be;*«a Hi ‘hr tnd the I'reo: . M Poedijbe/?, »• * r^«ull of which
Makhdom All to ©>c|*'4;c wish '.bsin. The Bishop » «l*«J ths
Mamba camp tiro probably to aaliit ll*ir lupport f .c bis pcincipaij.

3
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All of them were instructed .6 to how they eiiouM take possession

of the gates. Without any one daring to offer any resistance he

(oak hold of the city and with it the entire kingdom or Soring Putan.

For better security of this new conquest *e well ns that if the

principality of Mnissor he deprived his sovereign of all his right.*

and seized all his treasures.

As Aid'ir Xaiqne became very opulent he enlarged his urmj of

cavolfV ind St puis and with nearly ten thousand men conquered the

province of Marcassira 1 from Moiurruo’ and another provinm

of the same name from tic prince ClucvtiJuptir. who submitted

out of fright at the first cloth of the war.

Subsequently having learnt that Bnssalotjoog, brother of

Nizomalii Nabobo of the I icccan. hid besieged the Manila strong-

hold Oscoln,
1 Aidar Naiqnc oiTned to assist that Mogul prince in

that war «t his own expense if the latter honoured him with i li«

litle of Nabobo of Sira, winch favour Was PAUally granted by ilie Mogol

Emperor alone, wi ill the a!ljwuuce that the Naiobj ol the D*can

a!«> eouil honour any person who performed ju> ivinuikab'e deed

with the same fa«iir. Tl.e prince accepted Aidar Xaique’s proposal,*

granted him (he lionoar he sought, and nerajiv.lly went to visit

nun in i>t» lent ha; having captuied the fort of 0-coni, \idir S .ique

entirely failed in his atipubiion?. ai I kept the fort with ail lie

artillery found there. Henceforth Aidar X.kiquc siyled himself as

Nabobo Aidar All Can.

As he had declared war against the Marani lie laid sicce 10 the

fort of Sira and look it without much resistant-. Continuing in his

marches and great good luck the N-l»bn em .-red into the principality

of Chitaldrug which he subjugated. c- dln-iing Irb'ite wiibout any

resistance. At the same ti ne he a hieved the oouqiie-t of Trip'itur

and Vanabun which he had reded to the Mainllm io secure rhe

freedom of his brother-iii-liw*- array of which we have treated

above.

1 M«r* fionof WHki
! Mur~ii Rao, C iff of Gnu., aai . .(«.>&!, ui ol Br. (ti-i of |B* finulil*

Mjiclhs Shusluji Gl'orpiiie

> Lillk Bslitoor ot Willw.
• Mo. Ito.*.oie.

* To fjcttiif prune »ia aoi Itf.lir cdoiurrot !o r»if«r ioj oacb brntur, though lie
narr.iiw i« «om<4.
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In this manner finding that i woman 1 with few troops ruled

over tbr kingdom of Canara. in the neighbourhood of (ioa, the rebel

Naboho fell upon that land of gold and reduced it perhaps with

presents and promise*. 1 with all its strongholds, fortifications and

Features which according to the firman amounted to the huge sum

Of throe coil lions of pigodi*, equivalent to twenty-four million* of

\enftns, without anybody firiug a »ingle shot agaiim his army
;
the

unfurl mu:* queen an. I the prince ' she had brought up as tbo heir

of the kiugd tin, could not help falling into bis hands. For centuries

together since the discovery of India this realm supplied Asia with

all its rice. Europe with a large quantities of pepper and China with

sandals wnieli commodities these dominions produced in abundance.

But this new conqueror forbids all nations the benefit of their provision

of nee which is the universal food of the cas:.

The ambition of this irajluLut Nabobo is still greater than

even bis spirits, for, qjC content With va$t conquests and a rich

kiogdom with excellent seaport*, frequented by all the nations of

Europe and Asia with best article* of trale, he proceeded to devastate

the country above the gates from the river Cusnam 4 to the defiles

of Fonda, conquering and subjpgatiug forts and provinces and

rendering many potentates tributary On Ins way back to Bedrul,

capital of Canara, now called Aidjrnagtr. While the Raja of Sunda,*

a neighbour of bis and ours, was negotiating with him for peace,

the Nttbobo himself suddenly entered into hi* territories and corrupted

the fidelity of hi* vassals with a huge sum of eight lucks of roupies,

took p03!*4*ion of his capital Sundew, 1 and in the sa<n© manner of

all his strongholds. Not having met with any resistance he got down

to Sivunsaro f which he reduced and the Gulf of Gales • with the

forts of Tiro
u and Xicnpira. ,# Only the foil of Ancola, 11 which is

ViiA.ki i4ji| widur of Bijaaopa Niyik of cl*e Kiiiii djiiiaty of &dnur.
5 recnrrJ vtluifclt isicrmio^i froa id evuioiib-r it O&ia'ir, U*i* m

AiiV**.
1 Scourkhofr
* IbtfKr.oboi.
* Im*j,
1 Tte Djic tw uni- &*u« •* tW trlttipshly of cud la. though Clx P.:rt4C»*^

qelt it di£ereiiity
I 'IbeP 4t.gu** iaicre*tci id Uu. ].U-, i« tb?y bid a chjich and

*»jj oti^r) MUi *i *rc, *Uh 'f.roud lb* iuD.^citiutur .>1 »
- n 17*2.

* Id iM Uj.irrl <1 Karaur.
* Oih*rn ** kr*.,iu av Sitahitgad.
II

A *11 ulfciii! *i*b x tcr,:ci1.
11 Oc th*» cuatf Mtfc U Ibro
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besioged, and tbst of Cabo de Rama, 1 on iho frontier of our province

of Salcete, stood on the defensive. The unhappy king, finding himself

deserted by all hift vassals and compelled to abandon all his realms,

entered into our province of Poods and sought refuge in that city

which was conceded by Sr. Guide. Vice Rey.’ for it would not be fair

to otuit to console with a cordial reception a kiug (in hie affliction!

who since the days of bis sire and grundsires through the course of

ceuturiea has ever been a much valued friend of the Stale.

1

1

Cm BmBN. now ucuioc Purto£«?f« JorMi Cited).

Macoel de Saldfci&i U Albuqaerqoe. Ccowdo E**. viceroy iruio to 1709.



AGRICULTURAL INSTRUCTION IN SPECIAL
MIDDLE ENGLISH SCHOOLS

pKOPBSSOH H. C. UooKIRIBB, M.A. f
PH.D., ML*.

1

W
rHEN’ the Punjab scheme for iuipirtiug agricultural training

waa adopted in Bengal with certain necessary modifications,

the authorities intioduced a tour years* agricultural course for High

English schools. In ihe Middle English schools it wan arranged

to teach agriculture in Classes V and VI. As an experimental measure,

sixteen Middle English schools were encouraged to stun two Contmua.

lion classes to cover the full course. Government make* u /special grunt

of Ua. 60 per month towards the maintenance of two extra teachers for

the twoContinuation classes. Aeoord mg to the official report ' these

grants to Middle English *cboo !6 ate only in! ended for the support of

a special type of Agricultural Continuation school." The full High

English school curriculum is taught in the Extension classes " subject

to the provision of the necessary home for agricultural training/’ This

amounts to four periods per week in Classes V and VI and six periods

per week in the Continuation classes. Ever) Middle English school

with Continuation classes loses it* grant a* soon as it is converted into

a High English school.

Let us try to ascertain what exactly is the purpose of having the

two Continuation classes m the Middle English schools of this special

type and to what extent it has been realised- I* it to give the students

general education or to train them m agriculture as a profession? It

appears to the wiitcr as though the bchools are an unsatisfactory

hybrid which serve neither the one nor ihe other purpose. So far as

training in agriculture is concerned, we find that the four years' course

is identical in every respect with the course taught jo those High

English schools which have agricultural classes. The students have

to go through the tame curriculum while ihe amount of practical

work done in the fields is also the same. The courses in subject#
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olht*r thin agriculture are also identical in « v«ry way with the course

tuuglii in High English schools. In fact, the '*
agricultural” clasps of

Middle Eng litsh schools with the two Continuation clusses conespond

in every way tothc&b, 6th. T tb and 8*b clones in High English

school*. It. therefore, follows f hot the •indent* of these school*

cotnc to the end of choir edueatioo in what &me»poiid* to the 8:h

class oJ High English schools. Considered as a mean* uf imparting

training in agriculture. they do n * offer aoy special advantages as

compared with High English schools which have agricultural classes

attached to them. The iurting and maintaining of such school* can

be justified ouly in those areas where there are no High English

FchwU with agricultural clause* and uho where it is the intention of

the auihoiitiea to discourage English education of the High school

standard giving in exchange dome kind of instruction in agricultural

operations*

According to t tie last Quinquennial Education Renew, pupils

who join a Middle English school intend in most cast** to go on to the

High school. Nearly three out of four of th* boy* in the highest

middle ebs* continue their studies in the high echo •
1." If the f^ct

referred iu shore ih correct, it follows that the Continuation dims tn

agriculture m spec ially selected Middle English schools are not much of

a aiuceas cither a* a mean* of impar ing instruction in agriculture, or

of keeping the mure backward and le.*»B gifted among the students from

joining High Eugliah schools and the University. The special classes

do not impart the type of agricultural edu ation which would make

them good farmora
;

they merdf have the effect of retaining their

student* till they reach the 8th class after which a majority get

themselves admitted ioto the 9th class of High English schools.

Probably the reason why soxue of the Middle English schools were

turned into High English schools was that the authorities realised

that the latter are more popular and they did cot want to lose their

students after they had finished the Continuation classes.

Eiumiuing the scheme from the standpoint of finance, we find that

the recurriug cost to Government for helping sixteen of these specially

selected Middle English schools would rover the expenditure to be

incurred for assisting thirtydwo II. E. schools with agricultural ctassrv,

provided Government accepts the projwsa! put forward elsewhere by

the writer of helping High English schools with agricultural classes by

bearing part of the salary of u teacher uf agriculture. Tbi* would have
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the effect of a wider diffusion of agricultural instruction in the

province.

The writer, however feels that there is a way by which tlie^e

special .Middle English schools eftu l>c hi.kIc to serve a really useful

purpose. In his opinion, school* of this type ought to he 1 xrated in

densely populated agricultural urea* where the agricultural population

is destuicd to anlergu Mow starvation unless it Intakes itself to

intensive production It i« well known that there are part* of East

Bengal where the density of pop'iUtiou nppj -iche* I,* * 0 per square

mile. In *pitc of retuatkable fertility of the soil, due to the deposit

of silt, the people lead most un*Ht ^factory economic lives ; rhrir

standard of living t* very Use. Tnc*? * hooN would *erve the beat

in eie-ts uf tliecuuntry if they iiiulJbe v »nv rtn! into centre* fur giving

agricultural training of the uvjoire! iyj«e »o •. n. pet'p|#> of >uch areas.

In the I*. P. the** agricultural school* have b«en lasted in .<*milur or^as.

Then a'. i it in theordmary Middle Hfi^h-h * hod with two clasps m
agriculture, the Moment* are •mwn from vnrow- •• <io! **rara. The

an. bition or u majority ol t* e indents n- w-I! u of is* ir guardian* i*

Dial they rbuuld ;:o up hir lilg’icr *-1 L'i' .om. Nrtt cr <li -ec of

agricultural ?t ck are n » U'i Us i
» >dt fi n !• j m t !• •: nor

their paivm> Ci n b*> expect**.! t«» be i •tellwn? enough t # rv'cogmsio

their iiUell n-tu il or fitmarl a! h mtiiiun-. T «
% result i* ihiit ho li they

and their parents saccmiiG to tlvc tc .*i * ition Of bettering their

prosper ts by ;>iK*ecut;iii: igher studies. T o less iu'clligcnt etiildren

was^e their oiicririe* and the piu.nts very olten suits iS.cmrclve* by

incurring heavy fin u . ;y !
rcspoiidi*iIir;e: to mu if :ain children in

in vi it iu>ii> devoted *•» higher s-tu«l «'s. In t »hc ?ri aid 8th cl.i**c*

of High Engli h e-licol* when nitached to Middle Kngli -It sclinol*

lasted m areas with an ii flueuiijl at; i ros.-iu is bh*v!r>itok [• puhii.vn

,

tend t»» huve an effecr which h directly opposite to what \* intended
;

instead of keeping ll.e childten iu l! e count iy«M*, they rat!*ei take

them awav from it.

If, ou the other hand, these special schools are Vested in prepon-

derating!)' agricultural areas with a poor and struggling population

mainly dependent ou agriculture fur their living, the majority of

the student* are likely to be drawn from agricultural stock, both

childien and their parents having thus n natural affinity to the soil.

Lack of an aggressive bhadrjlok atmosphere and of means also would

tend to keep down foolish ambition. This, the writer is inclined
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jo tl* ink, is one of the reasons which explains the success of the

“
bias " school in the Punjab. If greater emphasis is laid on agri

culture, if the curriculum is made till more practical, and specially,

if induction in intensive farming and occupations subsidiary to

agiic nlture is imparted, the chances are that the training obtained

in ihe-e chools in improved methods of agriculture as well as in

" general " ednCntion would be more useful to the students in their

daily life. At least this is an experiment well worth making. Such

institutions would bo a success only if the schools ore staffed by the

right type of teacher*, and if their work is supervised by nympacbetic

officers of the Agriculture Department.

The writer will even go so far a« to state that in a majority of

the special Middle School' the starting of which in purely agricultur-

al areas he advocates it would be wo'th while to drop the teaching of

Engli-h altogether. It is this knowledge of English which is mainly

responsible for the aimless drifting of unfit students into High

English schools, for it makes it comparatively easy for the less fitted

among them to get admission into these institution*. The dropping

uf the teaching of Euglish in these special s hool* would set free not

merely certain period* in the curriculum now devoted to it but, what

is more, it would save much time and energy of the pupils Our

villagers as a class need instruction in sanitation, and co-operation,

etc., far more than in English. These and equally important

kindred subjects might be included in the curriculum of these

Special Middle schools. The students should receive instruction in

subjects the pursuit of which after their return home would tend lo

raise the standard of village life In all its different aspects. If the

teachers of our rural Primary schools are recruited from the students

of these Special Middle schools after of course they have obtained

their training a* teachers, t.'iey might be expecied to become leader*

in a new and m>re successful rm of rural reconstruction.

.\s staled elsewhere, the farms in these schools ate small in urea,

being in fact not more thau five acres, in one way this is an advantage

for the agricultural holding of the cultivating family in Bengal is

invariably a small one, being on the average not more than 12 bigha?.

The natural inference is that cultivation in order to be a profitable

proposition must bo of an intensive character. The agricultural in-

struction imparted ju these schools must be adapted to meet this

need, in spite of its greater demands for both capital and lobour.
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Tho student mast be taught to cultivate Sner and heavier-yielding

paddy, jute, sugarcane, etc., good seeds must be used as well as plenty

of manure. Tue minimum amount of fool crops like pad ly must bo

grown and more emphasis laid ou commercial crops. In determining

what crops should be grown, proper attention should bo paid to the

local demand. This has to bo done in view of the limited facilities

for transport uDd also in order to avoid loss on the part of the

cultivator inevitable where he ha* to depend on middlemen in order

to dispose of his money crops. In farms situated within rea**onablo

distances from largo centres of population, the cultivator will have to

depend on poultry, dairy and the early and late varieties of vegetables

which always command a higher price a* compared with vegetables

grown during their season. Fruit growing also is a profiiable lino

for the agriculturist. The school farm which should serve as a model

to the country side in which it is located, should always be one step

ahead of the farms of the local people. Here experiments in the

growing of new and untried crops which are profitable to tho culti-

vators should always be made. These would stimulate the interest

of the local agriculturists and indirectly teach them to follow the

example set by these schools.

These special schools should have not gardens but farms attached

to them. These, it ought to be remembered, have an educative value

apart from the service they render to the cause of agricultural edu-

cation. Local cultivators who are not above criticising what they are

pleased to consider new-fangled notion*, often visit Government and

other farm* if only to find fault with the new methods. If tho school

farm is efficiently maintained, they cannot but fail to be struck by

what they see. The writer who has enjoyed extensive opportunities

of mixing with and even living for days in the humble houses of

Indian Christian cultivators in a majority of tbo district* of Bengal,

has occasionally beard admission* of this type from hi* hosts or their

neighbours. It is also bis exponent that when the wards of cultiva-

tors who naturally possess some knowlodge about agriculture see the

improvement both in quality and quantity of the crops produced under

improved methods, they, on their return heme, urge their guardians

and neighbours to adopt them. This iudircct spontaneous propaganda,

the writer considers as more fruitful than the direct propaganda by

the officers of the Agricultural Department for whom this may be

supposed to be part of their official duties.

4
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Only too often tbo charge brought against students of agricultural

schools is that in spile of the training they receive, they are useless for

village occupations. To meet this just criticism, in every school

satisfactory arrangements will have to be mode for teaching Undents

work in local demand. The writer had once Ihe privilege of

visiting the Continuation Class Middle English School located at

Kowrapukur. Twenty-four Parganas, organised by the L.M.S.

Mission. Tbo plan of work outlined above is foliowod very profitably

in this most useful institution. It was found that the boys were

learning fish-trap making, mat-making, ordinary carpentry and smithy

of the type required by the agriculturists, house-building with mud-

walla, thatching with straw, tin-roof work and other things of a similar

nature including weaving.

The training in these institution* should be such as to make the

student understand the extent to which man with his superior

intelligence and knowledge can harness the powers of nature for hi*

benefit in the field of agriculture, to lit him to take the fullest possible

advantage of all opportunities a* they offer themselves, and to

utilise them in co-operation with his fellows so as to send him back

to the laud a more intelligent and valuable cultivator. All important

aspects of agriculture including animal hv-sbandry, tbo elements of

mensuration and surveying, elementary oarpentry and smithy with

special reference to Tillage needs, co-operative credit, the elements of

personal and community hygiene, should, among other things, be

included in the curriculum.

The writer attaches great importance to the teaching of co-

operation in these special Middle schools with Continuation

clas>eB because apart from the economic results of co-operation to

which he thinks it uonrCfraary to make any reference here, tho

movement is perhaps most admirably suited for the purpose of

effecting a general moral improvement. With the establishment of

friendlier relationships resulting from joint efforts for the realisation

of common objects, the oonslant bickering over trifling matters and the

consequent bitterness tend to disappear. The lower classes are raised

abovo their chronic economic misery and social and moral degradation.

They are trained to mix on terms of equality with other members

of tho Co-operative Society. Rural life undergoes n slow but sure

revolution for the belter. By imitation, the poorer classes are taught

to keep their children in school far a longer period. The cultivator
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may be lectured ou live desirability of iiAiug larger amounts or newer

kinds of manure, unproved agricultural appliances and methods but

he is not likely to adopt them on an extensive scale till education of a

special type based on the facts of rural economy is more widely-

diffused. Few of the members of Co-operative societies id our

province have passed through Primary or Secondary schools- Those

who have done so, have not been called upon to study b<x>ks explaining

the advantages accruing from its adoption. It is necessary therefore

that our new nice of farmers should be taught this important subject

from the purely practical and utilitarian point of view. It ie thus that

they will know how to utilise it to their best advantage and it is only

too likely that the tmccess they ore bound to achieve will have the

effect cf inducing others to adopt and beneSt by it.

Sir Horace Plunkett in bis "Butal Lifo Problems ol the United

States " (p. 123) has drawn attention to one very important effect of the

Co-operative movenieut. In the purely rural sreas, what is required

is rural leadership. Tn our province, the uueducuted cultivator has

cotue to regard the Co-operative Society as n means of wearing loans

more easily and on better terms than from the professional money

lenders. This fact has been pointed out by Jack in his survey of

Foridpm District. His view appears to be that this tendency is due

to lack of advice aiming from quarters which command the respect

and confidence of the villager. It U possible that after the right

kind of training, the youths trained properly in the principles of

co-opcration and living in their village homes and us such, familiar

with the financial condition of the members of Co-operative societies,

may be able to supply this much-needed leadership. The paid officer*

of the Co-operative department are at present too few in number to bo

able to fill this nMe satisfactorily. The areas under their charge are

too large to enable them to cornc into intimate contact with a majority

of the members. Such trained young men by reason of their local

knowledge, experience and the influence they will be able to command

after they have proved their worth, may lxv expected to give efficient

assistance to their neighbours in reducing the burden of their debt by

arranging eornjwsitious with the money-lenders. They coaid supple-

ment the work of the Deb: Settlement Boards by bringing to bear

on the money-lenders the pressure of public opinion. It is a well-

kuown fact that an appreciable part of rural indebtedness consists of

unpaid interest. Here a combination of tact and public pressor*
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would work wonders. People trained in the way suggested above

while not highly educated or good speakers, by reason of their local

knowledge and experience, could still do much to promote ratal welfare

in all its different aspects in the communities of which they are

members and could thus supplement the work of the officers of the

Co-operative Department. Such men will not only have to discover

themselves but also to be discjvered by their neighbours. Mou

qualified to act as rural leaders by reason of their possession of tho

necessary natuial gifts are not wanting but in order that they might

be able to use their powers to the fullest p saible es<ont, it is desirable

that they should po»es» in addition tbe r.quired technical knowledge

and training. It is for this reason that the writer feels that ia-traetton

in the principles of the practical working of the co-operative move-

ment should bo included in the curriculum of these special schools.

So far as the writer is aware, proper emphasis has not yet been

laid on the very important matter of uccurate accounting in agriculture.

He considers it essential that the students should learn simple costings

in order that they might have a comparatively correct idea of the

value of the crops raised. This must by all means form part of tbe

training. They should be allow.d to enjoy the proceeds of the

individual plots cultivated by the u while the sale proceed! of the

srhool farm proper shoald be claimed by the authorities. Tile proceed*

of the individual plots may bo gircu t> tho students either m cash

or in kind or, again, the cash obtained by sale may be utilised for

meeting the whole or part of the school dues. Anything over, may

be distributed as pocket money. Another alternative is to a*c tbe sale

proceeds as prizes for tho best worker in tho farm. Tbe sale proceeds

of the “general " plots on a oo-oprrutive basis would giro training in

oo-operation, tbe valued which cannot be overestimated.

In the report of tbe Franer Commission published in 1022. it

was laid down authoritatively, probably for the first time, that the

utility of the village school does not end with being the place where

the teacher teaches tho three It's. Its real function is to become the

centre of village life. This policy has be*n carried out successfully at

the Middle Vernacular school at Mogu in the Punjtb. an I sis •, hy

Mr. F. L. Bravne well-known for what he has done for village

uplift in that province.

It is the suggestion of the writer that these special iliddlo
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English school* with Continuation classes should be organised in such

a way that they will fulfil this important function for our province

and that their student* after finishing their studies and returning to

their homes will, oach and every one of them, be a centre for the

practical application in their daily life, of the ideas with which they

had been imbued while under instruction. Among other work to

which these special schools might devote themselves and of which no

mention is made here as it is felt that everyone knows the need* of

our province, there is one special need to which the writer would

draw tbo attention of hi* readers. Not much progress can be expected

unless so oething is done to prevent the lap*e to Mi'eracy. For this

wc need libraries containing books of interest to tho agriculturist in

rural areas with a preponderating^ agricultural population. It has to

be acknowledged first of ull that we do not have a sufficiently largo

number of books in the vernacular on subjects which are calculated

to arouse the interest of the ordinary peasant. Their number bas to be

increased. This is not a phenomenon <x»n6oed to Bengal. In tlie

Bombay Quinquennial Review for 1928 (p. 215) it is stated “ with

a view to encouraging the production of vernacular literature calculated

to suit the needs of adults who have left school after completing the

lower primary course, steps are being taken to get suitable book* on

usefal subject* prepared and published." &> far as the writer is

aware, no auch progressive step has been taken in our province. A

second difficulty i* the location of these village libraries
;

for it is found

that even if local enterprise is successful in begging and buying a

number of book*, it exporionces great difficulty in securing a suitable

place in which to keep them. Granting that the first difficulty will dis-

appear in time and that an adequate supply of books of the proper type

will be available, these schools could do useful work by setting apart a

couple of rooms where the village libraries could be housed . Tho staff

would thus come in contact with the members of the library who,

in their turn, would learn mmh from wtat they beard ond saw in

these schools. Then again if the staff take a prominent port in the

local Co-operative Society, tlicv would be able similarly to make their

usefulness felt in the rural are* in which the schools will be situated.

Cndor the circnms'ances. the student* under training may be expected

to acquire the habit of reading which they could keep up all through

their life provided of course that they are taught in such a way as to

appreciate fully its practical utility in their daily life.
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Mr. H. F. Miller who is in charge of the Kowrapukur Conti-

nualion sch<»l referred to already informed the writer that in hie

opinion training of this type can be imparted more wily in hoarding

than in day school*. In the latter, the boy comes at eay 10-30 a.m.

and finishes his work by 4 P.M. in the afternoon. Tbo cultivator

has to work in the fields, morning and evening, and has to remain

outdoors both in sun and rain. A complete and satisfactory trainiug

for leading an agricultural life cannot be imparted to day scholar*

between 10 a.v. and 4 p y. It is for eusior to shape that type of

character which is so urgent a necessity in our villages in boarding

rather than in day schools. Mr. Miller's view is that only in the

former can the student fully realise the valuo of co-operation and the

dignity of labour and learn day in and day out thosic lessons which only

can make him contented with his humble lot in the roheme of things.

If Mr. Miller it correct, and the writer thinks he is, it follows that

it may be necessary to make arrangements for the atxomtuodatiou of

at least those students who come to these institutions from a distance

while local students may be called upon to stay the whole day in Hie

school.

Admitting as we mint that agriculture has not as yet made the

wide appeal it should in our coontry, and also fully recognising the

fact that the ambition of parents and guardians whose hereditary

occupation is agriculture, is to impart literary education to their children

and wards in order that they might adopt profitable sedentary occupa-

tions, we have to find out some method to prevent the divorce of our

youths from the land which is proceeding with such alarming rapidity.

If this is our aim, we have to do two thing*. First, we have to cake

back the jobless educated or partly edacated bkadrulok to the land and

secondly, to discourage the leas gifted children of rural areas front

becoming urbanised. The different echornos inaugurated by Govern-

ment under the Agriculture and the Co-operative de torimenis of

training bhau'rafofc youths and of settling them in Kbas Mahal lands

under favourable terms and conditions may be regarded as a means

for the fulfilment of the first object. So far as tho attainment of

the second object is concerned, the writer would also refer to certain

Colonisation schemes started in some districts of Fan and West

Bengal which are providing land for uneducated laadlcss agricul-

turists. He proposes to deal with tbeso schemes later on and will

do no more than refer to them here.
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In order in di-courage Lie oxodua to town? of those children of

agriculturists who ore not filled by their natural gut-, cducition and

(raining for town iccupations, we have to prove that aaricnltnro

carried on under proper conditions i* a paying proposition. As

conducted now, it does not yield even a livelihood. We have therefore

to give them training in improved agricultural methods and occupations.

These special schools, if properly organised and controlled, could fulfil

this function efficiently. Agriculture as conducted in modern times

demauds in addition to physical labour, a certain amount of education.

To create a new race of farmers who would be willing to adopt new

methods a9 they are developed by the Agriculture Department or

by future agricultural research and experiment, wo have to impart

to them a certain minimum amount of goneml education. They

mast have it in sufficient amount to bo able to take an intelligent

interest in developments in agricultural knowledge, to appreciate

their value, to keep themselves in touch with the results of tho latest

experimental and research work, and lastly, they must bo able to

study and understand the contents of bulletins, etc., issued from

various sources. Periodicals devoted primarily to agriculture an! its

variou- problems will also have to bo studied by them. All these

presuppose not only what has been called " permanent literacy." but

also a definite amount of education. It is tho contention of the

writer that men of this typo should obtain their cducition in these

special schools which should be so organised that while from one

point of view they would be Middle English or Middle Vernacular

oihools with a four or five years’ courso, from another point of view

they ahould correspond to wii3t may be called Primary schools of

agriculture. In these special institution*, it should be made a point

to offer special facilities to the agriculturists as well as their children :o

attend special short course* in tho vernacular, suggestions about which

have been offered elsewhere. Tho agricultural curriculum should be

thoroughly revised in ordor to make it more practical and of greater

immediate utility to the cultivator.

Instead of having some sixteen of theee schools ns at present

which the writer bold* are not properly organised and are therefore

probably useless, money should be provided mow liberally and special

schools of the type suggested above should he started in large

numbers all over the country. This will, of enur-e, cost money.

But the writer fails to see how work of this type can be
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done without incaning expenditure. At present the amount spent

in the province ol Bengal for the imparting of agricultural education

is ho pitifully email an to call forth nothing but contempt. That agri-

cultural education is noticeable by its absence i» only a result, of the

illiberal way in which the problem has been treated.

(To ba Continual)



FRENCH SOCIOLOGY TODAY
Processor Earle Eubank

Unietnili of CDmikmIi.

T
HE following inventory and summitry of sociological instruction

in France is based upon visitation of, and conference with,

several of the men mentioned, supplemented by recent correspondence:

La Sorbonne (Paris).—The University of Paris, which is support-

ed by the national government of Fiance as most French universities

are, consists of five faculties: (1) law, including political economy;

(2) medicine; (3) pharmacy; (4) Kiences; and (5) philosophy and

letters. The two last named comprise La Sorbonne, which correa-

ponds approximately to what would be the college of liberal arts in

American universiiies.

The first Doctor's degree in sociology to be granted by La
Sorbonne was to Emile Durkbeim, about 1890, when he presented

to the university examining committee his doctorial dissertation, La

Division du travail: nne etude sociologiqae. He was called to the

faculty at Bordeaux to conduct a course io social science und pedagogy,

the first of this title in France. Here he was a colleague of hia

former teacher at that university. Dr. Alfred Espinas, and also

of Dr. Lucien Ldvy-Bruhl. In 1902 ho was called to the chair

of the science of education at La Sorbonne and in 1906 he was named

"professor of sociology and pedagogy," again the first to be so

designated in the republic. Ho was also onco more the colleague of

Espinas and Lcvy-Bruhl, who had preceded him there. The former

retired in 1907
;
the latter, only recently retired, is still active as

president of the Institute of Ethnology, which he helped to found

and of which ho has been bead from tbe beginning.

Following Durkhcim's death in 1917, his chair, still bearing the

title of "sociology” was eventually filled by Dr. Paul Fauconnet, its

present incumbent. Associated with bim until recently has been

Dr. Celestin Bougld, who, as professor of the history of social economy,

divided his time between La Sorbonne and L'Ecole nortnalo

supdrieurc. Larger responsibilities ut the latter institution compelled

5
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hia resignation in 1035, since which time his place hi3 been flllod

by Dr. Maurice Halbwachi, formerly of the University of Strasbourg.

L'F.cole normale viptrieure (Paris).—This is a special inatitution

of high rank cloaely affiliated with and neighbouring to La Sorbonne,

whore lecturers are selected by special examination from men of

outstanding capacity from various sources. Only about twenty-five

professors comprise its faculty, so such a selection is a high honor

and an evidence of unusual ability.

L'Ecole is divided horizontally into two parts: (1) L'Ecole

norinale, corresponding approximately in rank to normal schools in

America, is a teacher*' college for the preparation of instructors for

the elementary public schools. Il^re all pre-teaching students are

required to tako a course entitled "Concepts of Sociology as Applied

to Education." The total student body r»nge3 from forty to one

hundred, the number being limited by the state according to the

demand for teachers. (<> L'Ecole normals sup^rieure. though a

part of the svne institution, is wholly separated from the lower

school. It is of graduate rank und is designed primarily for the

preparation of bigh-school and college teachers. The enrolment is

rigidly limited to twenty-eight male students per year, with two or

throe women students usually admitted in addition. A major feature

of this division it the "Centre de documentation soeiaie," directed

by Bougld, which is an important library for sociological data and

which does some research. Although sociology is not a required item

of the curriculum, Bmgld's central interest in the subject makes it

a permeative influence throughout. His appointment to the director-

ship of this institution in 1935 is the reason for hia withdrawal from

La Sorbonne.

College de Fr-ince (Paris).—This is a scientific institution of

philosophy and letters, autonomous since it was founded in the

sixteenth century. It gives no credits, grants no degrees, and makes

do requirements of its students. It is open without charge to persons

who are capable of profiting by its lectures, all of which are given

by a carefully selected staff comprising some of the nation’s most

distinguished scholars. Although sociology does not appear in their

titles, it has been effectively represented here by Marcel Mauss,

nephew and literary executor of Emile Durkheim, professor of the

history of religion and—until his death in 1935—by Francois Simiond,

professor of the history of labor.
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Faculty oj laic or the University of Paris.— Henri Levy-Bruhl,

son of Lucien Levy-Bruhl, who is on this faculty, is especially

interested in legal sociology—a field in which be has written consider-

ably.

La Conservatoire nationals its arts el metiers (Paris).—This is

principally a museum of technology and is very extensive, with an

irupDrtant program of lectures which are an integral part in the

rounding out of its work. It is now placing much emphasis on the

social sciences and include* many matters of sociological interest.

Social research has come to he regarded as one of its functions.

Sirnimd was on ita staff before going to College dc France, but there

is a# jet no successor in sociology.

College de St. Germain <in a suburb of Parish—Sociology is

represented here, although not by title, in Achillea Ouy, one of the

active members of I/Institut International de Sociologie, and a

contributor to its Revue.

The foregoing are all Parisian. Outside of the capital the chief

centre* of sociological interest are

.

The University oj Strasbourg.—The only title of professor of

sociology which has been given in France, other than that at

La fiorboune, has been hold for a number of years by Maurice

Uilbwachs a* Strasbourg. Recently he has accepted an appointment

at La Sorbonne to fill the place left by the resignation of Bough*.

Closely associated with him for some years at Strasbourg has been

Charles Blonde!, professor of pathological psychology, but whose

interest* and activities have been definitely sociological. In addition

to these there is a friendly relation among all the social sciences, and

"the aaciological point of view "
is becoming increasingly apparent.

The University of Bordeaux —In a way this may almost be

regarded a* the academic cradle of contemporary sociology in France

since it was here that Darkhcitn taught tile first course in social

science and where he developed much of the interest that is today

dominant in Freuch sociological circles. His iuOijcdcc, and that of

Bapinas and L«vy-Bruhl # is still a part of the tradition of the institu-

tion. For many years his place was occupied by Gaston Richard,

another of the leaders of I/In*titui International de Sociologie. of

which he was for fire years the secretary. Upon bis retirement,

about 1932 he was succeeded by M. B^nnafous, a former student of

Lucien Ldvy-Brubl, an professor of philosophy and social auenoe.
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He, in turn, has temporarily withdrawn to take a position in the

Ministry of Labor, being replaced by M. Gurvitcb.

The University oj Rennes.—Georges Favy, a disciple of Mauss,

who ia profeasor of philosophy and also roctor o! tho university, is not

only an important supporter of the sociological movement in France

but has become one of its important mouthpieces as well. His volume,

entitled Sociologues d'hier et d’aujourd' hui (Alcan, 1931), is widely

quoted and is regarded by his French colleagues as the best* brief

summarisation—especially of the work of Durkheim and of Tjivy-Brubl.

The chief graduate center of France for sociology as for moat

other subjects is, of course, tho L Diversity of Pans, with its affiliated

institution*. Some three to four hundred student* per year are

enrolled in tho various sociological courses at La SorboDue, of whom
perbaps fifteen to twenty would be defined as sociology " majors ”

in the American sense of the term. At Strasbourg the number is

perhaps two-thirds as many. In general, however, interest seems to

be increasing throughout the country.

The educational system in Franco normally calls for six years

of elementary school, followed by six of secondary education. Above

this is the college course, a minimum of three years, leading to the

degree of licence, slightly higher than the Bachelor’s degree in

America. Another miDimnm of three years of “ graduate ” work

leads to degree of agr/ge, which is somewhat above our Master’s

rank. Beyond this are the various doctorates, of which the Doeteur et

lettres corresponds most nearly to our PI*. D No one may receive

» permanent position in any of the national universities without

having reached this highest rank. Three or four doctorates in »cio.

logy are usually conferred at La Sorbonne each year
;
there are never

more than five or six. All doctoral theses in the field must be written

with Fauconnet. Bougie, Halbwachs, Maus3, or Blonde! (or, before

hi* death, with dimiand). Since these men are all definitely of the

Durkheim school of thought, there seem to be an assurance of conti-

nuation for the present of this approach to the virtual exclusion of

others in sociological instruction in France.

[We should like to add that the University ol Clermont-Ferrand

also offers a course in sociology. Professor Emile Lasbax of the

Faculty of Letters is in charge of this subject although, as usual in

several other instances, his chief interest is philosophy. He is the
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author of La CM lintnaine: Esquisse <l'une~Sociologie Diatectiquc

(Paris 1927) io two volume* and La France ira*t-elle * un Trois&me

Empire ? (Pari* 1034). Besides, the Revue Internationale de

Sociologie, the official organ of the Institute International de Sociologie

is edited by Lasbax.

It ie also worth while to mention that non-Durkbcimian

sociology is represented in France today not only by Gaston Richard

(Bordeaux) but also by BroiJe Lasbax who attaches special importance

to Eepinas's activism (I'impulfion vitalt) an against Durkbeim's

determinism.—B K.§.]



TO AND FROM POLYNESIA
B* EalidaS Nag

n
rh ILK I was penning my article: “ To and from Sooth America ”

[tide Calcutta Review. Dec. I93G>, on my return trip from

the World Writers <P. E. N.) Congiess at Buenos Aire*. a cable

reached me in London. It was the formal invitation from tbo

American University of Hawaii to organize ita Department of Indian

Culture and to deliver lectureB for a semester, on Indian Civilisation

as the first Visiting Professor from Iudi*. Timuka to the kind con-

siderations of our enlightened Vice-Chancellor, Mr. Syamapiasad

Mookerjee, and to the friendly co-operution of my colleagues of i he

Post-Graduat© Department, I was placed on deputation and sailed

from Bombay (9th January, 1937} per S.S. Anyo Maru. Thai was the

earliest available boat that could enable me to catch up the big N. V.

K. boat Chichibu Muni which brought me from Yokohama to Honolulu

in due time. Prof. Gregg M. Sinclair, Director of the Oriental

Institute of the University, spared no pains in arranging for adequate

publicity and the Indian professor was besieged on board the ship as

it entered the Pearl Harbour, with prayers for special interviews

from the representatives of the Advertiser, and the Star Bulletin and

an Anglo-Japancsc paper. 1 stammered a few woids with the little

vitality that was left after nearly a mouth’s voyage, and was agreeably-

surprized to discover the same evening, that 1 have been made to

appear staggeringly clever in my remarks, by the local journalists

who seldom miss the chance of making a stunt of any fresh arrival
I

Quite a little crowd came to greet me and I was so glad to meet two

Indian friends with their family, one and all bringing beautiful

garlands (fei in Hawaiian), so that I app*arrd or disappeared in tbo

photo, being *' over head and eare " in garlunJi*—a charming parallel-

ism between the Hinda and the Hawuiian customs !

From the Pearl Harbour, I was conducted to the University

campus, one of the 6nest that I have seen, soft green lawns with the

clear blue sky above, the sphynx-like ridge Diamond Head overlook-

ing the whole, and tbc ever-changing melody of colours on the

mysterious ocean encircling this
" Paradise of the Pacific." The
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Hawaiian Islands (20 in number of which only 6 arc inhabited) were

annexed io the United Suites (Aug. l-\ I8i>8l al*out n year before

the acquisition by the U. S. A. (April 11, 1899) from Spain of the

Philippines, vliich brought America to the very heart ot the Oiient.

At tl>e end of the ftr>t decide (18J&-1908) we find the foundation of

the University of Hawaii with 5 student* and 12 faculty members

or 2 mstructois per student. 1 u I 37 when I had tbe privilege of

joining the University Faoult • the teaching stall rose to 256 and the

student body to nearly 3.000. The nucleus of the Univer.iiy was

the College of Hawaii which started conferring B.A. degrees from

l'J 10 and B Sc. from 1914. when the cot per student was over 1,600

dollar*. The College was raised to tb* runk of a University in

1920 and with consequent increase in enrolment figures the cost per

student had been cut to less than half, i. e.. 700 dollars and in 1927 to

450 dollars per student. Addition of new departments and divisions

of research kept pace with the growth of the University. To

develop mental tests in that wonderful ethnic laboratory of Hawaii,

the Legislature establidiel in 1921 the Psychological and Psychopathic

Clinic now under Prof. Dr. Porteua. In 1924 the University under-

took the management of the experiment station of the Association

of Hawaiian Pmcapple-canners. Po tho University co-operates

with tho big Sugar Trusts and maintains some of the best experts,

researchers and laboratories on Sugar Technology which attracts

numerous student* from America, China, Japan and even India. Dr.

Upendrakuraar Das, DSc. (Minnesota) earned golden opinion

as a researcher at one of the biggest Sugar Experiment Stations in

Honolulu. In the students’ roll. I found several lodian atudenta of

sugar technology, from Bombay, O. P. and Behar.

The Engineering croup wa3 reorganized in 1928. and the Terri-

torial Normal and Training School wax affiliated to the University

which developed in 1931 the regular Teachers' college. Last though

not the least, the Chinese an 1 the Japanese departments working

over a decade, were integrated into the Oriental Institute in 1935 with

Prof. Gregg M. Sinclair a* Director who started developing contacts

with the academic groups and thought leaders of the Par East and

came a* far as India—once the fountain-head of Fur Eastern religion,

philosophy and culture. For the first time an Amerisu University

is thus teen to take initiative in understanding the peoples and

cultures of the Living Orient- and Dot merely their mummified
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prototype* deposited in museums, The University of Hawaii minister-

ing to the needs of a population 1 largely " Oriental," ha6 naturally

been trying to develop a special Institute for the study of the living

languages and cultures of the principal nations of the Orient sterling

with China, Jajxin and Indiu. Let us hope that India through her

big Universities and research centres would systematically co-operate

with the Orientul Institute of the University of Hawaii. To begin

with, all important books written by Indian authors on diverse

problems of India, may be sent as friendly gifts to the University

Library in order (o develop jiradually ita Indian section which is

fur from being satisfactory. The generous gift of the entire publi-

cation of the University of Calcutta by its Vice-Chancellor, was

thankfully received and acknowledged by President D. L. Crawford at

the 30th Jubilee Celebrations of the University (March 22-27, 1937).

Other Indian Universities and learned societies may extend similar

courtages and cultivate cultural relations with the University of Hawaii

for their mutual advantage Both President Crawford and Prof. Sinclair

are eager to establish direct relutiuus with India.

I reserve the detailed examinstion of the University of Hawaii,

for a separate article
;

but I cannot help touching here briefly the

superbly human atmosphere enveloping it. President and Mra.

Crawford never spare themselves in their spouUneous hospitality,

opening their charming home as much for an intimate exchange of

siewa between a select group as for general introduction through a

" swell ” Tea bringing the whole University Faculty in touch with the

representative men and women of Honolulu. So'individual professors

and their wises overwhelmed me with their courtesies inviting me to

their homes, offering their cars and helping me in all possible ways.

My learned colleagues like Prof. Sinclair, Dr. Charles Moore of the

Department of Philosophy, Prof W. T. Cban, Visiting Professor of

Chinese civilisation, and Dr. A. D. Mead, former Vice-President of tho

Brown University, U S. A., honoured my clsstes with their presence

Highly cultured ladies and gentlemen attended my courses, as

" auditors " from outside. Students from other departments often

attended my general courses or met me in the discussion groups of

‘ Oo‘ «f * ‘“t»t pnp.Utio-1 of 303 *77. ». fi&i, sns-din* Co lb. It(e<( <lt081 *eitt»*t«.
UUa» Jsp.Diu. 63.4W SMip.oo. 39 863 PoitngiM* not rotsl triad Csaouiioil, 37.1'*
Cliiuoi*, 21 Wl ffmiiiaa, 16.371 At i«!i: 11.310 C.ucuua H»w«ii.o, 667,08
olbof Cirainn. 6,682 Kama 7.470 Pa.no Sim sod 1361 Spanab.
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my Indian Seminar. I r. Coulter of the Depart meat of Geography

cordially invited me for a series of talk* in bi&fteminar, on the place

of India in the ethnic; and historical geography of Asia. The professors

sivow a taie spirit of cavtcradtnc in their relations with the inter-

national student group. So the Hawaiian, Chinese, Japanese. Filipino

Portuguese and American (called Caucasian or Haole) boys nod

girls fraternize with one mother developing ao atmosphere of inter-

mcial amity rarely found in other academic centre*. Two intelligent

Negro girls were attending ami enjoyed perfect freedom and hospitality

of numerous American homes. Excursions, sports, and other rc-

eieatjon* help in the growth of esprit de corpt, and the social*

organized by the various university clubs, e g. t
the Sociology club,

the Oriental ntudcnt* club among others, welcome professors and

instructors from other Departments and help the general body of

students to come iuto personal contact with the Faculty members.

Tub Honolulu Acadxxjv ok Arts

Founded in April 1927 the Academy completed the 6rst decade

of its existence when it invited me to delivei a series of lectures on

the
*' Art and Archeology of India.** It owes it* existence to the

munificence of Mrs. Charles M. Cooke whoso beautiful dream is

expressed in the following pregnant paragraphs:

••That our children of many nationalities and race*, born far

from the centres of art, may receive an intimation of their own

cultural legacy and wake to the ideals embodied in the arts of tlicir

neighbour*, that they may grasp that composite heritage accumulating

for the new generations of Hawaii ;

That Hawaiian*. Americans. Chinese, Japanese. Koreans, North

Europeans, South Europeans, and all other peoples living here,

contacting through the channel of art those deep intuitions common

to all, may perceive a foundation on which a new culture, enriched by

all the old strains, may be built in these islands
;

That it may contribute to auoh understanding and mutual respect

the Honolulu Academy of Art, opens it doors to this community «o

situated that it cxlls East the Went and West the East, perhaps in

happy continuance of that ancient Polynesian custom of exchanging

the names of close friends.’'

f.
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A special feature of the Museum’s activities has been the

observance of national festivals with appropriate art exhibits, dance

and music. The Chinese Moon festival, the Japanese Boy Day, the

Korean Spring festival, the Filipino folic dance, among others attracted

thousands of men and women of different nationalities developing

spontaneously a sympathy for and appreciation of tho deeper emotional

nod cultural life of nations. It is significant that over half of the

entire collection of its Museum is oriental, chiefly Chinese and Japanese

with a few Indian pieces also A couple of years ago, a loau Exhibi-

tion of Indian art objects from America was organized by the

Academy with the expert help of Dr. A. C'oomaroswamy So when

I opened my course of lecture- on " Indian Ail," I was agreeably

surprized to find numerous friends ol India in Honolulu, who followed

my courses with close attention. Dr. C. M. Cooke, and Mrs. Philip

Spalding, the son and daughter of the ’.ate Mrs Cooke received me

warmly and Mr. Edgar C. Schenck, the energetic Director and

and his talented wife Mrs. Dorothy Schem-lt, Director of the Educa

tional Department of she Academy, were moat friendly to rne.

Through them I came to know the quiet little group of devoted

workers at the Academy: ‘ Marion Morso, tho Librarian. Alyco Hcogs

and Marvel Allison, assistants in art education, among others who

helped me in every possible way to make ray lectures and illustrations

as attractive as possible. Through my lectures st the Academy I had

the privilege of knowing many American artiste interested in India

and her epic landscapes, an American incarnation of Japanese artist

in Mias Miller and a renowned musician. Mr. Fritz Hart Director

of the Honolulu Symphony Orchestra.

Tire Bishop Museum.

Bernice Pauahi Bishop, a Hawaiian princess born in 1831. was

the great granddaughter of Kalaniopuu, king of the is'and of Hawaii

.t the time of its discovery by Captain James Cook. She married

Charles Heed Bishop in 1850 and he founded, after her death, in 1889

the now famous Bernice P. Bishop Museum. Its first Director, Dr W.
T. Brigham (1898-1918), patiently watched over the collection of,

and publications on, Hawaiian antiquitios: feather work, mat and

basket weaving, carving, bark cloth, stone implements, etc. Dr. H.

E. Gregory was the second Director (1919-161 whose service was
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leaned io she Museum by the Yale University which maintains a

most fruitful and friendly collaboration between their Faculty and the

museum experts. l>r. Gregory organized several expeditions into

Polynesia and w*s made President of the first Pan-Pacific Scientific

Congress of Honolulu iD 1920. The regional survey of the various

island groups comprising Polynesia was nearly complete when Dr.

Gregory retired but before tb3t lie had the satisfaction of sending

our esteemed friend Dr. E, C. Handy, ethnograpbist to tbe Bishop

Museum as its delegate to the All India Science Congress of 1928

held at our University of Calcutta. Dr. Handy, with the true intuition

of an expert ethnologist, discovered soon that to study some aspects

of the " Polynesian Origins" icidr, Bishop Museum, Orcasional papers

Vol. IX, No. 8, 1930) one cannot help turning to India Ho procured

a research fellowship for our late lamented friend and colleague

Dr. Panchanan Mitra and he returned to India saturated with Poly-

nesian lore He started publishing a aerie* of articles io *' Man in

India ' (1931 32) but was snatched away by the cruel hand of death

at the very prime of his life. His death was regretted by tnanv

of his friends of Honolulu, especially of the Bishop Museum group

when I met them djriag in/ stay at ili= University of Hawaii. The

university keeps close contact with the Bishop Museum for research

work uud I was deeply touched by the uniform courtesy and coopera-

tion shown by its veteian Directot, Dr. l'eter H. Buck, and Mr. K. P.

Emoiy, Dr, A. Metraux, Mr. E. £J. Bryan and other scholars.

Dr. Buck bails from New Zealand and is proud of his Maori heredity

which he proclaims through his name Te Rangi Hirou and he is

trying nobly to develop the activities of tbe Museum extending

it outside the limits of Polynesia proper, now that the general

survey of the Polynesian group is complete. Our friend and

colleague, Dr. B. S. Guha of the Indian Museum, beeps in touch with

the anthropologists of tbe bishop Museum and I hope that other Indian

scholars and research institutions would exchange their publications

with this premier research laboratory of Polynesian anthropology.

Cu'us aso Associations oi Honom.xc.

The Anthtopoloyy ChJi of Honolulu is a line organization which

meets regularly to discuss fresh problems and it invited me to give

them a talk on '* Mao in India." fk> I was often requested to discuss
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the Sociological problems of India, at the meetings organized by the

members Of the Sociology Club functioning in collaboration with the

Department of Sociology of the University, under the able guidance of

veteran scholars liko Dr. Romanzo Adam* and Prof. Felix Keeling.

Dr. Adams has recently published an exhaustive study on the " Inter-

racial Marriage in Hawaii " (Macmillan & Co., 1937) and he i6 deeply

interested in the ethnic problems of India. Dr. Keeling is an

indefatigable worker in the field of Pacific studies He explored,

with his talented wife, also a qualified sociologist, the primitive zones

of the Philippine islands publishing a book and many articles and

monographs of outstanding merit. He also piloted the Pan-Pacific

Educational Conference (1936) where he met Dr Kodanda Hao of

the Servant of India Society and helped him in disseminating correct

information about the educational life of India. The Report of the

Conference carefully edited by Dr Kecsing and published bv the

Institute of Pacific Relations, would bo of great interest to the

educationists of India.

Two other associations of major importance—the Pan-Par ifie

Union and the Institute oi Pacific Relation*,—welcomed me to

participate in their proceedings. India came to have her legitimate

representation in the Pan -Pacific Union when I had the honor of

being invited to servo as one of its Honorary Trustees- Through

Mr. Charles F. Loomis, Secretary to the Institute of Pacific Relations,

I was introduced to the members of the various groups of this remark-

able organization. In view of the projected "East and West Congress

of Philosophy" to be invited to Honolulu, I was requested to participate

in a symposium on " the Eastern and Western Thought " led by

Prof. Dr. Charles Moore of the University of Hawaii and sponsored

by the Institute of Pacific Relations under the presidency of Dr. A. L.

Dean, a former President of the University. I have already drawn the

attention of my countrymen to these two progressive institutions of

the Pacific (r/dc Hindustan Standard, October 10, 1937) and I hope

that, their journals and publications will be consulted by the scholars

and publicists of India. Few can argue with impunity today that the

Pacific and tbo Indian oceans are but very remotely connected, for

India is fast being drawn into the vortex of the Pacific problems.
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Permanent Settlement Enclosure Movement
.

T
HE beginnings of modern capitalism in India are to he traced U>

the Permanent Settlement of Bengal in 1793. For, if we

exclude the political and administrative features associated with

it. the system was essentially an instrument in the concentration of

landed estates in a relatively few hands. This implied nothing but

the establishment of large-scale capitulism iu agrarian enterprises.

Large-scale zamindaries or lali/ondi as generally known in Europe

were considered in those days to be economically most worthwhile

propositions in the mentality of British statesmen. England had got

u-ed to the eviction of small tenants, the extinction of t he yeomanry

and the aggrandisement of the big few as normal features of the

sosio-econoinic order. The enclosure movements of economic Britain

since the sixteenth century oould not fail to foster the tradition of Urge

estates as being tbo sources of prosperity, although with huts and ifs.

to the British people. It was the sociological milica of these

enclosure* consummated in England with the utmost enthusiasm

towards the end of the eighteenth century that, in uddition to the

local Indian socio-economic circumstances furnished the intellectual

background of the British legislators responsible for the Permanent

Settlement in India.

Tbo social motives nod oconotnie origins of the British enclosures

are by no means identical with those of the Indian Permanent

Settlement. But in certain economic consequence", for example, the

evolution of big-scale zarnindari capitalism it is possible to establish

an equation between the enclosure movement of England and tbc

Permanent Settlement of Bengal. Historically, at any rate, it was at

the peak of the enclosure legislation in England that the Permanent

Settlement was enacted in India.

After this it took Europe nearly a century to look for new principles

in land-legislation. The sociology of large-scale landed capitalism

gradually gave place to that of small holdings, family farms, etc.

Positive law was ultimately established on novel foundations. It was

towards the nineties of the nineteenth century that Bismarck became
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the arcbiMot of a new world by initiating the principles of land-

legislation adapted to modern requirements. Those principles of

Bitmarck xre the leading ideas in the land-reform of every country in

the modern world since c. 1890.

THB PARMIB-TfNACT OP TODAY

It is to be observed that neither economically nor juridically La*

the agrarian system of India been nailed down to the status quo of the

Permanent Settlement. Social mobility is manifest no less in

economic India than in the Western economy. The rights or privileges

of the large landowners and landholders were curtailed by the Bengal

Tenancy Act of 18S6 uod perhaps iu the same proportion the tenant

(ryot) rose a9 a socio-lcgal person. This relative ascendency of the

krishakpraja (former-tenant) in the enjoyment of economic freedom

baa gone on increa ing ever since. Io the eye of law the cultivator of

today is not identical with the cultivator of the middle of the

nineteenth century, nor of course of the end of the eighteenth. The

status of the small man in the Ian 1-system tw-i-cis the uppar ten

thousand is unquestionably quite decent at the present raomeot.

On the other hand, chs economic bearings of the Permanent

Settlement on the /amindar? have undergone a tremendous transforma-

tion on account of the sheer impact of generations. The commercial

revolution engendered in economic India on account of contacts with

the world-economy since the American ind the Napoleonic Wars (1776-

1816) of the British Empire has led to the ere ition of new forms of

wealth and thj transference of wealth from older to newer families

and classes. The transformations aod transferences of wealth have

been promoted further in India on account of ;be industrial transition

facilitated by new technocracy since the middle of the last century.

The lauded estates have, therefore, changed hands and moved into the

pockets of the nouvtauz riche* a3 & result of purchases with cash.

The alleged
11 permanent “ proprietors of yore have very often been

replaced by ih» “ upstarts " of the day. The “ permanency
M

of the

Permanent Settlement refers factually, therefore, not to the

proprietors but to the property. The zammdars of today have among

them very few who may be regarded as having any b!ood coutacts

with the beneficiaries of the Act of 179-1 So far as the family or

class composition ia concerned, the landholders of the present generation
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like the pcoprietoia in other concerns, industrial and commercial,

enjoying their properties in most instances on account of the capital

invested by themaelvea or by their immediate predecessors in the

acquisition or enlargement of landed estates. The persistence of I lie

category, “ permanent settlement,” must not blind the student of

economic realities to the processes of family, class or twcial revolution

that has hern going on through generations. The disappearance of

old families and classes in India and their »ub*tit ition by new is as

great an embodiment of the ••circulation of Wrt« " as the dis-

appearance of the old individutls and their replacement by new in the

race-bistories of East and West.

Transformations and revolutions, then, have affected both the

iand-holders und the tenant’ of the Permanent Settlement category as

of the other agrarian categories in India. It is in ilic atmosphere of

these socio-economic and socio-leg.il revolutions that the social

metabolism of revolutionary land-legi-lalion a« prominent in contem-

porary Europe is likely to bn regarded a« worth adapting or assimilat-

ing by Indian legislators und economists.

British Small Holdings

According to Professor Macgregor in Agricultural Tribunal oj

Investigation (London 1924' there is no evidence to show that small

holders arc cither more or less " efficient and productive ” than large

fanners. The support of the " small holdings " policy in England is

therefore being dictated by other than economic motives.

There are considerations of national defence. Then there is the

questicn of public health. The desirability of keeping as many

families as possible down to their farm* or the village und preventing

the " rural exodus " is also always before the eyes of the theorists

und legislators. And last but Dot least, there operates the expediency

of raising landless labourers or other agricultural working men to the

status ol landed proprietors, o ground on which it is admitted that an
" effective small holdings policy is a matter of social justice."

The movement in favour of the creation and multiplication of

small holdings embodies, in the 6rst place, the atteinpis of a people to

redistribute the lands that status quo sanctifies as the foundations of

law and order. In the second place, there is implicit in it the right of

the state, nation or community to dictate the size of estates that a

landholder is entitled to own or control.
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Finally, one notices in these legislative tendencies the formal

establishment of state-landlordism or land-nationalisation in s partial

or complete manner. Small Holdings Aet3, therefore, ate essentially

communistic and Bolsbovistic in spirit and form,—although no doubt

in each instance the expropriations are accomplished with more or less

adequate indemnity.

And yet economic legislation of this character cannot be described

as due to the impact of the Sovietic-Rusaian theory and practice of

November, LD17. Rather, historically speaking, one should describe

the New Russia's experiments in governmental hind-owning or land-

control a6 but the last and extremist stages in an evolution through

which Europe had been passing during the previous generation. This

is but another way of saying that the trend of land legislation in

European countr.es has been more and more in the direction of

what is today associated with dangerous Russia.

In England the Small Holdings Act was passed in 1908. Down

to 1914 the British government spent £5,250,000 in order to establish

14,000 new small holders.

Denmark had preceded England in this legislation. There the

Act was passed in 1899. Tbo state advanced about £3,000,000 down

to 1922, 3cd 9,860 small holding* wero created. The laws of October

1919, have but carried the movement farther.

Bisuahokun Land Legislation

Still older is the legislation in Germany. The Hentengutegesetz-

gebung or Rentland-legislation of 1890 and 1891 marks an epoch in

the land-reform, agricultural reconstiuclion and rural reorganisation

in Europe. By 1914 the German government spent M. 12.000,000 and

succeeded in establishing 20,000 colonists. The movement got a

tremendous fillip under the law of 1919.

In this connection it is interesting ro observe, cii passant, that some

of the most vital socio-economic legislation of contemporary Europe ha6

arisen in Germany. The Landscha/t is an old credit union of

Prussia designed (1770) to issue land bonds on the estates mortaged

in its favour. It b&9 furnished example and precept to the large and

petty Zamindars of the Baltic states. Poland, Norway, Denmark,

Hungary, Russia and O.S.A.
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The Raiffeiiemctie Daflchcn.vkatse (Raiffeisen system of co-opera-

tive credit) is another item which the agriculturists of the world owe
(o German talent und legislation. Although the movement goes back

to ibe fifties, the world liu* begun to take note of it since 1895 when

the Prussian Central Co-operative State Bank was founded by the

government.

Then there i* the legislation on social insurance, which enacted

between 1883 and 1889 has now become almost a universal stock in

trade reform movement in every progressive country.

To ionic back to the RtnUngul laws. It ba» to be remembered

tliat, as one understands from H. Gerdea' Gtickichle des dcuUchctt

Bcucrmtandce (History of tbo German Peasant Claes) or Haepke’a

Wirl/fchajttgeschichte (Economic History) that trie nineteenth century

began in Germanic states with an “enslaved peasant” and a pre-

dominant Zauiindur claw. It wm under the inspiration of tbo French

revolution anil philosophical liberalism preached by Kant and Fichte

that the Daucrnhcffciun>j (emancipation of the peasants) movement

was initiated. The legislation set on foot by Stein nod Hardenbcrg

between 1807 and 1812. although well-meant, did not succeed in

accomplishing much in order to improve the economic lot of the

cultivators. The interests of the Zamindan were kept intact.

Tbc peasants were now, however, fiee aa “political ’* aud "legal
”

persona. There were improvement* in other directions. In 1821.

an Act was pstMd by which on the petition of village people

Oemeinheiloriluuij, i.e ,
the partition of communal lands could take

place. This reform has onablod tbo peasants each to have his holding

in odo connected plot. The consolidation of cultivable and cultivated

areas under single and undivided authority was thus assured.

In order to provide for tho undivided inheritance of land, thus

consolidated into single plots, a special legislation has been carried out

so late »3 1883. It is called Anerbenrechl (low of succession according

to selected heirs). This as well as the previous measures may bo

described us falling within the category of Bnuertischulz (protection

ol the peasants).

The “protection of peasants ” on these line* did not involve much

interference with the “vested interests." But by 1869 it bad been

found out that there were about 400,000 "emancipated " peasant* to

whom agriculture appeared hardly "paying" since their holdings were too

email. The “oew industries " of tho day proved also to be more

7
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attractive lor these more or less laudless labourers than farm-work.

It nw under tho conditions of this “industrialization" or competition

between factory and farm that the Prussian Zammdart began to feci

the want of adequate working men for their estates (c. 1870).

The German government had to face tho problem of having

enough cultivators for tbe country. It was resolvod to increase the

peasant elemout in the rural centres by Ansiedlungspolitik, a systematic

policy of Innere Kolonisalion (internal colonizing or land settlement)

described in Professor Sering's book on the subject (Leipzig, 1833).

Thus orginated the laws of 1890-91.

The peasant* were not willing to take the lands or live in the

village* unless they were by law enabled to feel that they were

"owners " of tho plots' which they cultivated. Mere tenancy had no

charur for them. The legislation gave them what they wanted by

breaking up the large estates.

Zauikdars paid off by fitNiBANKs

The government Heutbank

*

came to the help of the peasants,

bought from the Zamildars the plots desired by their client**, provided

them with loans for farms and buildings under tbe moat favourable

conditions and took upon themselves the responsibility of paying off

tbe Zammdan with small doses of annuity in course of time. In

order to prevent partition the Anerbenrecht has been enforced on these

new peasant proprietor*.

The legislation did uot ariae out of sheer philanthropy for tbo

peasant class. Nor was it dictated out of enmity to the Junkers,

the landowning aristocracy. But oil the same, by tho fiat of the state

a “redistribution of property " has taken place. And it would be sheer

camouflage to describe the process as an ordinary “transfer of property"

such as the usual Homan law understands it.

The laws have deprived the original land-owners of much of their

freedom both as regaids the transfer as well as the indemnity. On the

other hand the now peasant owners also are not privileged to sell or

divide the property at their own sweet will. The Rent en-yut&Qe-

setiffbung of 1890-91 is really the first of its kind in modern times to

have restricted the right of tbe individual in regard to real estate in

favour of the nation.
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Prom the German achievements of lb‘9)-9l realised a* they were

in the epoch of Bisrnarckian absolutism, it is indeed a tremendous

jump to tbo proletarian ideal of restrictions to property embodied

in the Leninism of 1917. But even iu Germany how far the people

are prepared to go has been evident from the law of August, 1919,

which, however, perhaps to a certain extent, is to be read in the light

of the previous and simultaneous happening in Russia.

In the first place, post-war Germany abolished in its entirety the

system of Fideikomitii$ic. There had been a tendency among the

members of the new moneyed classes, tbc “ industrial magnates
"

<c. 1870), to found country-estates and keep large areaa in the

coutrol of their families. This was reudered impossible under tbo

constitution of 1919.

A far-reaching law waa passed the same day, August 11, on which

the post-war constitution of Germany was issued. Under ita previsions,

in certain districts ovvuer of more than 290 acres arc compelled to group

themselves in Landliefetitng&vcrbaendcn or "land transfer-unions" and

to sell one third of the cultivated area to certain government-recognized

public bodies. These public bodies were accorded the right not

only of "pre-emption" but also of "expropriation " Only those who

possess less than 290 acres aro not to be touched. In A'jrortccseu und

AgrarpoUlik, were "Agriculture and Agricultural Policy " (Leipzig.

1990) by Profewwr Wygodzinsky this law is described ns embodying

the Magna Charta of land settlement.

Soeh is the history of small holdings, associated 13 they are with

various names .4 nsiedlung (colonising), Renttngul (rent-land) ortho

like that haB been a constant example to Denmark and that is today

inspiring the promoters of land reform in Great Britain. Germany's

progress in this direction under the Hitler regime (since 1933) need

not be referred to in the present instance.

Thk RaMiir./ARM

It is difficult exactly to define a small holding. In Denmark, the

latest official experts have fixed upou 41 bighas as tbo minimum size.

In England the standard was up till now 1“5 bighas. There is a

tendency to raise the unit by about 25 to 30 per cent. In Germany,

the holdings created by the laws of 1*90.91 aud 1)1 have aa average

urea of 119 bighas. In each instance the unit is considered to be
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small enough to be adequately cultivated by one farmer with the holp

of hit* family (and as a rule without hired labour) and at the **rne

time large enough to maintain the family on a reasonable level of

material prosperity and “mental satisfaction." The family is generally

taken as a five-mouth aggregate (3 highas^l acre).

It is well known to students of comporative industrialism that

Czechoslovakia was born like a .Minerva, as it were, fully equipped with

the paraphernalia of modern industry and commerce as well ns techno-

cracy and business organisation. As a small state, it may be considered

to be another Switzerland or Belgium, *o u> my, so far a6 factories and

workshops are concerned.

The modernism or uptodatiara of Czechoslovakia is to be found

in land reform also. The state commenced its career in this regard

by introducing overnight the principles of land-redistribution, land,

transfer, land exchange, land-restriction and laud control such as had

been in operation in Central Europe and England since the last decade

of the nineteenth century. As India continues tiill to be in the

middle of tbo nineteenth century in some of these respects the story of

Czechoslovakian land-reform tdmuld appear to he of great value to

her economic statesmen. Tbo subject has been dealt with at length

another context.*

B. K. 6uk*r
f

•• l*z>i M<m in CMrbcatesfcfe" iWntti RnU«
t
Juo*. 190).



A FEW OBSERVATIONS ON THE RECORD
ROOMS OF INDIA

Professor Sobrsdra Nath Sen, m.a., fh.d.

CeletiU Vmtntty.

PRESERVATION is tbo archivist’s first snd foremost concern. It

is an axiom of archiveB-kocping about which there is no

diflerence of opinion. Hence follows the corollary tlml indiscriminate

admission into record-rooms most not he demanded. So far, the student

of history is at one with the record-keeper. But there i* a widespread

feeling among responsible research scholars in this country that caution

may go too far. If old records had been preserved for administrative

purposes alone, moat of the seventeenth and eighteenth century papers

might have been safely consigned to fire. Even paper* of more recont

origin could bo thrown away without any inconvenience to the govern-

ment concerned. To cite only one instance, in a district record room

of Bengal there is a large number of hasty notes, sometimes in pencil,

jotted down by the District Officer of the day, when the indigo troubles

wore at their height- To the students of history these notes are in-

valuable, to the district administration they are absolutely useless, for

indigo and indigo planters are n» extinct to-day as the gigantic reptiles

of a bygone geological age. The Record Keeper may not, therefore, treat

the curiosity of the historian with undue suspicion, he may indeed find

a useful ally and collaborator in that prying specimen of humanity.

In these days of financial stringency and retrenchment when popular

ministers we reluctant to add to the expenses of uneconomic depart-

ments, the Record Keeper may very well enlist the services of research

students, to whom the privilege of examining the archivea is granted,

for indexing, transcribing and cataloguing the records in which thoy

arc interested. Such co-operation will be of mutual benefit to both

the parties.

The time haB come when some of tbo existing rules may be con-

veniently relaxod. I do not for a moment suggest anything that may

in any way affix* the safety of the archives, but is it quite impossible

to bring the provincial record rooms in hue with the record rcotu of
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the India Office or t-he Public Record Office of London ? In India all

records are divided into two categories irrespective of their age and

antiquity, and unduo stress is given on their subject-matter. All

papers are designated either as "public,' or ‘‘political and private."

No difficulty is ordinarily raised about the examination and transcrip.

lion of the archives of the first category, but permission is not w
readily granted about the scrutiny of records that fall under the desig-

nation ‘‘politic-iil and private." In the India Office, however, all bona-

fide student* are permitted to examine all 17th century records irres-

pective of their subject-matter, and one may take notea or transcribe

the pipers without any official supervision or scrutiny. Cheap and

reliable typed copies are also available. Permission to examine

eighteenth century records is not so freely granted. But once the

necessary leave is obtaiuod the student encounters no further difficulty

about notes and transcription. I ipealc from personal experience.

Similar practice prevails in the National and Colonial Archives of Paris

and tho Archive Cltramarino of Lisbon. The Public Record Office of

London is more liberal in this respect and every paper, which is a cen-

tury old, in deemed a legitimate object of the historian's curiosity.

After all, these records are raw materials of history.

Is it impossible to pursue a similar policy with respect to records

ir. India ? Does it matter much if it is discovered that a public servant

of eminence, long deceased, committed an indiscretion one century or

two centuries ago ? A responsible public man once told me that the

Peahwa Daftar of Poona could not be thrown open to the research

scholar because bis industry may one day reveal some records that

may help to revive some inconvenient claimsrcjocted, rightly or wrongly,

by the Inam Commission. 1 believe most people will recognise that

this objection i6 not frivolous but at the aarno time it Bbould not be

ignored that thi* difficulty is not insuperable, and the problem may be

easily solved by passing ao Indemnity Act.

It is eometimos argued that when exhaustive selections or:

available to the public, no legitimate grievance can be made, if access

to the archives is either wholly denied or strictly restricted. Dis-

tinction should lie made between resniction and refusal. Admission

must be regulated according to the available space of the reading room,

free access to the stocking room must also be denied, but at the same

time, it should be conceded that no selection, however exhaustive, can

altogether preclude the necessity of a fresh examination of the published
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records aud a scrutiny oi the paper, deemed unworthy of publi-

cation. The poiut needs do elaboiatiou, for, every member of the

Historical Records Commission knows from his personal experience

that selections and descriptive catalogues cannot always serve our

purpose, as different students iu*y approach the same problem froiu

different angles of vision.

Exhaustive catalogues of District Record Rooms would be a groat

help to the growing number of rcseurch studeuts who do not exactly

know where to seek the information they need. Some of the

Provincial Record Rooms have excellent guides and catalogues,

but the District Keoord Rooms are still more or less noglected,

specially because untrained ministerial officers are usually in charge

of them.

The cause of historical investigation in India would undoubtedly

be furthered, if the imperial and Provincial Record Rooms could Bee

their way to supply rotograph copiea of their archive* a: a reasonable

rate on application from genuine investigators. A rotograph machine

i» not very expensive, and tho capital invested in it wrll be realised

with profit, once the research student ia notified of tho new arrange-

ment. As it is, even when tho Record Keeper in prepared to supply

transcriptions ol a particular archive, practical difficulty may stand in

his way, and the applicant may have to go disappointed. There aro

some Dutch Records at Calcutta. They were originally iu the Dis-

trict Record Room of Hooghly and they relate mostly to the Dutch

factory of Chinsurah. Of uioro intorcst arc the Dutch records pre-

served in the Madras Record Room of which a discriptivo list is avail-

able in priut. Few people from Lahore or Calcutta can find the tune

to travel to Madras on tho oft chance of a Dutch lettor throwing some

light on the subject of Ilia particular investigation But Dutch-know-

ing scribes are not easily available at Madras. Tho Keeper of the

Madras Record Room may not, therefore, be able to supply the

Lahore or Calcutta student with transcriptions of specified records

inspite of all tho willingness in the world. A machine will be of

immense use whero man is helpless. Again, a rotograph copy ia

always more reliable than a transcription, however careful. A man

may unconsciously lapse into bis accustomed spelling but a machino

will unerringly reproduce the original. This is no small gain to the

conscientious investigator, for sometimes a single alphabet may go

a long way in the identification of a historical personage.
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Historians must always toly on the archival for their raw material,

unci the progress of historical studies in Iudia depends, lo a great

eUent, upon their co-operutioti, There is a widespread feeling that

an Indian student finds mote lacilitiea in tho record rooms of England

and Franco than in his own country. Tho time lias come when this

grievance, if well founded, should be remedied.



POPULAR EDUCATION AND ITS CONTROL
BY THE STATE IN ENGLAND.

S.mlbndra Nath Sbx, m.bc. (Cal.), m.a. (Lbbdb)

Iljlihih CtUige.

( 1 >

T
IIE Industrial revolution of eighteenth nn<l nineteenth century

in England gave a tremondoua blow on the social itrarture of that

country. Due to this social change educational reform was oocmary.

Hut in tbe earlier (art of the last century education in England wa»

purely a voluntary enterprise. Joseph Lancaster, a man from a [*>ot

family, was the pioneer iu introducing the monitorial system of

education for the poor in tho beginning of the last century. His

success brought the attention and sympathy of a good many influential

rnon of that tirno who, in 1808, formed a society jailed the British

and Foreign School Society to impart some Elementary Education to

the poor children of that couutry The members of thia society

were non-conformiata and thj church people could not tolerate their

enthusiasm in educational muttors : they formed a rival party called

” National Society ” in 1811. These two societies worked for two

decades purely on voluntary subscriptions from sympathetic and

well-to-do people. It is very difficult to give on exact account of

the growth of the number of schools and the scholars during thia

period. The national society reported in 1834 that by 1831 there

were 10,965 cburch schools in existence and 900.000 children attend-

ing them. Of course the avecage length of school life at that time

was only four years. 1

But in considering the child population at that time, this number

of a.hool-going children was very poor. The prominent people at

that time made an agitation to improve and expo'"1 lhe P°P" lir

education but nothing could be done until the. thirties of the century

whon the constitution of tho country was reformed. The only thing

tbe reformers could do for education was to sanction a parliamentary

grunt in 1833 and onward for tbe purpose of building schools. The

money must be distributed through the above societies and tho local

' A History of Ro|lU* Elrmrotiry Edaat-n, P- S«n«tt>. p. 133.

8
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subscriptions must lm raised, at least half the estimated cost before

a grant could bo given. Tbis was the first tirao that the state came

forward in granting money in '.he cause of education. The state gave

but eho bad no control over those institutions. The grant money

never demanded any inspection over the nature and system of

education until 1839, when the Government set up a committee

of tho Privy Council to superintend their allocation. ' To superin-

tend their allocation’ is nos only to audit and check the accounts

but also to see, as every Government is duty bound to do, if the

children get the best possible guidanco and environment. In order

to do that the state carved ont a policy for the education of her

children. But before sbo can enforce her policy she must prepare

the minds of the people to accept those principles. Dr. Kay (after-

wards Sir Kay-Shuttleworth), wbo was the first secretary of tho

committee cf council, found it an extremely difficult task in fusing

the new ideas in educational matters by creating an Inspectorate

(tuff and by starting a model training college at Battersea.

Tho church people were furious at the idea of their schools being

inspected. It was, however, amicably settled between the church

snd tQe state that Archsi9hop9 should nominate persons us Inspectors

of church schools and their concurrence was necessary for each

appointment by the state. The religious teachings were wholly

in tho bauds of these church peoplo. but so far as secular instructions

were concerned, the state retained its control

The example of Battersea brought a new impulse to the church

people also, who established as many as t wenty-two Training Colleges

throughout England and Walee. The untiring zeal of Dr. Kay for

about two decades gave a totally now conception of popular education,

but hie idea of introducing a Bill proposing the creation of now

factory schools, to bo maintained by rates, thereby bringing forward

a national system of education was perhaps too early. The

organised efforts of the Nonconformists against the Bill led the

Government to withdraw it in 18-13. But this failure, gave an

impetus to the Nonconformists— a fresh body of educationists, who

called themselves ‘ Voluntarists,’ iu organisation and further

expansion of education.

Any new advancement in education by the state was rather impos-

sible under ihe Tory Government of Peel, and in 1846 when once more

Whig ministry was formed, Kay-Shottleworth put forward his
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new scheme flliicfly lo make Ihe teaching profession popular and

more attractive. The Minute of 1846 offered grant* to apprenticed

pupils as well as to teachers who instructed them, together with

retiring pensions to teachers, and annual grants to teachers under

certain conditions. Also the schools of Industry were offered grants

for school field-gardens, work-bop6 and school kitchens and wash-

houses, lu 1846 grant rapidly grew to £100,000 and by 1858 it

rose to £800,000. Thia was the first time in 1346. that the state

took a liberal view in granting money towards the improvement ol

the status and condition* of the teachers a* well as the furniture

and appliances of the schools although tho management and authority

still remained iu the hands of the voluntary people.

But all these new ebauges were no! given sufficient time to be

worked out. When Mr. Lowe took the office of the Vice-President

in l&jr all tliose gnats, pupil teachers’ stipends, scholars* capitation

grants, teachers’ pensions, grants for school books, maps, etc., were

swept away by the code of 1851 and a new system of payment by result

was introduced. An examination on a fee of Rs. 8 must be held and,

other things being equal, one third of the suui claimable on attendance

was to be forfeited fo: failure in each of the three subjects, reading,

writing and arithmetic.

{2 )

The revised code of 1861 gave a tremendous blow to the progress

of education. The work of the schools was lowered down and the

withdrawal of pupil teachers’ stipends caused a serious fall in the

number of pupil teachers. The number of scholars per teacher rose

from 37
- ‘7 in 18^0 to 40‘9 in 1870. There was much agitation from

all quarters but nothing could be done until the Liberals were returned

to power iu 1868, when the education department was entrusted to

W. L Forster, the stalwart Radical and a great enthusiast for

popular education.

Forster, the father of the dual system of education, brought his

Bill for the so-called "compulsory education " and after much contro-

versy and debate it was enacted. By this Act of 1870. the country

was to be divided into districts, the educational Condition of each was

to be ascertained, and where Elementary education was found "
to be

sufficiently efficient and suitable" there would bo no interference. But
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a District where deficiency wa» proved, a lime not exceeding aix

month* wae lo be allowed to tbo voluoUry institutions to supply the

needs. If, however, voluntary effort proved insufficient, u school

Beard was to be elected for the District, whose duty would be either

to provide new schools from rate aid, or to help existing schools. A

timetable conscience clause was to be enforced on all grant-receiving

schools, so that a child could be withdrawn from religions instructions

either at the beginning or nt the end of the day.

Thus tho Act of 1870 created other schools thau the voluntary

ones, which were built by school Beards fiom monoy coining from

tho rates. Subsequent Acts have not disturbed this dualism and

there exist side by side in tbo same area, and often in the same

village, schools whose buildings are publicly owned and schools whose

buildiugs are in others' hands. 1

It cannot be denied that this Act of 1870 gave an imietus in the

creation of a now sentiment in favour of education amongst the general

public. Tho parents were slowly coming to appreciate tho value and

importance of education uod were not reluctant to allow their children

lo obtain the benefit that was offered. The people had accepted

compulsion with surprisingly good grace in short but quick steps.

Tt will be seen that means of education was continually being extended

at an increasing rate as the number of schools increased from 18,000

in 1881 to 19,500 in 1891 and -20,000 iu 1900. The registered scholars

on the ^ame dates were about four millions, four uod three quarter of

a million and five and three quarter of a million, and the percentage

of average attendance rose from 71 to 78 and then to 82.

< 3 )

Notwithstanding all these improvements in education an all-round

discontent was grow-ing against this dual system of education. Al-

though Forster, inspite of being an important member of the Radical

Party did not act against the popular views and although he gave the

voluntarists a good chance of maintaining competition with the School

Boards, this dual system seemed to be a failure at the end of the

century. The voluntarists could not make elementary oducation

I A Hlwory of BlemeaUry Wowtiao is Eo^lnod, F. 8tnilb, p 813.
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“sufficient, efficient and suitable" and the Board -chooU were rapidly

being increased. Tbe principal reason underlying llna fact waa that the

Board schools were financially -.tronger Ilian ilie voluntary ones as the

former coaid get the local rates. The uvi-rage income, per scholar

in attendance of the Board schools from rates were In*. 4Jd. in 18*6,

I8f. lid. in 1891, and ft’l. Is. Id in 1896. Also the combined income of

Board schools per scholar in average attendance from rates and

endowment waa 17ff. Old. in 1881, 18*. 4}d. in 1886, 18*. 11 *d. in 1891

and £1. 1*. 2ld. in 1893
;
whereas the income of voluntary schools from

endowment and contribution per scholar in average attendance was

6*. OR in 1881. Rs. ljd. in 183G.8*. 3ld. in 1891 and'7*. ll|d :in 1806.'

Alao the voluntary schools could not earn the same amount of

grant as the Board schools The annual grant per scholar in average

attendance for Board schools rose from 13s. Old. in 1876 to 19s. 74d. in

1896 and for voluntary schools 13*. 3id. to 18*. 7Jd.» This meagre

finance of the voluntary schools did not help them to thrive and con-

sequently they could not appoint as great a proportion of certified

teachers as the Board schools. The certified teachers appointed by

voluntary schools were 19.-297 in 1876 ; 23,350 in 1681
;
25,994 in 188)

;

‘27,261 in 1891; and 27,911 in 1896 whereas those appointed by Board

schools were 3 766 in 1876
;
10.2T2 in 1881 ; 16,218 in 1686: 20,562 in

1891 and 28,801 in 1896. The number of scholars in averago attend-

ance in voluntary schools on those year# were 1,656,502 , 2,007,184
;

2498.358 ; 2.258,885 nnd 2,465,919 ;
also the number of scholars Id

Board schools iu those years were 328,071
;
866.351

;
1,272,151 ; 1,491,671

and 1,956,992.' Hence simple calculation shows that the voluntary

school could afford to appoint one certified teacher for every 85 9 scho-

lar in 1876
;
85’9 in 1881

;
64'5 in 1886

;
62 8 in 1891 and 88'3 in 1896

whereas the Board schools appointed one certified teacher for every 87'1

scholars in 1876
;
83‘8 in 1881 : 78*4 in 1886 ;

72*5 in 1891 and 67 0

in 1896. Tbe voluntary school were not only compelled to employ

unqualified teachers, but they had to pay smaller salaries arid to pur-

chase lees equipment than the Board schools.* All these better

amenities and comforts were possible for Board schools as they had a

stable and strong financial footing from ratos and there is no wonder

that the voluntarists would be jealous of the Board schools because of

1 R»I>«! <|( the CummiUM o) Ccowil oc Eiomioo, SU6 07 n tuni.
» .. iste-07 hdu iau-98.
’ 1S4*>37. txnii
• toputor IT« Coiomittwc/ Coancil. p. Bun
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their rale help. They protested lhai in order to put the buildings into

repair, to add class room* and cloak rooina and to bring (he sanitation

upto more modern standard, they must have more financial a*ai&tunce

from the slate.
1

Also, “ they urged that there should be no limits

on the grants to schools, that there should he a greater control over the

pending powers of tlie school Boards, that the teachers and scholars

of voluntary schools might share o( such educational advantages as

Board schools were able to provido out of public funda."

Kate aid was not the only cause of discontent in the voluntary

schools. Tbc more advanced instruction, which some of the Board

schools were forward enough to imparl to their older pupils, were not

linked by the promoters of the voluntary schools. The older scholar*

earned grants from the &icncc and Arts Departments. The Board

*«li<rtls were granted by the Science and Arts Department Id. in 19U0and

}d. in 1003 per scholar whereas the voluntary schools could get only

in 1900 and nothing afterwards. The Higher Elementary schools

which thrived under the auspices of School Boards, did not receive any

recognition from the higher authority until the introduction of tho

Elementary Sclxwl Code in 1900. AccJiding to this they were tu pro-

vide a four year*' course of instruction, admitting those scholars only

who had attended an Elementary school (>

r

at least two years and who

were certified by an Inspector to be qualified to profit by theinstiuctioo.

The upward age of attendance was put at the end of the school year

during which the pupil reached the ago of fifteen. The schools were

to get grants on average attendance namely 25*. to 27*. in the first year

to do*, to 65». in the fourth year. Aiso. for adequate practical instruc-

tiou, a grant from C*. or 3*. in the first year to 18*. or 25*. in the fourth

yerir was offered. Daring the last thirty years of the nineteenth cen-

tury the achcol Boards created 28 higher Elementary school* and by

1902. added one more to them whereas tho voluntary managers could

provide only (Hie during these years. Twenty-five of them including

the voluntary schools were inspected and rcceivod grants during

1901-O2.
1

(4 )

The school B'>ard* which did not gain the public sympathy and

esteem were looked down on by the defender;, of the voluntary school*

' RI(iD>ni»iy Edui-ilita 3rtcory (Apprndii)
’ HoUcy <d KogUili Element »r; Edcux*. V. Sniilb, p. Mi.
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with jealousy and suspicion. The rural Boards were too small and too

petty for their task and the large Boards were blamed for their extra-

vagance and their hospitality to the denominational school. The Beard

Schools availed themselves freely of the power of borrowing on the

security of the rates, given by the Acts of 1;70. 1873, 1876 and 1893

The loans sanctioned by the Department jo 1890-91 was £1,083,905-4 8,

in 1895-98, £2 ,21 8,436-12-5 and in 1899-1900. £2,336.373.18-8.' The

rates were levied by them but collected by other bodies. The County

and County Borough Council* already had educational duties to carry

out by the Technical Instruction Act of 1689 whicti authorised them

to provide technical and manual instruction except in Elementary

schools
;
also the Local Taxation Act in 1890 allotted the Whisky money

to these councils for the provision of Secondary and Technical education.

Public opinion was turning in favour of these new auiliorities. and

against the school Boards." It will lie seen that the Bryce Commis-

sion (1894-951 did no*, think these Boards as proper authorities to be

entrusted with any aoit of higher education than the elementary one.

Their recommendation was that the Higher Elementary Schools as

well as science school* should be treated as Secondary ones and the

school Boards have no contiol over them as those schools served only

the purpose of " third gnde secondary schools ” in the hands of the

Board.

There bad been a suspicion among the general public that the

new Beard schools were created on the model of tho British Schools

and had no authority to teach any religious principles. And these

newly formed Boards instead of helping the voluntary schools were

willing to put an end to them. “ The Non-Conformists did all in their

power to destroy voluntary schools and to force school Boards upon

tfc« conutry by closing their schools ond in other ways.”' During

the debate of J876. Mr. Habbard Eaid, "Either the Birmingham

League or the Liberation Society issued a strong recommendation to

the effect wherever the British and Foreign Schools Society had an

opportunity of making a deficiency in the school accommodation of a

parish they shonlddosa their schools, so thst Board schools might be (here

1 Rrjcrt of Hu Boil 'I ol E.licslico. UWl. I. 36*7 i> .1 l<n&3, p. «.J I j

Deport of t>« Burl of Educjtice, Ifci'l >0. Vet. lit fp Jvl 7I*3

liepnt of tb» of ESaMtlon, l<«9 03. p. 46.

' tt.t- rt o' the B aH of E-iof-tto, 1«D !. p. 33
* F!ei»*ct«>7 tMiK*'ton, Gregory, p. IB2.
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established, and did 3j. But in some ease' where the proceeding had

not tho cffoet of closing the denominational schools, they came again

to the Department and asked to bo allovrod to re-open their schools

on the nine terms as before. “ National Education Report, p. 149).’

(5)

The condition and circumstances of popular education during the

last decade was thoroughly studied by CrossCommission iu 16S8whosub-

mitted an excellent report comprising the situation and recommenda-

tion of proper reorganisation of the system and method of education at

shat time. The majority of the Commission recommended chat the

County councils should be empowered to aid voluntary schools by 8d

amount equal to the subscriptions, up to a maximum of ten shillings per

child in average attendance. Tbo reason they put forward was that

the cost and the standard of instruction were increased during the last

two decades since 1670. that there were multiplication of subject* and

that there was more expensive demands of building and sanitation. So,

owing to tho greater cost of education the payment of school fees was

becoming a burden on the poorer people, and in lieu of feea or school

pence the Government, by the Act of 1691 made a grant of 10*. per

child to all school or voluntary Board, subject to certain condition* as

to the provision of free education, etc. 3

The church also did not remain silent. They became conscious of

their unfavourable position and they made a vigorous movement tn

gaining their grounds. Tho Archbishops of Canterbury and York

called a confe.rence and it was decided there that tho state should be

asked to bear the whole expense of teaching staff of the church schools

and in 1695 a Bill was drafted on this proposal. But subsequent

consideration led them to withdraw the Bill and at a second confer-

ence a memorial for presentation to the Government was drafted.

The purport of the appeal was that ' any educational legislation

should maintain the religious character by preserving the voluntary

schools ; it should safeguard the right of parents to determine the

character of such religious instruction no matter what kind of rebec!

the child attended ; it should refrain from penalising any school by

' Tn Bdaritlimul Qixstluo, Tbutnpaoe, p, II.

I U< ‘it,

* BdQrttkc*! <ju««iicca. p. 35 (TbompoccK
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reason of the religious opinion* professed by tbe teachers or achoUra
;

and |agi|y il should recognise tbe educational value of variety of type

and management of schools. They urged that there should be do limits

on the grants to schools that there should be au increase and rearrange-

ment of grants so as to help the prorer schools that there should be a

greater control over the .-pending powers of the school Boards that

the teachers and scholars of voluntary schools might share of such

educational advantages as -school boards were able to provide out of

public funds.

Tbe Government, however, brought in »Bill in 1898 closely follow-

ing tho above suggestions. It tried to unify the system of education

and proposed to mate the county council the chief education authority,

cuntrolling elementary, technical and secondary seboda. The 17*. 5d.

limit was to be abolished, and an add.tional grant of 4s. to be paid by

tbe stato on behalf of each child in a voluntary school or a “ nec-sai-

tious " B-ard school. The couaty council was to appoint an education

committee “to supplement and not supplant such existing organisation

for educational purpares as for the ttuic baing supplied efficient instruc-

tions." The rating power of school Boards was to bo limited to

a total amount of 20*. per child, and the managers of both Board

and voluntary schools were to " permit reasonable number of the

scholars attending the school required it." Tbe conservatives them-

selves being divided on the question of rate aid to the voluntary

schools, the Bill was opposed and had to be withdrawn. 1 The

attempt to establish a national system of education was a bit too early

but tbew facts leave a sufficient indication that a view in favour of a

unified system of education was being slowly created.

In 1837, the voluolary fcbool Bill was however passed which

abolished the 17s. Cd. limit on grants, freed the school buildings from

rates and provided an aid-grant of 5». per scholar, to be paid through

an association of voluntary schools. But this arrangomeni which

could only bo regarded as temporary, did not satisfy the Church. The

cost of education was still rising and tho Board achools had already

financial advantage behind thorn. So opinion was moving steadily

towards tho demand that tho cost of maintenance of the voluntary

schools should be met by public funds, either national or local.*

' Hatory of Blaminuiy Education, F. Snilh, pp. 3*1.843.

1 Elementary Eduction, Gresiry, pp. 21I-S13

9
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That a reform in educational a lministration was a paramount

necessity, was admitted by Hou. E. Lymph Stanley in 1899. who

played an important part in the administration of London School

Board :
“ we are constantly brought faeo to faco with the eume pto-

blem. that education is one, and must bo dealt with as a whole
:
and

that it is with the increasing civilisation of the whole nation that our

systematic aod collective recognition of what is worthy intellectual

training for life will grow and develop." 1 His idea was that there

should be only one authority in each area not smaller than the county

or the county borough for imparting primary, secondary and technical

education
;
and the rural areas as subordinate authorities must be

trusted with primary education alone.

'I be Government, however, appreciated the idea that the consti-

tution of a single coherent central Education authority was the most

necessary preliminary to the constitution of any satisfactory local

organisation and the creation of competent local authorities. Accord-

ingly. they introduced in 1898 and passed in 1899 a measure consoli-

dating the Education Department and the Scienco and Arts Depart-

ment under a Board with its own President, charging the Board

"with tha superintendence of matters relating to education in England

and Wales," and providing for the transfer by order in council of any

powors of the Charity Commissioners or tho Board of Agriculture

relating to education.

But the Board of Education Act of 1899 did cot help in solving

the difficulties arising out of tho confusion in local administration.

The cumulative forces, ciz., tho jealousy Bnd class suspicion of volun-

tary schools and tho public resentment against the Board schools, the

discontent of the voluntary echools arising out of the extension of the

educational provision to older pnpila and the rate aid of Board

schools and the recognition of the county and county borough councils

as the authorities to provide technical and secondary education brought

the dual system of education in a state of limiting equilibrium when

the bolt came from the Cockerton judgment which was not only the

cause of an end of tbc School Boards but al«o brought a new era in

unifying the whole system of education in England. The interesting

story lies in the fact that in 1900, Mr. Cockerton, the district auditor

* HmIotj o( Bagltil BUoMotuv Blueum. F. Saif. j>. SM, qooWd from " 0o*

KtViooi m 1 Syrtem."

T*>» B-sid ot Edmliuo—Silby Bigg, p. It
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under the Local Government Board, brought an objection regarding the

expend ilure of the London School Board upon Science and Arts classes

in Day and continuation schools, on the ground that they wero not

provided for in tho Public Elementary school code. The Queen's

Bench Division confirmed the auditor'6 action and the Court of Appeal

concurred. The County and Coumy Borough Councils were authorised

by a temporary Ai t in 1901 to empower School Boards to continue for

one year those schools that had been carried on without legal saoction,

but the doom of the School Board had come.

( 6 )

lnspitc of all sorts of opposition against the voluntary schools

regard iog the rale aid, the Act of 1902 wan passed after a vigorous

debate in tho Parliament.

The first and foremost important part of this Act is the total

abolition of the School Boards and the making of the local councils,

the authorities for providing those schools which were under tho Boards

and maintaining both the voluntary and their own schools. By this

Act, the councils of all countica and county Boroughs were given the

status of Local Education Authorities both in respect of Elementary

aud higher education. These were called the Parc II Authorities.

“The Local Education Authorities shall consider tho educational Deed*

of their area and tako such steps ns seem to them desirable, after con-

sultation with the Board of Education, to supply or aid the supply of

education other than elementary " 1 Tho distinction

between elementary and other forms of education was strongly marked.

The Part III Authorities wero empowered to impart elomentary edu-

cation alone. These were the Municipal Boroughs with at least 20,000

population. Theks Part III Authorities mast maintain their own
elemoatary schools and build them, if they were required— all from the

local rale* plus tho grants from the Board of Education, but they wore

not to build nor to maintain secoudary schools. “ The Local Educa-

tion Autltorii; shall throughout their area have the powers and duties

of a School Board aud School Attend toce Committee under the Ele-

mentary Education Acta, lb70 to 19tX>, and any other Acts including

local Acta, and shall also be responsible for aud have the coutrol of all

?«tico 6 il ib» Art, 1901
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secular instruction in Public Elementary Schools not provided by them,

and School Beards and School Attendance Committees shall be

abolished." 1 So, henceforward, the school* which came directly

under the Bocal Education Authorities were called provided and the

voluntary schools called non-provided schools. The Non-provided

schools must manage their own schools but the Local Education

Authorities rauet havo the full control over the secular instructions. In

a non-provided school however, " the manager! of the school shall

carry out any directions of the local education authority as to the

secular education to be given in the school, including any directions

with respect to the number oud educational qualifications of the

teachers to be employed for such instructions, and for the dismissal of

any teacher on educational grounds." 4

This Act of 19C2 brought a dcw era in the Fublic Elementary

education in England. The whole system of education was unified.

The provided aa well as non-provided schools would now share the

benefits of local rates and Government grants. The local Governments

had now full control on secular education given by council schools as

well as denominational schools. The (ocul Governments were given

freedom to some extent in the matter of educational administration
;

but the central Government retained its power to curve out the educa-

tional policy. As overy Government has some principles in (lie policy

of her education, English Government alto now reorganise the

whole education department in the light of her own educational

policy.

< Sertion S cl It* A.!. IKS.
* P*u*r«pfc (a). 1 cl irclioii 7 of It* Art. 1332.
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I )OETS have often spoken of the deep fee! iugh of the heart alined by

L casaal contact* with men, women, animate aud object* of nature.

Wordsworth has written, with extreme felicity and beauty, about the

emotional intensity of experience wrought in him by the sight of a

Highland lasa who inspired the immortal poem, * The Solitary Reaper.’

Such experiences, quite often, form the subject-matter of the poetry of

Hardy. Travelling by train, he catches a glimpse of a woman on the

platform of a small wayside railway station and this momentary

experience becomes the subject of a tong which is full of deep heart-

ache and great longing for something unknown and never to be known.

Poems like these give us some idea of the mystery of the human heart

of its capacity to be moved by strange, yet apparently Irifimg things

and of its batlliug complexity and its strange workings.

Not to speak of poets, even writers of the abort story and the

novel have sometimes described how casual contacts with men and

women become ever memorable experiences. Of course the province

of the short story and the novel is generally the effect wrought on man

by woman and occasionally the effect of man on woman, but none can

deny that if the description of such experiences were taken away from

the literature of the world, it would become a very dull and uninterest-

ing thing. Chekhov, that great Russian master of the short story,

often describes experiences like this. In the same way, Henry James

often gives expression to this kind of experience. In the hands of

Chekhov, an experience of this kind is made the vobiclc of warm

human appeal, while Henry James analyses its subtle psychological

implications Yet what is true of Chekhov and Henry James is still

more true of the diarist. Tue diarist trades on 3nd glorifies these

casual experiences. In fact, the diarist is a person who can make

much of experiences that are apparently common place and uninterest-

ing and usual. From this poin* of view, •* ia
«J
U *10 obvious that the

diarist is a person who perpetually note* and tries to record with pre-

cision what he notes. In this spociea, Arnold Beonott is the prince of

diarists. No odo who reads his journals can fail to get this impression.
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Quite early in bis cireei as a writer Arnold Bennett resolved to keep a

journal in which he wonld set dowu, faithfully and scrupulously, what

he taw and beard and did each day of bis life. With occasional lapses

he kopt up this habit with the result that to-day we hare throe

volumes of hie journals which give us a fairly faithful record of his day-

to-day life, his doings and his imaginings, but more particularly of his

doings and observations. Anyone who goes through these journals

caunot but fail to bo struck with the curiosity and the all-devouring

appetite of this man. Nor can one fail to notice the extreme mental

alertness and quick responsiveuess of this writer. It appeals that the

range of his interests was wide and that everything be came across

and every perwn he mot had its own interest for him. Aa to a Sberlcck

Holmes the small unnoticed things of life become clues to deep mysteries,

so in his hands the most familiar, commonplace and outworn things

become invested with a new beauty. Yet generally he records the im-

pression* which coma to the man about town, the lounger, the idler.

This dote not mean that he did not write as a professional writer, a- a

popular novelist, as a man of taste, as an acute and penetrating critic

and u a lover of good music, good drama aod good opera. These things

for the present do not concern U6. Wo do not worry, here and now

about what he said about Proust or James Joyco, Chekbov or Dostoe-

vesky, about the Cherry Orchard or Frank Harris’s Shakespeare, aboat

the operas in Paris or the Wagner festival in London, about liv.ng on

twenty hours a day or mental eficioucy, about furniture or the manage-

ment of a mammoth hotel, but concern ourselves with those things in

search of which he did not go deliberately, but which came to him un-

sought, a» it were. O Henry is said to have remarked that one need not

go for adventure to the 6ticets of Baghdad in the days of Harun-Alrashid,

but that adventure is waiting round every corner everywhere. Something

like this steals to havo been the motto of Arnold Uenuett. He, of

course, doea not look for adventure, in the accepted sense of the word,

in the course of bis walks, during his railway journeys, ou his voyages,

during his sojourn in France, Italy or other countries, hut for woith-

while experience. Yet to be frank, everything is worthwhile in his

eyes provided it catches his attcniion. He writes, " When a youngish

horse ia just stalling out from the stable in the morning, up a bill,

with a light trap behind him, he brings his noso down under his neck,

so that the line of the head is paiallel with the foreleg before it takes

a step ;
his hind feet slip a little perhaps on the stones, and be pulls
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bravely. That is a beautiful aicht. It was the first thing I saw.

going out yesterday morning." When a person comes upon a passage

like this, ho cannot help marvelling at the minute power* of observation

that the writer had as well aB his retentive memory. Sor can

«e withhold our admiration from the man for his accurate

rendering of the thing observed. Yet all this is casual

experience, experience which ono did not expect to have, or to put it

in another way, all this is the familiar made interesting, the common-

place rendered beautiful. A scene like this might have been witnessed

by thousand* and yet none might have cared to note this balance

between exertion and grace, Ibis spectacle of gentle, yet powerful over-

coming of resistance, this beauty of movement, this sight of fresh

strength and untired vigour betog haroes?od to tbo need* of the world.

To a sentimentalist like Stcroe this sight mighl have appeared to bo an

instance of human cruelty toward* animals and he perhaps might have

shed tears over the fad that the youngish horse was made to bear the

yoke rather too early. It was human cupidity that was responsible for

tbis enormity. To a Rousseau it might have pointed tho moral that

man, himself a slave, delights in enslaving animals. He might have

mid that tho animal should be freed, abould be let Ioobb in a jungle

aad should bo permitted lo winder at will. To another person it

might have meant the dominion of mau over nature. Still to another

it might have brought tho vision of a pre- mechanical age. an age of

slow movement, of much leisure and somebody might even have made

it the text for a homily on tho gl >rie* of tho modern mechanical age.

Yet Arnold Bennett does nothing of the kind. To him it in an in-

stance of beauty in movement and he lets it stand at that. Tt i* thus

a revelation of the beautiful in the familiar.

At another place in his journil Arnold Boduett record* a very

simple happoning. a happening the like of which is seen many a time.

“ Divrav gave me a new instance of politeness. At some English house

• foreigner called (nationality obscure. I forget, something smalt)

wearing what looked like an overcoit. Tho hostess urged him to take

it off, and bo appjarcl in his shirt-sleovea, consternation of the hostess

especially is other guests were expected. Presently Inwrence

Houseman came in and wn advised privately of the ailuacion.

Houseman took off his coat, and sat down also in his shirt-sleeves
;
then

complained of the cold, and demanded from hit hostess permission to

resume hia coat
;
tho foreigner followed his example." Here is a simple
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occurence simply, tersely and economically told. There is do attempt

on the part of tho writer to hold the foreigner up to ridicule,
j0

claloraio the feelings of embarrassment which tho hoste-s felt or to

expatiate on the supremo tact of Lawrence Houeomau. An imperia-

list like Kipling might have made a happening like this an occasion

for dwelling on the innute *uperiority of the English to the other wees

of the world and a stickler for etiquette might have made a plea for

having schools of manners all over the world and for having a code of

international manners. Ho lets t lie anecdote tell its own tale. What

he Ions by way of explanation, he gains in force and conciseness.

Or take another snapshot of description that Arnold Bennett gives.

" As we drove through Battlcsbo* Park this misty moist morning,

Kennerlcy and Tenia in front, and Sharpe and 1 cramped and pinched

behind. I had a sense of a constantly unrolling panorama of large

rounded meadows, studded with immense bare cedars, also of a formal

and balanced shape
;

bulls and sheep, all of fine breed, wandered

vaguely about
;
sometimes a house, often a gato to be opened, and spot

gallivanting tirete&sly around tho trap
;
in one distant clump of trees, we

saw a rook perched on an invisible twig on the lop of a high elm
;

in

the mist he seemed enormous, an incredible motionless fowl
; at length

he stretched his wings slowly, sank gently forward, and beat heavily

away with the diataoc*. Everything was a vague green and dark grey

in the fog—everything except the red hips and the staring white

of Spot's coat. On the way home we called for a dead snipe that

had been given to us
;
the first snipe I had ever -seen

;
I was naively

astonished nt its small proportions und the impossible length of it*

thin bill." Now there is nothing in this description that would mark

it of! as unusual or unfamiliar. But anyone who reads it cannot

but notice the sense of physical discomfort which the writer was

feeling on account of being cramped aod piucl ed behind, his absotp-

tiou in the scene, hi* interest in the details of the lundscape, the Urge

sweep of his observations which can take in trees and birds, bulls and

dogs, his delight iu the variegated colour scheme of tho scene and his

astonishment at the sight of a bird of which he had heard often, but

which he had never seen, from this we find how the author takes in

size, colour and extent with extreme ease. At the mine time, we have

here a sense of movement, a sense of the changing scene, but above all,

a sense of actuality, a sense of things actually seen and felt and

engaged. More than this, after reading a passage like this, one comes
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10 feel bow commonplace is »lie experience, li i9 true it befell Arnold
Bennett. bnt it can befall any one of us. Moat of us are in the midst

of such experience most dav» of our liven, though we do not observe it

so carefully, enjoy it so hearijly and express it so graphically.

Bui wc might say that the gift of observing nature and describing

11 is a rare one. It does not come within the range of the experience

of everyone, l’et who would deny that any town-dweller anywhere in

this world would he familiar with o thing like this. “ You can

divide the restaurant, of Pari,, roughly, iuto two classes, those where

tho customers eat to live, and those where the customers eat to enjoy

ihommlres. The Duvals ore tho great type of the former. Every-

thing i* atern, buainesa-like, sharp and no extra-food luxuries «? all.

In the second class there ie always leisure, and the waiters seem to ho

in a charming conspiracy to anticipate your wishes, and everything is

done for you (quite apart from outing) that you could desire. In a

word, the attitude of the restaurant to 1

1

» customer is: You are here

in enjoy youraclf. Do so. Command us in anything. Wc will do all

wo can to produce an atmosphero ot gaiety." Now what Arnold

Bon nett says of the restaurants of Pari* can bo said aboui the restau-

rants of any city. With a thing like this almost every one of us can

claim familiarity. Prom the man who gne, to a restaurant to have his

lunch or dinnor to the person who goes there for a plate of ice cream,

a glass of lemonade or a cup of tea, all can sense the atmosphere of th»

pjrticular place they visit. Yet after reading a passage like this one

feels that one has come to know a person who is more sensitive to the

atin aphere of a place than most of us. Most of us do become sensi-

tive to the atmosphere of a show place, for do not wc, almost every

one of us, feel the dullness of a Convocation Hall and grow lyrical

when wc visit the Ajama Caves or Indignant when we go to a dirty,

insanitary hovel, yet to assess correctly one's response to familiar

places, the novelty of which baa been dulled by ton much acquaintance,

is left only to a fine craftsman like Bennett. By reading and reflect-

ing on such pieces we grow, unconsciously as it were, mentally end

emotionally. We become firmer in our grasp of things, surer in our

judgments and keener in our perceptions. There are certain experi-

ences aDd the rendering thereof at which we can only marvel with

open mouthed admiration, but there are others which seem to bo the

Bluff of onr life and with which we can establish intimacy in no time.

It is with such erienees that some writers, mainly essayists, deal

10
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am! lead ub to think that all experience is worth aomethiog. Arnold

Bennett hiraeelf remarked once: " The Bight of Burne-Jones's aloofness,

of Ilia continual preoccupation with the spiritual, to the ignoring of

everyday foots, served to complete in me a modification of viow which

bas lieen proceeding now for a year or two. The day of my enthnaiaim

for realism, for ' naturalism ' has passed. 1 can perceive that a

modern work of fiction dealing with modern life may ignore realism

and yot bo great. To find beauty, which i* always hidden, that is the

aim. If beauty is found, then superficial fuctfc are of small importance.

But they are of some importance. And although I concede that in the

past I have attached too high a value to realism, nevertheless I see no

reason why it should be dispensed with. My desire ie to depict the

deeper beauty while abiding by tbe envelope of facts. At the worst,

the facta should not be ignored. They might, for the sake of more

clearly disclosing the beauty, suffer a certain distortion. I cannot

think of a better word. Indeed, they could bo ignored io the future.

What the artist ba* to grasp is that there is no such ibiDg as ugliness

in the world. This I believe to be true, but perhaps the saying would

wand less difficult in another form : all uglinew has bq aspect of

beauty. The business of the artist is to find that aspect.” It might

be said that a passage like this sums up beautifully the creed of a

novelist, a poet or a dramatist, but not that of an essayist, bat this is

not true. On reading this passage carefully we find that the writer

wants U9 to grapple with everyday facts and grapple with them iu such

a way as to reveal their beauty or significance. That is exactly what a

diarist or an essayist does. He deals with the small change of life-

tbe everyday facts the casual experience and reveals to us their hiddeu

spirit or beauty.

It is not, however, necessary for an essayist to leave it to the

reader to discover tho beauty, the meaning or the significance for him-

self as Arnold Bennett has done in the passages quoted above. Very

often tbe essayist becomes explicit and expansive. He steps forward

to explain tho thing himself. In other words, he ceases to be a mere

reporter, but becomes a kind of commentator or leader-writer. He
then allows his manifold reactions to a lot of commonplace or

casual experience. He then reveals his temperament, hie mental make-

up, his sympathies and his prejudices. An example from Aldous

Huxley's Jesting Pilaw would illustrate this point. Perhaps all of us

know that Aldous Huxley visited India some years ago. He went to
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Lahore and delivered en instructive address at the Y. M. C. A. to a

very, very select audience. The chair that evening was taken by an

eminent politician who showed the all-roundneM of bis interests by

saying, in the course of hi* introductory remarks, that Aldous Huxley

was on the way to occupying the S3me high place in English fiction a*

was occupied by Charles Garvice then (This lecture was delivered, I

believe, about twelve years ago). The learned chairman found in

Huxley the same qualities of appeal, of entertainment, of insight into

human nature and Of the dramatic treatment of the facts of life as he

had found in Charles Garvice. Huxley in that delightful book of bis

has described his Journey by train from Peshawar to Lahore. In that

chapter he complains of the cnormou* distances that lie between one

place and another in India He also complains against the high rail-

way fare- m India. (Who does not ?» He also, in that chapter,

complains against his steadily dwindling financial resources.

To safeguard against these, he and his wife decided that they

should travel second. Prom Peshawar to Carapbellpore they

found the journey extremely pleasant. They were the only occupants

of the compartment and they congratulated themselves on their good

luck that they were getting ah that they needed, privacy and comfort,

by paying only half of what they were accustomed to paying by making

a habit of travelling first. But at Campbellpur the scene changed.

The comjxartntent was raided by a yellow-robed Sadhu, to see whom off

came a large number of devotee* with garlands. Here was a bit of

experience for Huxley for which he bad not bargoined—wc might call

it a bit of casual experience. But to what use did Huxley turn it ?

He found the Sadhu u great favourite with ticket-collectors, guards and

station-masters. They came to touch hia feet at every halt. They

brought fruits and sweet* for him. Some of them even accompanied

him for short distances. In the meanwhile, the Sadhu Oto the fruits

and sweets and dozed. He was so careless as not to bless even those

who sought hie benediction. Tbon he snored and spat all over the

place. From bis clothos, and from the clothes of his devotees, came a

sour sickly odour. And this produced in Huxley a mood of exasperation

and even of denunciation. In this exhibition of sanctity coupled with

stiDk ho became as vehement and anti-clerical 0* Voltaire tie remem-

bered even Tolstoy's plea for stink. He wrote, ** judging by appear-

ance* which are often deceptive, I should say that this particular holy

man had no personal merit, but a very great office. His fsco, which
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had the elements of a fine and powerful face, seemed to have disinte-

grated and run to fat under the influence of much self-indulgence. To

look at, he was certainly one of the most repulsive human specimens

1 have seen.'' This shows wbat kind of loathing is produced in the

mind of Huxley at the sight of tbe holy man. " All that we could Ixt

certain of was that be looked unpleasant and was undoubtedly dirty
;

also that he and his admirers exhaled thr aoor stink of gurments being

unwashed." The holy man does not offend only Huxley's senre of

sight, hut also his sense of smell. Huxley heaps scorn not only on him

but also on his admirers. Vet soon we find that thi* hate extends

itself in ever-widening circles. The holy man becomes the symbol of

a class, tbe priestly class, that is to be found not only in the Orient

but also iu the Occident.
"

I'or the rest of the journey I ruminated

my anti-clcricalistn. Indian friends have assured mo that the power of

the priests is le&* than it was, and goes on rapidly waning. I hope

that they are right, and that the prccefs may be farther accelerated.

And not in India alone. There is still, for my taste, too much kissing

of amethysirings as well as of slippered feet. There are rtill too

many block coata in tbe West, too many orange ones iu the Eart-

hly travelling companion had made me, for the moment, a thorough

going Voltairian." The principal cause of the offence which the

holy man gives is, however, his slink and while remembering it. he

gives a rapier thrust to the proletarian tendencies of Tolstoy and airs

his own principles. " Tolstoy objected to too much cleanliness on

the ground that to be too clean is n badge of class. It is only the

rich who can afford the time and money to wash their bodies, aud

shift their liueu frequently. The labourer who sweats for bis liviog

and whose house contains no bathroom, whose wardrobe? contain no

superfluous shirts, must atiub. It is inevitable and it is also right aud

proper that he should. Work is prayer, work is also stink. Therefore

stink is prayer. So more or less argues Tolstoy, who goes on to

condemn the rich foe not stinking, and for bringing up their children

to have a preiudice against all stinks however natural and even credi-

table, The non-stinker's prejudice against stink is largely a class-

prejudice, and therefore to be condemned." Bui it is not only

Tolstoy he shows up. He tries to propound his own theories also.

“Tolstoy is quite right, of course. Wo who were brought up on

open windows, clean shirts, hut baths aud sanitary plumbing find it

hard to tolerate twice-breathed uir aud all Ihc odours which crowded
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humanity naturally exhale#. Onr physical education lus been such

that the majority of our fellow beings, particularly those lest fortu-

nately circumstanced than ouisolves, seem to 113 slightly or even ex-

tremely disgusting. A man may hove strong humanitarian and

democratic principles, but if he happens to have beeu brought up as

a bath-taking, shirt-changing lover of fresh air, he will have to

overcome certain physical repugnances before he can bring himself

to put those principles into practice to the extent, at any rale, of

associating freely with men and women whoso habits are different

from his own. It is a deplorable fact, but there it is. Tolstoy’s

remedy is that wo should all stink together. Other reformers dtsire

to make it economically possible for every man to have as many hot

baths and to change his shirt as often as do the privilegsd non-stinkers

at the present day. Personally, I prefer the second alternative."

We find how this chance meeting with an Indian Sndhu has led

Aldoua Iluxloy to expound the various doctrine* lie holds so dear.

This passage is not only splendid polemical writing, but also remark-

ably self-revesliog. Jn the first place, we find here the reactions of

a member of the upper middle class, especially English, to what we
might term things proletarian. Tolstoy wax nothing but proletarian

in his sympathy, using the word proletarian in its general, non politi-

cal and oven highly specialised non-economic sense, though an aristo-

crat by birth and up-bringing. He was alto a funatic in the expression

of his opinions. Since be loved the peasant, the toiler of the soil,

the worker with a spade, everything about him had for him a kind

of sacred sanction. He therefore (sometime* idolised the peasant to

such an extent that he ignored his most obvious defects, such as his

dirt, uncleanliness os stink. This comes b3ndy to Hnxley and instead

of being merely a propagandist for cleanliness he also becomes a

crusader aguinat stink. Nor does he leave the matter at that. He
does not want that all human beings should be levelled down to the

plane of existence on which the workers live, but that they should bo

Invellcd up to such an oxtent that every one lives as cleanly. Itygieni-

cally and comfortably as a member of the upper, or say only the

middle-class. More than this, one finds in this passugc, Huxley's

burning zeal against priesthood, and his evident satisfaction n| know-

ing the fact that the influence of the priests iu Tndiu is on the decline.

Now all this we learn from Huxley merely as the result of his meeting

by chance with a holy man.
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But this kind of chance experience docs not serve merely a

Bennett nr a Huxley. It serves others also. Riding on a ho' day

in great discomfort, Hnzlitt read, " 1 couat only the hours that

arc serene,*' ihe motto of a sun-dial near Venice. This acted he &

spur to his imagination and his power of reflection. He thought of

the monk of the dark age* who had invented it while loitering in

hie garden and watching his fruits ripen and his flowers grow. Again

lie thought of the various inodes of counting time, the sou-dial, the

liour glass, clocks and watches. He thought of the comparative

advantages and disadvantages of all these and of the .superiority

of the sun-dial over all. "Of the several modes of counting time,

that by the sun-dial is perhaps the most apposite and striking, if not

the most convenient and comprehensive. It does not obtrude its

observations, though it morals on the time, and by its stationary

character, forms a contrast to the most fleeting of all essence*."

More than this he give* u* to understand that there were two clocks

which struck the hour in the loom where he w«. " This I do not like.

In the first place, I do not want to be reminded twice how the time goe*

(it is like the second tap of a saucy servant at your door when perhaps

jou have no wish to get up) : ui the next place, it is starting a differ-

encc of opinion on tho subject, and I am averse to every appearance

of wrangling and disputation.” Further on he imparts to us the

confidence that he has never had u watch nor any other mode of

keeping timo in his possession, nor ever wished to loam how time

ptssed.” It is a sign I have had little to do, few avocations few

engagements. When l am in a town, I can hear the dock ;
and

wlirn I am in the country, I can liaten to the silence." Again by

watching the different devices for mea -tiring time used by different

nations, he cornea to a*MM their national characteristics. He believes

that the Freuch are indifferent. (The French attach uo importance to

anything, except for the moment) and so on. But above all the

motto of tho sun-dial suggests a way of life. " What a fine lesson

is conveyed to tho mind—to take no note of time but by its benefits,

to watch only for the smiles and neglect the frown3 of fate, to compose

our lives of bright and gentle moments, turning always to the sunny side

of things, and letting tho rest slip from our imaginations, unheeded or

forgotten. How different from the common art of self-tormenting."

But chance expeiirncea need not produce only rambling and diffuse

reflections. Sometimes a chance experience had led to the production
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of a supreme work of imagination or of a work that has more than

a pawing interest. We have all heard of Noel Coward, that versatile

and daring man of the theatre, that actor, manager, producer and

playwright ail rolled into one. We have also, I think, heard and

read bis play ’ Cavalcade. ' This play has been described as * the

play of the century,* ' the picture of the generation.' While some

have described it aa a very patriotic play, others have thought that

it smells of Jingoism. But no one can deny that it has a grest

effect as a spectacle and that it has same extremely well-written scenes

such as the funeral of Queen Victoria and the outbreak of the war

in 1911. But it would be interesting to know bow this play came

to be written. Says Noel Coward, “ The original motive for Cavalcade,

for instance, was a long-cherished ambition to write a big play on a

big scale, and to produce it at the London Coliseum. I toyed fora

while with the thought of a French Revolution epic, a pageant of

the Second Empire and various other ideas which might give me

enough scope for intimate characterisation against a background of

crowded scenes. One day I happened to see in a back number of

the Illustrated London News a photograph of a troopship leaving

for the Boer War. Very coon after this the whole scheme of the

play fell into my mind." This is how a chance perusal of the back

number of a weekly became the germ of one of the most magnifi-

cent of modern plays.

Nor are we forgetful of the fact that while dining at a Pari6

restaurant, Arnold Bennett came across a fat and repulsive woman.

She was old and ugly, eccentric and uninteresting. She was an

object of ridicule for the whole of that restaurant. The waitress*

laughed at her and even the diners could not repress their secret

dislike of her. This chanco experience moved Arnold Bennett and he

said to himself, " She has been young and slim onco." Then >mmedi-

atcly ho thought of a long 10 or 15 thousand words short-story,

'* The History of Two Old Women." Ho gave this woman a sister,

as fat as herself. He thought of opening the bcok with a scene

like the one be had witnessed in a restaurant. Then he thought of

tracing the history of these two sister* from infancy onwards. One

should have lived ordinarily, married prosaically, and become a

widow. The other should hare become a where and all that
; guilty

splendour ' Both are overtaken by fat. And they live together in

old age. not too rich, a nuisance to themselves and lo others Neither
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baa any imagination.” We will remember how this simple incident

afterwards led to the writing of “ The Old Wives’ Talc." that tragi-

comedy of lifo which is Beonelt'a claim to an enduring place in

English fiction.

So we find that chance does not play a part merely in human
life, bnt it plays u vital part also in the realms of imaginative

literature.'

: fol totfcr i of thfi Eogliab Agelation. Di»M:t Uiii»*rrJiy. Di<Vk.



HOME AND SCHOOL
K. K. MoOKERJEE, W.A., B.T.. D1P.8P.ESC.

LttlvrtHn Bjutatiea, Cchnirr Vnirr’ilf.

\ I UCH can be said and written on the subject of home ami what
•'*

it stands for. The rudest savage cm bo»*t of what is

only, in » more decorative form, the po*seasion even nf empe-or- We
wander in distant land* in seirch of knowledge nr adventure we

frequent place* of a nu-rnent ro -atisfv the id-asur-’ I i-ing M e of

our nature ; we do eve ) tiling in unr [lower cj satiate uur lon^uii;' and

desires: but the lodestone. the ho ning in-tinc' which in grounded in

our very nature and which it h impossible tor.Bist, always tends to

diaw us homeward, no muter where <vc are.

If, therefore, home is 'he^imi re rqood which man give* vent to

all hi* warm reeling* and tender emotions in one form or other

—

emotion* w.dch are hi* h-ri'iige front the great past : if he works

and [dans and buitttt up hi* *;he;ne* with this source of energy a -1

inspiration ever within reach : if home h i- the predominating mfluonvo

in the live* of most, then here is an aspect of home which should be

considered and taken into account by a I who seek to educate the

younger generation.

It behove* us, therefore, to analyse this aspect in such a way u*

to imbibe its full meaning while at the suns time to discover it*

relation towards the school, the ‘alniii mater' of the child and

youth.

Now there are two ways in which a child may attend school.

either as a day scholar or os ft boarder. As the former, the school i*

to him but a place whore he spends a certain period each day in

acquiring knowledge He does not, as a rule, cuter into the mure

homely, and in 3 sense, the better side of school life, being absent at all

times while the boarder* live there a* members of a family, and are

not, for the time, units in a systematised graduated whole. The

relation between liocne aud school in the case of a day-scholar is cot

the same a* that in the case of a boarder : and it is necessary to

examine the essential characteristics of the life of each before draw-

ing and comparing their respective relationships.

11
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A day-scholar, as the term implies, only attends school when

classes are held, usually between the hours of ten and eleven in the

morning and stays there till three or four in the afternoon
; the rest

of the twenty-four hours be is practically outside school influence

He studies at home, moves about in the company of his friends and

relations there, and satisfies all his longings and desires within the

influence of the family circle. Knowing more or less nothing of the

more intimate side of school life, he is not in a position to learn and

experience those aspects of social life which go towards the making

of a good and useful member of society. By this is not meant the

total absence of the realisation of such qualities, but rather that

the opportunities in the home are not m> great, and hence the contact

with others of his own age is not as complete as it might be. The

famous Scottish educator, David Stow, has put forward his well-known

doctrine of tho ‘ sympathy of nximbers
'

which maintains that there

is a power in numbers not experienced in individual teaching and

training and that this power makes the school a better and a more

desirable place for education than the home. " There is an intellec-

tual and moral sympathy," says he, “ that children feel with those

of the same age, which ia not felt by the members of a single

family. Other sympathies *ro indeed experienced in the family,

which no school can possibly furnish
;

yet intellectually . And even

morally, the school is a necessary and powerful auxiliary." It is

found, for instance, in a family that a boy a', twelve does not normally

sympathise with his brother at ten, and probably still less with his

sister at six or seven. He naturally chooses for his companions, ot

•my game or for any pursuit, whether innocent nr mischievous,

children abonc his own age, and he makes this choice from synpilhy.

On the other hand, it is also true that the child at home may

constantly be under the refining influenc" of hie parents, and. under

their - wise yet loving gxiidnnce, can develop those precepts which,

ns a babe. he learnt at his mother's knee, and which, B?ter doe exa-

mination and adherence, are really the foundation* of character, and

later of society and good citizenship. The tone and traditions of

schools and colleges are mostly due to good homes front where the

children brine in the germs of all virtues, manners and good-breeding.

A good home-trained child i* undoubtedly a very valuable school

asset and is the centre of tho school community. Bad homes and

unsympathetic parents can do a great mischief to the school society
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just as sympathetic guardian* sod parents can effect a Joe of good.

!l should, therefore, be the aim of our teachers to establish and

maintain as close a relation with the parents of their pupils as

possible. Both parents and teachers will benefit by this not to apeak

of the pupils. Both parents and teachers can supplement one

another's knowledge of the pupils and there can be a hearty co-opera-

tion bdcI conjoined effort in the matter of education and caro for

tbeir sous and wards. The greater this co-opcrulton, the more will

be die chances both of schools and homes for discharging faithfully

tbeir responsibility to the children.

Take the case of a well-trained mother. Sho teaches bet son at

an early age to piay, to behavo gently and courteously with all uud to

ioitiate all that is good for him. She seeks to guide his natural

instinct* along the right channel* and she 6tnvea by precept and

example to impress on him the need for cleaulmess in body and mind.

She also watches every actron of his in love and fear : in love,

because the child iB her own flesh and bkiod
;

in fear, because it

possesses certain instinctive qualities too, which she can ut best modify

or ‘ sublimate ' but never eradicate.

So the child grow*, and with au anxious heart the mother Rinds

him to school. That first day of the child's school life, when slit*

no longer is in full control mid is his only teacher, is a heavy one for

her. She is restless and impatient till the child returns
; and then

—

what questioning !
’ Did he like the school ' ? * What were his

companions like '
? ' What kind of tcauber had lie ' > 'Did lie

miss hia mother ' ? Those and such other questions come naturally

and freely, springing a* they do from an ever watchful and loving

heart.

Later, as the years roll by, the mother has ample opportunity to

view the results of those brief period* of his absence from homo

each day, to watch the transition from childhood to adolescence, and

to come to a full consciousness of tho actuul typo of youth her son is

tending to be.

Is not. therefore, the relation between home and school in such a

care appsieut ? Should not the school be a place where the child

develops tli i=e inherent qualities which as a babe it was encouraged

to exercise? ShoulJ it not be a mine from which the child can draw

at will such jewel* of qualities as goodness, kindness, gentleness,

sympathy and other kindred virtues ? Should it not be a larger uud
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biondei area of mental and physical development '? In a word, should

it not be but another home, where eyes as watchful and vigilant, but

minds more tried and experienced Ilian those of the parents are the

guiding factors in the child's stride towards maturity ?

It this is so in the ease of the day- pupil, bow much more is il

in the case of ibe boarder ? llere the child is completely shut off

from the influence of home and parents for the greater part of the

year. He mixes freely with others of his own uge, is constantly

under the supervision of bis teachers, is unconsciously influenced by

both, is subject to every kind of temptation and is growing in reality

a product of school and not of the family as such, he springs

fiom. In all probability, his mother’s earliest teachings are generally

forgotten, and vain and harmful ideas may sometimes be substituted

instead. Whenever he enters his home, he is partly a stranger. The

link that binds him to the tamily is weakened
; he is viewed with love-

cctaiulj. but with a certain aiuou.l of apprehension. The principles of

the school are assimilated by him and the (one of the school is reflected

in hie attitude and behaviour. That this is actually the case no Bane

person will deny. One has only to meet the young lids of a boarding

school in order to be satisfied as to the U nth cl this assertion. The

mi-cry caused in many families by the unsiable and quixotic behaviour

of school youths and maidens is all too common, and in comnon

Ju-trcc one must admit that it is nut entirely the lault of the child.

The general apathy with which moot teachers regard their duty is fur

more prevaleut than a layman can realise, and where iutcrrxt is lacking

harm will surely arise. Can we blame the children for wrong-doing

when their time is not properly and usefully engaged ? A child has

no doubt emotions, tastes tendencies and inclinations but he knows

not how to develop them. If he did, there was no need whatever for

the teacher.

Now, if it is agreed chat every child, apart from having the know-

ledge be acquires, ia also to develop himself mentally, morally and phy-

sically as fully as possible, it i* essential that there should be a perfect

and mutual understanding between parent and teacher, and al«o between

school authorities and gnrdiaos alike, as to tho proper channels along

which each child ia to be guided with n view- to attaining bis manhood

or womanhood as the case may be. It amounts, in other words, to the

establishment of a link between home and school: many links rather,

which the child gradually welds together, year by year, each tested and
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found strong by the combined ctjmiunion of parent and teacher:

links made of understanding and sympathy with tlie needs of i he

child—the need of an individual who, though sharing certain common
characteristics with the other members of his race, is yet a beiug

apart, having these characteristics definitely varied in quality and

quantity, which constitute his individuality. Modern educators arc

very keen on this point ol treating an individual, nud . s no individual

Dot exactly as one of u number of the same data.

Now, the problem of p&rcntaf co operation is especially acute in

India where most parents and guardians are uneducated or lialf-

.ducatcd There goes on.as it were, a •<ng-o/-<cur' between parents

on one side and the school stuff on the other, because ol the ‘dogged

aud decprooteJ conservatism' of the former an I also became of the

lack of seriousness on the part of the Ut ter. •Scitlund is probably the

country where pircuial co operation has been brought to the highest

pilch The pareuts there do much for the sciiool in which sheir cbild-

reo are educated aod for the ma-ters educating them. lu our coun-

try the exact opposite is often the case. Wc can, however, suggest

a number of ways by which a cordial relationship between the school

and the parent may be e«:abli*hed. and when once established,

strengthened and developed. Toe school can organise, for instance,

once or twice in the veir •Parents* l>ays‘ when the Head Master can

lake the opportunity Ui invito and entertain all the parents and guar-

disnt and explain to them new plati9 for school work or organisation

and the ideals of tha school, to explain difficulties confronting the

school and, in general, take the parents into hi* confidence. It is also a

good plan to open an exhibition of work where the specimens of the

best work done ru different subjects by pupils of different classes may

lie set off. Or, we might also organise ‘ Parent- Teacher Associations
’

which will consist of members taken from the whole stuff of the school

aud an many of the parents as possible. Such an association will have

occasional meetings and will discuss topics of educational and cultural

interest. always with an eye to the local needs and requirements. In

these sittings, the teachers or the inteiestcd aud educated parents may

ventilate any new ideas on educational ideals, theories and practices

that they may have and which they wish to introduce into ihe 9chool.

It is alto advisable for the best interest of the school to have parent*

represented on the governing body of the school. All ibis will, no

doubt, ensure greater intorest and enthusiasm being taken in tbo school
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by the parooti and guardians alike, and will make lie conducting of

the school work more smooth and easier. “A friendship established

between the representatives of the two greatest influences in (be life

of the child can result only in good. The teacher will understand the

pupii better and the parent will know better where care or pressure is

needed. The chances of school and home pulling in different direc-

tions will be greatly reduced."

It way be concluded, therefoie, that for both the day-scholar and

the boarder, the relation between home and school cannot be too cor-

dial and close. The Iioine and the school aro, as it were, the two

units in one association. They must both act towards the furtherance

of one aim, one ideal and common interest. Those two have education

and character training of the scholars as their ultimate objectives,

and there cannot be any rigid separation between the two. The home

and the school must, therefore, co-operate, forming an 'Organic whole'

and there tnnBt bo one undivided influence of these two upon scho-

lars—a harmonious influence due to their co-operation upon pupils.

Each can exercise its functions without trespassiog on the rights of

the other
;

for, as the saying goes, " Two heads arc bettor than one."

The home and the school should be two gardens, if the metaphor is

permissible, where watchful and experienced gardeners tend the

flourishing of delicate and supple plants, protecting them from baneful

elements, and carefully suppressing all weeds which tend to check the

growth. The parents and the teachers are the co-educators of the

child. The responsibility must be shared by both, and not shelved to

one or the other. They are both the trustees of his natural inherit-

ance : it is their bounden duty to ensure that this inheritance is not

wasted, but used to the best advantage, for the welfare of the indivi-

dual, the family and the society ot large.



MARRIAGE AND MORALS IN RECENT
ENGLISH FICTION

Skichandd* Sen. m a.

Calcutta VniitiiHf.

HE twentieth century ha* cast iloubl upon the time-honoured idr-ns

* regarding manage' and has enleavottn-d to study tho problems

connected with it in an unbiased arid cn'tical spirit. Th- result Has been

a .eries of experiments in the proce.*s of which the institutional

chaiacter of marriage secured by religion* or legal formalities has all

but disappeared in certain paiU of Europe, and in Russia at least

marriage is entered into as often and as easily as any other voluntary

act which is freely revocable. 9

Marriage was once held to be a sacred institution and the solemn

character given to it by law and religion rendered any doubt about it

impertinent. It used to be quite readily assumed that the state of

marriage waa one of undiluted happiness. This view was upheld by

religion and accepted by the novelists as substantially correct. If

contrariou8 fortune pursued one even in wedlcck when one ia expected

to taste supreme joy. the circumstance appeared inexplicable unless

of course it could be justified by the presence of an exceptionally evil

strain in one's character. There was an easy optimism in this at-

mosphere which is entirely missed in the attitude of to-d3y. As may
be expected, these ideas arc now discarded as old-fashioned and

thoroughly inconsistent with any true conception of married life. Tbe
assumption of happiness in consequence of marriage procecdod from a

childlike delight in happy ending and the promise of happiness is

likely to be even less true of thia age od account of the infinitely

more complex character of its civilisation. Opinion has now veered

1 Bernard Shiw mentions lt>* foltowin# utim for Dirrurc id * Gwlug Morrtsd "
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to (ho other extreme and it is now sometimes hold that " marriage

hardly over loads even to moderate satisfaction and happiness."

1

Although the words of Montaigne that we do not many for our-

selves have not lost all their siguifleance in this age. it is evident

that he does not view marriage as a per-onal problem wh ch is what

distinguishes the marriage of our times from all previous idea* on (he

subject. Gay and urne'ious aa the analysis of the fact9 of marriage

is in Stevenson's “ Virgiuibui Pueri iquo " publi-hed more than fifty

years ago, there ia no doubt that this generation feels considerable

heritstion in getting married, and a life-long union through marriage

is thought to he litt'e 8’iilrd to hastv and impulsive conduct.

Il is. thcr*fore. not to he wonleced at that marriage being a vwy

deliberate act in these days it is g-n-rally posiponed until a hto period

in life. Tbi* has led to a considerable rise in tne age of msrriage.

It still remains, however, to be seen if children born of older parent*

will be better or worse than those whose parents are youn-'er,’ but

one fact seems on the whole clear and tb3t is that motherhood becomes

increasingly risky with advancing age. Statistics give support to this

statement. In 1025 the death rate per 1 000 in childbirth was 3 9.

three year* liter it rose to i '
l
per 1.000.

With all the precaution taken to make marriage successful, there

docs not socm to be aay improvement in the situation and the courts

are now being increasingly feepi busy in granting divorces. It has

been computed by a writer (1928) that divorces in the United Kingdom

have multiplied sixfold since 19C8.*

Under the old system marriage meant an enlargement of life for

the girl. She generally found the change from the parental roof to

tbo life in the husband s housrhold where she was the mistress a

welcome ooe. Rut condition* havo become different in this age, and

the girl in entering matrimony ha* to bid goodbye to her independent

income and her free and exciting associations which strangely contra-t

with the drab monotony of the domestic life where old memories haunt

her us she is mostly free, thcro being not much io do in running the

1 n.wlofk Bltii, P*jrbi4>i7 ot 9c*. R»r Ixidb »od Ricbtrd It. 8m lb. Inc . N«» Ycrt,
ISO. p. 27:
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tb'Dg." The fcivfftiou toucxla l littl* do^intiir tad a linen furrier 00 on th* mm* ptre

writer IfMinlf 'Mhtt ihare n lHUfl IfMM in MW tb*S <lnl It »:n of filler
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household with the help of tilua-eaving appliances. She it bored, and

looking for sensations and new interests ebe lets herself in for mis-

chief.

The husband and wife may both agree to earn and have a joint

fund.
1 But this arrangement does not work well where the wife

earns more and looks for some striking quality in the husband which

would win him easy recognition in his service. That does not often

happen, and the wife drifts apart, first from a contempt secretly felt

which may Inter be reinforced by admiration for some other man.

Thinkers to-day bavo tried to answer the question: “What

leads to a successful marriage ? They do not seriously believe that

there is any truth in the assertion made by people seeking marriage

that the person chosen represents the "
only possible one " ’ for

in a short time they themselves generally discover that the affection

by which they once set m much storo reflected their state of mind

for the time being only. Count Keysorling in his well-known disserta-

tion states that when love turn* to marriage, it ha--* very little chance

of keeping the i wo people together for a long time. In bis opinion

marriage in such coses is likely to prove most fragile. The prospects

of marriage turning oat to be an enduring bond are ranch superior

when love or personal attraction has not acted as the sole guide to the

choice.’ Marriage doer not prove disappointing when the son*e

of a separate ego has not been highly developed, and when it ba* been

entered into for overcoming a feeling of loneliness or for founding a

family. Keyserling considers marriage apart from lovo, self-preservation

and propagation, regarding it as essentially a personal muter. And the

greatest bond between husband and wife, according to him, is that of

a common destiny which in a serious nature manifests itself as a

stronger force than sex or the consideration of selfish happiness.

Eeyaerling look* at marriage as a tragic state, defining tragic as a

“ conflict for which there is no conceivable solution He falls

foul of the Christian idea regarding marriage, condemning it as

1 K. S. M. HatcbiDKO io hi* pitta* to
“

'Tint Freedom " -ft n. difficult in lU
KO-tu of b cirriepe *bere It* -if* t* no! it «rcco->ir tahJeeUyi to the hjubsrd :

•' C.s

> aanun continue i c»tv*t »fi*c mriug* a^! it tbs muu iltc* co bsr doty at wit# ?

Certainly ebe no C*n a »-cev*ii bu . niolb*! lo Vet rhilSres i=s »t »be taxo tixo oar:

bii tivicjd CoH*>aly •Jocun '' (Boiler *s6 St«i*bioo. Iflirl. Etat bu trettinent of 'he

“
> The Book of Marriage (Jocelbeo Ctp*. lM7l. The Coneet Statement of Ibt

Mtmife Problem by Ctranl Beraann Eejmilrog. p. *
» fbid.

* /Sal. p. 17
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" ->eroicioa9." because it 9ecs “ an idt-al in the me»o fact o(

marriage." The language used by him appeurs to be unjustifiably

itroag. The Christian idea may here bo briefly outlined showing

that the strictures are undeserved.

The Book of Genesis depicts marriage as coining into existence

in respousc to man’s social instinct. Mm found in compauiouship

the most fruitful source of self-dcvelopment
;
“ it was not good that

man should bo alone." Hence arose marriage which brought two

people into tho most intimate form of companionship. “ Thus the

words ' The twain shall become one flo*h ' imply much more than a

merely carnal relationship." 1 The strict attitude assumed by

Christianity to the question of divorce has generally been criticised,

It regards divorce as sinful and a* at variance with the ' divine

institution of marriage.' According to tho Christian ideal the wedded

life repreionti " a perfect union of love and affection, and entire

community of aims and interests, as also of worldly possessions, and

a perfect and mutual understanding.

It bus been suggested that in the case of highly individual!ted

people the success of marriage would depend upon bow far the privacy

of each is respected by the other. The rule in thi-. matter is keeping

one's distance deliberately. The French aristocrat who enjoyed the

advantages of high culture kept to the comparatively remote form

of address when speaking to his wife, rejecting the intimate ' thou
’

as not being consistent with self-respect. The practice of using

separate rooms and not violating the privacy of each other proceeded

from a recognition of the need of aloofness in mar ried life as a means

of avoiding those petty quarrels and misunderstandings which interfere

with its success. Count Keyserling predicts that this quality of

reserve will be increasingly present in marriage-relations. 1

There is compensation in unhappy maiTiage as some thinker*

have noticed. When the natural outlet for sympathy and affection is

closed to a man, his life turns inwards Bnd is enriched by an inten-

sification which comes from his marriage proving a fuilure. He will

experience a deeper peace and happiness *ud will bo con* cious of

t Kr<ro id In'* on M»rrj»w (CtirlRun) contributed hr W. M Folty lo tho Ecc}-

clop».(L. of Ralston »nd E't w. VoL VIII. T. A T. Club. IBIS, p 431.
t lh*t fesolMlfor.VII. M.
l Tho Boc* of Mtrriape iJ<ca‘£»d C»pt. 1M7|. Tb> Cornu Siateroout of (be Woninjt

Problto bj lUj.«rUg, p. 3T.
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being sufficient unto himself in a manner which cannot be associated

with the oa*e and comfort of a happy marriage.

Marriage does not open the path to self-indulgence. But it

provides one with the opportunity of attaining to the highest spiritual

culture. There is no possibility of its being eclipsed in the future.

As Bernard Shaw observes :
" open violation of tfc« marriage

laws means cither downright ruin or such inconvenience and disable-

ment as a prudent man or woman would get married ten times

over rather Shan face." 1

In the following pages a survey will be made of the picture of

married life, its causes aod condition*, as depicted in recent

English fiction. Wo shall have occasion to refer to the views slroady

diseussod as well as to observe the modifications they undergo at the

hands of the novelists. The above is a summary of the ideas which are

" in the air," and may be treated as a background to what follows.

Stephen in "The Passionate Friends" lays down a sort of

golden rule regarding the kind of marriage most to ha desired. It

slx>uld be between people who are equals in age and physical fitness,

who neither idolise nor allow being idolised by each other. To behave

like a toy - i3 as contemptible an to in*tal one’s part ucr on a high

pedestal. Recommending a sisterly attitude between the married

couple, Stephen again insists upon equality in more significant words:

“ Love neither a goddess nor a captive woman." s Mary in the story

does not bind herself by marriage to Stephen. She does not consent

to be " some one's certain po«»e»*ioo." She is in love with Stephen.

Bat she will not ho hi* sqiuw, shoring his worries and disappointing

him by her inefficiency in domestic work. She chose to marry Justin

whose vast wealth guaranteed leisure and refinement. But her life is

wrecked bs a penalty for having been disloyal to her great passion.

She lives to own herself intolerably wretched.

In " Marriage " Wells makes a different approach to the problem.

The question there is what happens when love lead* to the aliar and

lacks nothing in the material environment to sustain and nourish it.

t Pr.fi>:? to Marred 110)11, Prtfiret by R.ro>rd Sb»*. Pohli.h.d by ConmhU
»od Co III avail, p 1. Su Mo»o uMO'i'.fe H.olwl. 8i..w *»y- M«rr.«g« la pcyalor

tccaute il ihn im.>imnin o( tnnp'-obon «ilb ibe rimmu-a <J cpicmoilT. ife,

atovf otfe eaJ 8» a oti.er* hu* aa igrM i br Prole* or HuiOpbry Boom.
i -lr<-(li«robtl.»lln of “A D l*i Hear*" by tt**" woiuoo ia the Wtet blot

et.siily ntea ebme lb* oubJeeSk® In »hicht oj one b.ld and hue leirnotl to inM.i

» fooui g of rqo.ll.ly la th»ir m.rmd lelrtimu.

' H. 0. W.U., Tb. P.MionU* Pritsi. (T Piabor Ua-ia, Lid
, IMS), p. 62.
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And Ilia answer is : "A day arrives in every marriage when the

lover* must face each othor, disillusioned, stripped of the last shred

of excitement—undisguiscdly themselves.” 1 Marjorie in the nose!

is first engaged to Magnet, a celebrated humorous writer with an

annual income of five thousand pounds in addition to a considerable

sum of money standing to his credit in tho bank. She does not love

him but tbo promise of a comfortable borne in London is not al-

together unwelcome. At about the time of her engagement she quite

accidentally meeta Professor Traflord, u young man who possesses the

capacity to make her feel interested. They mutually full in love, and

on attainment of her majority, she runs away from home and marries

the young scholar against the wishes of her father Mr. Pops. The

Magnet, episode does not trouble her, for tho humorous writer chooses

the younger sister and makes a successful match of it.

It is at this point thut the real problem in the story begini to

take shape. The uulhor dees not lose it in u sexual tangle where

the solution would perhaps bo too simple to need any careful elucida-

tion. Strafford docs not fall a victim to any temptation nor is Marjorie

guilty of any infidelity, From narrow means Trafford rises to great

affluence by success in business. The young professor reluctantly

gives up his true vocation which be had found in the study of science,

and pursues a business career
;
hut he does not regret it. What he

discovers with pain in his heart is that ho can no longer feel " the

immense freedom in love " which ho had experienced during court-

ship and honeymoon in Italy. Tho everyday lifo seemed to have

conquered both of them. " There grew up in him a vast hinterUod

of thoughts and feelings " to which his wife bad no access, where

ho was completely alone. Thu» the day arrived in his life when he

could no longer bear " this litter of little satisfactions,” and stood

” disillusioned, stripped of the last shred of excitement.” This was

the moment of great crisis iu his life and ho decided to go away

at least for a short while from the cramping of tho social routine to

refresh his eoul. Ho chose Labrador ns tho place where he would be

hundreds of iniles away from the reach of civilisation. Iiis wife stood

by his side. There in the wild ucartificiai 6nnounding the vivid sense

of iife's great adventure penetrated them and they once more fell into

' H.O. Wells, lUrrisge <T. Uaoin. L<«1.. ldi«>, Ajlmtie Editiou, Vol. XV
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easy paco with each other, and the curtain that had fallen between them

was raided high enough for them to breathe the old spirit of freedom

which Trafford had so much missed and regretted. The tie between

the husband and wife regained some of its old strength when Marjorie

willingly followed her husband into the wilderness of that uninhabited

country, leaving behind the dazzling social world of London and her

children, and it acquired an added virtue when her courage and deci-

sion saved TrafTord from the lynx which had overpowered him and

he lay in a lain! at some distance from hi* hut in Labrador. Marjorie

nursed him through his fever and delirium When they returned to

Europe after the sojourn, a strong basis of understanding had grown

up between them which, one could confidently expect, would last them

through their lives

Wcll6 iu litis novel brings up face to face with the disillusionment

from which there in no running away in married life. What ia one

to do wheu it come* i* the question which naturally arises. Wells

suggests that the conjugal bond, i( it is worth anything, will not easily

break down and that the wrong do oc by tl« heavy pressure of the

social world will be redreased by solitude which will not fail to bring

a new significance into the lives of the married peoplo acting as

a powerful bond uniting them through renewed undemanding and

sympathy. The chief thing is not to lose the spirit of adventure by

too readily accepting a rou'.ine-bouud oxiMenc* which doe* not recog-

nise any thing of a higher value than what i* immediately perceived.

In “ Marriage ” in spite of a golf that was *low]y opening

between 1'rafford and Marjorie, one fact eeem9 to be clear, namely

that, there was some reality in their married relations which arose

either from the fact of their having bad children or from a certain

noble Btram in tboir character which could never be entirely destroyed.

It ia possible that these cause* combined, preventing a complete

estrangement from taking place. This accounted for the manner iu

which the breach between them was closed, and their life succeeded

in recapturing the original freedom they bad felt in each otber‘6

presence in the dayB of their courtship and honeymoon.

In "All Meu Are Enemies " Richard Aldington review* a different

situation. There Tony wn* not in love with Margaret when ho

married her but with Kasha, an Austrian girl, whom be had met in

Italy immediately before the outbreak of the Wav, and whom he could

not trace in spite of frantic search after the armistice had been declared.
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Margaret belonged to his owi class, ami Tony’s father regarded her a*

a writable match. TTieir pre-marital relation® during the yeara of the

war were interpreted by Margaret a* an assurance of marriage from

Tony. It waa in this way that Margaret came into hi* life. It was

almost a social necessity that finally led to the marriage. Tony could

have backed out if he had been firmly resolved against taking the step

but he raw no reason fordoing *>. Lie was persuaded to believe that

Kith a vvas deaJ. Aldington paints Tony bs a romantic whose mental

outlook wa* dominated by two fixed beliefs—one in the Platonic fable

regarding everyone being half of a definito whole and the idea that the

complete human being is formed by a man and a woman
;

the other

waa that life is more than gelling and spending. Margaret had money

of her own am! Tony was earning large profits from a firm of which

he was a Director. He was irritated by the thought that he waa an

overpaid, unnecessary cog in the machine He hated communism as

inadequate but he liked to eliminate the middleman who stood

between the buyer 3nd the rn ikoi as 3 barrier to direct dealing*.

Thus aflei long reflections he df-rMrd to resign from his office as a

condemnation of the system followed in the business world. As for

future plans, he was not more definite than can be gathered from

this:
tc

I can try to live, I can go for something I think better.” 1

Margaret did not understand her husband, and when she learnt that

he was going to ruin his career by what seemed to hor un inexplicable

step, she waB completely helpless to appreciate Tony'6 attitude and

was ready to believe that bis plan to go abroad and everything else

could be cleared up only by a supposed infatuation for a woman.

She had hired the service of a spy to wotch her husband's movements

n« aeon as the suspicion had arisen in her mind without having been

able to obtain a definite clue to the mystery. She had done rhis with

a view to instituting divorce proceedings against her husband. Tony

invited her to accompany him in hi* travel but unlike Marjorie in

Well's “ Marriage " she refuted to do m>. Tony left England after

completing his financial arrangements for the support of Margaret*

and himself, and his departure marked the collapse of their married

life. Between Margaret and Tony there was no innate spiritual bond

nor the tie of children to keep them together. Margaret waa essen.

tially a materialist, not caring to look beyond money aud the com foil

* BiAmrd AlduKtOD, All Ar* (Chatlo A Wiodn*. Library. ftf.t

pobl«*d lW3>.p. 170.
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it can bring and Tony, aa already noticed, mi .1 romanticist who

made a grudging acknowledgement of the worth of material things.

Tony met Katha by chance information given to him in the course

of hia travel, and rejecting the notions of 6io, they determined not 10

part again but to
"

live-in-love " for ever. Tony wrote to hia wife that

if she desired he would make it easy for her to get a divorce.

In uiarryiug Margaret Tony did not act impuUively. He kept her

waiting and insistent, and his attitude showed that he was aware of

the temperamental difference between himself and Margaret. Hia

marriage, therefore, requires some explanation. He gives it himself

in answer to a question put to him :
“ Why do any of ua marry ?

We sot oat hopofuily after the mirage, and finally grew accustomed

to the desert.” 1 The hope in the beginning and the later disillinion-

ment arc not, as already noticed, auy rare experience in married

life.

Tt is commonly thought that love und marriage are intimately

connected, in fact love in the west is held to be a justification of

marriage as well as of the oontinuaner of the married state. Yet in

recent years doubts hove rcpcar-dlv been expressed regarding the truth

of this view. Captain Hepburn, for instance, in D. II. Lswrenre’a

novel tell* Hannele to whom he proposes marriage • “I don't want

tnatriage on a basis of love.” ’ He was a widower and he would not

marry a second time to repeat an experience which he characterised as

a ghastly affair *' by letting love act again aa a fundamental consi-

deration. He was loved by his wife, but a woman makes a doll of

the man she i* in lore with, and then she does not want anything

more. She is oantent with it. The Captain regards such love a* an

insult, and all his life he bad beer, insulted by love, and the women

who had loved him. His attitude which he so clearly defined would,

of course, remain the same whoever the woman might bo whom he

desired to marry. He would expect honour and obedience in marriage,

and his ideal was s eort of patient Griselda who would render them to

him along with “the proper physical feelings.” Re tells Hannele

brutally that he would much rather live as s monk for the rest of his

life than undertake to adore her or be in Iotc with her. Bnt he would

love and cherish hia wife in the sense in which these words are used

’ AWnrtAn All Mon Ara Vnemiei. r. SSI.
> D. H. laarenw. Tin CspUio'i Dill <Ui. T»l». of D. H. U«ww, M.iUd &cka.

1BH), P . 66i
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in the marriage service. Hnnnele taunts him as lie is not ready to love

a woman for herself but only because she ia hi* wife. This she de-

scribes aa "Ghastly fate for any miserable woman." But the Captain

stoutly maintains that to be loved and shielded as o wife—not as a

flirting woman—is the highest fate for a woman. 1

Mrs. Witt, a character in Mother novel by D. FT Lawrence, his

had innumerable love experiences in her life. She loved and was

loved because of a sympathy or understanding that grew up but for a

period of fifteen years she did not want to have anything to do with a

man. Her indifference in the matter was caused by her failing to see

mystery—"that peculiar Pan ” in any one ahe bad met during this

time. She was no longer anxious to discover sympathy because she

was now more vitally interested :n what bIio described as the "unfallen

Pan." She found what she looked for in her groom Lewis—a man

whose nature had preserved what was essentially animal without that

touch of the mind which would rob it of mystery, leaving behind

merely ‘'cleverness, or nicencis or cle3nnoss." Ho belongs to tho

same class as the peasant lover io Lady Cbutterley 1
,
but unlike the

gamekeeper in that novol, Lewis demands respect f ir his body as a

condition of any physical relationship with n woman He i» in Mis.

Witt's service, and cannot have her respect. But there was evidence

to show in the shape of an odd, uncanny merriment and an unexpected

loquacity which were called forth by the presence of Mrs. Witt that ho

was in love with her. When his mistress make* the proposal of m3iriago

to him, bis reply is: "No Mm, I couldn’t givo my body to any

woman who didn't respect it."

(To be Continued .1

* nil. p. sm
» D. H. Lurenee Lady CliMurUy'* Low (Mm!.n Stckeri.

» D. H. L.umm., S: Mowr, Tb- T»U. (Mirtic Stoker. 193*1, p, Sit.



THOMAS EARLE WELBY
C. L. R. Sastri

M
I weep for Adouai6—he is dead I

0. weep for Adonius
I
though our tear*

Than* not the frost which binds so dear a head !

Aad tbou, *ad Hour, selected from all ytarc

To mourn our loss, rou** thy obwure com pew*,

Ai>d leach them I bine own sorrow, say :
* With me

Died Adooais; till th« Future dares

Furget the Pas*., b.s fat* aud fame shtll be

An echo and aiighi unto Eternity 1

* M

—Bbelley: Adoxais.

T
HOMAS Earle Welby’s name me one to conjure with while he

lived ; and it ia not less so now that he is dead In him has pi*sed

away tbe finest literary journalist as w.ll as literary critic of recent

times. There was very little of English literature of which he w-aa not

a diKerning student, and there Wiu praciically no part of it on which

he could not, if an enthusiastic admirer may be permitted to say so,

write tbe heads off bis contemporaries. In him immensity of learning

and a charming style were combined as in no other author with whose

production I am familiar. The difficulty was. which to praise more,

his erudition, or the matchless instrument that he contrived to fashion

for himself as a suitable vehicle for that erudition. For, lot there lie

no mistake, scholarship alone does not carry a man far : it is apt to be

nothing, to be a mere expense of spirit in a waste of offort, if it is not

accompanied by a lively pen. I am of tbe opinion that, at any given

print of time, there is rarely, or never, a lack of bookish lore. As

long as this sort of fodder is available in fairly large quantities people

will also be found existing that have consumed it with a frantic

eagerness that often puts to shame the dillettuiite reader, the literary

bee who goes to this flower now for Ins honey, and, aeon, to that,

never pursuing his vocation in right earnest, never hanging on to it

like grim death, but supremely satisfied if be but pick a morsel of

18
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information here and pock at a crumb there, just as hi? fancy prompts

him. So that it not ecldom happens that we meet with a kind of

division of labour—those whose mind? are veritable storehouses and

arsenals of learning but whom '-he gods have not blessed with the gift

of being able to "put it across" and those who cannot honestly beast

of such formidable knowledge but who, nevertheless, have the knack

of communicating to others whatever of it they do po*scs3 in a

manner that is truly unforgettable. By a curious divine economy, in

tbis world none has everything. To this general rule, how-eve.

Esrte Welby was one of the few exceptions : he W3S a gaudily glit-

tering "captain jewel in the carcaoet” of the usual run of heavy-footed

literary quill-drivera. Me possessed a beautiful and quite individual

atyle. and bis articles iavariably conferred a unique distinction on

the journal wherein they appeared. His contributions to the old

Saturday Review (under the editorship of Mr. Gerald Barry) and,

later on, to the Week-end Review funder the same distinguished

editorship) were in a cl«3 by themselves: their equals were not to be

found anywhere else. The editor who could secure his services was

thrice b^sed. Welby was the inheritor of such fulfilled renown that

Mr. Desmond MacCarthy, when he was the Literary Editor of tbe

New Statesman, tried his best to annex him to that weekly, bat

without any success: that brilliant young man. Mr. Gerald Barry, bad

prior claims upon him. What ho wrote of the late Mr. Augustine

Birrell can he applied to himself inuiofi* mufandii.

" Whatever tbe importance of the things said, considered a* sheer

criticism, we are always swum of being in the presence of n very distinguish-

ed sod thoroughly mellowed man. of one who both cares profoundly for

civilisation end take* every menneo to it. every defiunce of it, without

undue seriousness." (The Week-End Review, April 6. 1930.)

Ms concluded the notion with this pregnant sentence Rare aa

good critics always are. we shall find a dozen before we shall find again

the combination of virtues and graces exhibited by Mr. Birrell."

Well, that Sts Welby h-inaelf to a T.

Welby was born in India in ld81. His father, who, as Mr.

E Iward Shank* says, in his excellent intro luction to Welby’s Second

Impression/ (Methuen, 1033)

"was a Government official and the son of an Anglican Bishop, had

theories about tbe bringing up of children born in the country, and tb«
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chih! did not begin to apeak or even hc»r hi* own language until be wan

six year* old. Hi* parent* were at the pains to oonvarte witb him in the

name language as the servant* and he learned to read from an lodian aasred

epic ..He returned to India, niter education in Bngland and spent there as

a journnliai in Madru and Calcutta the greater part of bis adult life. He
was one of tho ablest English journalists that over worked in India.”

That ho was one of the ablest English journalists that ever worked

in India is true. But, unfortunately, he was not sympathetic to the

aspiration* of the country in which he wax horn and whose salt ha

ate for -'the greater part of his adult life." That, however, ia the

most deplorable kink in your typical Englishman's character, and
we are. by now. very familiar witb it. Moreover, he was a confirmed

Tory from the beginning Once he gave expression to the viesv that

there were only three real, trie-blue Tories exiaot in Eog'and: George

Siintsbury, Charles Wbiblsy, and himself. Alas, all throe have

“crossed over.” If we Dear in mind chat he was a thorough conser-

vative by conviction even as regards English politics wo may perhaps

be able to excuse him to certaio extent. To quote from Mr. Shanks

•' He was to be sure a conservative, not in reference to the political

iasueB of tho moment but as a tmin with a philosophy. Oue of hi* earliest

books was tho r-itber unhnppdy name! Pigi from Thutlu. tho firat sen-

tence of which runs: ' Of all great people, we British are the least fitted

for pure or advancs-l dera!cr»oy.' He believed, and believed firmly, that

we bal departed from the form of policy best auited to the national genius

But here and elsewhere he was not ai much a deoner of the pre*ent a*

one who wiahed to preserve what was good in tbs legacy of the past. Ho

had no quarrel with the present uolnsa it attempted to interfere with that

legacy.”

While in Indio, however, Wclby, side by side with his day-to-day

work as a political journalist, was slowly but surely laying the founda-

tion of a solid literary reputation for the future. Not content with

the success of tho hour he was indcfatigubly pursuing his more serious

atudies—studies that he prescribed for himself with unerring precision.

In particular, he became a close student of Swiuburne. I do not

know how it happened, because Wclby «w a Tory of Tories and

Swinburoe was a fiery radical, liut it happeued anyhow, and the

domain of English literature is the richer for it. That he taught
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hicrtsolf on bis own lines is pretty evident, because till the end

of bia life he never desisted front flinging a gibe at the acknow-

ledged professor? and scholars. It in all the more surprising, since

he was not lacking in scholarship himself, and, consequently, the

charge of "sour grapes" cannot be levelled against him. He was

able to demonstrate hi* erudition on more than one occasion. He
published two valuable hooks on Swinburne—the first in 1914, the

second (revised and enlarged and almost entirely re-written) in 1926.

1 have read the latter and can say that it is a masterpiece of literary

criticism. Whatever he did not know about the author of Alahnta in

Galydon is not worth knowing : so that we may safely lav it down

that, when he died in February, 19)3, there passed away front our

midst the greatest authority on Swinburne that this age lias produced.

As that distinguished critic, Mr. Desmond MacCarthy, justly com-

ments, in bis obituary notice of him in the Weekend Review of

Feb. 25, 1933,

Swinburne was the first subject which bad tempted his powers

of analysis (1914). and when he returned to it 12 years lutcr. he wa«

determined to go into it thoroughly. De-P’te the reader’s possible

reluctance to follow him, he took him through a thick set jungle of idese

and distinctions to the very heart of the matter. No ono baa analysed

better Swinburne’s prosody und diction, or bis feverish abstract eicitement

when bis subject is lust.
1

It is calkusneis, dead coldness,’ he says there

‘ that is the distinguishing churacter of lust.'
”

Or, as " Richard Sunne ” (Mr. 11. Ellis Roberts) puts il, in Time

and Tide of March 4. 1933:

"He (Welby) did not in the least mu»d having unfashionable tastes.

He was one of the few critics to rank Arthur Symons at. hi* proper value ;

and hi» lx>jk on 8winburne is a fine appreciation of an author wboBc

present ©audition ol disrateem ia largely due to the fact that young men
prefer the driven snnds of waste land to the roaring of the waves of the

unharvested seu."

Hia Popular History of Eng/ufc Poetry (first published by Philpot.

iu 1923, uud now bv Mothuen. 1933) lm been regarded in many
authoritative quarters as really the best popular history of English

poetry that we have so far. One usually feels a sense of incalculable

fatigue when poring over histories of literature, but I, for one, can

testify that 1 did not encounter any such tedium when I read it
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diligently from beginning to end. About this Mr. Edward 3'ianks

saysiu the " Introduction” to Wdby'a Second Impression*, from

which I bare already quoted •

“ Of all hi- books, that which roost deserve* a wide pubic it the The

Popular Hitlory of English Poetry . and here he i* precluded by the task

he ho» wt lilmaelf from much wandering in byway* The task is highly

smb'tious, more especiilly sines it is performed in 'ho comp las of 280
page* hut it is performed almost to perfection.

”

Then there was his Sillier Treasury of English Lyrics

(Chapman und Hall. I925> which is a *orl of pendant to Palgrave's

Goltlcn Treasury. Another book, which displB>B his wide range of

studies, is The Victorian Romantice (Gerald Hcwc. 1929). T have

not yet mentioned his masterpiece. Rack Xuinber/ (Constable. 1929),

which is 3 reprint of his weekly articles in the old Saturday Review

entitled the same over the signature of ‘Siet.' Hi* Second Impree-

lions (Methuen. 1933) are also a collection of his weekly articles, this

time in the Week-end Recie to, and over the same famous signature.

In addition, he wrote The Dinner Knell (Methnen, 1932) and One

iVfcin’a Irulia, a fragment of his autobiography, which he did not

live to complete, and which wa3 published by the firm of Eovat

Dickson in 1933. lie was also the editor of the Complete Works of

H'affer Savage Lender (Chapman and Hall), which, howover, are

not '‘complete,” as death 6oa'.chcd him away before he came to

the end of his labours. An Mr. MncCutthc has lamented: “Hta

magnificent edition of Landor is not complete, and, ulus, it will now

lack that study of Landor which he alone could have provided, and

of which the literary world stands in need." Then there was The

Cellar Key (Goiiancz, 1933), which may be bracketed with Professor

Saintsbury's Notes on a Cellar Book
;

and it may be meutioned in

passing that, but tor Welby'* ethort3tion. those .Vofes of Professor

Saintubury would never have got themselves written

During ihc four years between 1926 and 1930 the Saturday

Reticle was undoubtedly the finest weekly in England. Its editor

\\U6 Mr. Gerald Barry—now the Managing Editor of the IVeres

Chronicle. Mr. Barry is an editor in a thousand
;

and with the late

Mr. Massingham shared, and shares, the distinction of being able

to draw unto himself the beat writers available Tho Saturday of
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Ihoe* day* was a journal that coruscated with brilliance in every

line. Its chief support was Earle Welby as he was the chief support

of Barry's next venture. The Week-end Review, also which flourished

between March, 193d and January, 1934. Uewa. J. R. Priestley

and Edward Shsoks and Ivor Brown and Gerald Gould and L. P.

Bartley were Uio other regular contributors. Welby, besides writing

the chief book-roview of the week over his own name, need to

write two columns on what he chose to call ‘ Back Numbers ’ that

is, re-reviewing, so to speak, the reviews in the back numbers of

the Saturday Review. These have since been icprinted in book-form,

with the same title (Constable, 1929}. One may safely say that

this is Welby’a masterpiece. Never before was seen such scholarship,

style and wit all combinod and compressed within the space of two

columns. Welby'o English was superb. It was as different from

the common run of English writing as it might well be. It was, to

clinch the matter, bis own. It was simple at bottom, but whether

simple or not, it was none of the easiest to understand if one waa

uot already familial with his twists and turnings. It was a trifle

involuted, but his merit oonsisted in this, that by a peculiar sleight-

of-hand he could make it fit in with the general pattern of his prose

with what wont before and with what followed afterwards, as well

as confer upon it an unmistakable and unrivalled balance, proportion,

rhythm, what you will. Just as it has been *aid that there is a spot

of perfect calm at the heart of even the wildest commotion, so it

may be argued that even when he frisked and gambolled to his

heart’s content hia style conformed to the unwritten rules of that

discipline without which no piece of composition can achieve any

red distinction. He was by nature eloquent :
words came to his pen

almost unsought—in profuse strains of unpremeditated art as it were.

It must have taxed him much to “curb," in Keata'a immortal phrase,

his inborn "magnanimity:" his penchant being rather, in that other

equally immortal phrase of the same poet, to “ loud every rift with

ore "—to “load " hi# every “nft " aud to “ load " it, too a9 full to the

brim as possible. The reason for whatever complexity there might,

at time*, have been in his wri ing was that he was at pains to be

exact in his expression and, to that end, had perforce to drag in

qualifying and modifying clauses by the nape of their necks right

into the middle of his sentences. But as 1 have already taken care

to suggest, what in other handa might have resulted in more or less of
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clumsiness escaped that doom under his expert management, nnd,

on occasion, even enhanced ils pristine splendour. He ws not an

mveterare phrase-maker like Mr. Ivor Brown, nor wasac babilual

coiner of metaphors anJ similes, like the lace Mr. C. K. Montague.

AH the same, he was a bettor writer than either. Wben he was in

the mood he could manufacture tnctapbore as well as the next man.

Look at this:

" Me nubile this mas- (Frank Hurrii). whose right hand could bs»e

managed ihe .Vein of the Wevtd while bis left ms-saued the b. art o!

the dfh'nai’um into beating, hod written somo scones" {The Weekend
Rerun, Sept. 5. 1931

.)

Is there no phrase making in this passage ?

*’ No bungling writer but hus professed to be telling a plain unvarnished

talo wh !lo getting ready vast quantities of the materials for rurniahment.

It was the distinction of Frank Harris in his best stories, that he not

so much wrote a atory as made us ‘Hod's spies’ on human actiea. Make

no mistake, it requires genius to do it. The plain tale by the plnin msn
:s always coloured. At his best in the telling of stories Frank Harria mode
b’mself simply a pane of glass through which we Iook.''(I4id.)

What I want to drive at is that his writing did not need tho aid

of these things : they were excellent evon without them.

There was another characteristic—and that was his irrcpresubiliiy.

'ftiough he was au Englishman, he could be exuberant. He waa the

sort of man who could add, after enumerating a list of bia

books:

In Preparation, A Study of IFina.

In Arrears, Much.

In Excuse, Little."

I cannot, at this late hour, recall example after example, but I know

from much familiarity with his works, that he waa not, us a writer,

frigid
;
and Mr. Shanks tells us that he was not so as a man, either.

That he could be witty this quotation fiom his arttclo on
Miss Ethel M. Dell will show. The Week-end Review, Aug. 9,

1930):

“ Omnia vmcit amor, according to the statement engraved inside tba

ring given by one of Miss Dell’* character* to another, And to it dees.
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with adrairnblp consistence. in all tbo work* of Mica Dell. Whether it be

oiumfeat in the superficially repellent, boavy-handed. golden-hearted

buccaneer, or come in the politer Br.tiah military typo, terrible aa an armv

with manners, in the end it conquer* all. Since wa know it is going to

do as, and in the ordinary way, too, there ought to be comparatively

little *j*pan*e. Every one ol theao women ia condemned to matrimony

1 with an indefinite reprieve.' Why excite ourselves about them? They

will come through it not absolutely untcuthed. at least de*erviug of

that Ord-r of Chastity, Second Class, which the Suit an in good

f-ith conferred on the wife of ths Bnti*h diplomatic representative.

In duo course there will be little Kicky, little Pierre, and bo on,

while p*pa practises covvade in the clouds, for such is the way of

eagles."

The literary criticism of Earle Welby may be divided, broadly,

into two parts: that which he wrote, originally, nndcr hia own name,

or " patronymic," a* he preferred to call it, and from the beginning

with 3n eye to eventual publication
;
and that which he sent to the

press under on assumed name and probably with no settled idea of

later on gathering them together within the covers of a book, or a

series of book*. These latter, as he himself would have it, partake

more of the nature of “ table-talk " than of criticism proper, and

were published as from " titet. I cannot, at thin moment, guess

the nature of the compulsive force that impelled him to this curious

dichotomy, unless it can b? equated with an unholy desire to puzzle

his readers, to throw dust into their eyes- I have, let me interpolate,

let,—considerably less—than my fair share of human inquisitiveness,

but, at tho same time, I mast, to be candid, own to an inordinate

cariosity to get behind a nom de guerre to him whom it essays to

conceal ; and I am never more happy thau when I successfully solve

the riddle “ on myown lone-some,'’ as it were

Tn this matter of " Stet ” I was " flummoxed " for three oi four

months - " I sought it with thimblee. 1 sought it with care," but the

hunting of tho Snark was trivial. oom|>ared with this. Afterward*,

however. I could prove by a sort of cumulative evidence—by diagrams,

graphs, and the Taw of Probabilities—that " Stet ** nod Welby were

related so clotely that " Suit’s " right hand, in a manner of speaking,

oould not do anything witliout Welby s left immediately coming to

know of it. There are somo tricks of 6tyle, of quotation, of the

general approach to a subject, of the fouf ensemble, in abort, that

will give away a writer ere many summers pass. By this kind
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of " internal evidence " I wa», in ray time, able to perceive that

•• Alpha of iho Plough " was nooo olher than Mr. A. G. Gardiner,

that ” Wayfarer *' waa Mr. H. W. Mnssingham, that “Solomon

Eagle " was Mr. (now Sir! .T. C. Squire, that “ Y. Y " was Mr.

Robert Lvnd, and bo on. The identification of Welby with " Stet
"

was a little more difficult than usual because, besides a “ back

number " or a " eocond impression " from “ 8tct " there used,

invariably, to bo sn article from the authentic Welby himaelf
;
and

since, in common practice, fteo artielea from the same individual are

not published in given issues of a paper, the mystery became doubly

mystifying But when it was, ultimately, cleared, readers whoso chief

interest is literature must have, ns “ Richard Sunne " (Mr. R. Ellis

Roberta) put it in Time and Tide of March 4. 1933. "turned first

to those two pages (in the Week-end Recieic

,

that is)—where “ Stet

guve as the freedom of his library and where Earle Welby consider-

ed in his review the claims of a book of the week to bo more than a

book of the moment. “ He goes on :

" Thousands must have admired tb« skill, the ich ilar<liip, tbe

courtesy, and the occasionally devastating power of exposure ; but I doubt

if uuyoaa who ha* not attempted a similar task esn apprsc are the sh-.er

virtuositj, the endurance, aud the apparent esse with which Welby per-

formed bi» work. Thare was rarely any sigu of fatigue or boredom in

his article*
;

and ho communicated his enjoyment in literature in a

way that had nothing of the condescension of the schoolmaster or tbe

•nob."

Though Welby wrote innumerable articles as "Stef.” only a

few of rhese have been included in the two subsequent publication*

that were compiled ont of them : Rack Number/ (Constable 1929),

and Second Impreuions (Metbnan, 1933). A* he himself declared,

in his preface to the former, those are but the equivalent of " table-

talk,” so many “ half-holidays
” of a ciitic.

•• Here I speak frankly, ofton rashly, out of the mood ot the monrant ;

and where there 1* referenoe bs'-k. it i* not to myself in other «nd more

responsible boura, but to what was said on the subject by others, Iona ago.

in tbe Review, for which I write.” (He refers ro the Saturday

Review.)

14
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I can vouch for the fact that this " tahle-talk ” is dolicious to

tbo last degree
;
and that those who read it na it appeared week by

week, from 1927 to 1933, first in the Saturday Review, and then in

the Week-end Review, mutt have boon extremely eager to read it

over again when it attained to the dignity of book-form. Some things

do not grow stale by repetition. In a phrase immortalised by Charles

Lamb, they belong to tbo class of " perpetually *otf-rcproduclive

volume*—Great Natures’ Stereotypes.” Welby’s “ tabln-talk " as

well as criticsm proper form part of this fraternity. There is a

sort of
" cut-and-come-again " quality about them ” Table-talk,”

in his bands, became a trumpet,

" Whence ho blew soul-aniraating strains.

"

By the time ho has reached the last sentence of his two columns we

have had such discourea as “never W3s on sea or land." What

large utterance the man had ! Ho would take a theme and pluck

the heart out of it before we knew where we were. Within his

limited spice he could spread himself as only a master can. Indeed,

he rarely g ive one the impression that he was smarting under that

handicap. As Mr. Desmond MacCarthy pertinently observed, in his

obituary notice of him (to which I have referred already) in the Week-

end Review of Feb 23, 1933:

"
I admired the art with which he combined in his essays the results

of an iaijui*itiva pra-oecupaUon with h.unia nature and of literary

judgment. Coocisi-m suited him. And what a Cue compliment that is I

Only the full mind can afford to express itself briefly. In my opinion the

essays which appeared over the signature of " Stet," and were sfrerwords

published undor the title of Bach lumbers are his best work They are

moderate sod animated. The critio often eater* his subject, by a aide-path,

yet before he h»s gone fir his reader Snl* him laif ut a p^iut whence th*

most comprehensive view can be obtained."

I do not. deny tint thoro wire occa=ims when lie kernel to take

a rathor unlus idvmta-.'o of th) freilm chu this Torn eonf-rred

upon him. Then lie wnld let tho Pack in him vanler as lie liked,

“ thorough brake, tluroujh briar.” For instance, he once happened

to devote hia table-talk to Charlotte Bronte : at anr rate, that was the
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hoit ling he gilro to his article. Now, this gifted novelist wa* one

with wbo it !>o had, in Charles Lanb's words, an '‘imperfect sym-

pathy." So, ho ought not to have chosen Iter at all for a peg

wboiem to hung hi* discourse. Or, haring chwen her, ha ought to

have aide I out to her the caramon courtesy of serious consideration

even if. in the process, he was inclined to load the dice against her.

It i* true that in the four ur five sentences in which her name occurred

he went “ all out ” to “ debuuk " her. But that wa9, more or

!e<s, in tho nature of a concession that was wrung out of him.

For the most jxsrt he made that article ao excuse for dancing like a

derwish before the ahnne of her much less distinguished aijxer,

Emily. I am sorry to say that, with all hi* acuteness, bo was,

in this matter, what I may call an " Emilian." I am aware that,

ofiate, the stuck of Emily Bronte has " appreciated" considerably.

But that is no reason that finch an otherwise shrewd critic as

Weiby should have joins I the band of hor worshippers a9 against

the imompirable Charlotte. L huve read Wulhering Heights, and

my conviction is that it is a very poor performance
;

and if T

detest aoyons in English fiction it is its hero, Beathcliff. I have

never pored over a more dismal book than this same Wuthering

Heights. Poor Currer Boll
;

I am Bure the peudulnm will swing

agaiu in hor favour before long. Welby, then, had a blind spot or

two. Bit lac us not pooler over the.10 : being, liko the rest of us,

but humau, he was not perfect.

Like all first-class critics, Welby could go to the root of the

matter. He was responsible for dime of the wisest criticism extant on
Meredith, Kipling. Shaw, anl Harris. I sharo with Sir Arthur

Quiller-Couch a weakness for " men-at-odds and the unpopular cause

and, having perused what was written on Frank Harris when In*

Bernard Shtio appeared, I wm glad to note that Welby at loast kept

his head. With but {I think) a single exception the whole of the

English press barked at his heels like so many mad dogs. That single

exception was Welby. He bad always a soft earner in his heart lor

Harris. He was never tired of doing homage to him
;
and, when he

saw how Harris was being attacked for his book on Shaw and how

Shaw himself was being canonised, he came out with a moat glorious
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article in the Fortnightly Review for Jan., 1932, on ' Frank Harris:

Bernard Shaw: An Antithesis." Therein he was concerned to show

time, in the ©yea of posterity, Harris would he seen as a man o(

genius, while Shaw, the present hero, would be relegated to a second

place, as but a mao of talent. Ue was also concerned to show that,

for all bis daring polemics, Shaw is very shrewd at bottom, and that

he baa stage-managed bis life with wonderful acumen. Here is one

passage:

‘•And, having com© to England, he (Shaw) proceeded, after some

years of doiog nothing in particular, to create u public for himself ; whereas

Frank Hama did little but alienate successively every section of his

potential public. 2Jr. Shaw bad greet talent for ;bo conduct of hta life,

sod Frank Harris, for ail bis re&ourceftlno»s in shady enterprises, had next

;c none. So it comes ubuul that today the man of geuiu& i& posthumously

enjoying a success of diseatefetn. and even that only because his b^ck

bappeus to bo about Mr. Uuuard Shaw, whereas the mao of many talents

is universally applauded."

He goes on to say

:

“No on© niJre adroit than Mr. Shaw in securing pest ponemint of

artistic judgment on hie work ; the cleverest lawyer in Chicago never got

the evil day for bis gunman client put off more ingeniously. But there it

a limit to allowing a writer to evade judgment as ho frisks about betwixt

je*i and earnest ;
would have us onjoy as economics what may not wholly

delight us sa drama, and applaud as drama wbat may seem perverse to

us as economics
;
would have us tolerate the play for the brilliance of the

preface or 6nd importance in the preface because it emanate* from the

author of the play. It ho* bern a great game, played with immense okill

and unflagging energy, but it is about time eomeono called * Stop I 'to it."

Ho concludes

:

" Mr. Shaw will unquestionably have hie placo in the history of the

English theatre, in the history :( English pamph lotcoring, and in the

extremely ooiuio history of what Socialist* ibought they thought; but,

under the only aspect which concern* a critic of literature. Kid*' Conklin

and tho rest of a small and unuUractive and memorable procession will

matter, to a few at judges, when only the writers of Teutonic and

American theiea are occupied with tho majority of Mr. Shaw’s works."

There is, it scorns to me, nothing to be addod to this but :
M Amen!

"
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Welby'8 article on Kipling, iu B«ck Xumber*. U a magnificent

performance. Many have written on that “ Iiupcrul Ltureaie," but

none more profoundly than " Stet." As we read his effort we feel

that he i* stripping off the unessential. one by one, from Kipling and

exposing him to us '* in his habit a k bo lived." He tells u», in tine,

that, for ail his ezpertise about the East, Kipling was superficial at

bottom, that, though ho had the knick-knacks and gadgets of

a story-writer nil right, ho never got to that subtler truth, the rroic

rente, about individuals that is the secret of a soccc**fal imaginative

artist. In the piling on of relevant and irrelevant details, Welby
suggects, Kipling was a past-master, but bo adds a rider that tbo

author of Kim usually came a cropper as regards ” the spirit. Master

Shallow
I
the spirit. " To quote his own words:

" What is worth noticing is a consequence of h - method, a sort of

side-by-side presentation of things n n world la which iv lung seems so be

retiring into the region of tangible things. He will preaear us with

the truth, but with » confidently carred horizont.il slice of not with the-

besit*nt plumbing* of its depth Truth is solid lor him, whereas it i»

aqueous or vaporous with still greater writer*-"

Again

:

'It is the business of tbe artist in literature while indicating race

and oitus and trade, to gi*o us the vulce of the man himself It is fine

to be acquainted with the common language of Scotch first engineers when

tho engines—well, do not function ; but we want tbe differentiated voice of

Mo Andrew."

He drives this argument home when he finally sums up :

*' And it is not by accident, or because Mr. Kipling is more interested

in animals than in human beings, for he is not, that tbo Junyte Book* are

so successful. Wbut should a wolf do with individuality? How should a

wolf not be de iac* ? Truth to typo, ethnical or professional, and efficiency

are the conditions to be satisfied before Mr. Kipling cun rejoice in a

character. Tho highly individualised creature whr, belongs to no herd,

tribe, school, regiment, and the fumbler, fumble he ns nobly as Hamlet,

oro of no use to him."

Before concluding my article let me stress this inoet important

fact about Wolbj; as a critic that, in Coventry Patmore’s beautiful
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pharse, he " loved the lovely chat are no', beloved." He tried to

revive the fames of secondary poets like Philip Bourke Marsh n,

Arthur O'Shaugnessy, and Eleanor Siddal: besides those of Gordon

Hake, Thomas Ashe, W. J. Linton, Mary Coleridge, Jellery Prowae,

Charles Tennysou Turner, nad Hartley Coleridge: most of whose

names some of UB might, not have beard of, even, up to now. Welby

wse happy the while he did this revivaiistic work. The reason wsg

that be was so very much concerned for literature that he would not

willingly let die any piece of memorable work. In this connexion it

must also he stated that, in Welby 's view, one must not bo too

fastidious about choosing subjects for criticism
:
if you have the stud

in you, you can treat even the minors in a major way, if I may put

it so. As he expressed it, in the Week-Old Review of August I,

1931 r

" Literature is doubtless not completely definable; yet there is this

much to be sure about, that the personally felt, fully and ebarply

apprehended, minor subject is beyond measure more vuluuble than ilia

nominally vast subject of which the writer is not in possession nt all.”

He clinches the matter in these words:

" A great writer makes the subject great; a good writer makes the

subject good ; and an as* makes the subject, whatever ita magnitude in the

mere enunciation of the title-page, asalnioe. Theae things are to. Let us

be glad of it.”

Let us be glad of it, indeed.



Jit $ome and Jlbroafc

" Wckw'e Our Dtxt One# Rwk "

Feet Rabindranath Tagore was delighted when tbe new* was convened
to him that the Bengal Government have issued orders fer tbe Jelea*c of
1 ICO detenus. Hr issued the following statement to tbe " United Pro* ••

rcfjre^entati c who approached him for hi* rpinx>n
" In welcoming our dear on« l>ack let us m»t forget to oongrttulat*

the yi nisters for this geoeroui net of polit cal wisdom. Xo mere voids
can express our gratitude to Mahatroaji whoso life's mission has been to
open the gate of our political prLon-bou*© which is symbolized on u small
scale in bts effort for tBe rrlc«sr of the prieOQer*, some of wb:m were
wTong r suspected and the rest guilty of nets that had a noble aim though
directed through an utterly wrong path. The only way our people c.<n

truly ncfcnowledge our gratitude jb to strive honestly to create that moral
atmosphere of non-violence which is the only true mean* of attaining our
find emoccipfition Mahatmaji has given such nwiraoce on our behalf
and if we fail to carry >t out, we shall hnvc betrayed the trust of our gr**te.t
benefactor

"

riiassiaJ Relations mth tail** Army

A >triking precedent has been Created by tbe Imperial Goveiuuuot
in the fioam-iul relation with the Indian Army by »i reccmtcen<?ut?nn to
Parliament to make a special grant of £600,(XO to enable the Government
of India to carry nut mrchuniaatiOD with tbe least possible delay.

Hiihrrto tbo Government of India were Bolely re&pcaiaible for tbe
maintenance of the Indian Army.

Tne imperial gra»:t. which »a contemplated, was announced by Lord
Stanley, Under-Socretary for India, in the House of Commons. The
nsa»r.n for tb»s is the magnitude of tbe capital expenditure Involved. The
grant will be made over three years beginning April 1 next.

Al i hough the grout no vera three yenra, 'Reuter* learn that four to
five years will probably elapse before mechanisation is complete owing
to the problem of arranging reliefs. Tbe pisn to equip four out of five

British cav airy should be under way by spring
The contribution is also intended to cover provision of four machine gun

tatUtlijn* This will take a year to organise^ As ret there ii no suggestion
that any Indian cavalry be mechanised though the question hi* been
cocaidorod

British military circles aro gratified with and welcome tbe new
arrangement.

Era*** Air Mail Srluraa

D<*firiiU> information is now available about the inauguration of the

Empire Mir mail sebrme. As at present proposed, the scheme will com'
into operation so for a* India ii concerned from January 18 or 10 next.
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Tha services will initially consist of two flying-boat earrices briwasn
England and Singapore, two flying-boat services between England and
Karachi, two Atlanta landpiane lemces connecting England and Karachi
loata and running between Karachi and Calcutta ria Delhi and one
Hannibal loodplano service running between Cairo. Baghdad and Bathro
uontinuing to Karachi.

CtUng Hil She» lo omtrol Dif.nw OpirsUoni

It ib reported on reliable authority that Marshal Chiang Kai-Shek has
resigned the Pre-ldenoy of she Executive Yuan (Premiership) and intend*

to devote b:» whale lime to the duties of Commandir-in-Cbiof of China's

armed forces. H. H. Rung. MinisU-r of Finance, haa succeeded to the

Premiership while retaining bn present portfolio.

Tbn transfer of Government offices leaves the Supremo Inner War
Council under Marshal Chnmg Kai-Shek at the capital to cany on she

campaign.
It ie probable thut the British Etnbseey will remain at Nanking for the

time being. Mc-unwbile dreams of fresh, well-equipped Chinese troops uro

marcbiDg eastward lo strengthen the defences along the Shanghai- Ranking
railway and Slunghal-Haogchow highway. At the same time further

batches of officials and .UtJ are leaving the capital. It is expecte-I that all

will hove left by November 19.

Japanese report* from the Yeltow River front state that the Chinese

hove retreated hn-tily ncro.s the river. The whole uerth bank for many
miles on each side of the Tlentsin-Pukow Trunk railway is in Japanese

poiBesiion.

Uhimitsm M FrauM

“ Japanese nulhorities have no intention of occupying the International

Settlement in Shanghai,” declared »ho Foreign office spokesman at a Press
Conference.

When asked if there was any truth in the report that Japan bad
sent an ultimatum to France tn connection with the alleged supply of

munitions to Chin* through French Indo-China. the spokesman asked' the

correspondent* not to press the question.

Ho added that Ch-oa much depend* on uiuaiLons imported

through Indo Chinn nmt " "hat *oit of steps would be Liken by the
French Government, depend' d much on - s tood.n'l toanrds

Japan.”
Reliable Fn-a-h quitr’ers discredit ihe mpoitof an uUimuiutn,

Ltrdt Dcbiu od Lea£ct Coicutm

Eliniinuticn o! Article lixUen of the League Government wit* suggest-

el from two aide* namely Viucount Saokey (Government Labourite) aol
Lord Stonehaven (Conservative) when the debate in the House of Ix*d*

resumed to-day.

Labourite Lord Noel Buxton pleaded for concession of the principle of

restorotion of Getman colonies. When that was denc. bo thought the idea
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at adjustment could be freely discussed Germans for example well under-

stood tbe difficulty about Tanganyika. He though' that they were looking

more to Wean Africa.

Replying for the Government Lord Svioton deprecated the requests

for comprehensive statements of British policy and procedure as a disatrv.Ce

to tbe objects of securing an nil-round seitleroeat since what was needed
was quiet discussion.

Paying u tribute to Lord Halifax as an ideal interpreter of English life

and thought Lord Swinton boped his visit to Germany would he treated

circumspectly. Too much should not he expected from it and the

worst service to any negotiation* i* to surround it with a tremendous
glare of publicity.

s«ir mmcUit itsly

SigDor Mussolini launched the second year of Helf-uHLaency campaign
addressing meetings of industrial .unployors sod omployoos He Isolated

that Italy must become a self-contained economic umt.

In flia course of throe meeting- with economic advisers tbe I)uce

decided the iiinount of foreign fo >1 Italians may eat in the dining year.

Beyond this amount no foreign currency will be available.

Csnada-D. 9. TrU. Part

Mackenzie King confirmed that Washington announcement that

negotiations were oantempiftted for a now trade agreement between Canada

and the United States. M. King asid (hat ho hoped that the Sew Agreement

would bn on as brosd and comprehensive a basis as possible, but be would

not comment on the possible surrender of some of Canada's preferences in

the British Market to facilitate the United Stalee-United Kingdom
Agreement. He indicated that negotiations for the Sew Agreement would

be proceeded with regardless of the dcvelopmentof Anglo- American Trade

negotiations.

It » assumed here, however, that the Conferences on both agree-

ments will now be closely allied und will reach a conclusion «t the wime

time.

The present United States-Canadun Trade Agreement expires

in 19&9.

RimanUo lrmy

A further strengthening of the army will be one of the mam tasks

of the reformed Rumanian Government, announced M. Totareecu after

tbo Cabinet had taken the oath last night Rural economy will be the

principal aim of tbe Cabinet and a large programme of public works will

be begun immediately.

15
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iMtem of Oold BUet

During the week ending November tl the Bunk of Prince gold atcck
increased by about twenty-one million sterl.ng. This represents trans-

ference by the bank of gold acquired by the French control an u result of

repatriation of Preach c&piUl especially from America nod shows that
such repatriation must have been on a large scale.

borne suggest that the control transferred metal to the bank in order
to create u good psychological atmosphere for the fmne in order to forestall

possible attacks on that currency owing to the coming repayment of forty

million sterling London credit to the French railways
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Hl.idu UnlwWly Convocation

Among those who will attend the npccial Convocation of Benares
Hindu University on December 23. will be Lord Lothian, an invitation to

whom to uildrtBD tb» Allahabad University Convocation aroused opposition

from the aiad-nts and Sir J.itu-s Jeans and Sir Arthur Eddington who
Will pro eed U) Calcutta to attend the Silver Jubilee Se-ason of the Indian

Science Congress.

I-ord Loihiun will address the student? of Bonnro* University during

his visit.

It is understood that, od the day previous to tbo Conrocation there will

be a melting of the University Court “hen the degree of Doctor of Laws
(honoris mum| will be conferred on Hi? Highness the Maharaja of Patiala

who was one of the earliest patrons of the University.

Patiall Char

The Maharaja it will be recalled, gavo Rs. 5 lakhs as an initial pift and
is now paying annua ly a sum of Its. 24.00!) for a Patiala Chair of Electrical

Engineering and Technology.
This signal mark of honour to a patron of learn ng will be conferred

on the Maharaja of Potiala in the presence of asvoral other Ruling

Prinoca who will include the Maharaja of Bikaner.

It is further understood that the Maharaja of Bikaner, who is Chan-

cellor of the University, ha* given a sum of Rb. 25,001) to meet the imme-

diate financial needs of the University and with this encouraging start

Mr. V. A. Sundsratn, Secretary of the collections committee and a member
of the University Court, who is now in Delhi, will proceed to visit Rulers

of other 8tatea including Gwalior, Bhopal, Jodhpur and Kotab.

Mr. Sundaram was recently in Kashmir where too, he met with an

encouraging response to an appeal for funds.

It i* further learnt that at a meeting of the University Court on Decem-
ber 27, the names of Pandit Govind Balia. Pnat and Mr. Shrikrishna Sinha,

Premiers of tbo United Provinces and Bihur respectively, and Mr. M. S.

Ancy will be proposed for election to tho Court.

8tody ot Burma's Ire Age

Dr. Do Terra, who left Calcutta for Rangoon, is the leader of an

expedition sent out under the auspices of tho Academy of N'atural Sciences

of Philadelphia and Harvard University

The expedition, which U to undertake geological and archaeological

investigations, will also include Mrs. Do Terra, Dr. H. L. Movius of

the Peabody Museum of Harvard University and Mrs. Movius.

They will stay in Burma for four months, one month in Java and will

then return to the United States hy the Philippine*.

" The work.” said Dr. Da Terra, " will essentially be conducted on th

aame line aa in 1935 when I carried out aaientifio researches in the Kaahmie

and Siwalik Hilla, Wears particularly anxious to study the geologies
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history of the Ioe Age io Burin* and the " pre-bistory " of Man in so far as

i t is recorded by Stono Ago cultures and fossil remains.

ruli Wo,\

“ The expedition will be in the field for four months, and we will be

working mainly in the dry belt of Upper Burma ur.d south of Mandalay.

Here signs of prehistoric cultures have appeared from time to lime, and for

«be last few years stone handicrafts were found at various plaoca along the

Irrawadi river. These indicate the existence of early human occupations

dating back to the Ice Age.
" One of the major objects of this study is to correlate the geological

and archaeological records of early Man with these found in India and Java.

To rouliro Ibis aim the expedition will proceed from Buraia towards the end
of March to Java, where similar researches are n iw being curried out under

the auspices of the Carnegie Institutions of Washington.”

Referring to the expedition which he led to Kashmir. Dr. De Terra

said that there they investigated the geological history of the Kashmir

Himalayan* and adjoining foothills, during the Ice Age period. They found

out that the region hod suffered four majur Ice advances just as the Alps

had experienced intermittent advances of glaciers during the same
period.

AllshstMd Coll'Kf Dupuis

A dispute has arisen between the authorities and students of the Ewing
Christian College over the question of hoisting the National Flag over the

College building. The authorities say thut Dr Z A. Ahmad (Socialist)

should not have been invited to perform the ceremony and that they huv*

no objection if any one from the College itself performs it

The students are against this dictation and sre adamant about Dr.

Abmad doing it As a result the authorities have closed the ©ollege in-

definitely. The student* are holding meetings and demonstrations.

While this disturbance is on. the University of Allahabad alter

protracted negotiations between the University Uninu and the University

Executive Council have reached an agreement to allow the hoisting of the

flog over tbc University building on all national occasions, provided the flag

is removed the same day.

During the coming University Jubilee Celebrations no flag of any deno-

mination will fly over the University building*.

Frss Primary EducMisa

The Government scheme of free primary education will be given effect

to in the district of Mymensingh in January next.
For the present three classes of school* will be started according to

local needs, unt-ii primary education is made compulsory There will be

srhcola with 85 students or more with 3 teachers in each of them, there

will be a second dess of school* with 50 student* or more with 2 teachers

and there will be a third alas* with 30 students or more with one teacher in

each.
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Until compulsion is enforced, attempt* will be mad* to increase tbe
number of students a* much as possible by persuasion. It i* contemplated
that every teacher trill take charge of 45 students.

The schools will be restricted to boy* und girts between G aud 10 years
of age. Tuition work will be entrusted to trained tuuchers onlv. For the
present untrained men will have to be taken, if sufficient number of them
arc nut available.

Tbe classes will be held at noon. Tbe hoys in the lowest class will have
tbeir lessons first and after they have finished, rtbeja will be brought in.

Some difficulty is being felt in »UrtiD* all ‘be school* ut a time for waul
of funds. To meet this difficulty Mr. J. B. Kiodtraley, District Magkt/at*.
and President of tbe District 8chco! Boards, bos applied to tbe public to
provide these schools with houses according to th- approved plan

Art In Ercryda) Life

Coincidiug with the International Convention of the Theceopbical
Society an Exhibition of Ait in the ludau Heme will be held iu the
Blavatskv Hall. Ad\ar« Madras, fr>m December 24 to January 2 next under
tbe auepiccB of the International Academy of An*.

Tbe purpose of the exhibition is to show tbe place cj Art in the every-

day life of tbe Indian c ti?en^. The exhibits will be beautiful and artistic,

Indian*madc nod Indian in design and colour and at the same timed
practical value. Household articles in addition to pictures, statue* and
other works of art will be exhibited and a smaij Indian bouse will be arrang-

ed and decorated as an Indian heme.
Duhng the exhibition there will to four entertainments, consisting •

tuuaic, dance and drairi6 by ihe members of tbe Academy.

N«b«J PrU« for Pea*

A message from Stockholm announces the sward of the Nobel Prize for

Peace to Viscount Cecil of Cbdwood, President of I be Longue of Nations

Union.

The leading ond must ardent English advocate of tbe Longue of Nations,

and the embodiment of the new spirit of internationalism Ix>rd Cecil bn*

cnadr the promotion of peace a pncaicnate pursuit, und in 1927 be retired

from office m the Conservative Ministry iu order (o devote tbo whole of bis

time to the tusk of identifying tbe League of Nation* with the national

•unsciousnes*.

Tbe Nobel Peace Prize is valued at about £6,500. It is awarded each

year to the person who has contributed most largely to the common good in

the task of the preservutien of peace. The Nobel prize*; were founded bv

the Swedish scientist Alfred Nobel, inventor of dynamite, who died ;n

December. 189G, leaving a fortune of about £1,750,000. Other Nobel prize*

are for Physic*, Chemistry, Medicine or Physiology, and Literature*
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THE ECONOMIC RESOURCES OK JAPAN IN 1U3. 1003 AND 19M

••At ibe time of the ward with China am<3 Ru**ia, the Japanese
eoctnocDV proved ita elasticity. A comparison of our present economy with

th*> two war periods remit nt once the fact «hat war expenditures of

2,000 or 3000 million Yens would be no'Mm, ' says Mr. K. Uhiyntna,
editor of the econ mic Journal, Diamond (Tokyo).

The basic figures of present-day economy compare with those at the

time of the wan» in quest ton «s shown in the accompanying mblu:

Comparator Wartime Economic Conditions (m Wit J.OOO)

190

Weri

V«3
llUi.i.n

Wmi

Present

awe/

C'«mp r.v«

m u i*8
(times!

CftM'nV®
wtU IO*

N«*. imum! 129,732 sow* 1,33:1,945 10*3 60

f f*cio rcHt*. - 115,‘XS 1,405 OX) 16-3 m
B.nk dapwito 111.479 Tftl.iW 13,9».COO IOfl'3 1&*

P.id-cp cuporff ca[ilil 2t?.Tca B87.©» 16.726 667 67*0 188

Ydne of forvlgo tr.de ... 171,970 VAfito 5.T0S.S73 391 91

K»>.ouo ani eipfodiVil. 197,351 5W.81J 4.617.COI 23’4 90

Tte apccit reserve for io eakoJitcii »t the rat# of Yen IB M f«r axcimt <1

CCW.

The table demonstrates that the preient-day economy of Japan in

comparison with the year 1804-5, 1m 3 increased at lca*t tonfold and in

acme instance* 60 or 70 times. Compared with the time of the war with

Russia, the Japanese economy is 6 to 7 times larger and in some respects

even 12 to 18 time*. It is regrettable, however, that production figures,

which are highly important to a discussion of this sort, sre not available

for the two war periods. The nearest such figure* are for the year 1&30,

which follow’, and even these do not include statistic* for agricultural

production.

Comparison of Production (m milium of yen).

Agricultural ...

1900

H. *
1936

9.081

IodoifrUI ^ ... 771 10636

Miainc ... 103 504

Cccr.merre .M ...

Farertry ... 115 297

Tata! ~ 1.069 15,016
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Tb= production of 1S35 reached Y 15,000 million. The figure last v,ar
must hare exceeded the Y 16.000 million-mark. Production for lft#
amourned only to Y 1, COO million, without taking agricultural prcduction
into account. But since agricultural production for the year 1917 wa*
valued at Y 1,600 million, the gross production figure for 1903 could not
have exceeded Y 2,500 or 2,600 million at moat, Prcduction prior to the
war with Russia an oven less. If the figure is assumed to ho roughly
Y 2,C*X> million, production now is 8 time* greater.

At the time of the war with Russia u t tol of Y -ISO million was ni*ed
by bond emi**inn while hostilitiea were in progrw*. Eight times that
would bo Y 3,600 million. So if war bonds were now i.sued to the extoct
of Y 2,000 or Y 8,000 million, there is apparently no reason why tbev
should not bo disposed of without much trouble. ‘This is how Japanese
economists are appraising the financial ataying-power of Japan in regard to
the present Wor in China.

Bbxoy Kumar Sabkai

THE SEVENTH CENTURY OP BBRLTN

With its 700 years Berlin is one of the youngest of Europe’s capital*.
Dp to the time of Frederick II, Berlin was a '’Buirgcutadl ” end until the
outbreak of the Thirty Years' War was little affected by tbe tumult of war*,
nor hud it anything to do with w»rid trade. Dunne tbe oourac of these
War* Berlin and the Mark « ere occupied by Rojal Troops, as a result of
which it had to suffer all the destructive consequences of war. and by 1640
the city was reduced to poverty and oppression.

With the coming of Frederick the Great increased efforts were made to
enlarge and improve the town. Tho Oprra House was built, tho '‘Tiergarten"
became a public park, formed In accordance with tbe prevailing taste.

8tren was also laid on tbe importance o? industry. 'Ihe manufacture of
cotton and silk was undertaken : the porcelain and china produced became
world renowned. Science and art were cultivated : the population increased
and the town grew. The Napoleonlo War* of 1806 and 18)7, however,
almost deprived the Prussian town of its politic') independence: but Jena
and tbe Peace of Tilm gavo the impetus to the founding of a new
City.

In 1810 tbe University was founded : trade experienced a revival with

the introduction of the railway in 1838. The establishment of the G-rman
Empire in 1871 made Berlin the capital City, when action was taken cowards
reaching constitutional stabilisation.

Dp to this paint Berlin had been steadily expanding and revealing it*

powers as s world emtre for maclnue and electrical industries, with which

latter development the n*me» of S emeus and of Borsig wdi he immedi.ite'v

associated. By 1831 the population figures bad reached half a million
;

this increase demanded n o:>rrc‘ponding expansion of tbe city and of it*

traffic facilities. Tte world of art, literature and music, too. flourished at

this time, represented by Dahn, Stonn. Heyse and Fontana in the world of

letter*. Lortzing of Opera fame, Menzel. the artist ; and it was at this time

that Wagner struggled for acknowledgment. In 1869 tho College of Music

W8S established.

There was a definite prosperity awing in Berlin followed by a period of

co!os«al development. From 1871 to 18&9 the population increased from

ftX),000 to 1 900.000 and in tho following 29 years to 3 million*. Building

schemes oould not keep pace with tbe demand of th® increasing population,
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and in the raoe lo cope with the demand, style was somelimos sacrificed to

spend Not so the hygienic measures :
canalisation. cleanliness, ociontifio

iaiP^ peiaeQt in the realm of municipal h‘\a!th and welfare were always
regarded a* masters of first importance, and it is in this sphere that ;be
acieoti^t and medical research worker. Ruddf Virchow, played a significant

part. The consistent obnervance of r.hcso hygienic measure* ha* contri-

buted much towards lending Barlin the unique character of a city without
slums. In 1870 the Tcrhnixrkt: Hnchschule, now of world repute, woe
founded

;
an 1 in 1911 the Kaiser. Wilkelm-GcnclUchafl, also world-famed

for its scientific research, opened its doors to scholars from ail countries.

This was pen *d of prosperity, whrn music. I he theatre. literature and art

in general flourished.

With the outbreak of tha World War in 1911 years of suffering and
eventually of collapse followed in Germany. In 1018 moral and economic
decadence followed upon the revolution. In spite of an apparent boom in

1927-29, the economic system hud collapsed. In 1033 there were flofl.OOO

unemployed in Berlin alone, the birthrate hod declined a ! anning'y, the
whole situation was desperate. With the coming of National Socialism in

1983, social measures were introduced to alleviate the situation, unem-
ployment was gradually reduced, and building schemes were promoted.

Hoad construction >*nd, of late the additional work in connection With the

execution of the Four Year Plan of ’'autarchy'* {self-sufficiency) have claim-

ed many specialist workers out of the ranks of the unemployed. The social,

education*! and cultural maseure* introduced by :bo national-socialist

government have not only succeeded in uniting the whole ft rich but have

altered the face of Berlin.

Bknoy Kumar Babkos

SOCIAL INSURANCE IN ORBKT BRITAIN

The two social insurance measure* which the Government of the

United Kingdom announced at the end of 1935 did not come before Parlia-

ment in 193 i. Th-y figure, however, on the legislative programme for 1937.

The first of theso measures i- the establishment of a scheme of voluntary
old-age and widow*’ and orphans’ insurance for persons of limited mean*
who aro not liuhlo to insurance. The second is the reduction of the ago of

emr> into nation »
I
health insurance so as to coincide with the school-leaving

ape thereby securing cootinury of medical care at the transition from

school to • rapl lyment The Govcrnm-n* also proposes to oarist the blind

by granting them a non contributory pension a; the age of 40, instead of 50

a* at present.

The pr pned voluntary ponston insurance scheme will provide old-ugc pen-

sion* tit th «g-! of 05 and widow*' and orphans* pensions, at the same rate!

a* th He granted under compulsory scheme. Persons ontermg during the

first year for which the schema .* in force will bo injured under very favour-

able amdiktosu. They will be i^wcpted At any ago up tc. 55, and pay a low
uniform contribution. A large proportion of the benefit* of these initial

entrant* will fall to be biroe by the ^tute. Parsons entering afterwards will

ooh be admitted up to the sge of 40. an i will have to pay contributions

proportionate to their age at the date of cn'rv. The scheme la intended for

small shopkeepers, farmers, dressmaker* and other persona working on their

own account aod also for persons of small Independent means*
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The proposal to lower the ag* of .airy Info health insurance is in har-
mony with the Government's recent decision la fellow j vigorous polity for

the improvement of the nation's pbysiquo, and may perhaps bo nn earnest

of fun her steps te impiove the preventive und curative efilcacyof the health

insurance >cacmo.
Any improvement, however, would require additional resource*. In

this connection the steady fall in the level of unemployment i-. very helpful,

li would seem that from this cause tbo contribution- income of health insur-
ance in 19»6 will be found to huvo exoseded the 1638 figure by at hast
£750,000. Meoowhite voluntary effort is beginning to fill one of ;be copt in

the curative benefits of health insurance. Some two million persons now
contribute under n aofieme of insurance which secures them free hospital

treatment.

A movement to make the old age pension 8n Instrument for reduction

of unemployment bus been active for some years past. The demand ia for a

higher rate of pension to be granted on oo:idiiion cf retirement frem industry
and if pissible at the age of 60 instead of the present age of 6a.

At the Labour Party Conference in 1936 rewluticn to this effect was
uuuuitnously adopted. The Government'* view, however, is that th- grant of

a higher pension at a lower ape would be uneconomical as a remedy for un-
employment

;
th- pension would In practice have to be granted, coc on j- to

persons of pensionable age now employed who consent to retire, but oi-o to

all those who have already left industry and to those a bo would have

rctind under present conditions of thc ;

r mvn accord ;
furthermore, those

consent og to retire un pension would be rtplaesd by a smaller number of

younger persons-
Without waiting for State action, however, ’lie more projperouj firms

and industries ure them'elves setting up pension schemas to supplement the

benefits cf the general compulsory scheme. At Jpait .W.OOO industrial

workers nre covered by such scheme*, the. uuniber of which Continues to

grow year by year. Among those introduced in 1936 may be mentioned

that of the United Steel Company with 20 (H*l workers and that, of Imperial

Chemical Industries with 43,000.

Besot Eojiab Sareaf,

THE COMMON IDEALS OF FASCISM AND NATIONAL SOCIALISM

Like Fascism in Italy, the national revolution hod given Germany a

new faith. I believe that tha etuuo of much misunderstanding and mistrust

between the peoples lias ia the fae-. that the rc-pr-nsiale men do not know
tbe new reality which ia being created.

If people knew the national revolutions of Germany and Italy better,

many prejudice* would cease to exist, ami many points of dispute lose their

reason for existence.
Both the Fascist and National-socialist revolution* had a high conocp-

t>OQ of work a* th- token of human nobility Both based their strength oo

their youth, which they trained by discipline, courage, endurance, psciiistn

and contempt for a life of comfort-
The resurrected Roman Umpire is the work of this new spirit which

inspires Italy. The German rebirth is 8l*> the work of a spiritual force,

faith in an idea in which once only a tingle man believed, tbenntrcop of

champion* and martyrs, then a minority, and fmaily a whole people.

10
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Germany and Itely follow the same aim«
#

too. in the field of economin
self-sufficiency. Without economic independence the political Independence
of " ation is male doubtful and a people of grea; military strength <*im full

a tv. ti . on an economic blockade

VVe have wen this defeat threatening us when 52 nation* gathered »t

Get: iva determined on the criminal ecmnnvc **nct»on8 against Itnly. ibo*e

6iioctton5 which were to be carried through in all their harebnesa but d>d not

attain their goal, but rather gave Fascist Italy the opportunity to proveto

the world her power to resist.

In ap te of i
!
presfiuie Germany did not join in the sancltcus. We

shall never it. This was the point at which for the fir** time the

existence of n necessary co-operuGon between National-Socialist }**rmany

and Fascist Italy made it-* appsnranco.

WT

hai ia now called the fieri in*Rome ax;s aro*o in the autumn of 1935

and in the lait two yea** hi9 done grea w irk for an uver closer dra viug

to^ciher of our two peoples and for the p driinal strengthening of European
peace.

Tha moral principle of Fascism is loyalty, and thi* ooinoqfcg w th my
personal ethics—to Apeak clearly and frankly and, when I have a friend, to

march with him to the end.

There is no dictatorship either in Germany or Italy. They have forces

and organisations which exist to serve the people.

No government in any pan of the world potoesae* the agreement of it*

people to the same extant, as the g »vern aeaU of Germany and Daly. The
greatest and most genuine democracies which ibe world knows to day are the

German and Italian.

Elsewhere under the mantle of * the inalienable right* of man * politics

are ruled by the power of money, capita), secret aicietiea. and mutually

hostile political group*. In Gmnanjr and Italy it ia quite out of the ques-

tion for private forces to ha table to indue acc the poiiov of the Suae

—

MttMolini'e Address to Germany at Bori n, September S& 1057.

BXNOY KCMAH SAkXAR
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Brahroana-Romsn Calholio Samvad (Argument between a Homan
Catholic and “ Brfibmapu)—by Dom Antonio

;
edited by Prof. Surennrs-

n«th S-n, vi a., ph.d.. b utt . published by the Calcutta University,

1937, Introduction, pp. <6, Index

Both Professor Sen and th<* University ol Calcutta are to be congra-

tulated upon bringing out this dainty Utile volume. Containing the text of a

Seventeenth ceDtury Bengali prose work, Brubaisn-Raau.n Catholic

Samvud, by D:m An'onio— the text constituting, at it does, the

earliest known specimen of Bengali prose style. Dom Antonio was

originally a Bengali priDce bailing from Bbus$n jin Jcssore). but was

eventually d-stined to bo converted to Christianity by a Portuguese

Mt»ainnary and bear this Portugue-e name Wh»t little information about

the personal history of this Bengal-born Padri is available has boon carefully

gather-d and recorded by Prof. Sea in his learned Introduction, and we are

no more warranted to conjecture that Dom Antonio is 'a semi-lcgondary

figure.
’

The impertnnee of tho publication lies not so much in tbe establish-

ment of tho historicity ol Dom Antonio, the author as, mainly, in that

his work reveals, from tbe standpoint of language, a close resemblance

between the Bengali pr sc of the latter-half of the seventeenth century and

that of tbe former half of the nineteenth century, und to tbe students of

old Bengali language and philology tbe importance is very great, indeed.

The work which is of the nature of a dialogue between a Roman Catholic

Missionary and a Brahmin Pundit over the superiority of their religious

beliefs, i* characterised by the occurrence in it of a good many word* and

expressions of East Bengal, which are now almost, or wholly, obsolete,

and it is gratifying to note ihat ProfcMor Sen has succeeded to bring out in

mo-t can s the true import thereof I’roftssor Sen had hsd a so to undergo

a lot of troubles in restoring t he text of this Beonali work from the original

manuscript which is in Roman characters—the Portuguese writers of

Bengali do! having always followed a common or definite system of

tran^itera'ion aud orthography, but much of his labour* will be repaid

if those limited few who on interested in old Bengali language und litcraiura

receive the volume favourably.

There are, however, a few printing mistakes in the book but chst

will not in any way detract from tbe merit of the publication.

Tho volume contains au exhaustive Index, and the dedication of such

a publication to tbe son of Aautoeh in hi- post * is happy.

(>Ifi!MPBAS4KXi MaJCMDAS

Cloud and the Clear Sky—By K. C. Sen. Modaripur (Bengal), price

Rs. 2

The book under review i* for the most part a Idler written to Aurobmdo
which ©ontain* among other things a detailed criticism of his fundamental
tenets. It is wdcomo especially in view of the fact that many have
already been confounded by the extravagant claim* made by Aurobmdo in
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ragarJ lo 6ho spiritual regeneration of the world that ie yet to take place,

and i6 will doubtless prove helpful lo one, si least to some extent, m one's

critical approach to Aurobmduissm

But it ie not too much lo say that the criticism is overdone. In the

three sections of the book the author harps on the selfsame theme ; in the

prelude ho practically finishes all that ho has to say
; ho nevertheless

drags in tho very theme for further threshing in the second section which

la rendered prolix by n?petitiousncss in spite of the fact that there i« n

fine display o: learning, and in tlic lo»t a crystailixAtion of Aurobindoism

is attempted, which is evidently marred by tome adventitious additions

to the original stuff.

The author begins bis letter by detailing the defect* and shortcorolog*

of those whom be calls • spare-time Sadhakas. it. those who slave at

office and sing out piai*c of Aurobindo at home. But ic will take very little

sense to tea that, whatever the defects of the disciples. Auiobindo cannot

be held responsible on that account; for a guru who can heal a trolled soul

i* scarcely to be found, the development nf a dimple's seif being on that

score in ordinary circurasiuncc* but gradual. The alleged defects of

Aurobindo'8 household disciples give no cause whatever for alarm, uar

can these be construed into some imperfection* on his part.

The wit of *br author is nut. however exhausted over the consideration

of .* urob'nd /a disciple*. It. on the contrary, appears at lU beat in exa-

mining the vrr} core of the spiritual philosophy of the school of

Poodkbtrry, namely, the doctrine of Sop«rni8nbood 3upram*nt*l Light

and the coming Buprameotalked human race ;
there i* no doubt that be

Foinrtirnr* lays his fiuirer on the crux of Aurobindoism; but unfortunately

in his critical estimate be ia visibly influence d, in sopite of himself, by

piftjion atid ill-fce'iog. His criticism fcbrrefoce turd® out all vituperation

winch be uoderinkes presumanly for his own dictation. But one can

scarcely derive any benefit fr m a vilfioatioo of an illuBtnoua personage,

even when put in print. The author seems to have dug de*p into the

English vocabulary in search of all possible opprobious epithets to pour

out upon Aurobindo. Then? will, however, be some relief for the reader

who has not taken leave of good taste to know that Aurobindo is past the

stage at which ridicule cuts one to the quiok. It is cot then that tho

epithet e am all without a use, they sene at any rate to relievo the

passionate critic of tho oppression of the litter feelings ho seems to have

been entertaining towards the aobolar-myat>c of Pondicherry.

It is nothing uncommon m this world that people differ from cae

another uti u particular matter, and such difference i* nothing peculiar in

the realm of philosophy und religion It is also observed that people differ

in the made of expressing their difference. Sometime* it is found that

two persons continue to be cioae friends in spite of a clearage of opinion

od the outlook of life or on other matters. Instance* are also not wanting

wherein any difference of opinion brings passion into play, put9 lath*,

brickbats or bullets mto action. There are then, broadly speaking, two

distinct modes of differing. One ie a gentleman's mode and the other the

mob's method ; though it is true that one man by hiui&elf cannot make a

mob, yet there la no denying that mob psychology may control a

man's mind. The author's medo of differing with Aurobindo illustrate* an

aspect of mob-psychology and tho mob'* method. In his enlightened

opinion, Aurobindo is a * tnoneyist,* an impostor, a swindler and so forth.

None can, of course, deny him the right of fret* judgment, but it will be

universally agreed that one can criticise another's opinion with grace and

good feelings, keeping clear of what is called vulgarism in thought and
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in it* expression. Fortunately the missiles that art* hurled At Aurobindo
are not murdcrou*

;
they by their very nature cannot inflict ony bodily

injuries on any cue. They can nevertheless provoke a counterattack

wbwb may prove Ico much for the hurter to resist. Aurobindo. however,

esnnot stoop &o low as to launch a counter-oHensiTe, and tkia shows that

be jb at least a for better man than bis critic. One with nn element of

humour and a sense of proportion will find the major portion of the book

highly Amusing though not exactly interesting

Headers will be all the more amused when they «ill come to read the

last section right through where the author presents liinuelf not solely

as a entic of Aurobindo, but sa one who gibes at religion and everything

and everyone rel gious. Ramkrishua is already damned und sent to beil

for bis alleged muddle- beadednose Rabindranath. Remain Holland, P.udba-

kriihnao ond all those who care anything for religion are jeered at And it

scums that be runs amok. Thus, Radbakrisbnsn is charged with in-

sincerity and cheating bis audiences both iD India and England. But it is

naming to see that the author, posiog he dee* a* wiser -.bur. the widest,

is not intelligent enough to distinguish between ‘ religion * and 1
religions.'

and bus not :he wit to grasp the double import of the word • religions
’

which Sir Sarvapalli made use of in the contexts whereto his criticism

is directed. Wo are ruude to believe that there is only one man under the

sky who is not guided by police, and is Inspired in his activities by Truth.

This man is no a person than Mr. K. C. hen ol Mndnripur. the learned

critic of Aurobindo. To him truth is oil that matters and that ia why bo,

os he himself declares, cares little for etiquette which is but a convention.

Readers may then well wonder at the insinuation that truth ia more

compatible with vulgarism than with the perfection of good taste ond the

refinement of manners end finally at the book it6*lf viewed as a whole

and may well ask : how could this scurrilous rag be published.

X. C. Das
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1. Thb Lars Sib Jacadish Chandra Bosb

By the death of Sir Jagadish Chandra Brae, which occurred on

Tuesday, November 23 at Gitidi, where the end came quite un-

expectedly, the world hu* lo»t one of the greatest scientist* of our

times. To bis countrymen and to those who had the privilege of

knowing bun intimately. Sir JagaJisb was. besides being a scientist

of the 6rP t order, a seer aod philosopher who had realised life’s uuily

not only by bis biological rescarche* but by an inner vision in which

he seemed rapt. He had a gift of expre-awn in Bengali which

entitled him to the admiration of Ins countrymen who have oul. to

regret that he did not write mare. He was indeed anxious to enrich

the scientific vocabulary in Bengali and gave Sunakrjtic names to tho

various inventions he had made.

This ia not the place to attempt anything like u detailed biography

of this great man. He was bom on November SO, 1858, and was

educated in Calcutta and later at Curist'a College. Cambridge On

bis return to India he joined tho stuff of the Presidency College

from which he retired in 1916 continuing, however, h e association

with it a* Emeritus ProfcB-or. For many years he had to struggle

hard against lack of sympathy among officials and the want of suitable

laboratory facilities, hampering the progret* of his investigations. In

1896 he was invited by the British Association at Liverpool to give

a demonstration of hie discoveries in the field of Electricity. Eminent

scientists including Lord Kelvin and Oliver Lodge attended his

lectures with great interest and enthusiasm and congiatulated him

on biB notable contributions. In spile of occasional opposition bi6

career from this time until the end was one of triumjihant progress

and increasing recognition. He was frequently invited by different
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learned societies abroid to l-cture to them on hi* experiment ami

discoveries. By his rescan he* he was able to establish himself as

one of the world’s greatest authorities oil plant life. His chief invention

is the Crescograph t>v which the movement of plant iis>uei. not

visible to the nalicd eye, can be magnified 100
,
01)0 times tu an] the

observation of their reactions to manures. poifOnt, and other -fnmh.

He had also done invaluable work in wireless telegraphy. He founded

the Bose Research Institute in Calcutta to pivjiare a baud ol scientists

who would be able to contmue the wotk he hail begun.

Sir Jagadisb bud been associated with the Calcutta University as

an Honorary Fellow since 1859.

He was decorated by the Government with the Order .,f the

Companion of tbe Indian Empire in 1903 and wnh t! at of the Com-

panion of the Star of India in 1911 and «a> liner kmgmcd lie was

honoured by a Fellowship uf the Royal Society.

To Lady Abate Bo*e who survives her illustrious husband we

oiler our heartfelt condolences.

II. Indian Science Conohess—Siivrb Jomlel Cei.hbh*7ion

Tbe twenty-fifth session of the Indian Science Congress, which

will celebrate its Silver Jubilee, will be beld m Calcutta from tbe 3rd

to the 9th January. 1938.

The Hidden demine of Lord Rutherford who was elected President

of the Congress was a great loss to the cause of Science and to the

Congre.« which had found in the great physicist a leader after its

heart. The void has been filled by the election of Sir James

Hopwocd Jeans to the office.

The Congress has decided to meet in joint session with the

British Association for the Advancement of 8cience so that it can

worthily celebrate the occasion. Tbe organiser* expect that that no

lea* than one hundred delegatee will coaie from Great Britain and

that other countries tco will be well-represented in tbe Congress.

In India, too, the membership of the Congress, it is expected, will

greatly increase.

The Indian Science Congress Association will issue a detailed

programme of the Annual Meeting to its Members in the course of
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December. Thin will contain summaries of papers accepted for reading

in the different actions of which there will bo thirty-three in all.

AirangeineuU have been made fora conducted tour of the delegates

to the important cities iu India and to other places of special interest.

We hope that the discussions that will take place at the Annual

Meeting of the Congress will not only serve to throw light on various

problems m the world of Spence but will also stimulate enthusiasm for

scientific studies in this country.

III. Sin Jamrs Hopwoon Juans

Sir James Hopwood Jeans, m.a., d.sc., LL.D., the brilliant

mathematician and astronomer, who will preside over tho twenty-fifth

session of the Indiau Science, Congress to be held jointly with tbo

British Association for the Advancement of Science has done notable

work in applied mathematics. A3 a popularicer of modern scientific

ideas, his reputation is very high end his books like "Through Space

and Time." "The Universe Around Us" und "Tho Mysterious

Universe" hare won for him a reputation to which few savants can

lay claim. He was Professor of Applied Mathematics at Princeton

University for about live years and was for ten years Secretary to the

Royal Society. Dr. Jeans was Stokes Lecturer in Applied Mathe-

matics at Cambridge for about two years. He has born Research

Associate of Mount Wilson Observatory since 1923 and was knighted

in 1929. Ilia publications include “ Theory of Electricity and

Magnetism." "Problems of Cosmogony and Stellar Dynamics,'

" Atomicity and Quanta," Eos, or the Wilder Aspects of Cosmo-

gony." His researches cover a wide field and he has everywhere

established on enviable reputation for great originality and powers

of observation. We extend to this eminent scientist and philosopher

a cordial welcome and hope that the connexion thus established with

India will lead to fruitful results in the future.

IV. Pospalata Biswas Endowment

We are glad to learn that the Hon'blo Mr. Justice Cliaruchandra

Biswas ha3 intimated that he does not propose to draw any remunera-

tion from tbo University for acting as an examiner or paper-setter
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or for any other work, requesting that any sums already due or

undrawn or that may be due in futare may bo funded for the creation

of an endowment to bo named after Uia deceased daughter Puspalata

Biswas.

We congratulate Mr. Justice Biswas for this public spirit and

trust that others will follow his example.

V. Mk. S. P. Mookkiutb

Wo arc glad to announce that our Vice-Chancellor, Mr.

S. P. Mcokerjee, m.a., b.l., Babius7eb-.vt.law, M.L.A., haa been

elected to the Council of the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore,

from the North-Eastern Group of Indian Universities.

VI. University Dblbgatbs

Sir S. Rndhakrishnan, KT., u a., d-lot,, King Goorge Professor of

Mental and Moral Science, will represent the University as its delegate

at the All-India Philosophical Congress to be hold at Nagpur towards

the end of December, 1937.

Professor Jitendrsprasad Niyogi, m.a., I'H.D,
,

Minlo Professor of

Economics, hart been appointed a delegate of the University to

represent it at the '21at Annual Indian Economic Conference which will

be held at Hyderabad from the -29th to tho 31st December 1937.

Professor H. C. Raycbaudhuri, m.a., ph.d., Carmichael Professor

of Ancient Indian History and Culture, baa been appointed a delegate

to represent the University at the ninth session of the All-India

Oriental Conference to be heid at Trivandrum in December, 1937.

VII. University Rbtrbsbni’aTivb on the Trxt-Booe

Committer

We aro glad to announce that Mr. Sailendransth Mitra, m.a.,

our Joint-Secretary and Secretary to the Councils of the Post-Graduate

Teaching iD Arts and Science, has beeD selected to be the University
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representative on the Committee appointed for examining book# for

secondary schools.

VIII. Archabologioal Exploration

Mr. H. J. H. Drummond of Cambridge, a member of the Yale-

Cambridge North India Expedition, which had collected pre-bistork

material in India in 1935, is again coming this winter to India to

resnme his survey in Karnool District. It is felt necessary that one

or two Indian students should accompany him during bis tour and

the University, willing to avail itself of the opportunity , has sent up

the name of Mr. Dharanimohan Sen, M.A., for this purpose. It is

)roped that the co-operation offered by the University will be accepted.

IX. Election op Ordinary Fauow&

His Excellency the Chancellor has been pleased to direct that

steps may be taken by the Syndicate for the election of one Ordinary

Fellow by the Registered Graduates and one Ordinary Fellow by the

Faculty of Arts under Sections 7 and 9 of the Indian Universities

Act, 19W.

His Excelleacy has appointed the following dates for holding the

election r

Election by the Registered Graduates .. 20th January, 1938.

Election by the Faculty of Arts ... 5th January, 1938.

It is to be noted in this connection that the term of office of the

undermentioned Follow* will expire on the dates mentioned against their

names :

—

Elected by the Refiltered Graduate*—

Dr. Pramathanath Baoerjea, m a., d.sc., 28th February. 1938.

Barrister-nt-Tjiw, m.l.a.

PAicUd by the Faculty of Art*—

Rai Bahadur Professor Khagendranulh Mitre. 21et January, 1938,
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X. Professor Hevchasdra Ratchaudhuri

Professor Hemcbandra Raycbaudhuri, M.A., ph.d., our Carmichael

Professor of Ancient Indian History and Culture, hw been appointed

a representative of this University at the next session of the Iodian

Historical Record* Commission which will be hold at Lahore ou the

lGtb sod 17th December 19J7, in place of Professor Surendra

Nath Sen, M.A., ph.d., who is unable to attend for unavoidable reasons.

XI. Troth International Chemical Congress

The Tenth International Chemical Congress will be held at Rome
from the 16th to the 21at May 1938. The University has conveyed to

the authorities of the Congress its good wishes but regretted its

inability to send any representative on this occasion.

XII. A New D.So.

We offer our congratulation* to Mr. Sri*h Chandra Sengupta,

whose thesis on Dehydrogenation and the Chemistry of Santenone I 13S

been declared to be of sufficient merit for the award of a Doctorate

in Science of this University. The examiner* were Mr. Harold

King, P.R.6., Dr. Otto Rosenheim, P.R.s., p.l.8., and Professor Jocelyn

Thorpe, c.b.b., f.r»s.

XIII. Second Indian Cultural Conference

The Second Indian Cultural Conference was held at the Senate

House, Calcutta University, from December 4th to December 7fb.

1937, onder the auspices of the Indian Research Institute, Calcutta.

Tbo conference wap a great success.

XIV. Dr. SoDHiNDRAHATn Ghosh

Dr. Sudbindranath Ghoeh, d.lot., of tbo League of Nations,

who was invited to deliver a cooreo of lectures in this University on
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" Post-War Europe : A Survey of conflicting Ideologies " »b an

Extension Lecturer spoke on the subject for three days before a

packed house in the Asutosh Hall.

XV. pRorsssoE Syud Hossais

Professor 8>ud Hossoin, lecturer in History of Civilization at the

Onireralty of Southern California, who was appointed a special Univer-

sity Reader, delivered a course of three lectures at the Asutosh Hall

before a large and distinguished audience.

The subject* on which ho spoke were : The European Crisis, The

Far Eastern Crisis, and America of Today.

The meeting was presided over by our Vice-Chancellor, Mr.

Byamaprasad Mcokcrjeo.

• •

XVI. A Nhw Fallow

Mr. S. Wajid Ali, b.a. (Cajctab.), babbism-at-law
, Lub been

nominated by His Excellency the Chancellor to be an Ordinary Fellow

of this University vice Mr, A. H. Harley, resigned.




